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DEDICATION

The proceedings of this conference is dedicated to
EdmondE. Bisson as was the conference itself. Ed re-
tired from NASALewis Research Center in 1973 and cur-
rently resides in Fairview Park, Ohio, where he writes
and prepares lectures, consults, and serves as Editor-
in-Chief for the American Society of Lubrication
Engineers.

The tribology organization at NASALewis exists
because of the pioneering spirit of Ed Bisson. The
activity had its beginning at Langley Laboratory,
Langley Field, Virginia, prior to World War II.
Shortly thereafter the activity moved to the Lewis
Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. Ed recognized
the need for a group dedicated to gaining a better

fundamental understanding of adhesion, friction, wear, and lubrication pro-
cesses. He sought the sustaining support of NACAand later NASAfor the
research. And he created an environment which attracted capable engineers and
scientists.

Ed Bisson is a truly exceptional individual. Throughout his many years
of managing the research work in tribology, bearings, gears, and seals, he
demonstrated the utmost in administrative skills. More importantly, he also
maintained a close contact with the technical aspects of the research work by
reading and editing all technical papers emanating from the group. _ Many of
the pioneering papers in solid film lubrication, high temperature behavior of
materials, synthetic lubricants, and bearing concepts bear his name as one of
the authors. His book, coauthered with William J. Anderson and entitled
Advanced Bearing Technology, is widely used and referenced by tribologists
throughout the world.

Researchers in this and other fields tend to gravitate to either funda-
mental studies or the more practical engineering applications. Ed Bisson
always recognized the importance of both approaches. He knew that it was
necessary to conduct fundamental research for tribology to grow as a science.
He was also practical enough to recognize the need to solve existing engineer-
ing problems. He ensured that both areas were adequately addressed and helped
to bring about interaction and mutual appreciation for both approaches among
staff members.

A number of internationally recognized tribologists, either presently or
formerly with NASA, were initiated into the field under the supervision of
Ed Bisson. Literally hundreds of technical papers were published by various
authors as a result of programs initiated or supported by him. A host of
awards were bestowed on various members of the group through the years of his
management. These recipients will readily admit that the creative environment
which made these awards possible was a direct result of Ed Bisson's efforts.

Thus, in recognition of his many contributions to the field of tribology
and his determined efforts in the advancement of the field, both as a scien-
tific endeavor and an engineering discipline, we dedicated to EdmondE. Bisson
the International Conference on Tribology in the 80's and its proceedings.
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PREFACE

Since many of you may not be familiarwith the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter,
I want to briefly introduceyou to our Center and the work we do.

Lewis ResearchCenter is one of eight major NASA field centers in the
United States. In additionto these eight centersare severalsmall satellite
organizationsand our Headquartersin Washington.

NASA Lewis is locatedon 350 acres adjacentto the ClevelandHopkins
InternationalAirport. We have an additional6000 acres at Sandusky,Ohio
(about60 miles west), where some larger facilities,includingan experimental
wind turbine,are located. Onsite we employ about 2600 civil serviceemployees
and another700 supportservicecontractors. Typically,our budget is about
_600 million a year. About a third of that supportsour inhouseresearch
efforts, some of which you will be _earningabout in the next few days. The
other two-thirdssupportsour contractsand grantswith various industriesand
universities. You will also be hearingsome resultsof these contractual
endeavorsduring this conference.

Basically,there are four major programthrustsat Lewis, the largest
being that of aeronauticalpropulsionR&T. Lewis, now over 40 years old, was
formed in 1941 primarilyfor researchon aircraftengines- originallyrecip-
rocatingenginesand then jet engines. That researchstill constitutesabout
half our effort here at Lewis. Aeronauticalpropulsioncovers everythingfrom
fundamentalresearch in materialsand tribology,which you will be hearing
about, throughcomponentsand internalaerodynamics,and eventuallyto total
engine systemsthat are tested in our variouswind tunnelsand engine testing
facilities.

A secondmajor thrust is space propulsion. We have people workingon
varioustypes of advancedrocket engines- for example,the Centaur engine,
which is a second-stageengine. The Centaurengine has been operationalfor
20 years. It is now being reconfiguredto operatefrom the bay of the Shuttle
as an upper-stagevehicleto deliver satellitesto high Earth orbits and Earth
escape trajectories. Some of our other researchpropulsiondevicesinclude
electric thrustersand advancedchemical propulsionsystems.

A third major area is space power R&T. This is an area the Center
emphasizedduring the 1960's with such devicesas solar cells,batteries,fuel
cells, and variousdynamic systems. Since the early 1970's and until recently
only a relativelysmall effort had continuedat Lewis in this research area.
However, throughour strategicplanningof the lastyear, it was decidedto
make this work a major new thrust for the Center. Through such efforts,we are
trying to return Lewis to its former role as NASA's lead center in space power
R&D for the future.

The fourth area is communicationsR&T. Startingin the mid 1970's,Lewis
essentiallybecame NASA's lead center in communicationstechnology. The Ad-
vanced CommunicationTechnology SatelliteProgram is a major effort in this
area. When this advancedsatellite is launchedin the late 1980's, it will
open up the wave bands of a 20-30 GHz system.

Over the last decade we have been applyingthese major technologiesto
terrestrial-energyapplicationssuch as windmillsandautomotive propulsion,
both gas-turbineand Stirling-cyclesystems. Much of our technologyis being
funded and appliedby the U.S. Department_ofEnergy (DOE). Lewis Research
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Center has managedand directedDOE programsthroughboth inhouseand con-
tractedefforts.

Another specialarea is launchvehicleoperationsfor upper-stagepropul-
sion systems. Centaurvehicleoperationshave been managed from Lewis for the
last20 some years. The Centaurhas been a second-stageengine on both the
Atlas and Titan rockets,and thus has carriedmany of the communications
satellitesto their high Earth orbits. Our Centaurprogramhas been very suc-
cessful. In fact, we have had 99 successfullaunchesand, within the next
month we will complete,hopefully,the lOOthsuccessful launchof that system.

This is just a brief overviewof the work we are doing at Lewis Research
Center. I hope you will find this conferencerewarding,not just the formal
papers that are to be presented,but also the discussions- both the more
formal ones followingthe papers and the informalones. And I urgeyou to
participateactively in this conference,becauseparticipationof all attendees
is the real value of any conference.

NealT. Saunders
Director
Materialsand StructuresDirectorate
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FOREWORD

This proceedings of the International Conference in Tribology in the
80's is the result of a program by the Structures and Mechanical Technologies
Division of the NASALewisResearch Center to bring together the most outstand-
ing and internationally known people in the field of tribology. Thirty-six
invited presentations were made relative to the understanding and technical
advancement of various disciplines and subdisciplines of the field. These
included papers on the status of understanding on each of the eight session
topics as well as an examination of the currentstate-of-knowledge and the
directions to be taken for the remainder of the decade for each subject.
Presentations by two preeminent tribologists from England, the "cradle of
Tribology," set the theme for the conference. Professor David Tabor of the
University of Cambridge began the conference with an overview paper on the
"Status and Direction of Tribology as a Science in the 80's." Then, at the
dinner meeting, Professor Duncan Dowson of the University of Leeds spoke of
the future with his presentation on "Tribology for the 90's and Beyond." It
is noteworthy to mention that both of these gentlemen are recipients of the
prestigious Tribology Gold Medal, tribology's highest award, from the Institu-
tion of Mechanical Engineers in London. The conference was honored to have
four of the ten living winners of this award in attendance, the other two
being Professor Harmen Blok of The Netherlands and Robert L. Johnson of the
United States.

In addition to furthering the understanding and the exchange of knowledge
among some of the world's tribologists, there were several other purposes for
the conference: (I) to gain attention in other scientific communities and in
industry for some of the important elements being studied in tribology, (2) to
help transform this information into broad, practical uses, and (3) to try to
eliminate the general vagueness that exists, even among some tribologists, with
the meaning of the word tribology.

Let us spend a minute with the definition and significance of the word
tribology. Websters NewCollegiate Dictionary has the definition "a science
that deals with the design, friction, wear, and lubrication of interacting sur-
faces in relative motion (as in bearing_ or gears)." As was so succinctly
stated by Professor Terence F. J. Quinn _, "tribology is a subject which has
suffered from lack of precision over the terms used to identify its various
constituents." But the word itself has different connotations, according to
the variou_ authorities connected with the subject. The Jost Committee, in
its report _ to the British Government in 1966, was responsible for
introducing the word tribology into current usage. The Committee defined
tribology as "the study of the interactions between surfaces in relative
motion and the practice related thereto." More recently, D. Scott 3, past
editor of the tribology journal Wear, simply used "the science and technology
of lubrication, friction and wear" as his definition. The Jost Committee's
definition is perhaps deliberately vague so as to encompass the many complex
interactions and practices involved and the obvious interdisciplinary nature
of the science.

This conference covered a wide range of subjects extending from funda-
mental research with tribological materials of all kinds and their surface
effects up to the final applications in mechanical components. An attempt was
made to exemplify this in the design of the conference logo, which is shown on
the cover. First and central to all efforts in tribology is basic research
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work, which is illustrated in the middle of the logo with a drawing of the
Stribeck curve 4 for delineating the various lubrication regimes. This curve is
superimposed on a sketch showing two rubbing surfaces (roughness exaggerated)
under load and separated by a lubricant. Around these illustrations are
shown a bearing, seal, and gear to indicate the ultimate use and technology
application.

The conference had a definite international flavor with 72 of the 311
registrants representing 14 countries other than the United States: 20 from
Japan, 14 from England, I0 from the Federal Republic of Germany, 9 from Canada,
6 from The Netherlands, 3 each from France and Sweden, and I each from
Australia, Finland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, and Switzerland.

The most important and critical elements needed for the success of this
or any technical conference are the interest and support of the participants.
Of the technical presentations, ii were by NASALewis personnel, and the re-
mainder were by individuals from universities, industry, and other government
agencies - 12 from the United States and 13 from other countries. In addition
to the 36 technical papers, there were about 70 invited discussions of these
papers solicited prior to the conference plus others that were offered during
and after the meeting. Those who served as chairmen of the various technical
sessions were: Marshall B. Peterson, Wear Sciences; J. M. Georges, Professor,
University Claude Bernard-Lyon I, France; Kenneth C. Ludema, Professor,
University of Michigan; Masahisa Matsunaga, Professor, Chiba Institute of
Technology, Japan; Lavern D. Wedeven, NASALewis Research Center; Robert L.
Fusaro, NASALewis Research Center; Olog Vingsbo, Professor, Uppsala Univer-
sity, Sweden; and Robert L. Johnson, Consultant and Professor, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Debra J. Drdek served as Conference Coordinator in
making all the physical arrangements and Susan F. Gott was the Conference
Secretary.

Many other people at the Lewis Research Center contributed to the success
of this conference. Amongthese are some personnel of the Engineering and
Technical Services Directorate and the Technical Information Services
Division. I thank these people as well as the participants. In particular, a
special thank you to Donald H. Buckley, Chief of the Tribology Branch, and the
members of his group who helped to make this conference possible.
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ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICLUBRICATION

Status of Understanding

Bernard J. Hamrock
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

The development of elastohydrodynamic lubrication can be divided into
three main stages. The first stage is the development of the idealized form
of elastohydrodynamic lubrication, namely where the surfaces are smooth, the
fluid behavior is assumed to be Newtonian, and isothermal considerations are
assumed. Results based on these assumptions are presented for the complete
spectrum of contact geometries (rectangular and elliptical), contact materials
(hard and soft), and lubricant availability (fully flooded and starved). The
status of understanding for the idealized stage of elastohydrodynamic lubrica-
tion is fairly well covered in the existing literature. The second stage of
development separately incorporates the effects of a non-Newtonian fluid
model, thermal effects, and surface roughness effects into the elastohydro-
dynamic lubrication model developed in stage 1. Results showing recent
developments in this stage are presented. The third stage collectively con-
siders the items considered in stage 2 in investigating the lubrication of
real surfaces in their operating environments.

INTRODUCTION

Dowson (1965) defines elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) as "the study
of situations in which elastic deformation of the surrounding solids plays a
significant role in the hydrodynamic lubrication process." Elastohydrodynamic
lubrication implies complete fluid-film lubrication and no asperity inter-
action of the surfaces. There are two distinct forms of elastohydrodynamic
lubrication (EHL):

(i) Hard EHL - relating to materials of hi_j_helastic modulus, such as
metals. TnTh_s form of lubrication not only _s the elastic deformation
important but the pressure-viscosity effects are equally as important.
Engineering applications in which elastohydrodynamic lubrication is important
for high-elastic-modulus materials include gears and rolling-element bearings.

(2) Soft EHL - relating to materials of low elastic modulus, such as
rubber. For these materials, the elastic dis_tions are large, even with
light loads. Another feature of the elastohydrodynamics of low-elastic-
modulus materials is the negligible effect of the relatively low pressures on
the viscosity of the lubricating fluid. Engineering applications in which
elastohydrodynamic lubrication is important for low-elastic-modulus materials
include seals, human joints, tires, and a number of lubricated elastomeric
material machine elements.
Since the subject of elastohydrodynamic lubrication was introduced by Grubin
1949), there have been a number of reviews of the subject including Dowson
1965}, McGrewet al. (1971), Cheng (1973), Winer (1973), and Hamrock and
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Dowson (1981). It is the purposeof this paper to cover the presentstatus of
understandingof elastohydrodynamiclubrication,focusingprincipallyon
developmentsthat have occurred in the past decade. Primary interestis in
hard EHL with a sectionon soft EHL.

The recognitionand understandingof elastohydrodynamiclubricationrep-
resentsone of the major developmentsin the field of tribologyin the
twentiethcentury. The revelationof a previouslyunsuspectedregime of
lubricationis clearlyan event of importancein tribology. Elastohydro-
dynamic lubricationnot only explainedthe remarkablephysicalaction
responsiblefor the effectivelubricationof manymachine elements,but it
also broughtorder to the understandingof the completespectrumof lubrica-
tion regimes,rangingfrom boundaryto hydrodynamic.

A way of coming to an understandingof elastohydrodynamiclubricationis
to compare it with hydrodynamiclubrication. The major developmentsthat have
led to our presentunderstandingof hydrodynamiclubrication(Tower,1885; and
Reynolds,1886) predatethe major developmentsof elastohydrodynamiclubrica-
tion (Grubin,1949; and Petrusevich,1951) by 65 years. Both hydrodynamicand
elastohydrodynamiclubricationare consideredas fluid-filmlubricationin
that the lubricantfilm is sufficientlythick to preventthe opposing solids
from coming into contact. Fluid-filmlubricationis often referredto as the
ideal form of lubricationsince it provideslow frictionand high resistance
to wear.

CONFORMALAND NONCONFORMALSURFACES

Hydrodynamiclubricationis generallycharacterizedby surfacesthat are
conformal. That is, the surfacesfit snugly into each other with a high
degreeof geometricalconformity,as shown in figure 1, so that the load is
carriedover a relativelylarge area. Furthermore,the load-carryingsurface
area remainsessentiallyconstantwhile the load is increased. Fluid-film
journalbearings (as shown in fig. 1) and slider bearingsexhibitconformal
surfaces. In journal bearings,the radial clearancebetweenthe shaft and the
bearing is typicallyone-thousandthof the shaft diameter;in slider bearings,
the inclinationof the bearingsurfaceto the runner is typicallyone part in
a thousand. These convergingsurfacescoupledwith the fact that there is
relativemotion and a viscousfluid separatingthe surfacesenable a positive
pressureto be developedand exhibit a capacityto supporta normal applied
load. The magnitudesof the pressuresdevelopedare not generallylarge
enough to cause elasticdeformationof the surfaces. The minimumfilm thick-
ness in a hydrodynamicallylubricatedbearingis a functionof applied load,
speed, lubricantviscosity,and geometry. The relationshipbetweenthe mini-
mum film thickness hmin, the speed u, and the normalapplied load F is
given by

(hmin)HL : (i)

Many machine elementshave contactingsurfacesthat do not conformto
each other very well, as shown in figure 2 for a rolling-ee-Tem-e_tbearing. The
full burden of the load must then be carriedby a very small contactarea. In
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general, the contact area between nonconformal surfaces enlarges considerably
with increasing load, but it is still small when compared with the contact
area between conformal surfaces. Someexamples of nonconformal surfaces are
mating gear teeth, cams and followers, and rolling-element bearings (as shown
in fig. 2). The mode of lubrication normally found in these nonconformal con-
tacts is elastohydrodynamic lubrication. The characteristics required for
hydrodynamic lubrication (converging surfaces, relative motion, and a viscous
fluid) are also required for elastohydrodynamic lubrication.

The lo_d per unit area in conf_rmal bearings is relatively low, typicallyonly I MN/m and seldom over 7 MN/m . By contrast,She load per unit area in
nonconformal contacts will generally exceed 700 MN/m_ even at modest applied
loads. These high pressures result in elastic deformation of the bearing
materials such that elliptical contact areas are formed for oil film genera-
tion and load support. The significance of the high contact pressures is that
they result in a considerable increase in fluid viscosity. Inasmuch as vis-
cosity is a measure of a fluid's resistance to flow, this increase greatly
enhances the lubricant's ability to support load without being squeezed out of
the contact zone. The high contact pressures on nonconforming surfaces there-
fore result in both an elastic deformation of the surfaces and large increases
in the fluid's viscosity. The minimum film thickness is a function of the
parameters found for hydrodynamic lubrication with the addition of an effec-
tive modulus-of-elasticity parameter and a pressure-viscosity coefficient.

RELEVANTEQUATIONS

The undeformed geometry of contacting solids in nonconformal contacts can
be represented by two ellipsoids, as shown in figure 3. The two solids with
different radii of curvature in a pair of principal planes (x and y) passing
through the contact between the solids make contact at a single point under
the condition of zero applied load. The radii of curvature are denoted by
r's in figure 3. It is assumed that convex surfaces, as shown in figure 3,
exhibit positive curvature and concave surfaces, negative curvature. There-
fore, if the center of curvature lies within the solid, the radius of curva-
ture is positive. If the center of curvature lies outside the solid, the
radius of curvature is negative. It is important to note that if coordinates
x and y are chosen such that

1 + I >1 +i (2)
rax rb x ray rby

coordinate x then determines the direction of the semiminor axis of the con-
tact area when a load is applied and y, the direction of the semimajor axis.
The direction of motion is always considered to be along the x axis.

The relevant equations used in elastohydrodynamic lubrication are given
below:

Lubrication equation (Reynolds equation)

_) + i) = 12u _ (ph) (3)
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where

ua + ub
u - 2 (4)

Viscosity variation

n = no eap (5)

where nO is the coefficient of absolute or dynamic viscosity at atmos-
pheric pressure and a is the pressure-viscosity coefficient of the fluid.

Density variation (for mineral oils)

( o0p) I01P = PO i + i + 1.17 p

Elasticity equation

6(x,y) (7)

- x1 )2 +

A

where

2
E' = 2 2 (8)

1 - va i - vb-- +

Ea Eb

Film shape equation

2 2

h : h0 +x+ y___+ a(x,y) (9)
2Rx 2Ry

where

1 1 1

- rax + xrb-- (10)Rx

I 1 1
- + (11)

Ry ray rby
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In hydrodynamic lubrication, the solution of the Reynolds equation is
such that the film shape is known and therefore the pressures can be easily
determined. In elastohydrodynamic lubrication, the film shape is not known
because the pressures help to determine the shape of the deforming surfaces,
and therefore the solution of the Reynolds equation is considerably more com-
plex than in hydrodynamic lubrication.

The elastohydrodynamic lubrication solution therefore requires the cal-
culation of the pressure distribution within the conjunction, at the same time
allowing for the effects that this pressure will have on the properties of the
fluid and on the geometry of the elastic solids. The solution will also pro-
vide the shape of the lubricating film, particularly the minimum clearance
between the solids. A detailed description of the elasticity model one could
use is given by Dowson and Hamrock (1976). The complete elastohydrodynamic
lubrication theory is given by Hamrock and Dowson (1976).

DIMENSIONLESSGROUPING

The variables resulting from the elastohydrodynamic lubrication theory are

- _a 1

, + _b /, N/m2E effective elastic modulus, 2 Ea
F normal applied load, N

h film thickness, m

©.Rx effective radius in x (motion) direction, + m

©Ry effective radius in y (transverse) direction + , m

u mean surface velocity in x direction, (u a + Ub)12, mls

a pressure-viscosity coefficient of fluid, m21N

nO atmospheric viscosity, N slm2

From these variables the following five dimensionless groupings can be estab-
lished:

Dimensionless film thickness

H - h (12)
Rx

Dimensionless load parameter

W- F (13)
E'R2

X
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Dimensionlessspeed parameter

nOu

U = E,Rx (14)

Dimensionlessmaterialsparameter

G = aE' (15)

Ellipticityparameter

a
k _b-\Rxl (16)

The ellipticity parameter k is written in terms of the semimajor a and
semiminor b axes of the contact ellipse. The simplified expression for the
ellipticity parameter given above was obtained from Hamrock and Brewe (1983)
and is valid for 0 < k < 20.

FILM THICKNESSFORMULAS

The dimensionlessminimum film thicknesscan be writtenas a functionof
the other four dimensionlessparameters,or

Hmin = f(k,U,W,G)

The most importantpracticalaspect of elastohydrodynamiclubricationtheory
is the determinationof the minimumfilm thicknesswithin the conjunction.
That is, maintaininga fluid-filmthicknessof adequatemagnitudeis extremely
importantto the operationof machineelementslike rolling-elementbearings.

By using the numericalprocedureoutlined in Hamrockand Dowson (1976),
the influenceof the ellipticityparameterand the dimensionlessspeed, load,
and materialsparameterson minimumfilm thicknesshas been investigatedby
Hamrock and Dowson (1977a). The ellipticityparameter k was varied from 1
(a ball-on-plateconfiguration)to 8 (a configurationapproachinga rec-
tangularcontact). The dimensionlessspeed parameter U was varied over a
range of nearlytwo orders of magnitude,and the dimensionlessload parameter
W over a range of one order of magnitude. Situationsequivalentto using
solid materialsof bronze,steel, and siliconnitrideand lubricantsof
paraffinicand naphthenicoils were consideredin the investigationof the
role of the dimensionlessmaterialsparameter G. Thirty-fourcases were used
in generatingthe minimum-film-thicknessformulagiven here.

Hmin = 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1- e-0"68 k) (17)I
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In this equation the most dominant exponent occurs on the speed parameter, and
the exponent on the load is very small and negative. The materials parameter
also carries a significant exponent, although the range of this variable in
engineering situations is limited.

From equation (17) we can write the relationship between minimum film
thickness and load and speed for an elastohydrodynamic lubricated contact as

(hmin) _ F-0"073 (18)EHL

(hmin) _ u0"68 (19)EHL

Comparing the results of equations (18) and (19) with that obtained for hydro-
dynamic lubrication expressed in equation (I) indicates that

(I) The exponent of the normal applied load is nearly seven times as
large for hydrodynamic lubrication as was found for elastohydrodynamic lubri-
cation. This implies that in elastohydrodynamic lubrication the film thick-
ness is only slightly affected by load while in hydrodynamic lubrication it is
significantly affected by load.

(2) The exponent on mean velocity for elastohydrodynamic lubrication is
slightly higher than that found for hydrodynamic lubrication.

In practical situations, there is considerable interest in the central as
well as the minimum film thickness in elastohydrodynamically lubricated con-
junctions. This is particularly true when traction is considered since the
surfaces in relative motion are separated by a film of almost constant thick-
ness that is well represented by the central value over much of the Hertzian
contact zone. The procedure used in obtaining the central film thickness was
the same as that used in obtaining the minimum film thickness. The central-
film-thickness formula obtained from Hamrock and Dowson (1977a) is

Hc = 2.69 uO'67GO'53w-O'067(I - 0.61 e-0"73 k) (20)

PRESSUREANDFILM THICKNESSPLOTS

A representative contour plot of dimensionless pressure is shown in fig-
ure 4 for k = 1.25, U = 0.168xi0 -11, W = 0.111x10 -6, and G = 4522. In this
figure and figure 5, the + symbol indicates the center of the Hertzian con-
tact zone. The dimensionless representation of the x and y coordinates
causes the actual Hertzian contact ellipse to be a circle regardless of the
value of the ellipticity parameter. The Hertzian contact circle is shown by
asterisks. Keys show the contour labels and each corresponding value of
dimensionless pressure or film thickness. The inlet region is to the left and
the exit region is to the right. The pressure gradient at the exit end of the
conjunction is much larger than that in the inlet region. In figure 4 a pres-
sure spike is visible at the exit of the contact.

Contour plots of the dimensionless film thickness are shown in figure 5
for the same case as in figure 4. In this figure the two minimum regions
occur in well-defined side lobes that follow and are close to the edge of the
Hertzian contact circle.
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COMPARISONBETWEENTHEORETICALAND EXPERIMENTALFILM THICKNESSES

The determination of the film thickness in the lubricated conjunction is
a most significant aspect of elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Film thickness
dictates the extent to which the asperities on opposing surfaces can come into
contact and thus has a direct bearing on the wear and fatigue failure of con-
tacting surfaces.

For the purpose of comparing theoretical film thicknesses with those
found in actual elastohydrodynamically lubricated contacts, three references
will be discussed. The experimental apparatus used consisted of a steel ball
rolling and sliding on a sapphire plate; this generated a circular conjunc-
tion, or an ellipticity parameter of unity. Measurements were made by using
the technique of optical interferometry. Figures 6 and 7 show results from
Kunz and Winer (1977) comparing the values calculated from equation (17)
with their meaBured film thicknesses for two loads. For the smaller load,
W = 0.1238xi0 -D (fig. 6), the results compare remarkably well if we bear in
mind the difficulties associated with the experimental determination of such
small quantities under arduous conditions and the error associated with the
complex numerical evaluations of elastohydrodynamically lubricated conjunc-
tions. For the larger load, W : 0.928x10 -6 (fig. 7), the agreement is not
so good, with the theoretical predictions of film thickness being consistently
larger than the measured values. This discrepancy is sometimes attributed to
viscous heating, as discussed by Greenwood and Kauzlarich (1973), or to non-
Newtonian fluid behavior, as discussed by Moore (1973).

Another comparison between experimental findings and theoretical predic-
tions can be based on the experimental results provided by Dalmaz and Godet
(1978). They measured film thickness optically in a pure-sliding, circular-
contact apparatus for different fire-resistant fluids. An example of the good
correlation between the theoretical predictions based on equation (20) and
these experimental results is shown in figure 8. The agreement between the
theoretical predictions and the experimental variation of central film thick-
ness with speed for mineral oil and water-glycol lubricants of similar vis-
cosity is most encouraging. The ellipticity parameter was unity and the
applied load was 2.6 N for these experiments. Figure 8 also shows that for
water-glycol, the film thickness generated was barely one-third of that
developed for mineral oil of similar viscosity. This drastic reduction in
film thickness is attributed to the pressure-viscosity coefficient of water-
glycol, which is about one-fifth that of mineral oil.

One further important comparison between the theoretical film thickness
equations and experimental measurements of film thickness is provided by Koye
and Winer (1981). The pressure-viscosity properties of the lubricant and the
effective elasticity of thecrowned rollers and the sapphire disk yielded an
average value for the dimensionless materials parameter G of I0 451. The
dimensionless speeds U and loads W were varied by changing the rolling
velocities and the applied loads such that

2.14x10 -II < U < 8.90xi0 -II

0.038xi0 -6 < W< 5.32xi0 -6

Koye and Winer (1981) found that their results suggested that both dimension-
less speed U and load W had a slightly more dominant influence on minimum
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film thickness than the theory indicated. A summary of the results, in which
the experimental dimensionless minimum film thicknesses are plotted against
the theoretical predictions, is shown in figure 9. There are two significant
features of the findings of this important experimental investigation.

(1) The theoretical minimum film thickness (eq. (17)) tends to under-
estimate the actual minimum film thickness.

(2) The experimental findings suggest that the theoretical minimum-film-
thickness formula (eq. (17)) is just as valid for ellipticity ratios less than
unity as it is for ratios greater than unity.
The first conclusion appears to contradict the earlier findings of Kunz and
Winer (1977), although it must be said that the overall agreement between
theory and experiment in this difficult field is encouraging. If the finding
that the minimum-film-thickness formula tends to underestimate the actual film
thickness is confirmed, the theoretical predictions will at least possess the
merit of being conservative.

SOFTEHL

The work presented in the previous sections related to materials of high
elastic modulus, such as metals. In this section, the analysis is extended to
materials of low elastic modulus, such as rubber. The procedure used in ob-
taining the soft-EHL results is given in Hamrock and Dowson (1978). The
ellipticity parameter was varied from 1 (a ball-on-plate configuration) to 12
(a configuration approaching a rectangular contact). The dimensionless speed
and load parameters were varied by one order of magnitude. Seventeen cases
were used to generate the following minimum-film-thickness formula:

= 7.43 uO'65w-O'21(1 - 0.85 e-0"31 k) (21)Hmin

It is interesting to compare the equation for materials of low elastic modulus
(soft EHL, eq. (21)) with the corresponding equation for materials of high
elastic modulus (hard EHL, eq. (17)). The powers of U in equations (17) and
(21) are similar, but the power of W is much more significant for low-
elastic-modulus materials. The expression showing the effect of the ellip-
ticity parameter is of exponential form in both equations, but with different
constants.

A major difference between equations (17) and (21) is the absence of a
materials parameter G in the expression for low-elastic-modulus materials.
There are two reasons for this. One is the negligible effect of pressure on
the viscosity of the lubricating fluid, and the other is the way in which the
role of elasticity is simply and automatically incorporated into the predic-
tion of conjunction behavior through an increase in the size of the Hertzian
contact zone corresponding to changes in load.

From equation (21) we can write the relationship between the minimum film
thickness and load and speed for a soft elastohydrodynamically lubricated con-
tact as

= F-0"21 (22)
(hmin)soft EHL
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(hmi n) _ u0"65 (23)Soft EHL

Comparing these results with the results found for hard EHL in equations (18)
and (19), we find that

(1) The exponent on the normal applied load is nearly three times as
large as that found for hard elastohydrodynamic lubrication. This implies
that in soft EHL the film thickness is a great deal more affected by load than
was found for hard EHL, but a great deal less affected by load than was found
in hydrodynamic lubrication (eq. (I)).

(2) The exponent on the speed is nearly the same both for hard and soft
elastohydrodynamic lubrication.

The discussion thus far has assumed that there is an ample amount of
lubricant within the conjunction so that a fully flooded condition exists for
both the hard- and soft-EHL results presented. The influence of lubricant
starvation on film thickness and pressure has been considered for hard EHL
contacts by Hamrock and Dowson (1977b) and for soft EHL contacts by Hamrock
and Dowson (1979). From the results for both hard and soft EHL contacts, a
simple and important dimensionless inlet boundary distance is specified. This
inlet boundary defines whether a fully flooded or a starved condition exists
in the contact. It is also found that the film thickness for a starved condi-
tion can be written in dimensionless terms as a function of the inlet distance
parameter and the film thickness for a fully flooded condition.

STAGESOF DEVELOPMENTOF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICLUBRICATION

The development of elastohydrodynamic lubrication can be divided into
three main stages as shown in figure I0. The first stage is the development
of the idealized form of elastohydrodynamic lubrication, namely where the sur-
faces are smooth, the fluid behavior is assumed to be Newtonian, and iso-
thermal considerations are assumed. Results based on these assumptions for
the complete spectrum of contact geometries (rectangular and elliptical),
contact materials (hard and soft), and lubricant availability (fully flooded
and starved) have been considered thus far in this paper. As was shown, the
status of understanding of the results from the idealized stage of elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication is fairly well covered in the existing literature.

That is, elastohydrodynamic lubrication theory predicts the magnitude of
the film thickness quite satisfactorily over a wide range of conditions. It
fails, however, to explain the behavior in traction; in particular it does not
satisfactorily account for the variation of the magnitude of the traction with
rolling speed or the degree of slip. These circumstances led us to the second
stage of development of elastohydrodynamic lubrication, where more attention
is focused on the detailed behavior within the contact zone. From figure 10
we see that the second stage of development separately incorporates the effect
of the non-Newtonian fluid model, thermal effects, and surface roughness
effects into the elastohydrodynamic lubrication model developed in stage I.
Results showing some of the recent developments in this stage are considered
in the next three sections. The third stage shown in figure I0 involves
collectively the items considered in stage 2 in investigating the lubrication
of real surfaces in their operating environments.
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NON-NEWTONIANFLUID RESULTS

For the idealized stage of development of elastohydrodynamic lubrication
presented in figure 10, it was assumed that the lubricant is Newtonian so that
the shear stress _ is linearly related to the shear rate y, or

(24)
n

where n is the viscosity or constant of proportionality, which may vary with
both pressure and temperature. In elastohydrodynamically lubricated conjunc-
tions the film thickness is typically about i _m; t_e pressure, 1GPa, and the
time that the oil is subjected to the pressure, I0 -i s. The lubricant is
subjected to very severe shear stresses and rates of shear, and it is gen-
erally accepted that in these circumstances the lubricant does not behave as a
Newtonian liquid. This implies that the lubrication shear stress is still a
function of the shear strain rate but the relationship is no longer linear;
therefore the shear rate increases more rapidly than the shear stress• The
magnitude of the critical stress determining the limit of Newtonian behavior
depends on the fluid and on the pressure, but, in general, it lies within the
range of stress encountered in typical elastohydrodynamic lubrication condi-
tions. A typical nonlinear equation derived from the Ree-Eyring (1955) model
of viscous flow can be written as

L- sinh _ (25)Y n

where n is the viscosity at low shear stresses and _L is a limiting shear
stress.

The relationship between the shear strain rate and shear stress is given
in figure 11 (from Wilson, 1983) for a number of rheological models. For the
Newtonian model (eq. (24)) and the Ree-Eyring model (eq. (25)), the shear
stress increases monotonically with increasing shear strain rate. For these
two models, there is no limit to the shear stresses that can be sustained by
the fluid. This is in disagreement with Bair and Winer (1979), who observed
that there is a limiting shear stress for a given pressure and temperature at
which the lubricant will shear plastically with no further increase of shear
strain rate• This type of non-Newtonian fluid behavior can be presented by

y :- when _ < _Ln

(26)

• _L
when _ > TLY - n

where

TL = _0 + Yp (27)
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TO is the initial shear strength and _ is the limiting-shear-strength pro-
portionality constant. Both 30 and _ are determined experimentally.
Alternative non-Newtonian fluid models from that expressed in equation (26)
are the "tanh" and "In" models shown in figure 11.

This non-Newtonian fluid behavior can be directly related to traction
behavior. The traction behavior can be divided into regimes depending on the
lubricant, the solid surfaces, and the operating conditions, as pointed out by
Bair and Winer (1982). They found that for slide-roll ratios greater than
about 0.03 the traction behavior is plastically controlled by the limiting
shear stress, which is a linear function of temperature and pressure. They
therefore found that the limiting shear stress and traction increase with
increasing pressure and decreasing temperature. Figure 12, obtained from Bair
and Winer (1982), shows the reduced traction coefficient as a function of film
parameter ^ and dimensionless speed parameter U. The reduced traction
coefficient is the ratio of the measured traction coefficient to what would be
expected if the traction were determined by the limiting shear stress at the
same temperature. For ^ less than 2, the contact moves into the partial
elastohydrodynamic lubrication regime; the load shifts away from the full EHL
film to contact asperities as ^ decreases, resulting in increased trac-
tion. For ^ greater than 2, elastohydrodynamic lubrication exists. Within
the elastohydrodynamic lubrication fluid-film region, there are two distinct
regions. For a between 2 and 15, the reduced traction coefficient remains
constant at 1 and this region corresponds to a situation where the fluid
rheological model is non-Newtonian. For ^ greater than 15, the reduced
traction coefficient decreases as a result of the decreasing pressure in the
film and the lubricant behavior becomes Newtonian.

The occurrence of the Newtonian and non-Newtonian regions within elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication was recently investigated theoretically by Jacobson
and Hamrock (1983). The approach uses a Newtonian model as long as the shear
stress is less than the limiting shear stress. If the shear stress exceeds
the limiting shear stress, the shear stress is set equal to the limiting shear
stress. The limiting shear stress is expressed as a semiempirical linear
function of pressure. The relevant equations for the shear strain rate and
limiting shear stress are equations (26) and (27). The numerical solution
required the coupled solution of the pressure, film shape, and fluid rheology
equations while going from the inlet to the exit without making any assump-
tions other than neglecting side leakage effects. The influence of the
dimensionless speed U, load W, and materials G parameters, the sliding
velocity (U* = (ua - Ub)/(u a + Ub)), and the limiting-shear-strength propor-
tionality constant _ on minimum film thickness was investigated. Fourteen
cases were used to generate the minimum-film-thickness equation given below
for a fully flooded, hard, elastohydrodynamically lubricated rectangular con-
tact while incorporating a non-Newtonian rheological model.

3.80

Hmin : Hmin,N exp[-2.89x10-9(u*)O'60uO'23(WG 2) + 1.46(_ - 0.07)] (28)

The minimum-film-thickness formula for an elastohydrodynamically lubricated
rectangular contact while using a Newtonian fluid rheological model Hmin, N
can be written from Hamrock and Jacobson (1983) as
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Hmin,N = 3.07 uO'71GO'51W-0"11 (29)

SURFACEROUGHNESSEFFECTS

The relationship between the film parameter ^ and the minimum film
thickness is

h
^_ min (30)

where o = + fb is the compositesurfaceroughness;fa is the rms

surfacefinish of surfacea; and fb is the rms surfacefinish of surfaceb.
The film parameter A is found to play a significantrole in determining
the fatigue life of nonconformalcontacts. Specifically,if the minimum
elastohydrodynamiclubricationfilm thicknessas obtained,for example,from
equation (17) is about three times the compositesurfaceroughness(^ , 3),
the lubricationof the nonconformalcontactis deemed to be entirely
satisfactory.

Until relativelyrecentlythe roughnessof bearingsurfaceshas been
characterizedby a single parameter,either Ra or rms surfacefinish. The
value of these parametersindicatesthe roughnesslevel but not the roughness
texture.

A part of the descriptionof surfacetextureinvolvesthe distribution
functionof the heightsof the surfaceprofile. That is,

F(z) =/ ¢(z) dz (31)

where z refersto the heightsof the profilemeasuredfrom the centerline
and ¢(z) is the probabilitydensityfunctionof these heights. The prac-
tical derivationof such distributioncurves involvestaking measurementsof
Zl, z2, etc., at some discreteinterval _ and summingthe number of the
ordinate at any given height level. Williamson(1967-1968)has found that for
surfacesfinishedby an abrasiveprocessthe height distributionis approxi-
mately Gaussian.

Another parameterused to define the surfacetextureis the auto-
correlationfunction. It is a measureof the wavelengthstructureof a
surfaceprofilein a given direction. Mathematicallythe autocorrelation
function in the x directioncan be expressedas

R(X.) =_- z(x) • z(x + X) dx (32)

Whitehouse and Archard (1970) show that the autocorrelation function for most
engineering surfaces is an exponentially decaying function.
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A third parameter used to define the surface texture is the surface
pattern parameter. Many engineering surfaces have roughnesses that are direc-
tionally oriented so that they contain long wavelengths in one direction and
short wavelengths in the normal direction. The directional properties of
roughness can be described by the surface pattern parameter B, first intro-
duced by Peklenik (1968) as

}'x
B - (33)

Xy

where xx and xv are autocorrelation lengths in the x and y directions.
The surface pattern parameter B may be interpreted as the length-to-width
ratio of a representative asperity contact. Purely transverse, isotropic, and
purely longitudinal patterns have 8 of O, I, and _, respectively. Surfaces
with B > 1 are longitudinally oriented.

Patir and Cheng (1978) developed a method known as the average flow model
to handle surface roughnesses of any arbitrary surface pattern parameter B.
The average Reynolds equation is defined in terms of pressure and shear flow
factors, which are obtained by numerical flow simulation. This method enables
one not only to investigate the effect of more practical surface roughness
textures, but also to extend the results to A below 3, where part of the
load is shared by asperity contacts. Figure 13 shows the flow pattern for
longitudinallyoriented (B = 6), transverselyoriented (B = 1/6), and iso-
tropic roughness(B = I). Figure 14, obtainedfrom Patir and Cheng (1978),
shows the ratio of actualfilm thicknessto the smooth-surfacefilm thickness
plottedagainstthe film parameter ^. It is interestingto note that the
roughnesseffect is considerablysmallerfor a longitudinallyorientedrough-
ness of B = 6 than for the purely longitudinalroughnessof B = -. The
case of isotropicroughnessonly shows a slight increasein the averagefilm
thicknessover that derivedfrom smooth-surfacetheory. Even for B = 1/6,
the effect is not as overwhelmingas that suggestedby the pure transverse
roughnesstheory.

TEMPERATUREEFFECTS

Temperature within, or adjacent to, elastohydrodynamic contacts has been
recorded by embedded and trailing thermocouples and by thin films of platinum
(Cheng and Orcutt, 1965-1966) and nickel (Hamilton and Moore, 1971) on insu-
lated disks or more recently by direct measurement of infrared radiation
(Ausherman et al., 1976; and Nagaraj et al., 1977). Effective lubricant temp-
erature is particularly important in sliding elastohydrodynamic contacts be-
cause of its influence on film thickness, traction, and, in the limit, failure
of the lubrication mechanism. Recently Sheu and Wilson (1982) investigated
the effects of inlet shear heating on elastohydrodynamic film thickness. Some
of their conclusions will be reported here. A primary reason for undertaking
analyses of elastohydrodynamic lubrication using thermal Reynolds equations is
to provide designers with a method of estimating lubricant film thickness
under conditions where shear heating of the lubricant is considered. A rela-
tively simple design equation is provided by Sheu and Wilson (1982). The
thermal correction factor C is given by
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-1
C [1 + 0.241L 0"64 (1 + 14.8 U*0"83)] (34)

where

noBU2
L = T (35)

B is the lubricantthermalcoefficientof viscosity,and k is the lubricant
conductivity. Figure 15 shows the resultsof using equation (34). It is ob-
served that under conditionsof high surfacespeeds and high lubricantvis-
cosities,susbstantialreductionsin film thicknesscan occur.

A secondaryreason for Sheu and Wilson's (1982) studieswas to discover
if there were conditionsunder which thermalactionwould preventthe forma-
tion of a lubricantfilm, thus leadingto a catastrophicbreakdownin lubrica-
tion. Their conclusionsare that no conditionshave been found under which a
lubricantfilm cannot be formed nor do the forms of the relationshipsinvolved
suggestthat such conditionsexist. Thus, the analysisseems to indicatethat
lubricationfailure due to thermal action is not a direct result of thermal
viscosityreductiondue to temperaturevariationsacrossthe film. If ther-
mally inducedfailureexists, it must be due to either surfacetemperature
rises or changes in some propertyOther than viscosity(such as lubricant
shear strengthor chemicalreactivity).

CONCLUSIONS

Attention is drawn to some of the significanttheoreticaland experi-
mental developmentsin elastohydrodynamiclubricationin the last decade.
A theoreticalapproachhas been successfullyobtainedby couplingthe elas-
ticity equationwith the Reynoldsequationfor ellipticalcontactssuch as
those normallyfound in gears and ball bearings. Film thicknessformulas
consideringthe completespectrumof contactgeometries(rangingfrom circular
to rectangular),materials (hard and soft), and lubricantavailability(fully
floodedor starvedconditions)are presentlyavailablefor idealizedelasto-
hydrodynamiclubricatedconjunctions. Comparisonbetweentheoreticaland
experimentalfindings shows a pleasing agreementbetweenthe two. Attention
was focusedon film thicknesscalculationsand measurementssince this rep-
resentsone of the most importantpracticalconsiderationsof the subject.

To be able to obtain better understandingof the failuremechanismin
machineelements,the next generationof elastohydrodynamiclubricationanaly-
sis should incorporatesuch effectsas surfaceroughness,non-Newtonianfluid,
and temperature. The understandingof these isolatedeffectswas presentedin
describingthe second stage of developmentof elastohydrodynamiclubrication.
The third stage of elastohydrodynamiclubrication,which is just at its
infancy,collectivelyincorporatesthe items covered in the second stage in
investigatingthelubrication of real surfacesin their operatingenvironments.
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TEHPERATUREEFFECTS IN ELASTOHYDRODYNAHICALLYLUBRICATED CONTACTS

HARD O. NINER

Tribology and Rheology Laboratory
School of Hechanical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta_ Georgia 38332

This paper gives an overview of our current understanding of thermal phenomena
in elastohydrodynamic contacts and suggests some avenues for fruitful research
in the next decade. Typical measured temperatures are presented for
representative conditions and ranges of operating parameters. Temperatures can
range from bulk ambient temperature to several hundred degrees centigrade in
fully separated elastohydrodynamic films. Although attention in the past decade
has been on the full film for the purposes of understanding film thickness and
traction phenomena, the more interesting conditions are in the mixed
elastohydrodynamic films. These mixed conditions are both cow,non in
tribological systems and they are the conditions that border on unsuccessful
run-in and failure of the elastohydrodynamic contact. In mixed film conditions
local hot spots can have temperatures of the order of |080 C which cause
increased reactivity of the surfaces with surrounding materials as well as
changes of the surface physical properties so important to the operation of
concentrated contacts.

An additional area discussed is that of the bulk system thermal transients
which occur in tribological systems. These transients are frequently long in
duration and have a direct bearing on the elastohydrodynamic film thickness and
traction.

INTRODUCTI OH

The importance of thermal effects in concentrated contacts has been recognized
for over four decades. In fact the recognition of the importance of high
temperatures in highly loaded contacts predates the knowledge of the existence
of elastohydrodynamic phenomena. The work of Bowden and Riddler (eel. I) and
Blok (ref. 2,3) in the mid-thirties marks the beginning of the study of the
role of thermal phenomena in concentrated contacts. Bowden and Riddler
performed the first experiments in sliding contacts with and without lubricants
present in which the high temperature flashes could be observed and measured
with infrared detectors. Blok (ref. 2,3) published the first analytical studies
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and introduced the concept of the 'flash" temperature.

The Blok flash temperature concept has done much to influence thinking with
regard to temperatures in concentrated contacts. The flash temperature was
introduced as the increase in temperature locally in the contact above that of
the bulk material. The concept was appealingly simple and caught on. It has
been modified and studied in detail by many over the past forty years. The
simplicity of the concept however has had the unfortunate result that the bulk
temperature has been almost totally neglected. Yet the bulk temperature which
is readily determined by lumped analysis, may in many engineering systems be
the more important temperature to consider.

The temperature rise in the contact is the result of the frictional energy
dissipation in the contact. In many engineering systems this frictional energy
dissipation is the only source of thermal energy and is therefore the cause of
the bulk temperature rise as well. In a fully separated elastohydrodynamic
contact the energy dissipation is viscous energy dissipation in the lubricant
film. In mixed film contacts there is the added energy source of the surface
asperity interaction which is much more concentrated locally causing higher
temperatures. Many tribologists all too readily dismiss the role of frictional
energy dissipation. For those who have some difficulty appreciating the
significance of this phenomena I will reiterate the analogy pointed out by Bo
Jacobson in this meeting. In an average concentrated contact the energy
dissipated is about 188 TW/m3. If you have trouble relating to that figure,
it might help to point out that it is like dissipating all the electrical power
generated in the United States into a volume equivalent to five liters. In
those terms it seems that the important questions are, what are the
temperatures and can they ever be small enough to not be important? Fortunately
the conditions in the concentrated contact are very beneficial to removing the
energy. The film has an exceptionally high ratio of surface area to volume and
the surfaces are part of massive elements with high thermal conductivity and
specific heats at lower temperatures than the film. Hence the film temperature
which is a measure of the energy stored in the film is the result of the
difference between two very large quantities, the energy dissipated and the
energy transmitted to the surroundings.

Some energy in also added to the film in the elastohydrodynamic contact by
compressional heating which is the only source of energy in a pure rolling
contact. Except for very high rolling speeds the resulting temperature rise is
not large, e.g., about 5 C at I m/s rolling speed for a contact where the pear
Hertz pressure is l GPa. The dominant source of energy dissipation is the
result of the relative sliding between the surfaces. The pear temeperature is
approximately proportional to the slide-to-roll ratio of the contact.

Contact temperatures are important because they influence many aspects of
contact behavior. When temperatures become too high they cause contact failure.
As the temperature increases the elastohydrodynamic film thickness decreases
leading to lubrication on boundary films which in turn may soften or desorb
resulting in contact between the two solids. The solid surface temperature can
increase facilitating plastic deformation and even welding in some cases.
Increasing temperatures in contacts is not always detrimental. They can cause
reductions in the energy dissipation and the reaction of seme boundary
lubricants with the surfaces to form protective films.
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The increase in lubricant temperature reduces the elastohydrodynamic film
pressure generating ability and therefore the film thickness. It also decrases
the friction or traction in the film. The effect on film thickness is the
result of the decrease in lubricant viscosity with increasing temperature in
the inlet region of the contact. This temperature is primarily determined by
the bulk temperature of the elements being lubricated and not by the
temperature rise in the contact zone. The effect on the traction in the contact
is the result of the temperature rise in the contact itself. Because of these
different effects it is possible to have in the same contact a temperature
effect on the traction but not on the film thickness. In addition in some cases
where both effects are present they can be of different magnitude because the
viscosity which determines the film thickness is much more strongly dependent
on temperature than the limiting shear stress or the limiting shear modulus
which usually control the traction in the contact.

In spite of the importance of thermal effects in elastohydrodynamic contacts,
the determination of temperatures in the contacts has been difficult to attain
because of the size of the contact and the inaccessibility of the region of
interest. Apparently the earliest attempts at measuring surface temperature in
a sliding frictional contact is the work of Bowden and co-workers (ref. ]) who
used an infrared cell to measure the infrared radiation through a transparent
moving surface in a dry-sliding contact. They measured temperatures as high as
689C. Although they were not studying elastohydrodynamic lubrication, in some
instances with their pin-on-dlsk experiments the surfaces were covered with a
mixture of glycerin and water which probably resulted in what we would now
call, a mixed mode of lubrication. They pointed out that although the extent of
hot temperature flashes in such lubricated situations is greatly reduced it is
clear that the presence of the liquid film does not prevent the occurrence of
extremely high local temperatures as a result of local frictional heating.

Temperature measurements in elastohydrodynamic contacts have been done by
relatively few people. One of the first efforts was that of Orcutt (ref. 4) who
used a platinum wire as the temperature transducer, and obtained temperature
profiles in moderately loaded line contacts. Moore and Hamilton (ref. 5) also
used the same technique. Kannel (ref. 6) and co-workers used a similar and more
sophisticated technique by using a titanium deposited transducer over a silica
layer on steel disks. They developed the transducer technique in such a way
that both temperature and pressure distributions could be determined. The
temeperature levels measured by Kannel and co-workers were in general higher
than those measured by Orcutt.

An infrared emission technique was developed in our own laboratory which can be
considered a variation on the early Bowden work. _hereas the spatial and time
resolution of this technique is good, it suffers from the requirement that one
of the surfaces must be transparent to infrared. The most common choice of
material in this work has been sapphire which does an adequate job of
simulating bearing materials both thermally and mechanically. However, it does
not simulate the chemistry of real bearing materials which is relevant in the
mixed lubrication regime or in studying lubricant failure modes in these
contacts.

There are a number of publications in the literautre on the analysis of the
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temperatures in elastohydrodynamic contacts. Hany of them are relatively minor
variations on the original work of Blok. These include concern with the effect

of somewhat different energy dissipation distributions than those considered by
BieR. However, more significant studies include that of Archard (ref. 7), who
presented simplified approaches to temperature calculations in concentrated
contacts, those of Ling and co-workers (ref. 8 ), who considered the influence
of asperities as well as the simultaneous solution of contact and bulk
temperatures, and the recent work of Gecim (ref.9) who has studied the

simultaneous effect of contact and bulk temperatures both steady and tranient
as well as the effect of multiple heat sources on the same element and local
temperatures resulting from asperities on rough surfaces.

ANALYTICALSTUDIES

Analytical studies of temperatures in tribological systems have almost all been
concerned with the local flash temperature distribution only or the system bulk
temperature only. Only recently have researchers been concerned with the
solution of system and local temperature at the same time.

Both steady state and transient system bulk temperatures can be analyzed by
relatively straight forward integral or lumped heat transfer analysis
techniques. The system bulk temperatures play a major role in determining
elastohydrodynamic film thickness. From a heat trasnfer viewpoint tribological
systems are characterized by relatively low convection coefficients to transfer
the heat to the surroundings, and large masses of high thermal conductivity
materials resulting in low Blot numbers. A low Blot number means that the heat
transfer to the surroundings by convection is poor compared to the heat
transport within the solid by conduction. This results in small temperature
gradients in the body except for the local flash temperature in the vicinity of
the concentrated contact.

The characteristics of the typical tribological system also point to long
thermal transients. This condition is generally overlooked both in
tribe-element design and tribotesting in spite of the fact that it was
discussed by Blok {ref. 10) in his discussion of the thermal network modelling
approach to bulk temperature analysis. Blok stated that most operating
transmission systems had thermal transients which lasted a few hours. The
elastohydrodynamic film thickness and traction literature contain several
examples of data which are almost certainly influenced by thermal phenomena.
This can be recognized by the dropoff of traction with increasing slide-to-roll
ratio and the dropoff of film thickness with increasing load. In fact in both
types of measurements the system temperature was increasing while the
measurements were made. In both of these examples there are cases in the
literature where the traction does not decrease with increasing slide-to-roll
ratio and the film thickness does not decrease unusually with increasing load
when care was taken to eliminate the system temperature rise during the
experiment.

Rarely are tribosystems constructed of single tribocontacts although virtually
all analyses are of single contact systems. Gecim (ref.9) has shown that in
many conditions typical of engineering systems the "flash" temperature
distribution of one contact influences the others in a manner more complicated
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than WOuld be expected from simple bulk temperature considerations.

The local or flash temperature work that has been reported in the literature
has been primarily concerned with relatively smooth energy distributions in the
contact. This approach is acceptable for full film elastohydrodynamic
lubrication conditions particularly where the traction is the result of the
limiting shear stress of the material. Several works have been concerned with
the importance of the various energy dissipation distributions likely in the
contacts. However the difference in maximum temperatures is small, all being
very similar to that first found by Blok. As a general rule the maximum
temperature is proportional to the relative sliding.

The really interesting temperatures are predicted (and measured) when the
ealstohydrodynamic film becomes mixed or completely disappears. When the load
is shifted to the asperities the friction at first does not change
significantly but the energy dissipation is concentrated over smaller areas.
The friction fluctuates rapidly and can be concentrated in less than one per
cent of the apparent area causing very large local temeperatures. The bulk
temperature can be handled as in the full elastohydrodynamic case if an average
friction coefficient can be determined as a measure of the energy dissipation.
8ecim (ref. 9) has shown that in the relatively common situation of steel
surfaces sliding at 2 n_/s and a coefficient of friction of 8.2 the local
temperature rise would be expected to be about I188C. As will be discussed
below such temperature rises have been measured.

TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS IN ELASTOHYDROD_IC CONTACTS

Infrared Technique

The experimental results presented are based primarily on the infrared
techniques developed in the author's laboratory. Some results will also be
presented based on visual observation and standard photographic techniques. Two
infrared detectors have been employed over the past several years. One has a
fixed spot detector and the other optically scans the field of view. Both
detectors are liquid nitrogen cooled Indium Antimonide detectors with high
sensitivity and time resolution of about 8 microseconds. The fixed optics
detector has an areal resolution of 38 micrometers and the scanning detector an
an areal resolution of about one micrometer in the manner most frequently used.
The elastohydrodynamic systems studied consist of a hardened steel surface
loaded against a single crystal sapphire which simulates both the mechanical
and thermal properties of bearing steel quite well. The apparatus and technique
are described in detail in the literature (ref.II,12).

Lubricant and surface temperatures observed have ranged from as low as a few
degrees to more than 1188 C above the bulk surface temperatures of the solids.
This wide range of temperatures depends on the operating conditions, in
particular the sliding speed, load and the film thickness to surface roughness
ratio.

Lubricant Film Temperature

Lubricant film temperatures have only been measured in the sliding contacts.
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The lubricant temperature obviously varies through the thickness of the film.
The technique measures radiation as an integrated value through the film.
Therefore the temperatures that are reported are an average value. However,
because of the relationship between temperature and energy emitted, it is
expected that the temperatures reported are closer to the highest value through
the film than the mean.

Figure I shows a typical distribution of lubricant temperature rise along the
centerline of a point contact moving from inlet on the left to exit on the
right. The temperature rise plotted is the lubricant temperature rise above the
bulk oil temperature. As the load and speed increases the lubricant temperature
can become quite high even in these relatively thick film situations. The data
show a significant amount of inlet oil temperature rise in the high load case
where the lubricant temperature at the inlet to the Hertzian zone is as much as
a 128-138 degrees above the bulk oil temperature. Given the operating
conditions of the experiments, it is unlikely that this temperature rise is due
to viscous heating at least according to accepted analyses. However, it may be
due to the stationary surface which thermally conducts energy from the center
of the Hertzian contact radially outward and into the inlet zone. This mode of
inlet heating will influence film thicknesses in sliding elastohydrodynamic
contacts. The inlet temeprature increase is considerably reduced at lower loads
but is still as much as 8gC above the bulk temperature. The unusual appearance
of the temperature distribution in the low load case is believed to be a
combination of the inlet conduction heating through the stationary surface and
the rheological response of the lubricant in the contact.

Surface Temperatures In Sliding And Rolling Contacts

Figure 2 shows the surface temperature distributions occurring in the same
contacts for which the lubricant temperatures are shown in Figure I. In this
case we are looking at the moving surface temperature which would be the lower
temperature element in the contact. He see in the low load case that the inlet
heating of the surface is no more than 18-15C at the entrance to the Hertzian
zone, whereas in the higher load case the surface temperature at the inlet zone
can be as much as 48 degrees above the ambient. Also by comparing the data in
Figures I and 2 we see that typically the lubricant temperature in the sliding
contact is from 48-58C above the moving surface temperature.

If both surfaces are moving, the surface temperatures are reduced. If the load
and the rolling speed are constant, the film thickness would be expected to be
essentially constant as the slide-roll ratio is varied. Figures 3a and 3b show
surface temperature distributions along the centerline for fixed pressure and
rolling speed with slide-roll ratio varying frem -2 to +2. The -2 slide-roll
ratio represents simple sliding with the temperature of the stationary surface
being measured, whereas the slide-roll ratio of +2 indicates the surface
temperature of the moving surface in a simple sliding contact. With both
surfaces moving the inlet surface heating is reduced to less than 18C. A second
observation from these data is that the temperature rise of either surface is
relatively low, for example less than 28 or 38C, as long as the slide-roll
ratio is less than about g.6. A slide-roll ratio this high in an application
would be considered a high sliding situation. Therefore, one would expect that
the surface temperatures in rolling element bearings would be relatively low
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and the major application where surface temperature effects would be important
is in sliding contacts with slide-roll ratios greater than about 8.6.

Figure 4 presents the temperature distribution in a rolling contact for several
different rolling speeds. Because the kinematics of the point contact sphere
against rotating disk employed in this experiment, there is some twist in the
contact. Also because of the relatively poor surface velocity control it is
unlikely that the slide-roll ratio can be controlled within plus or minus 8.81.
Nevertheless, the surface temperature rise is less than 8C up to 1.25 n_/sat
the relatively high Hertz pressure of 1.82 GPa. Lubricant temperatures were not
obtained in the same experiment. However, they would be somewhat higher due to
compressional heating.

Figure 5 presents the film thickness, lubricant temperature and both surface
temperatures in a sliding contact (PH = 1.82 GPa, bath temperature 48C). The
two surface temperature distributions are remarkably similar to those presented
by Blok in his early paper (ref.13). He assumed constant shear stress on the
surface. In this particular case the lubricant remains about 48C above the
surfaces to which it is rejecting thermal energy.

The flash temperature theory was applied to a contact consisting of the two
surfaces and a lubricant film equally portioned to each surface. The energy
dissipation was assumed to occur at the midplane with energy conducted through
the film to each surface. The predicted surface temperatures agree well with
the measured values as long as the surface of interest is moving. The
comparison is shown in Figure 6. The power dependence of the surface
temperature on load and speed is consistent with that in theBlok-Archard
theory (ref. 14) if one accounts for the traction coefficient variation with
speed in the experimental results.

Rough Surface Effects in Sliding Contacts

_hen the film thickess to surface roughness ratio approaches one, surface
temperature fluctuations are observed on the moving rough surface (ref. 11,12).
The magnitude of the temperature fluctuation can be large and decrease with
time as expected from running in. The phenomena is accompanied by increased
traction and wear as measured both by surface profilometry and Ferragraphic
analysis (ref. 15). Hhen the temperature increases are observed, spectral
analysis of the signal suggests they are the result of individual asperities
passing the field of view of the detector and, curiously, they are accompanied
by (followed in time) surface temperature decreases below the prevailing
average surface temperature (Figure 7). Application of the Tallian (ref. 16)
asperity load sharing theory indicates these fluctuations occur when the
contact load is shifting from being entirely on the EHD film to partially being
on the asperities and the elastohydrodynamic film load decreases.

The asperity interaction results in a time dependent system with irreversible
changes occurring. Hhen operating conditions are increased in severity for the
first time, a time averaged temperature excursion occurs which then decays to a
new equilibrium state as the run-in occurs. Figure 8 shows a typical example of
temperature variation resulting from a step change in sliding velocity while
the lambda ratio is less than one. The initial temperature excursion does not
occur if the system had been previously operated until the excursion decayed to
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the steady state value.

The time average surface temperature of rough surfaces, even after the run-in,
is higher than for comparable operating conditions with Lambda ratioes much
greater than one. A multiple regression analysis of 181 data points for cases
with rough surface interaction resulted in an adjustment factor of (I-8.7
Ra)-I for the flash temperature equation. (Ra is the composite average
surface roughness height in micrometers). This factor is similar to the (I-0.8
Ra)-I value recommended by the American Gear Manufacturers Association Gear
Scoring Oesign Guide for Aerospace Spur and Helical Power Gears (AGHA
Information Sheet 217.81, Oct. 1965) (ref. 12).

The spectral analysis study of surface roughness and temperature in the same
experiment lead to the observation that surface roughnesses of only a
particular wavelength range enter into the wear process and cause the
temperature fluctuations. The significant wavelength range of surface roughness
depends on the Hertz diameter of the contact and, when normalized with respect
to the Hertz diameter, the range of interest is from 0.25 to 2. Surface
roughness with wavelengths either longer or shorter do not interact.

Starvation Conditions in Sliding Contacts

If severe lubricant starvation occurs, surface interaction occurs no matter
what the surface roughness is. A series of sliding experiments were conducted
(ref. 17) with the system described above in which the initial state was steady
operation with fully developed elastohydrodynamic films (lubricant naphthenic
mineral oil, pressures from 1.0 to 1.25 GPa, sliding speeds from 1.0 to 4.3
m/s) where lambda ratios were greater than one. The lubricant was then drained
from the system and the ball surface temperature at the contact center was
monitored. Traction coefficient and surface temperature increased to an
unsteady and unstable state (i.e., approximately 0.06 to 0.2 and 100 to 200C
respectively). Hithin 15 to 30s a transient temperature spike would occur with
the temperature rising to as much as I100C in less than 8 microseconds. This
appeared to be caused by an individual asperity scoring and was synchronous
with ball revolution. The remainder of the ball circumference in the sliding
path was apparently unaffected. Such a transient will have considerable
implications with respect to surface chemical, metallurgical and mechanical
phenomena.

Surface Temperatures in Dry Sliding Contacts

A few words are in order concerning the surface temperatures in dry sliding
contact even though this review is about elastohydrodynamic lubrication
contacts. A primary concern about the thermal phenomena in elastohydrodynamic
lubrication contacts is how it relates to contact failure. In the condition of
failure the elaastohydrodynamic contact must be like an unlubricated contact.
Hence the behavior of dry contacts is relavent. We have recently performed dry
sliding experiments of flat ended cylindrical hardened and unhardened steel
pins on a sapphire disk. The pins were about 6 mm in diameter loaded with 18 N
and 26 N giving a nominal pressure of 640 and 920 kPa respectively. The sliding
speed was about 2m/s. Thermocouples were implanted in the pin 3 and 8 mm back
form the sliding interface. The experiments were performed in laboratory air
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with an initial bulk temperature of about 23 C. These conditions are in many
respects similar to the starvation elastohydrodynamic lubrication experiments
described above.

Very high temperatures in localized areas on the surface were readily apparent
to the naked eye and were as high as 1286 to 158G C. No sophisticated
instrumentation was necessary. The hotspots could easily be recorded on
ordinary photographic film as shown in figure (9). The imbedded thermocouples
in the pin permitted the extrapolation to an average surface temperature of
about 78 C after 15 minutes sliding which is about what one would predict form
the Archard flash temperature analysis. The photographs taken were time
exposures of about one half to two seconds duration. Subsequent shorter time
exposures confirm that the hot spots appearing in figure (9) were not all
steady.

The limited observations that were made indicate that the hot spots were
typically 35 micrometers or less in diameter with an occassional one as large
as 158 micrometers in diameter. By adding up the area of hot spots during the
time exposure it seems that less than one half of one per cent of the apparent
area is involved in the rubbing. Because the spots intermittently participate
in the rubbing probably less than one tenth of one per cent of the apparent
area is ever actually loaded at one time. Analytical work by Gecim (ref.9)
confirms that the temperatures observed are reasonable to expect under the
conditions of the experiment.

A scanning infrared detector was used to look at the end of the pin during the
sliding. The hot spots could be detected and the dynamics of them followed.
However, the optics of the scanning system yielded an areal resolution of about
I mm diamter which was too large to quantify the temperatures in the hot spots.
This system did permit an estimate of the surface temp[erature in the vicinity
of the hot spots. This estimate was between 3eO and 375 C depending on whether
the emmisivity of the surface was assumed to be 8.8 or 8.5 respectively. The
value of 8.8 is reasonable for a rough iron oxide surface.

Hith these elevated temperature surfaces in air one would naturally expect
surface oxidation of the steel pin. SE]_and Auger electron spectroscopy of the
surfaces confirmed the existence of an oxide layer of 2 to 3 microt_eters
thickness. The oxide layer appeared to grow and flake off in a manner predicted
by the Quinn oxidational wear theory (ref. 18).

In a mixed film lubrication condition or partial elastohydrodynamic lubrication
condition similar hot spots may occur. In which case reactions with the

lubricant would be expected. The study of this type of phenomena may be
beneficial to our understanding of the failure of elastohydrodynamic
lubrication films. The concepts of thermal instability phenomena studied by
Burton and co-workers (ref. 19) should be brought to bear on this area of
study.

COHCLUSIONS AND RECOf_E]_DATIO_IS

Our knowledge of temperatures occuring in thick film elastohydrodynamically
lubricated contacts is reasonably good. There are analytical techniques
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available to predict local temperature increases and experimental techniques
have verified the trends of these predictions. The infrared technique has given
insight into the relationship between surface temperature and surface roughness
and has lead to guidelines as to what ranges of surface roughness to be
concerned with.

Bulk system temperatures can also be predicted but are believed to be afforded
less attention than they deserve. A major research need in this area is better
information on the values of convection heat transfer coefficients which are

operative in tribosystems. Design techniques for predicting thermal transient
and steady state response of tribosystems need to be developed and made
accessible to the design engineer.

There are many areas of tribology where the already developed techniques for
studying thermal behavior of tribosystems could be employed to further our
understanding of the field. These include the study of a wider variety of
materials than has been used to date including both solids and liquid lubricant
formulations. The study of the relationship of local surface temperature and
the effectiveness of boundary lubrication additives should be undertaken. The
experimental evaluation of the existing inlet heating theories of
elastohydrodynamic lubrication is another area of useful investigation.

However probably the most exciting area available to study with the
experimental techniques that have been developed is that of the local high
surface temperatures associated with asperity interactions. How these high
temperatures relate to surface roughness, the presence of surface films, the
presence of boundary lubricants, and the run-in and wear of various materials
are all potential areas for advancing the field of tribology.
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Fig. 1. Fluid film temperature on centerline versus speed and load
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Fig. 2. Ball surface temperature rise along the centeeline versus speed
(amoothball: 8.ell _m Ra, fluid N1, Tbath = 48C, Usa = 8)
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Fig. 3a. Ball surface temperature rise along the contact centerline
(e.ell _m Ra roughness, PH = 1.82 GPa, (I m/s rolling velocity}
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Fig. 3b. Ball surface temperature rise along the contact centerline (smooth
ball .e.811 pm Ra, PH = J.e2 GN m-2, J m/s rolling velocity )
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Fig. 4. Ball surface temperature rise along contact centerline (8.811]Jm Ra
roughness, PH = 1.e2 GPa, Z = e)

Fig. 5. Lubricant and ball surface temperatures along contact centerline
(mst = moving surface temperature, sst = stationary surface
temperature)
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Fig. 6. Comparisonof predictedaveragecontact temperaturesmaximum surface
and the measured maximum surface temperaturerise for L } 5 (smooth
ball: e.ellum Ra, fluid HI, Vsa = 8)
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Fig. 7. Average value and range of ball surface temperaturefluctuation
versus peak Hertz pressure (mediumrough ball: e.76_m Ra; fluid NI,
Vs =-1.0 m/s, Vsa = 0)
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Fig. 8. Maximum ball surface temperature versus time (Time 0+ corresponds
to a velocity step) (Rough bali: 6.38_m Ra, PH = J.e2 GPa, fluid
N I, Usa = 8)

Fig. 9. Photographs of hot spots on 6 mmdiameter hardened steel pin sliding
on sapphire at 2 m/s and an 2_I load.

a) a few seconds after the start of sliding
b) about 15 minutes after start of sliding
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DISCUSSION

K. L. Johnson

Cambridge University
Cambridge, England

The author's review, backed by the excellent work of his laboratory,

has shown that in the present decade we can grapple with the all-important

effects of temperature in tribology in a more sophisticated way than ever

before.

Flash temperatures in real situations are virtually impossible to

measure. The value of the full-film infra-red experiments in the laboratory,

therefore, is to investigate and to give confidence in the use of flash

temperature theory to predict temperatures in practice. Early infra-red

experiments were wildly at variance with theory, but the author states and

shows in Fig. 6 that for moving surfaces, at least, the agreement is now

good. I hope that he will expand on this aspect of his work, giving more

details of the analysis and covering a wider range of conditions. Also,

what about the comparison between calculated and observed film temperatures?

Does this throw any light on the value of thermal conductivity of the

lubricant at EHD pressures?

On the questionof local temperaturesin mixed lubricationcondition_

the author'sexperimentsbreak new and importantground (thoughhe does

acknowledge the almost pro-historic work of Bowden and Riddler on this

problem[). If one surface is stationary hot-spots are not unexpected:

Barber and Barton have shown that thermal expansion concentrates the contact

pressure and hence the heat generation into small areas. When both surfaces

are moving the nature of asperity interaction is more complex. I have been

struggling with this question in an attempt to estimate local flash
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temperatures in railroad wheel-rail contacts when some wheel-slip takes

place.. The maximum flash temperature acquired by an asperity depends upon

the time it is in contact with the mating surface. In the conventional

wear model this is related to the length scale of the surface roughness. It

seems more probable, however, that a serious high spot on one surface will

maintain contact with the mating surface throughout the whole of its

passage through the nominal contact area. This may be connected with the

author's observations that only certain wavelengths in the roughness

spectrum are related to the temperature variations. (Is the response time

of the infra-red system not also important here?) Does the author think

that his technique is capable of throwing light on asperity contact times

as well as temperature transients?

It is clear that the remainder of the decade is going to see

considerable advance in our understanding of thermal effects in tribology.
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DISCUSSION

Masayoshi Muraki Yoshitsugu Kimura
Mitsubishi Oil Company The University of Tokyo

Kanagawa, Japan Tokyo, Japan

Professor Winer presented a comprehensive overview of temperature

effects in concentrated contacts. It enabled us to get a glimpse of his

extensive investigation into this complicated problem.

He introduced the concept of flash temperature. The discussers

would like to point out first that there are two different concepts of

flash temperature. One is the localized instantaneous temperature rise

at the points of real contact, in which case temperatures as high as

IO00°C could be expected. The other, which was originally proposed by

Blok as the temperature flash, is the temperature rise at the Hertzian

contact area, which seldom exceeds, say, 200 or 300°C. In the case of

dry or mixed lubrication conditions, the latter is considered as the

mean, in a sense, of the former, but in the full EHL contacts it repre-

sents the actual temperature rise. In such a way, appropriate expres-

sion most be chosen depending upon the phenomenon on which the tempera-

ture exerts its effect.

In friction systems_ practically all the heat is generated at the

sliding surfaces by frictional or viscous energy dissipation. The heat

thus generated is considered to flow through various passages to a body

of hypothetically infinite heat capacity, whose temperature is called

'bulk temperature' The temperature rise at the heat source, which is

of the primary concern in most cases, is determined by the thermal

resistance of the passages and the heat flux. Anyway, this local tem-

perature rise must be added to the bulk temperature.
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A number of analytical studies have been reported, but almost all

been concerned with the estimation of local temperature rise, as Profes-

sor Winer stated. However, as is clear from the foregoing, the bulk

temperature plays an equally important role in determining actual tem-

perature of the sliding surfaces. Unfortunately, the bulk temperature

depends upon non-tribological factors, which could be only insufficient-

ly specified. If we think some bearings mounted in an automobile, the

bulk temperature is primarily dependent on the place it is driven, for

example. Therefore, what is important is not to pursue more rigorous

solutions, but to find simple practical expressions for the temperature

rise with reasonable accuracy.

In EHL contacts, an important thermal effect appears in the trac-

tion characteristics of lubricating oils. The discussers recently

developed a simplified expression of the coefficient of traction[l],

which will be introduced elsewhere[2]. In that, the heat is assumed

to be generated uniformly in the film, and to be conducted away across

the film. Then an average temperature rise of the film above the sur-

face temperature of the rollers is given by

Of = _AUh/12Kf (I)

where _ is the mean shear stress, _U is the sliding speed, h is the

film thickness and Kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid.

The ayerage surface temperature rise of the rollers is assumed to

be given by the Crook formula[3],

@w= O'96bl/2_&Ul(_KmPmCmU)I/2 (2)

where b is the half Hertzian width, Km, Pmand cm are the thermal con-

ductivity, the density and the specific heat of the rollers, respective-

ly, and U is the rolling speed.
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When the local temperature rise, 8m = 8f+8w is thus estimated, the

thermal effect on the traction can be readily determined. The theoret-

ical result is compared in Fig.l with the data reported by Johnson and

Cameron[4], which shows satisfactory agreement. The corresponding

temperature rise is shown in Fig.2. It should be remembered that the

rather significant thermal effect is caused by the temperature rise of

not more than 40°C in this case.
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DISCUSSION

David Tabor

Cavendish Laboratory

Cambridge, England

In my opening remarks I may have given the impression that E.H.L.

had reached a plateau in knowledge and understanding. Of course this

is not true. As the well coordinated session we have attended this

morning shows there is a great deai of life in the subject and

numerous challenging problems. But it seems to me that many of these

are of a technical nature. To my mind two fundamental _roblems remain.

First we do not understand the mechanism of film breakdo_mwhich

ultimately leads to scuffing. This problem of film breakdown, of course,

applies not only to E.H.L. but to the whole field of trlbology. Secondly

there is need for a fresh attack on the rheological properties of

liquids in terms of molecular mechanisms. This should cover both the

behaviour of simple lubricant liquids and liquids containing polymers

or small quantities of fatty acids. I still remain very impressed

with Ward Winer's results which show that at very high contact pressures

the limiting shear strength of the E.H.L. film is approximately one

thirtieth of the shear modulus. Such a relationship suggests that it

should be possible to calculate the limiting shear strength in terms

of a simple molecular model. This is a project that merits further attention.
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LUBRICANT RHEOLOGY IN CONCENTRATED CONTACTS

Bo O. Jacobson

University of Lule_

Lule$, Sweden

A revue of experimental investigations of lubricant behaviour in highly stressed

situations shows that a Newtonian model for lubricant rheology is insufficient for

explanation of traction behaviour. The oil film build-up, on the other hand, is

fairly well predicted using a Newtonian lubricant model except at high slide to roll

ratios and at very high loads, where the non-Newtonian behaviour starts to be impor-
tant already outside the Hertzian contact area.

Two main types of experiments are reported: static and dynamic. In static experi-

ments the pressure is typically applied to the lubricant more than a million times

longer than in an EHD contact. Depending on the pressure-temperature history of the

experiment the lubricant will become a crystallized or amorphous solid at high
pressures.

In dynamic experiments, where the pressure is applied as short time as in real

EHD contacts, the oil is in an amorphous solid state.

Depending on the viscosity, time-scale, elasticity of the oil and the bearing

surfaces, the oil film pressure, shear strain rate and the type of lubricant, diffe-

rent properties of the oil are important for prediction of shear stresses in the oil.

This can be seen from the different proposed models for the lubricant, where it is

described as being for instance a Newtonian liquid, an elastic liquid, a plastic

liquid and an elastic-plastic solid.

INTRODUCTION

In lightly loaded bearings, where normal and shear stresses in the lubricant are
low, the Newtonian (I) model for shear stress as a function of shear strain rate de-

scribes the behaviour of many lubricating oils very well.

If the shear stresses and velocities in the bearing are low the temperature rise

is also low. When the load and speed increases, the temperature rise in the bearing

increases and the viscosity of the lubricant can no longer be assumed to be constant.

First the viscosity variation along the lubricating film has to be considered and at

a higher power dissipation rates the temperature variation across the film thickness

also gives a viscosity variation across the film. In lubricated sliding and rolling

non-conformal contacts the power dissipation rate in the lubricating oil is typically

of the order 100 TW/m 3, why thermal effects are important. (The total electric power
installation in USA is about 0.5 TW).

In typical elastohydrodynamic contacts, where the lubricated surfaces are hard,

the oil pressure is of the order I GPa. At these high pressures and static condi-

tions, the viscosity of lubricating oils increases many orders of magnitude.

As long as the shear stress in the oil is low, most mineral oils behave as New-

tonian liquids even at very high viscosities, but the stress level, where the oil no
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longer behaves as a Newtonian liquid, is reached at a much lower shear rate.

When the shear stress in the oil is high, large molecules like multigrade addi-

tives have a tendency to break into smaller pieces. This gives a permanent viscosity
loss.

At high shear stresses, elastic shear deformation of the lubricant adds to the
viscous deformation, so for the same total deformation of the lubricant, the stress
level will be lower. This decreases the oil film thickness and it also decreases the

traction compared to the case with a Newtonian oil.

If the shear stress is further increased, the shear rate is no longer proportio-

nal to the shear stress, but the oil behaves in the same way as a metal being plasti-

cally deformed. If the pressure is high (> I GPa), the shear strain rate needed to

reach the plasticity limit is so low that thermal effects on the pressure build-up

are small compared to the effects of the plasticity.

Using a Newtonian model for the lubricant, Osborne Reynolds (2) published his

famous paper, where he derived the equation for pressure build-up in a lubricating

film. As long as the shear stress is proportional to the shear strain rate the

equation is possible to use both for iso-viscous lubricants and for lubrication si-

tuations where the viscosity is varying along the film, but not through the oil

film thickness. At high shear stresses, where the oil behaves plastically, Reynolds'

equation is not applicable.

SYMBOLS

A Constant in viscosity expression

E Modulus of elasticity, N/m 2

E' Effective elastic modulus 2/[(1-_)/ma+(1-_)/Eb],
N/m 2

-I
F Function, s

G Shear modulus, N/m 2

G Dimensionless materials parameter, c_E'

M Constant in viscosity expression

p Pressure, N/m 2

R Effective radius, m

S Constant in viscosity expression

t Temperature, °C

U Dimensionless speed parameter, no(Ua+Ub)/2E'R

U* Dimensionless sliding speed,(Ua-Ub)/(Ua+Ub )

Ua, Ub Surface velocities, m/s
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W Dimensionless load parameter, Wz/E'R

wZ Load per unit length, N/m

Pressure-viscosity coefficient of lubricant, m2/N

y Limiting-shear-strength proportionality constant

Total shear rate, s-I

-I

_e Elastic shear rate, s

Yv Viscous shear rate, s-I

n Viscosity, Ns/m 2

N0 Viscosity at contact inlet, Ns/m 2

na Viscosity at atmospheric pressure and temperature 0 °C, Ns/m 2

Coefficient of friction

Poisson's ratio

T Shear stress, N/m 2

TL Limiting shear stress, N/m 2

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The fact that lubricating oils exhibit non-Newtonian behaviour has been known

for a long time. Already 1909 Bridgeman (3) showed that liquids converted to solids
at high pressures, and many others (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) also investigated so-

lidification under pressure until Norton, Knott and Muenger in 1941 for the first

time measured the yield point in oils solidified under pressure (12).

Viscosities measured in normal low shear stress viscosimeters at high pressures

are so high, that the coefficient of friction _ should be of the order _ = 100 if the

oil was Newtonian throughout an elastohydrodynamic contact.

This led Smith in the late 1950:ies (13, 14, 15) to assume that the oil behaved

as a solid with a limited shear strength in the center of the high pressure zone.

This shear strength decreased with increasing temperature, so the coefficient of

friction was essentially a function of the temperature.

In 1970 and -74 Jacobson (16, 17) measured the shear strength of oils solidified

under hydrostatic conditions and the time for the oil to start behaving as a solid,

as it was clear that the time available when the oil passed through an elastohydro-
dynamic contact was too short for the oil to crystallize. At pressures in the test

apparatus of only 1.2 GPa (12 000 atmospheres) the oil converted to solid behaviour

at room temperature in less than 9 _s. This showed that the oil must be in an amor-
phous solid state under these conditions.

Briscoe and Tabor (18) conclude that if an amorphous polymer such as PMMAbelow
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its glass transition temperature is sheared, its molecules are not reoriented but the

shearing possibly involves fracture-like mechanisms or true interfacial sliding.

The test procedures used so far for highly stressed oils are of two types, name-

ly static and dynamic. In the static tests the oil is pressurized for a long time,

typically more than a million times longer than in a gear or a ball bearing.

In the dynamic tests the pressure is applied approximately as long as it is in

a roller bearing (milliseconds to microseconds). The last ten years a number of in-
vestigations of both types have been published.

The static experiments can be split up in two categories: Experiments where the
oil crystallizes and experiments with amorphous solid oil.

Bridgeman's experiments (e.g. 3, 19) were all of the crystallization type, as he

detected the solidification by the volume decrease at constant pressure when the oil

crystallized. Zolotykh et. al. 1969 (20) also determined the solidification by the
volume decrease.

This type of solid oil is not likely to be present in a rolling or sliding con-

tact as the crystallization is a slow process. Winer and Sanborn (21, 22) and Bair

and Winer (23, 24, 25, 26, 27) have in a series of papers measured the shear strength

of oils under hydrostatic conditions. In (21) they found that isothermal compression

of an oil produced a limiting shear stress lower than isobaric cooling. This is due

to the fact that if the oil is compressed when the viscosity is low, the molecules

are able to rearrange and this gives a higher final compression. Isobaric cooling

after compression is more likely to give crystallic structures and isobaric cooling

before the compression is more likely to give amorphous structures.

Figure I from reference (21) shows the shear elasticity and maximum shear

strength for 5P4E at different temperatures and 0.275 GPa.

It is here very obvious that the oil behaves as an elastic solid and that it has

a shear strength which is a function of the temperature. As these experiments were

static (slow), the likelihood for elastic-plastic behaviour was even lower than in a

lubrication situation, where the time for the stress pulse is short (10-3 s-10-5s).

As mentioned earlier the shear strength of lubricating oils solidified under

hydrostatic pressure was measured in 1970 by Jacobson (16).

In his apparatus (Figure 2) the shear strength of the oil or the oil-metal-inter-

face was measured depending on which one was the weakest. In Winer et. al. (21) the

shear plane was assumed to be in the middle of the oil.

Depending on the surface energies, the temperature, and stress distribution,

different slip plane locations in EHD oil films are possible. In normal metal bea-

rings and gears, where the oil is warmer than the metal surfaces, the slip plane is

likely to appear somewhere in the middle of the oil. If the surface energy of the

bearing is low (PTFE) or if the bearing works isothermally, the slip plane will
appear at the bearing surfaces.

In static experiments it is easy to determine if the lubricant is in a liquid

or a solid state. When it is solid, it can transmit shear stresses with only elastic

deformations, but when it is liquid a shear rate is necessary to maintaine a shear
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stress.

In dynamic experiments lubricant behaviour depends on the time-scale of the ex-

periment. Slower straining of the oil gives a more liquid type of behaviour. This

is beautifully shown in G.I. Taylor's motion picture "Laminar flow" (28), where he

shows that the ice in a glacier flows like a Newtonian liquid when the stress is

applied a couple of years.

As already stated it is not only important at which rate the dynamic stresses

are applied but also the stress history of the lubricant. Winer and Sanborn (22)

show that a rapid compression "freezes" the molecules in a non-equilibrium state,

such that for instance the density of a rapidly compressed lubricant is lower than

the density at the samepressure if the oil is slowly compressed. This means that

experiments designed to determine physical properties of lubricants for EHD calcula-

tions should be performed at the same pressure, shear stress, temperature level and
time scale as in real EHD contacts.

Equipment for dynamic experiments to determine the properties of lubricants in

EHD contacts are mainly of two types: impact apparatuses and rolling contact appara-
tuses.

The majority of the apparatuses reported in the litterature are of the rolling
contact type. Only four different impact rheometers were found in this survey. The

oldest was an impact viscometer reported by Booth and Hirst (29, 30) 1969. It was of

Hopkinson bar type. Paul and Cameron 1972 and 1975 (31, 32) used a dropping ball

viscosimeter where the geometry was a ball impacting a flat surface. Jacobson 1974

(17) and Johnson 1978 (33) used Hopkinson bar configurations where the shear stresses

in (17) were parallell to the centerline of the impacting bar and in (33) parallell
to the end surface of the bar.

The impact rheometers are better suited to measure the shear stresses directly
than the rolling contact rheometers where the pressure distribution in the rolling
or sliding contact is given by the elastic stresses in the solid surfaces. In impact
rheometers the lubricant sample can be fairly uniformly stressed, but normally the
instantaneous stress value is difficult to measure and only a time mean value can be
calculated.

The rolling contact apparatuses in the litterature are mainly of four different

types as far as the film thickness measurement technique is concerned:

I) x-ray measurement

2) capacitance measurement

3) optical interferometry measurement

4) mechanical displacement measurement

The four different types of techniques give different values of the film thick-

ness. The x-ray technique measures the thinnest film in the contact which means that

different values will be registered for different directions of the x-rays in the

plane of the contact. For a heavily loaded contact the film thickness in the side

lobes can easily be five times lower than the minimum film at the trailing edge (34,
35).
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x-rays have been used by Bell, Kannel et. al. (36, 37, 38) and Loewenthal (39)

to determine the minimum film thickness between crowned cylindrical and conical

rollers. They all found that the minimum film thickness decreased faster with in-

creasing load than the simple EHD-theory predicted. This is due to the limited

shear strength of the lubricant (13, 16, 17, 34, 35) which makes it impossible for

the oil to withstand the high shear stresses induced by the steep pressure gradients
at the circumference of the contact.

The capacitance method has been used by a number of authors e.g. Hamilton and

Moore (40) and Hirst and Moore (41, 42, 43). In most of these experiments, except
in (40), the capacitance for the total EHD contact is measured, which means that

only a mean value of the film thickness can be measured. Most of the capacitance is

here given by the flat central part of the contact, why the measured value is close

to the central film thickness. The experimental central film thicknesses measured

with this method at pure rolling agree well with Newtonian EHD-theory (42).

Using optical interferometry Cameron and Gohar (44) 1965, were able to measure
the oil film thickness distribution in EHD contacts in detail. The now well known

horse-shoe shape with the minimum film thickness at the sides of the contact was
then shown.

Later many other investigators (e.g. 16, 22, 25, 45) have used the same method

to measure film thickness. It is possible to use this method up to about 2.5 GPa

Hertzian pressure with the transparent surface made from synthetic sapphire. The

central film thickness from experiments in pure rolling are in good agreement with
Newtonian theories (46, 47, 48).

The mechanical displacement technique developed by MHnnich and GlSckner (49) is

very simple. In a cylindrical roller thrust bearing, the load is applied at stand-

still. When the rotation is started the film thickness is measured by measuring how

much the abutment height is increased by the lubricant film formation.

Traction experiments have been made by a number of authors (e.g. 13-15, 22, 25,

36-38, 41-43, 45, 49-59). The contact geometries have been cylindrical (41-43, 497
50, 53, 58) spherical (13-15, 22, 45, 52, 54, 59) and crowned cylindrical (25, 36-38,

51, 55-57) but the main feature of the test rigs has been to measure traction in the

direction of rolling or perpendicular to it. In most cases it has been difficult to

distinguish between elastic and viscous forces in the contact, but Johnson and Te-

vaarwerk (59) could do it with their ingenious apparatus.

Jacobson (60) showed experimentally, using high speed photography, that a slight

perpendicular movement (< 10% of the Hertzian width) was enough to collapse the oil

film at the inlet of a rolling contact (see Figure 3).

This shows that the shear strength and traction properties of the oil are impor-

tant even for the oil film build-up.

When the load is high, the tangential elastic deformations of the rollers can be

larger than the elastic or viscous deformations of the oil film. It is therefore

difficult to measure the properties of the oil film.

One method used by Hirst and Moore (42) has been to drive the rollers without a

lubricant and then subtract the microslip and elastic deformations measured in the

dry rolling situation from the lubricated case. They found that the elastic modulus
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of oils increases linearily with pressure.

Experimental investigations of oil behaviour show that oils change their proper-
ties with pressure, temperature, stress level, stress rate, stress history and tem-
perature history.

Many attempts to mathematically describe these phenomena have been made.

LUBRICANT MODELS

For prediction of oil film build-up and traction in heavily loaded contacts it
is necessary to have as good a mathematical model of the lubricant as possible.

Newton (I) gave the linear relationship between shear velocity and shear stress
in a liquid, but oils under high pressure get viscosities so high (61) that even
small shear velocities give unreasonably high shear stresses if the Newtonian model
is used. This can easily be shown by studying the shear stresses at the oil-metal-
interface in the elastohydrodynamic calculations published by Grubin (62), Petruse-
vich (63), Dowson and Higginson (64) and others.

In the 1960:ies the capacity of computers became large enough to handle calcula-
tion of the complete elastohydrodynamic problem with Newtonian and non-Newtonian lub-
ricants. This gave rise to a number of papers dealing with different mathematical
models for lubricants.

The lubricant models can be split up in two main groups:

I. Models where the shear stresses are functions of the shear rate.

2. Models with the shear stresses independent of the shear rate.

The first group contains the Newtonian models with variable viscosity. Here the

viscosity is a function of the pressure and temperature, but independent of time.

For low shear stresses C.J.A. Roelands' (61, 65) model is very good:

log(n/n a) = A[ (I+p/196"I"106)M(1+t/135)S-I]

where Ha viscosity at atmospheric pressure and temperature 0 °C

p pressure in N/m 2

t temperature in °C

A, M and S are constants depending on the type of lubricant.

If the shear stress in the lubricant is higher than I to 5 per cent oflthe

hydrodynamic pressure in the high pressure zone, the lubricant behaviour will be non-

Newtonian and many different models have been proposed. The elasticity of the lubri-
cant has been considered by Barlow et. al. (66, 67, 68). They found by high fre-

quency oscillation experiments that a good lubricant model should consist of the

parallel combination of the shear mechanical impedance for a Newtonian liquid and a
Hookean solid.
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The Maxwell model (69) for lubricants has been used by Trachman and Cheng (58),

Johnson and Tevaarwerk (59, 70, 71, 72), Daniels (73) and others.

The total shear rate is here a sum of the elastic andviscous shear rates.

_ I dT + F(T)
_ = _e+_v Gdt

where F(T) = T/n for a linear Maxwell model.

Different functions F(T) have been used. Johnson and Tevaarwerk used

TL

F(T) = --sinh (T/TL)n

and Bair and Winer (24) used

TL

F(T) = - _--in(1- T___)• TL

and

F(T) = TLtanh-1(_L)

in different papers.

Elastic deformation of the lubricant decreases oil film thickness and traction.

The same is true for a lubricant with a delay in the viscosity increase after a
pressure increase (58).

The second group contains models with a limited lubricant shear strength.

The first to propose this was Smith (13, 14, 15). He assumed that the traction

was determined by the shear strength of the lubricant and the film-building ability

by the viscosity.

Jacobson used the combination of a Newtonian liquid at low pressures with a

plastic solid at high pressures and shear stresses (16, 34, 35, 74) as a model for

the lubricant behaviour in calculations of oil film shapes and pressure distribution
for point- and line-contacts.

In 1973 Allen et. al. (54) used the Dowson & Higginson formula to calculate oil

film thickness. An exponential viscosity increase with pressure was used to calcu-

late the shear stress as long as the stress was lower than 0.07 times the Hertzian

pressure. If the Newtonian model gave higher shear stresses, they put the shear
stress equal to 0.07 times the local pressure.

In 1982 Jacobson and Hamrock (75) used a similar model to calculate pressure
distribution, oil film thickness and traction in a llne-contact. As their model was

isothermal, slip planes developed_a_ the bearing surfaces if the shear stress was

too high. Depending on the shear stress at the bearing surfaces three different

pressure equations were used. At low loads and pure rolling, the film shapes and
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pressure distributions were similar to Dowson & Higginson's. When sliding was intro-
duced the pressure spike at the outlet decreased and the film thickness also decrea-

sed, see Figure 4.

The parameter determining the coefficient of friction (traction) at high sliding

speeds was mainly the shear strength proportionality constant. This constant varies

for real lubricants from 0.02 to 0.10 depending on the lubricant type. The sliding

velocity needed to reach 95% of the maximum shear stress varies almost exponentially
with (the load) -I , as can be seen in Figure 5. This shows that at Hertzian pressures

above I GPa the oil behaves as a plastic solid and the minimum film thickness de-
creases even for low slide to roll ratios.

CONCLUSIONS

A revue of experimental investigations of lubricant behaviour in highly stressed
situations shows that a Newtonian model for lubricant behaviour is insufficient for

the explanation of traction behaviour. The oil film build-up, on the other hand, is

fairly well predicted using a Newtonian lubricant model except at high slide to roll

ratios and at very high loads, where the non-Newtonian behaviour starts to be impor-

tant already outside the Hertzian contact area.

Two main types of experiments are reported: static and dynamic. In static ex-

periments the pressure is typically applied to the lubricant more than a million

times longer than in an EHD contact. Depending on the pressure-temperature history

of the experiment the lubricant will become a crystalli_ed or amorphous solid at high
pressures.

In dynamic experiments, where the pressure is applied as short time as in real

EHD contacts, the oil is in an amorphous solid state.

Depending on the viscosity, time-scale, elasticity of the oil and the bearing

surfaces, the oil film pressure and shear strain rate and the type of lubricant,

different properties of the oil are important for the prediction of shear stresses in
the oil.

This can be seen from the different proposed models for the lubricant, where it

is described as being for instance a Newtonian liquid, an elastic liquid, a plastic
liquid and an elastic-plastic solid.
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Figure I. Shear stress versus shear strain (Winer and Sanborn (21)).
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Figure 2. Shear strength apparatus.

)
Figure 3. Oil film 2.7 ms after the start of the impact.
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Figure 4. Pressure distributions and film shapes5for different sliding velocities

U*.11Dimensionless load parameter W, 2.0478 x 10- ; dimensionless speed parameter U,
10- ; dimensionless materials parameter G, 5000; limiting-shear-strength propor-

tionality constant y, 0.07.
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Figure 5. Coefficient of friction as a function of load and dimensionless sliding

velocity. Dimensionless speed parameter U, 10-11; dimensionless materials para-

meter G, 5000; limiting-shear-strength proportionality constant y, 0.07.
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DISCUSSION

Masayoshi Muraki Yoshitsugu Kimura
Mitsubishi Oil Company The University of Tokyo

Kanagawa, Japan Tokyo, Japan

The discussers would like to congratulate the author on a

very interesting paper. It is very timely and instructive to

have presented a comprehensive review on the rapidly developing

field of lubricant rheology in concentrated contacts. Professor

Jacobson introduced a number of lubricant models, with which

many attempts were made to give mathematical expressions to

theological behavior of lubricants in elastohydrodynamic films;

typically, an elastic liquid, a plastic liquid, and elastic-

plastic solid models. However, it should be remembered that

any lubricant is neither perfectly viscous, nor elastic, nor

plastic. If a certain model can describe traction behavior

successfully, it means that some assumed properties of the

lubricants are playing the predominating role under the specific

operating condition. From such a point of view, the discussers

have recently developed a thermal viscoelastic theory (1), with

which it has become possible to describe traction curves with

several non-dimensional parameters, with sufficient accuracy.

A nonlinear Maxwell viscoelastic model proposed by Johnson

and Tevaarwerk (2) is assumed. In a dimensionless form, it can

be written as

dS
Z = O _ + sinhS (i)

where Z=ni/T is the dimensionless shear rate, D=nU/Gb is the
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Deborah number, S=T/_, is the dimensionless shear stress, and

X=x/b is the dimensionless coordinate along the film. The nomen-

clature is common with the paper by Professor Jacobson; further,

U is the mean rolling speed, b is the half Hertzian width.

Integration of eq.(1) is straightforward, but the solution

can be approximated as,

S = sinh-IZ when D . 0 (2)

S = ZX/D when D . co (3)

The averaged shear stress, or traction, S is now readily ob-

tained.

The thermal effect is considered on the Newtonian viscosity

only, and an exponential dependence of the viscosity on the film

temperature as well as on the mean Hertzian pressure is assumed.

By a simple formulation discussed elsewhere (3), the mean film

temperature rise can be expressed as the product of the viscous

enegy dissipation rate and a proportionality constant. Then

the thermal effect can be represented by a single dimensionless

parameter ¢, which is defined as the product of the above men-

tioned proportionality constant, the viscosity-temperature co-

efficient, the representative stress TLsquared , the film thick-

ness and the reciprocal of the isothermal Newtonian viscosity.

When Z and D are replaced by Zi and Di defined as,

Z = Ziexp(-¢ZiS), (4)

D = Diexp(-¢Zi_), (5)

which represents the traction is obtained in a closed form.

That is,
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= ( Di#in2Zi-2(l+_Zi)+2{(l+_Zi)2-Di_in2Zi} I/2 )/Di_2Zi (6)

The %raction curve described by eq.(6) is shown in the

Figure. When Zi is increased, S first increases along an elas-

tic line. A% a certain value of Zi a transition takes place

and S follows an Eyring viscous curve thereafter. The viscous

curve is uniquely determined by Zi in the isothermal region,

and the thermal solution deviates downwards from it and this

devia%ion is solely determined by #. Thus the entire traction

curve is represented by a single formula, which shows satis-

factory agreement with experimental results as exemplified

elsewhere (3).
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RESPONSE

Bo O. Jacobsono

Lule& University of Technology
Lulea7 Sweden

As the discussors state, a lubricant is neither perfectly viscous,

elastic nor plastic, so the different lubricant models are only possible

to use within limited parameter ranges. This means that the lubricant

models only describe some important parameters more or less accurately,

but normally they do not explain what happens on the atomic level.

In Muraki's and Kimura's discussion they use this type of curve-fitting

by assuming Newtonian behaviour and exponential dependence of the

viscosity on temperature and mean Hertzian pressure to calculate the

traction curve.
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NON-STEADY STATE EFFECTS IN EHL

Duncan Dowson

Institute of Tribology

Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Leeds

Leeds, England

A number of lubricated machine elements are subjected to cyclic variations of

load and speed, particularly in reciprocating machinery. It is well known that

squeeze-film action plays an important role in preserving satisfactory lubricating

films in many cases in which the entraining velocities fall to zero during each

cycle, as in the reciprocating seal and synovial joints.

The essential features of combined 'entraining' and 'normal' motion are

described for both hydrodynamic and elastohydrodynamic conditions. It is shown that

very small squeeze-film velocities (W), or order (h /£)U, can lead to substantial

hydrodynamic action, o

A brief review of previous studies of squeeze-film lubrication between spheres

or cylinders and a plane is followed by reference to a recent analysis of ankle

joint lubrication. It is then shown that elastohydrodynamic lubrication might be
encountered in the conjunction between a piston ring and cylinder liner and that in

such cases combined entraining and squeeze-film action is important. Analysis of a

2-stroke Diesel engine shows that variations in squeeze-film velocity throughout

the conjunction, associated with time rates of change of elastic deformation, must

be considered in a full elastohydrodynamic lubrication analysis.

INTRODUCTION

A number of fluid-film lubricated machine elements are subjected to non-steady

state, cyclic conditions. Well known examples include reciprocating seals, piston

rings, cams and tappets and the bearings in reciprocating engines. In some cases

the entraining velocity, which is responsible for hydrodynamic film formation in
steady-state bearings, falls to zero at some stage in the cycle and the well being

of the fluid-film then depends upon squeeze-film action. The survival of many non-

steady state bearings is known to depend upon the powerful protection afforded by

squeeze-film action. It is fortunately very difficult to reduce the film thickness

rapidly by pressing two solids towards each other in the presence of a viscous fluid

and hence effective lubricating films often survive the intervals of adverse

entraining action in reciprocating machinery.

Even if the entraining velocity does not fall to zero it might vary throughout

the cycle, as in the big-end bearing of a reciprocating engine, and this alone can

lead to a cyclic variation in film thickness. Furthermore, the loading on such

bearings is often severe and dynamic and elaborate methods have therefore been

developed to predict the orbits of journals within them. The mobility and similar

approaches to dynamically loaded bearing problems accommodate both 'entraining' and

'squeeze-film' action within the lubricating film and now provide reliable guidance
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to designers on the question of cyclic variation of minimum film thickness.

Such procedures are not generally available for lubricated machine elements

presenting non-conformal surfaces, like many reciprocating seals, piston rings and

cams and tappets, although numerical solutions of varying degrees of sophistication
based upon time-stepping procedures and an initial estimate of _the film thickness

at some point in the cycle can now be computed for all these applications. In each

case it is found that squeeze-film action plays a vital role in the preservation of

finite, but often very small, film thicknesses in relation to the composite surface
roughness during periods of low entraining velocity.

It is now well established that elastic deformation of the solids bounding non-
conformal conjunctions can readily lead to a transition from hydrodynamic to elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication. This action dominates the performance of low elastic

modulus materials in reciprocating seals and might yet prove to be of significance

in piston rings and cams and tappets. If elastohydrodynamic lubrication prevails,

the analysis of non-steady state conditions is more complicated than in simple

hydrodyanmic lubrication between rigid solids, since the shape and not just the

minimum thickness of the lubricating film varies with time. Blok and Koens (ref. I)

provided a fine illustration of the phenomenon, described as a breathing film, based

upon optical interferometric studies of lubricating films developed between a low

elastic modulus rubber cylinder and a glass plate. Blok (ref. 2) had also

outlined in some detail an inverse hydrodynamic procedure for analysing the pressure
distributions responsible for observed film shapes under known conditions.

In elastohydrodynamic studies of machine components subjected to cyclic events
like the meshing of gear teeth or the lubrication of individual balls or rollers in

roillng element bearings, attention is generally focussed upon the most severe

conditions and a 'static' solution suffices. Yet a sequence of quasi-static

solutions for the cycle of events implies that both the fi'im shape and minimum film

thickness are functions of time. There is thus a normal motion or squeeze-film

action between the surfaces which is generally neglected in elastohydrodynamic analysis,
A particular example which spans hydrodynamic and elastohydrodynamic conditions and

which still awaits detai]ed analysis is the entry of a ball or roller into the

loaded segment of a rolling element bearing after passing through the lightly loaded
arc. In this region, where skidding or slip is often encountered, the minimum film

thickness and film shape both experience rapid changes with time and squeeze-film
effects might well be significant.

In this paper the influence of combined 'entraining' and 'normal' motion upon

elastohydrodynamic conjunctions will be illustrated by the somewhat unexpected case
of piston ring lubrication.

NOTATION

h lubricant film thickness.

h film thickness on line of closest approach between a rigid parabolic
o solid and a plane surface.

effective length of bearing in entraining direction.
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p hydrodynamic pressure.

I, ,o1q reduced pressure = _ -_P]

s coordinate in elasticity calculations

t thickness of layer of elastic bearing material on rigid backing.

[,u entraining velocity = _ [Ul+U2]

Ul,U 2 surface velocities.

v elastic deformation perpendicular to the surface.

x coordinate,

A,B constants,

E modulus of elasticity.

H dimensionless film thickness I_I
u

R radius of equivalent cylinder near a plane.

U dimensionless sliding speed of plane surface.

W velocity of approach or squeeze-film velocity of a curved solid

towards a plane.

dimensionless coordinate in entraining direction I_IX
LNJ

viscosity pressure exponent In = _oe_P 1

lubricant viscosity.

_o lubricant viscosity at atmospheric pressure.

Poisson's ratio.

HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

The Reynolds equation of fluid-film lubrication is formed from the continuity

equation, representing conservation of mass flow, and the equations of motion,

representing conservation of momentum. It is customary to neglect both inertia and

body-force terms in the equations of motion and hence to balance the resulting
'pressure' and 'viscous' forces.

There are thus only two physical mechanisms contributing to fluid flow in a

bearing, one associated with the motion of the bounding solids (entraining or

Couette flow and normal motion) and the other with pressure gradients (Poiseuille
flow).
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For two dimensional flow of an incompressible lubricant, the Reynolds equation
can be written in the form;

_x = 12u + 12 (1)

L J I
Poiseuille Entraining Normal Motion

(Couette) (Squeeze)

For the conjunction shown in Figure i,

1 U _h _ W
u = _ [Ul+U2] = 2 _t

- and the Reynolds equation reduces to,

_x - 12W (2)

In dimensionless terms,

_x - _--f- 12 • (3)

I
.Entraining Squeeze

The ratio of 'squeeze-film' to 'entraining' terms is thus,

Squeeze = W £__ [I_ __W. £___ (4)Entraining U" h U h

o L_ J o

Squeeze-film action will thus assume an importance comparable to that of
entraining action when,

w-- I_-£°Iu (5)

Since is generally of order I0 and not infrequently as small as i0-4

it is clear that very small velocities of approach can introduce significant
hydrodynamic effects.

ELASTO-HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

The modifications to simply hydrodynamic theory associated with very high
pressures in many non-conformal machine elements are well known and come under the
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heading of elasto-hydrodynamie lubrication. There are two beneficial effects
associated with the high pressures, the elastic deformation of the bounding solids
and the increase in lubricant viscosity.

Elasticity

In many cases the bearing solids can be modelled by an equivalent, rigid, curved
component adjacent to a semi-infinite, elastic solid. The surface deformation due

to the distributed normal, hydrodynamic pressure (p) can then be determined by

summation from the expression,

2

v = A log e (x-s) ds + constant (6)

It is customary to consider blocks of uniform pressure, but more complete
approximations to the actual pressure distribution can be accommodated.

When the bearing structure can be represented by a thin layer of elastic

material of thickness (t) on a relatively rigid backing, as in the case of many

plain journal bearings and also of synovial joints, it can often be assumed that

the elastic deformation (v) is related to the local surface pressure (p) by the

simple relationship,

v = B p (7)

where (B) is an equivalent elastic constant defined by,

B = (l+o)(l-20)
(I-o)E (8)

It can be seen that the utility of this expression depends upon a knowledge
of Poisson's ratio, and this is rather critical for elastomeric materials and

articular cartilage where o . 0.5.

Viscosity at High Pressure

Much of elastohydrodynamic theory has been developed for isothermal conditions

in which film thickness can be predicted with adequate accuracy on the basis of the
simple Barus relation.

= n e_p (9)
o

This readily permits the Reynolds equation to be solved in terms of a reduced
pressure (q) defined as,

q = - e (10)

Once solutions of the modified Reynolds equation have been obtained for (q) in

terms of the constant viscosity (_o), the real pressure (p) can be ascertained by
noting that,
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i
p = - _ loge [l-_q] (ii)

Film Shape

Hany conjunctions encountered in machine elements subjected to elastohydrodynamic
conditions can be represented, in the undeformed state, by a rigid parabolic profile

of local radius (R) near a plane. In this case the film thickness (h) at a distance

(x) from the line of closest approach where the film thickness is (h) can be written
o

as,

2
x

h = h +-- (12)o 2R

If the film shape is subsequently modified by elastic deformation v = f(x), then
the local film thickness becomes,

2

h=h +x
o 2-R + v (13)

Numerous solutions to the steady-state elastohydrodynamic lubrication problem

have now been presented on the basis of this representation of film shape and such
solutions are often adopted in quasi-static situations.

It has already been pointed out that significant hydrodynamic effects are

achieved by modest normal approach velocities and if combined 'entraining' and

'squeeze-film' action is considered, the full implications of equation (13) for
normal approach velocities must be examined. It can be seen that,

_h
_h o _v

Dt _t + _t (14)

The total normal veloci_ha _ any location thus consists of the familiar rigid-

body action represented by IV"ol together with the time rate/_]change of the local

elastic deformation. The [_t J total normal velocity term I_l in the Reynolds
equation will thus vary along the length of the conjunction at a_y instant and this

is likely to be particularly significant in reciprocating machinery where the film

shape is subjected to the cyclic or 'breathing' action described by Blok and Koens
(ref. I).

APPLICATIONS

The problem of pure squeeze-film action between a ball or cylinder and a plane

has been discussed elsewhere in some detail. The central pressures can produce a

dimple in the approaching solids as illustrated in Figure 2 and it is evident that

the time rate of change of both the rigid body film thickness and the elastic

deformation must be considered in a full theoretical analysis.

Squeeze-film motion between a rigid sphere and a plane in the presence of an

isoviscous fluid was first analysed by G.I. Taylor and presented at the Bakerian

Lecture on boundary lubrication by Sir William Bate Hardy (ref. 3). Christe_sen

(ref. 4) considered the approach of elastic cylinders separated by a piezo-viscous

fluid and account was taken of the rate of change of both the rigid body film
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thickness and the local elastic deformation. He subsequently presented a similar

and full analysis for spheres (ref. 5). Herrebrugh (ref. 6) also recognized the twin
elements of local squeeze-film velocities between cylinders in normal approach, but

neglected their variation throughout the conjunction when he sought solutions

through a single integral equation. Gould (ref. 7) also noted that if the effect

of pressure upon viscosity was important in squeeze film action, the influence of

temperature rise would also be significant.

The relative importance of elastic deformation and rigid body geometry in the

overall squeeze-film action between approaching cylinders was discussed by Lee and

Cheng (ref. 8) and by Conway (ref. 9).

In all these analyses of squeeze-film action between spheres and cylinders

attention has been focussed upon pure normal approach. In many reciprocating machine

elements, normal approach is combined with entraining action which varies in a

cyclic manner and it is the purpose of the present paper to illustrate the latter
situation.

Medley (ref. i0) has analysed the problem of elastohydrodynamic lubrication in

the human ankle joint. It has been shown (ref. II) that the geometry of the ankle

joint can be represented by a circular cylinder near a plane, with the surfaces

being formed by articular cartilage on a bone backing. The average radius of this

equivalent cylinder near a plane was found to be O.35m and the cartilage thickness
on both the tibia and talus to be about 1.2 mm.

Medley (ref. IO) found that the cyclic pattern of loading and motion in

walking permitted the generation of lubricating films having a thickness of about

half a micron. He found that squeeze-film action sustained a substantial proportion

of the film thickness generated by entraining action during the period of active

sliding between the joint surfaces, even though the entraining velocity fell to

zero on two occasions in each complete cycle of reciprocating motion. He further

found that a simple plane inclined surface slider bearing model, based upon the

notional length of the Hertzian contact zone, yielded predictions similar to those

obtained from an elastohydrodynamic analysis based upon the model of an elastic

layer on a rigid parabolic solid. The latter analysis revealed a remarkably constant

film thickness between the cartilage surfaces throughout the cycle in which both

the load and the entraining velocities varied considerably. It did not, however,
take account of the role of the time rate of change of the local elastic deformation

in the analysis (_v/_t) and squeeze-film action was related to the overal or

rigid body motion (_h /_t) alone. Medley (ref. I0) assessed the maximum error in
film thickness prediction resulting from this assumption to be about 12 percent.

Piston Ring Lubrication

A good deal of interest has been generated in the tribological performance of

the piston seal in reciprocating engines in recent years. The conjunction between

the piston ring and cylinder liner is subjected to exceptionally severe dynamic

conditions, since the normal load, sliding velocity, temperature and hence lubricant

viscosity, all vary throughout the cycle. Furthermore, the conjunction may be

starved of lubricant and the influence of each ring upon its neighbour has to be

considered in a complete ring pack. In addition, the shape of the conjunction might

also change throughout the cycle due to elastic and thermal distortion and wear of
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the piston ring, the piston and the cylinder liner.

Analytical procedures have nevertheless been developed (ref. 12,13,14) which

enable the cyclic variation of film thickness to be predicted for both 2- and 4-

stroke engines. The analysis is based upon the assumption that the conjunction
develops a lubricating film between smooth surfaces and account is taken of both

entraining and squeeze-film action. All the solutions indicate that hydrodynamic

lubrication must give way to boundary or mixed film lubrication in the vicinity of

top-dead-centre, where the loads are high and the entraining velocities low.

Recent studies by Dowson et al (ref. 15), have drawn attention to the somewhat

surprising result that piston rings might well operate in the elasto-hydrodynamic

regime in the vicinity of top dead centre and this provides an opportunity to

examine the respective roles of the rigid body and elastic displacement components
of squeeze-film action.

The general geometry of the conjunction is shown in Figure 3. Details of the

numerical analysis for elastohydrodynamic conditions have been presented in Ref. 15,

but it should be noted that elastic deformations were calculated according to

equation 6 and that the Baras relation was adopted for viscosity calculations
(equation 9).

The cyclic conditions encountered in some eight 4-stroke and six 2-stroke

engines were considered and all appeared to operate in the elasto-hydrodynamic

regime of lubrication close to top-dead-centre. A particular 2-stroke engine of

bore 550 mm, ring height 12 mm and ring face radius 0.75 m operating at 150 r.p.m.

(7.85 rad/s) was analysed in detail and illustrations of the ring profile, pressure

distribution and squeeze-film velocities 3° before and after top-dead-centre are
shown in Figure 4.

The cyclic variation of predicted film thickness is shown in Figure 5. When it

was assumed that the lubricant viscosity was not affected by pressure and that the

solids were rigid, normal piston ring lubrication theory predicted a cyclic
minimum film thickness of 0.05 Um. When account was taken of the influence of

pressure upon viscosity, this prediction was lifted to O.ii Um. A simple elasto-

hydrodynamic analysis in which squeeze-film action was associated with rigid-body

motion alone brought the prediction up to 0.17 Um, thereby confirming the
significance of elastohydrodynamic action in the vicinity of top-dead-centre in

this engine. Finally, when the rate of change of elastic deformation with time was

considered in the mixed entraining and squeeze-film action, according to equation
(14), the predicted minimum film thickness was raised to 0.20 Um.

The analysis confirmed the likelihood of some elastohydrodynamic action in the

conjunction between a piston ring and cylinder liner in the vicinity of top-dead-

centre. It further indicated that in this somewhat severe condition, involving

changes in both the magnitude and direction of the entraining velocity and the

application of high loads, squeeze-film actionwas particularly important.

The cyclic minimum film thicknesses predicted for a piston ring are,
nevertheless, small compared with the surface roughnesses of cylinder liners and
piston rings. It therefore seems to be inevitable that a mixed film mode of

lubrication will apply in these critical regions. It is particularly important

that the fluid-film lubrication contribution to this mixed film operation should

be recognized, particularly when the influence of load sharing between the lubricant
and asperity interactions is considered in power loss calculations.
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CONCLUSIONS

Attention has been drawn to the significanceof squeeze-film action in both

hydrodynamic and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication. In the latter mode of fluid-

film lubrication, the overall squeeze-film action arises from a combination of

both rigid Body and local elastic deformation motion.

Squeeze-film action associated with time rates of change of elastic deforma-

tion within a conjunction undoubtedly complicates numerical analysis and in some

cases it is totally neglected. However, in the case of reciprocating motion, it

is generally necessary to include it in any full appraisal of hydrodynamic action.
This has Been illustrated in relation to piston ring lubrication.

The two essential elements of elastohydrodynamic action, namely the influence

of high pressure upon lubricant viscosity and the modifications to film shape

associated with elastic deformation, both enhance the lubricating film thickness

experienced By piston rings in the vicinity of top-dead-centre. The variation of
squeeze-film velocity through the conjunction attributable to local changes in elastic

deformation has been shown to play an important and far from negligible role in

this film thicknesses enhancement process.
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FIGURE 1 ENTRAINING AND SQUEEZE--FILM ACTION
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FIGURE4 (a) PRESSURE. FILM SHAPE AND SQUEEZEVELOCITYFOR
PARABOLICPISTONRING3' BEFORETOP DEAD CENTRE
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DISCUSSION

Alastair Cameron
2 Bottisham Place

Cambridge, England

Professor Dowsonhas indeed put his finger on the next goal of theoretical
analysis, the solution of the EHL problem, both hard and soft, taking squeeze
films into account. It is extremely difficult, as Ettles and James (ref. 1)
found in their study of it, as well as the other authors Prof. Dowson quotes.

It has occurred to me that the importance of squeeze films can be high-
lighted by rewriting the right hand side of Reynolds equation (U dh/dx + 2 dh/dt).
If the velocity U is written dx/dt then the first term reduces to dh/dt,
showing that all hydrodynamic lubrication is effectively a squeeze film affair.
The converging gap and the movement of the surfaces combine to squeeze the
lubricant, thus generating a pressure.

If the squeeze film equations for EHL - which one might call SEHL- are
solved, it might help explain the very mysterious drop in load carried by discs
shown by Smith and Cameron (ref. 2).

Squeeze films dan produce puzzling results. In a series of papers from
the Imperial College Lubrication Laboratory (ref. 3) the viscosity of oils at
high pressures can be evaluated, using an impact viscometer. At low pressures
- up to 0.1GPa - the viscosities so found agree with conventional values.
Above this, however, they are a factor of 10 below those determined by the
more conventional traction tests, even when these are carried out in the same
laboratory using the same fluids (ref. 4).
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REAL SURFACEEFFECTSIN ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICLUBRICATION

John H. Tripp*
Case Western Reserve University

Cleveland, Ohio

Following a general discussion of real effects in EHL, consideration is
given in detail to the role played by stochastic roughness superimposed on the
nominal solid boundaries. Particular attention is given to the full-film EHL
regime where incipient asperity contact bears a negligible fraction of the load.
Flow, from which an averaged Reynolds equation can be formed, is nonetheless
modified by the amplitude and texture of the roughness patterns. In describing
these effects by means of certain well-defined flow factors, it is found that
only two extra parameters are needed - the rms surface height and the ratio of
the correlation lengths in the two principal roughness directions. In a lowest
order perturbation expansion of these flow factors in powers of the ratio of
rms roughness to nominal film thickness, no other properties of the roughness
appear. In most cases of practical interest, the factors describing Poiseuille
flow are separable into the sum of two single-surface flow factors which means
that a combination of a single equivalent rough surface versus an ideal smooth
surface can always be found. For flow entrained by slip velocity the factors
separate instead into a difference of single-surface factors and it becomes
significant which of the two surfaces carries the equivalent roughness.

Results are discussed of some applications of the averaged Reynolds
equation based on the flow factor method to the EHL line contact problem.
Finally, the partial EHL regime is considered where comparable load fractions
are carried by the hydrodynamic film and by incipient mechanical contact. An
extension of the method into this regime by combining it with asperity contact
models appears most encouraging.

INTRODUCTION

Ideal Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication

Over the last 30 or so years, major strides have been made in the under-
standing of the mechanisms of fluid lubrication in nonconformal machine ele-
ments, where the mechanical load is supported by the lubricant film over an
area several orders of magnitude less than the cross-sectional area of the
bearing elements themselves. The development of the concepts required for
this has been reviewed thoroughly elsewhere, most recently by Hamrock and
Dowson (ref. I), and basically reduces to an appreciation of the crucial role
played by both the deformation of the solid bearing materials and the viscous
behavior of the lubricant. The high local pressures generated in the film
cause changes in the shapes of the ideal bearing surfaces and also a sharp
increase in the lubricant viscosity coefficient.

In most cases, standard elastic analysis suffices to handle the strain
fields set up in the solids, leaving nothing worse than a boundary-value
problem, albeit one whose boundary conditions are coupled to its solution by
the necessity of simultaneously satisfying the hydrodynamic equation on the
film side of the boundary. Viscous effects, on the other hand, demand an

*NRC Associate at the NASALewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
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advancebeyond the simple constantcoefficientof viscosityby introducing
more detailedtheologicalfeaturesfor the fluid. In the sense that further
materialpropertiesprovideadditionaldegreesof freedom,greaterflexibility
appearsin constructingtheoreticalmodels for this hydrodynamicpart of the
problem,though ultimatelyof coursesuch modelsmust conformto experimental
observation. The simpleststep beyond isoviscosityis probablyto the
Newtonianfluid whose viscositycoefficient _ obeys the exponentialBarus Law

: ,0 e_p (1)

where p is the film pressure, _ the pressure viscosity coefficient, and
_0 the value of _ at ambient pressure p = O. Equation (i) not only re-
produces observations satisfactorily but also leaves the hydrodynamics, which
is taken to be adequately described by a Reynolds equation, in readily managed
form. Perhaps for this latter advantage the exponential model has gained
acceptance as the ideal lubricant behavior. Although for many purposes the
parameter _ may be taken as a fluid constant, further refinements allow it
some pressure or temperature dependence.

These preliminary comments introduce the three main elements of ideal
EHL: linear elasticity, exponential Newtonian viscosity, and a Reynolds equa-
tion for pressure generated in the film. Understanding EHL has rested largely
on these basic factors, and the variety of successful applications is grati-
fyingly diverse. This basic formulation must, however, be broadened if it is
to handle the variety of effects found in real bearing systems.

Real Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication

Two such realities of particular interest are the friction and wear
behavior found universally in machine elements of the kind considered here.
While the ideal model does predict friction behavior within a range of the
operating conditions of load and speed, it is inadequate to deal with many of
the more extreme situations encountered in today's technology. For wear, the
situation is even worse since no physical mechanism is incorporated in conven-
tional EHL allowing for surface wear.

Extensions to the rheological behavior of the lubricant are thus re-
quired. One possibility, for example, is to introduce temperature effects on
viscosity and density, while another is to abandon proportionality of shear
stress to strain rate for a more general non-Newtonian fluid behavior.
Similarly, for the solid boundaries it is necessary to consider departures
from the nominal geometry, having regard to the types of surface finish
actually achieved in engineering practice. The continuum picture of the
solid, moreover, should be replaced by one recognizing its microstructure
since it is here, in conjunction with the surface finish, stress, and tempera-
ture distributions, that wear phenomenafind their explanation. In making
these extensions to the rheology and morphology of the model it is necessary
to ensure their compatibility with the many physical assumptions built into a
Reynolds equation. In particular, the condition for laminar flow throughout
the film is easily violated if turbulence or recirculation regions form in the
presence of real surface texture. Under such conditions it is necessary to
modify the third ingredient of standard EHL and to consider alternatives to a
Reynolds equation (ref. 2).

On the basis of this brief summary, the many new problems encountered in
real EHL fall into fairly obvious categories according to which of the re-
stricting ideal conditions are relaxed. Such a scheme might be visualized
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along the lines of figure 1, which selectsfrom numerouspossibilitiesonly
those interrelationshipsof EHL subelementsmentionedin this article. Within
such a generalscheme the presentwork focuseson the effectsof surface
roughnessand textureon lubricantfilm shapesand pressuredistributions,
acceptingthe standard lubricantrheologyand conditionsfor validityof
Reynolds-typehydrodynamics.

ROUGHNESS

GeneralConsiderations

This subfieldmay itself be furtherdividedaccordingto how the rough-
ness is modeled. In generalnonrigorousterms,roughnessof a surface is any
departureof the actual surfaceheight from the ideal datum level, also known
as the nominalor desiredlevel,occurringas a resultof the physicaland
chemicalmethodsused to preparethe final surfaceas well as from micro-
structureof the material. One of the most fundamentaland fascinatingques-
tions promptedby such a definitionof roughnessis that of the length scale
at which roughnessis specified. A surfaceprofilein fact has a fractal
behavior,which means that it preservesthe same appearancewhen eitheren-
larged or reduced in size. This property is shared by a wide class of
pseudorandomphysicalphenomena,includingcoastlinesand the bordersof
varioustypes of cloud (ref. 3). Both in developingmechanicalmodels of
solid boundariesand in derivingtechniquesof surfacemeasurementit is
desirableto know the relevantscale(s)of the surfacefeatures involved.
The only naturalphysical limitsare the atomic structureof the materials,
of order 10-10 m, and the dimensionsof a typicalcontactarea, say 10-4 m,
which leaves considerablefreedom in choosinga bandwidth. It must be assumed
here that the appropriatescale has been determined,although it is not always
clear just how this is to be accomplished,particularlyfor the short wave-
lengthcutoff (ref.4).

Within any bandwidthroughnessmay displayboth an orderedand a random
component,making necessarya furtherdistinctionon this basis. Model
studiesmay emphasizeone or other of these components.

DeterministicRoughness

If the profile at the chosen scale is modeledby some stated function
of whatever complexity,then the EHL problem is deterministicand remains
strictly in the ideal category. The complexityalone does not violatestand-
ard conditions. This includesthe periodicor orderedcomponentsof rough-
ness. Earlierstudiesof real surfaceeffectsoften were of this deterministic
type (ref. 5), superimposingon a simple plane or cylindricalsurfacea regular
array of striations,furrows,or other features. From solutionsof a Reynolds
equationwith appropriateboundaryconditions,effectsof amplitude,array
spacing,etc., on film propertiescould be investigated.

Apart from their intrinsicinterest,such studiesare of value for two
furtherreasons. First, it may be possibleto obtain the expectedbehavior
of random asperityarrays,therebyapproachingchaos as a limit of order, by
judiciouslyaveragingsolutionsfor deterministicroughnesspatternsrepresent-
ing a varietyof asperityshapes. Insofaras the randomnesshidden by the
averagingprocessis brought into the problem after solvingthe hydrodynamic
equation,such an approachis valid. Difficultiesare experiencedonly in
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incorporatingall the parametersneeded for the averaging,since, besides
varyingthe size and shape of the asperities,randomnessmay also change the
boundaryconditionson pressureseen by the typicalasperityfrom those
originallyimposed.

The secondpoint of interestarisingfrom deterministicmodel_ is known
as micro-EHL(ref. 6), which is the study of just one or a few asperitiesof
known shape superimposedon the nominalfilm boundary. While much can be
learnedfrom the study of globalor averagebehaviorof EHL films between
rough surfaces,certainfailuremechanismssuch as scuffingare determined
principallyby the largestsurfacefeatures,where reductionin film thickness
is greatest. Averagebehaviortells little about such extremeevents which
accordinglyare studiedseparatelyunder the headingmicro-EHL,essentially
the performanceof an asperityof known shape embeddedin a lubricantfilm
alreadysubjectto macro-EHLambientconditions. Neitherof these determinis-
tic aspectsof real surfaceswill be consideredfurtherhere. Emphasis
insteadwill be on the random componentof roughness.

StochasticRoughness

Within the generalframeworkof hydrodynamicsgovernedby a Reynolds
equation,the variablesof importancein determiningfilm pressure p are the
film thickness h and its spatialderivatives. When these become stochastic
variablesby virtue of their spatialrandomness,it is necessaryto consider
what informationabout the film stressesmight usefullybe sought from the
theoreticalmodel, as well as what informationis availablefor input.

The most obviousquantitiesto look for are time averagesof such vari-
ables as load W and frictioncoefficient f as well as of the distribution
of p itself,each of which is determinedat each instantby the particular
configurationof the roughnessin the conjunction. In additionto mean
values,however, it may also be possibleto observefluctuations(ripple)
within some specifiedfrequencyrange governedby the responsecharacteristic
of the sensingdevice. Given such informationabout the statisticaldistribu-
tion of these quantities,some progresstoward understandingthose extreme
events governingfailurebecomespossible.

In a statisticalsense, a completedescriptionof the rough surface
requiresknowledgeof the heightdistributionand the correlationfunctions
(CF)for these heights. Both of these, as it turns out, depend on the scale
selectedfor measuringthe surfacefeatures (ref. 4) and hence are not
intrinsicpropertiesof the surface. The height distributionis simply the
probabilitythat a single point in the surfaceselectedat random lies at or
below a given height,while the correlationfunctionsdescribehow the prob-
abilityof findingone point at given height dependson the heightsof a
number of other points in its vicinity. This is best illustratedby the
two-pointCF which is the ensemble-averagedproductof heightsat two points
selectedat random with fixed spacingbetweenthem. If heights are measured
from their mean value in units of their own standarddeviation a, this CF is
unity (high correlation)when the two points lie close together. It becomes
zero (no correlation)when they are far apart,since statisticalindependence
then allows the averagedproductto be replacedby the productof averages.
The correlationlengthis the distanceover which the CF falls to some speci-
fied small value, say 0.1. While it providesone importantcharacteristic
length againstwhich to calibratesurfacefeatures,it leaves unresolvedthe
questionof scale raised earlier. For a generalsurface,correlationdepends
on directionas well as magnitudeof the displacementof the two points and is
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determinedby the typicaldimensionsof surfacefeatures in that direction.
If the CF's and the height distributionfunctionare the same whereverthey
are measuredacross the surface,the stochasticprocess is said to possess
stationarity. As a functionof the two-dimensionalvector displacement,the
two-pointCF may easily be expressedas the Fouriertransformof a two-
dimensionalpower spectraldensityof the surfaceheights. For the special
case of an isotropicsurface,the CF dependson the magnitudeof the dis-
placementalone and the correspondingFouriertransformbecomesthe familiar
power spectraldensity,a functionof a singlespatialfrequency.

Althoughfurtherstatisticalinformationis certainlycontainedin the
higher-orderCF's, definedanalogouslyfor any number of surfacepoints,in
practice it turns out that the height distributionand the two-pointCF con-
tain essentiallyall that is requiredto model both fluid flow and mechanical
contactbehavior. This is perhapsfortunatesince the necessaryinformation
on these two functionsmay readilybe extractedfrom experimentalsurface
data, obtainedfor examplefrom opticalscatteringor digitalprofilometry
(ref. 7).

RoughnessRegimes

One of the best known but incompletelyunderstoodresults in tribology is
the manner in which the frictionof slidingor rollingbearingsvarieswith
the operatingvariablesof load W and velocity U, summarizedin the famous
Stribeckcurve (ref. 8). As shown in figure 2 the coefficientof friction f
plottedagainstthe combination _UIW displaysa minimum precededby a steep
drop and followedby a more gentle,almost linear,increase. For presentpur-
poses, anotherequallyfamous resultmay be borrowedfrom ideal EHL stating
that the minimumfilm thicknessis a monotonicincreasingfunctionof this
same parametergroup so that the Stribe_kcurve actuallyillustratesfriction
versus some nominalfilm thickness h*.I When a is used as the naturalunit
in which to measurea distancenormal to the surface(such as film thickness),
the curve is transformedinto a plot of f against ^ _ h*/a. The variable
^ is the reciprocalof Dawson'sD-ratiowhich he originallyintroducedto
correlateobservationson the pittingfailureof EHL contacts (ref. 9).

With this viewpoint,the qualitativeexplanationof the Stribeckbehavior
becomesalmost self-evident,and it is even possibleto put approximatenum-
bers on the abscissa. For the types of height distributionfound on most sur-
faces,only about 0.1 percentof the surfacelies above a height of 3 so that
the linearregion of the curve is associatedwith full film EHL and almost
negligiblesolid contactbetweenthe film boundaries. On the other hand,
some 15 percentof the surfaceexceeds a height of 1 so that for ^ < 1 the
lubricantmust flow betweenpatchesof incipientcontactwhere the surfaces
either make direct dry contactor are separatedat most by a boundarylayer or
a thin micro-EHLfilm. The open flow paths betweenthese regionsbecomeever
more tortuousuntil eventuallythey are blockedoff. Frictionin this regime
arises from both dry contact and boundary layers. Wear is often high and
scuffingis an importantfailuremode (refs.10 and 11). The intermediate
range, say 1 < ^ < 3, definesthe partial EHL regime (refs.12 and 13) where
the fractionsof the load sharedby EHL film and incipientcontact,while

1The ensembleaveragingprocess,which is the averagetaken over all possi-
ble samplesof roughnesshaving the specifiedstatisticalproperties,is
denotedby the superscript * or, when more convenient,by < >.
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varyingin oppositedirectionsthroughthe range, are neverthelesscomparable.
The dominantfailuremode in this regime is by fatigueor pitting.

The principalphysicalconceptsdistinguishingthe three roughness
regimeshave been mentionedbriefly. Attentionwill now be concentratedon
the full film regimewhere a statisticaldescriptionof the film boundaries
combinedwith the standardlubricantmodel sufficesto explainreal surface
effects. In the final sectionconsiderationis also given to the partialEHL
regime,where it becomesnecessaryto providedescriptionsof asperityde-
formationand changesin statisticalpropertiesresultingfrom incipientcon-
tact. With recent advancesin the dry contactproblemat these intermediate
levels of contact (ref. 14), good progress in this regime seems possible. In
the boundaryregion,however,there are severalgaps in knowledgethat must be
filled,includingan understandingof percolationof fluid throughthose few
channelsremainingopen at high degree of contact(ref. 15) and an adequate
treatmentof contactmechanicswhen, due to their interaction,asperitiesper-
sist under unexpectedlyhigh local pressures(ref. 16). This regime is perhaps
more usefullyregardedas an aspectof dynamicalsealingthan of lubrication.

STATISTICALASPECTSOF FLOW

Based on the generaloutlinessketched in the precedingsection,it is
now straightforwardto put togetherthe mathematicaldetailsof a statistical
theory of flow. The class of film problemswe shall consider in detail,while
not completelygeneral,is broad enough to illustratethe importantideas.
The primitiveparametersof the problemare given in figure 3, which shows the

x-dimensionof a lubricantfilm moving betweentwo ro+ughsolid boundariesat
heights zI and z2. The translationalvelocities uI and 92 of these
boundarieslie in the (x,y) plane and are independentof positionand time.
Thus, there is no rigid-bodyrotationand no transienteffect. The true

surfaceheight is the sum of a specifiednominalheight z_,2_ and its random

component 61,2 of zero mean and standarddeviation(rmsvalue) al,2. The

standarddeviationof the compositeroughness(62 - 61) is the quantity already

referredto as o, which is just o + 02 in the usual case when there is
no cross-correlationbetweenthe two surfacetopographies.

While subscripts 1 and 2 denote,respectively,the lower and upper sur-
faces, we adopt a notationwhich eliminatesindividualreferenceto them by using
the followingset of parameterswith more direct significancefor flow problems:

Mean surfacevelocity: Slip velocity: "

_ ½(_2 +91) ' _ 92 -91

Mean film level: Film thickness:

(2)
Z _ ½(z2 + z1) h _ z2 - zI

Roughnesssum: Roughnessdifference:
+

_ (62 + 61)/h* _- _ (62 - 61)/h*
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The use of h* in defining the nondimensional roughness sum and difference
follows standard EHL practice, but to regain a as the natural vertical mea-
sure, h* may always be replaced by _a. In the absence of cross-correlation,
the standard deviation of _= is ^-±. With these new variables, subscripts
will now denote Cartesian vector components (Xl,X 2) = (x,y), and summation on
any index repeated in a product is implied.

The volume flow Qi per unit width due to the pressure gradient aip and
the entraining velocity Ui, under the normal assumptions of a Reynolds equa-
tion, is given by

h3
Qi = - 1T_ DiP + hUi (3)

where the true film thickness h is given by the stochastic process h*(l + _-).
This expression connects Qi and p to h so that one or both of them is
also a random variable.

The continuity equation for incompressible flow is

_iQi + _h/_t = 0 (4)

which leads by a Euler transform to Reynolds equation

Bi Dip = - ViBi z (5)

Whenthe ideal rheological fluid of equation (i) is used and the reduced non-
dimensional pressure q defined by

q : (1 - e-_p) " (6)

is introduced, the Reynolds equation becomes

Bi (h3Biq)=-12a_oViBiZ (7)

This shows that so far as fluid properties are concerned the hydrodynamic
pressure is determined solely by the combination a_O.

In the stochastic case, solution of equation (7} may be approached in two
ways. The more direct method, which has become feasible with the help of high
capacity computers, is to generate a sample of the rough boundaries according
to the desired statistical behavior and to find q by straightforward numeri-
cal integration. Carrying out the complete EHL procedure using this pressure
distribution to evaluate the elastic displacement of the sample boundaries
then leads to the actual film shape for this particular sample. Repetition of
the whole procedure generates a population of such film shapes from which
suitable mean values and fluctuations (for example, of the minimum film thick-
ness) may be derived and related to the statistical parameters used to gen-
erate the roughness samples. While this method suffers from all the usual
disadvantages of finite sampling in determining ensemble averages, it has the
prime advantage of avoiding the need for additional assumptions concerning
flow or pressure fluctuations. In principle the method can also handle the
problem of contact in the partial EHL regime by introducing an asperity de-
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formationmodel and an appropriateboundaryconditionon flow at the borders
of contactareas. Such a completenumericalsimulation,however,has so far
never been done.

The alternativeapproachto solutionof equation (7) is to averagethe
equationitself. Since nominalsurfaceshapes are known, there is no
difficultywith the right side. However,when h and q are correlated
stochasticvariables,the left side needs carefulhandling. The ideasmay be
illustratedby the work of Christensen(ref. 17) which appliesto a class of
real boundarieswhere the averagingcan be performeddirectly. This is the
class of one-dimensionalroughnessfor which surfaceprofilestaken in one
specialdirection,the lay direction,displaythe nominalshape of the surface
and hence are nonrandom. Roughnessfeatures in this class includeridges,
grooves,etc., and their orientation(arbitrarilyassignedthe x-direction)
must be the same on both surfaces.

It is a reasonableassumptionthat samplingthe pressureat points along
a line parallelto the lay will result in a smooth (i.e.,nonrandom)pressure
variation,while along any line crossingthe lay, a pressureripplewill be
superimposed. Conversely,the componentof flow perpendicularto the lay will
be nonrandom,with fluctuationsappearingin any other direction. These two
assumptionsenable the correct averagingof Reynoldsequationto be achieved.

Since Blq is nonrandom,it may be removedfrom the ensembleaveraging
of the i = 1 term on the left of equation (7),which then becomes
_1(<h3>_1q*). We note <_iq> = _i<q>_ _iq* because _i and < > are commut-
ing operations. Next we arrangeequation (3) to give B_q and take its
ensembleaverageusing the determinacyof Q2" Rearranglngto recover Q2
we set this equal to the averageof the originalexpressionto yield the aver-
age of the i = 2 term on the left of equation (7), namely

The averagedform of equation (7) for q* thus becomes

This is the generalizedversionof Christensen'sequationsderivedoriginally
only for two specialcases of one-dimensionalroughnesson a slider bearing.
All the requiredaveragesof h can be expressedin terms of the statistical
parametersof the roughnessdistribution.

The featureof generalinterestto emerge from equation (8) is that it
containstwo distinctaveragingprocessesfor h3 on the left associated
with componentsof flow paralleland transverseto the lay. Clearly,passing
to two-dimensionalroughnessbrings into play a continuumof such averaging
processesof which an appropriateaverageis needed to representaverage
flow. Unfortunately,despitethe ingenuityof the argumentsleadingto equa-
tion (8), their generalizationhas proved elusiveand a somewhatdifferent
approachhas been developed(refs.18 to 20).

The centralidea is simply to expressthe flow equation(3) in terms of
readilyaveragedquantitiesand to allow for the fluctuationsby introducinga
set of so-calledflow factors. One of severalways to accomplishthis is to
write
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h.3 p , a s
Qi = - _ m_B_q,jj + hUi - _ mijVj (9)

s

where tensors m_j_ and eij are termed, respectively, the Poiseuille (or
pressure) and shear flow factors. Since as a definition, equation (9) is
exact, the m factors must themselves be stochastic. Flow, however, is deter-
mined globally by the continuity requirement, so that its relative fluctua-
tions, in commonwith those of the m factors, are certainly less than the
fluctuations of h or q. The Reynolds equation formed from Q_ is thus
assumed to be adequate. Whenboth equations (3) and (9) are averaged, the
definition of the ensemble averaged flow factors is contained in

s*

P* *3Bjq* + 6a,Oa_ (I0)<h3Biq> = eijh ijVj

The diagonal elements of _ are recognized as the ratios of the appropriateaverage value of hJ to , while the remaining elements arise from various
modes of flow entrainment not present in the smooth case.

The average Reynolds equation resulting from equation (10) is easily
found to be

_i\_ij_mP*h*3Bjq= -12auoVj_i *_ij _ij (ii)

Once the flow factorsare known in terms of the roughnessparameters,this
equationserves in place of the ideal form in the completeEHL procedure.
It is one form of the requiredgeneralizationof equation (8).

A RIGOROUSSOLUTION

Evaluation of the flow factors rests on the assumption that, since they
depend on the local value of h*, the particular choice of nominal film geo-
metry used to find them is immaterial. Once known, they are thus applicable
to any bearing geometry.

The simplest rough Reynolds equation to solve which still contains all
the flow components is one describing flow between nominally parallel rough
planes, separation h*, with constant applied nominal pressure gradient gi
and nonzero slip velocity Vi. For this configuration,

Z = h*_

which may be substitutedinto the exact Reynoldsequation(7). The solution
q of this is then insertedin equation(10) and the ensembleaverageformed,
whereuponthe flow factor componentscan be individuallyidentified. The
importantstep here is solvingfor q which, since it precedesensemble
averaging,must not itself involveany such process.

The originalapproachof Patir and Chang followedthe simulationmethod
describedearlierfrom which they deducedby numericalexperimentthe salient
featuresof the flow factors (refs.18 and 19). On the other hand, the pre-
sent method is analyticand generalizesthe earliersimulationwork. While
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detailsof this solutionby means of a Green functionare supplied in refer-
ence 20, the basic statisticalfeaturesof the approachare of interesthere.

The pressureis expandedas a perturbationseries in powers of A-1.
Since the equationdetermining q in any order dependson all lower order
pressures,an iterativeapproach is requiredwith the consequencethat, in
each order n, the combinedroughnessvariables _m from n differentsur-
face points are involved. The ensembleaverageof the seriesfor the flow
factorsthen requiresCF's up to and includingthe n-pointCF. In the full
film EHL regime of interest,where the physicalmodel is most applicable,the
series are, in fact, truncatedat second-orderterms. Thus, accordingto
equation (10) the pressureflow factorsrequireonly the 2-pointautocorrela-
tion function (ACt)of _- while the shear flow factorsrequirethe 2-point
CF of _- and _. In most cases there is no cross-correlationbetweenthe
roughnesson the two surfaces,so that from the definitionof _ the re-
quired CF's are readilyexpressedin terms of the individualACF's of the two

surfaces,Pl,2:

[i l 1- * ' A-2 ' - x_) (12)<_ (Xi)_ (xi)>= P2(Xi - xi)_ Pl(Xi

AS discussedin the StochasticRoughnesssection,the ACF's generally
depend on both the magnitudeand directionof the vector difference(x. - x!)

but not, accordingto stationarity,on xi or x! individually. By _irtu_ of
equation(12) both shear and pressureflow factor_separate into two parts,
each of which dependson the roughnessof one surfacealone.

Upon investigatingthe problemof the sensitivityof flow to the actual
form of the ACF, we find littlethat can be stated in generalabout this func-
tion. It manifestsgreat varietyof form accordingto the surfacefinishing
processesused (ref.21) but also displaysa simplesymmetry. Wheneverthere
exists a lay directionin the surface,this directionand its normal con-
stitutea pair of orthogonallines of reflectionsymmetryfor p. Observation
of the correlationlengthsin these two specialdirectionsprovidesa measure
of the size and shape of the typicaltopographicalfeature. From the theoret-
ical expressionsfor the flow factors it is found, perhapssurprisingly,that
they are sensitiveprincipallyto the ratio y of these two correlation
lengthsrather than to the individualvalues. This is, in fact, a consequence
of the failureof the hydrodynamicmodel to furnishany absolutelengthscale
for roughness. When this textureor anisotropyfactor y is 0 or _, the
roughnessdegeneratesto the one-dimensionalgroovesalreadyconsidered,
while y = 1 denotesan isotropicsurface. Implicitin this sensitivityto
y is the equallysurprisinglack of dependenceon other detailsof the ACF.
This recallsthe analogousindependenceof the m factorsof the height dis-
tributionfunction,the effectsof which enter mainly through its standard
deviation.

Accordingto this theory then, the principaleffectsof roughnesson flow
may be describedby just two extra parameters,o and y, for each of the two
real surfaces. It is fortunate,since the form of the ACF is often not well
known particularlyfor small distances,that so little informationabout it is
actuallyneeded for the hydrodynamicmodel.

Taking the coordinates xi along the principalroughnessaxes, the
symmetryof the ACF diagonalizesthe flow factor tensorsand furthermore,
since interchanging x and y merely changes y to l/y, it is necessaryto
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p* S*

calculate only one component each of _ij and _ij' say the (1,1) term. As
representative of the general ACF shape and because it yields a closed alge-
braic result, the Gaussian form may be adopted:

p : exp (-B-2)[(x - x')2 + y2(y _ y,)2]
(13)

In the x-directionthis ACF falls from I to 0.1 in a distance 1.5B while the
corresponding y correlationlengthis 1/y times this. The result for the

factorsis independentof the scale factor B and finallyreducesto

2 2

mll(A,yi,Y2)= _P(A,y1)+ _P(A,y2) (14)

2 2

s. osm11(A,Y1,Y2): (^,y1)- € (A,Y2) (15)

where CP and _s are the single surfaceflow factorsgiven by

_P(A,y): I + 3^-2(y - 2)(y + 1)-1 (16)

S (17)€ (^,y)= 3A-l(y+ i)-I

These factors,illustratedin figure 4, embody all the obviousfeatures
expectedon physicalgroundsfrom equation (10). At large ^, @P becomes
unity and Cs becomeszero for any anisotropy. More detailedrequirements
can, however,be derivedby comparingthe generalizedChristensenequation (8)
with the averagedReynoldsequation (11). Since equation (8) describesflow
for the case y . _, correspondingterms on the left sides show that

_p(^,_)= <3> (18)

<{-3>-1_P(A,0) = (19)

where _ is the nondimensionalratio h/h*. Similarly,the right side yields

S(A,_) : 0 (20)

S (1 <{-3>-I<_-2>)
(^,0): ^ - (21)

Evaluatingthese expectationsshows perturbationtheory to be asymptotically
correct.

Finally,equation (14) shows that the effect of two-sidedroughnesson
pressureflow can be reducedto that of a single equivalentsurface. The same
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is true for shear flow, but because of the minus sign in equation (15), the
equivalent roughness must be given to the surface with the larger flow en-
hancement capability, as measured by the product of Cs and the variance for
each surface.

APPLICATIONTO EHL

The Reynolds equation (11) together with the flow factors of equations
(14) to (17) constitute a firm basis from which to approach the EHL problem in
the ^ regime where mechanical contact carries an insignificant fraction of
the total load. In the period since the equation, somewhat simplified, was
introduced by Patir and Cheng, few applications of it to an EHL problem have
been made, although the results of two calculations may be of interest here.
Both of these include some effects of asperity contact, but only results for
^ _ 2 will be discussed here, where partial EHL is negligible. The first
is by Patir and Cheng themselves (ref. 22) who studied the rough line contact
problem by looking at just the inlet half of the film region. The Reynolds
equation was solved in this region subject to specifying the value of the
pressure at two points, finite at the center and zero far upstream of the
inlet, while the pressure gradient was taken as zero at these two points.
Flow factors were computed by their simulation approach and are shown for
comparison with the perturbation result in figure 4. The asymptotic agreement
is seen to be good, while the systematic deviations have been discussed in
reference 20.

From the present viewpoint the interest of this application of the method
is not so much in the accuracy of the flow factors themselves but in their
effects on the film thickness and pressure distribution. Figure 5, taken from
reference 22, shows how the central film thickness varies with ^ and y in
a case of no sliding at constant central pressure (or effectively constant
load). In the full EHL regime, where their model works best, the effect on
the film thickness does not exceed 25 percent, falling to zero with increasing
^. The enhanced flow produced by a longitudinal pattern (y > I) decreases
the film thickness for given load, while transverse roughness (y < 1) inhibits
flow and consequently increases the film thickness. As noted by these authors,
the results of earlier calculations based on the Christensen equation (8) for
one-dimensional roughness patterns agree qualitatively with this behavior but
appear to exaggerate it. Even for ^ as large as 6, the pure transverse
curve still lies well above the smooth and the pure longitudinal well below
it. At such large separations, it might be expected that the average rough-
ness effects considered here would be almost negligible.

In the inlet, longitudinal roughness leads to a slightly longer and more
gradual pressure buildup than for the smooth case, with opposite effects for
transverse roughness. However, as discussed later, the largest effects of
roughness on pressure are expected in the outlet region associated with the
EHL spike and the minimum film thickness.

The second more recent application of flow factors is that of Majumdar
and Hamrock (ref. 23) who also examined the line contact but who computed the
full solution from inlet to outlet. Their boundary conditions set the pres-
sure and its gradient zero at both inlet and outlet, with the inlet fixed at
2.5 Hertz radii upstream of center while the outlet floated, being determined
as the first downstream point where the numerical solution fitted the boundary
condition. Two striking results were obtained, illustrated for a typical case
in figure 6. First, for constant nominal central film thickness (i.e., con-
stant total flow), the rougher the surfaces, the less the load supported for
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any value of y. This is in contrast to other results where transverse rough-
ness has been found to cause an increased load capacity, (e.g., refs. 12 and
24). The other finding is that, again at constant central thickness, greater
roughness causes the minimum film thickness to increase for longitudinal
roughness but to decrease for the isotropic and transverse cases. While
holding central thickness or central pressure constant are clearly different
physical constraints, this result and that of reference 22 just described are
hard to reconcile. This is particularly so in the longitudinal case where the
condition of constant central pressure happens also to be approximately main-
tained in the calculation of reference 23 due to the very slight dependence of
load on A.

Further calculations have recently been initiated by the author similar
to those of Majumdar and Hamrock but keeping the total load fixed so that both
central and minimum film thickness become computed quantities. It is hoped
that this new investigation will resolve the seeming inconsistencies. As
expected, the work of reference 23 shows a sensitivity of both the amplitude
and location of the pressure spike to the roughness parameters. The physical
reason for this can be seen from the Reynolds equation (11) which, it will be
recalled, is for incompressible flow. The role of density in this equation
has been taken over by the pressure flow factors, and roughness effects are
the analogue of compressibility effects, except that ^ rather than p is
the controlling variable. Any small change in the local ^ value within
the piezoviscous zone thus has an additional effect on the reduced pressure
gradient, with possibly dramatic consequences for the real pressure. Thus,
while the investigation of real surface effects was originally motivated by
the need to understand scuffing failure modes, it may well turn out also to
have deep implications for pitting or fatigue failure, once the effects of
roughness on the pressure spike are understood.

EXTENSIONAND OUTLOOK

The flow factor approach to understanding real surface EHL effects has
been emphasized in this article for a number of reasons. First, it rests on a
good physical foundation using the concept that relative fluctuations in flow
are small compared to those of the surface roughness itself. Whenthis holds,
the average Reynolds equation for the expectation of the pressure is an ex-
cellent approximation. Insofar as the equation reduces to the more intuitive
forms for the two cases of one-dimensional roughness, it represents a sound
interpolation between these extremes.

Second, the method may be applied directly to EHL calculations without
the added complications entailed by a simulation approach. The influence of
relevant surface parameters o and y then emerges quite naturally.

A further consideration is that the perturbation approach to evaluating
the flow factors does not constitute any fundamental limitation on the method
since it is possible to calculate to any order in ^-I. Use of diagrammatic
techniques already familiar in theoretical physics to sort out the relevant
terms in the iterative series provides a powerful tool for this otherwise
lengthy task.

Finally, the extension of the range of ^ to the partial EHL regime by
means of asperity contact models is facilitated by the intense activity over
the last two decades in this area of dry tribology. There is now a good under-
standing of the dependence of real contact area and load on surface compliance,
as well as of the effect of contact on height distributions. These are the
principal mechanical features which need to be brought into the flow model.
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Thus, in the simple picturegiven in reference12, the partialEHL condition
is representedas the equilibriumof the three springforces shown in figure 7,
for which the individualload-compliancerelationsmust be known:

(1) The bulk deformationspring is that of the classicalelasticcontact
problem,just as in full EHL.

(2) The hydrodynamicspring is modifiedby two additionaleffects,both
resultingfrom growth of incipientcontact. First, it altersthe surface
height distributionand ACF, and second, if contactis not liftedby
micro-EHL,it blocks the flow locallyperpendicularto the boundaryof the
contactregion. Attemptshave been made to introducelocal boundarycondi-
tions (ref. 18) and modifiedheight distributions(ref. 25), althoughthere
seems to have been no considerationgiven to the ACF. However,since the
influenceof the ACF is through y whose value is unlikelyto be changed
significantlyby contact,this effectmay well be the least important.

(3) The asperityspring is well understood,at least for ^ > 1
(ref. 14). When asperitycontactsare mechanicallyindependent,the load is
closelyproportionalto the area of real contact,not becauseof plastic
deformationbut throughthe statisticalmanner in which new lightlyloaded
contactspots counterbalanceold heavilyloadedones as the total load in-
creases. This is almost independentof the actual force law of the individual
asperity,with the result that the asperityspring is dominatedby the height
distribution.

For yet smaller ^ values,asperity interactionbegins to increasethe
stiffnessof the asperityspring quite sharplyas the fractionof incipient
contactarea increases(ref. 16). This marks the beginningof the boundary
lubricationregime and the end of the regimewhere an averageflow approach
can make a usefulcontribution.
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MICRO-ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICLUBRICATION

H. S. Cheng
Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering

Northwestern University

Evanston, Illinois

Conventional elastohydrodynamics, which is based on assumption of smooth
surfaces, is reviewed briefly to show its insufficiency for explaining the
failure processes in these contacts. For conditions approaching failure,
lubrication breakdown occurs locally at asperity contacts where the
lubrication behavior is controlledby micro-elastohydrodynamiclubrication
(Micro-EHL).

Description is given to the film formation mechanisms in mlcro-EHL
conjunctions. An assessment is made to the level of film thickness due to
normal approach and sliding of a single asperity and due to asperlty-asperlty
collision between two asperities; Possible influence of the micro-EHL to
incipient scuffing failure, surface crack propagation and wear are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In lubricated Hertzian contacts, pitting, scuffing and wear are mitigated
by lubrication at the interacting asperities. Understanding of the lubrica-
tion mechanisms at these small asperity tips has long been recognized as the
key for establishing better criteria for prediction of pitting life, onset of
scuffing, and wear rate.

It is generally accepted that an asperity has three protective films
against surface damage during sliding. These include a thin oxide film
immediately adjacent to the substrate, an absorbed or reactive surface film
over the oxide film, and a thin oil film Just enough to keep the asperity from
metallic contact, figure l(b). Figure l(b) shows some typical orders of
magnitude of the film thickness for the oxide film, adsorbed film, and
reactive surface film. For any adhesive damage to occur between sliding
asperities, all three films must be broken through either successively or
simultaneously. Clearly the first llne of defense is the thin oil film at the
asperity. The mechanics of oil film formation at the asperity is similar to
the conventional elastohydrodynamics but smaller in scale, and, therefore, is
generally referred to as mlcro-elastohydrodynamics (refs. 1,2).

Asperity oll film can be formed by the squeeze film action as the
asperity enters the main Hertzian conjunction. This kind of squeeze film
analysis is known as the normalapproachelastohydrodynamicproblem(refs.
3,4). The apserity oil film is enhanced in the interior of the Hertzian
conjunction by the wedge action if sliding is present at the interface. In
the event that two asperities collide, the film is formed by a combined
squeeze and wedge action as indicated by Fowles (refs. 5,6,7).
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This paper describesthe major featuresof mlcro-EHLand gives an
assessmentof the level of asperityoll film thicknessexpectedbetweentwo
clrcumferentlallyground rollersdue to the three above mentionedmlcro-EHL
mechanisms. Sincewhat occurs at the asperitiesis stronglydependenton the
surroundingaverageambientlubricantpressureand temperature,a review is
also given to the aspectsof macroscopicelastohydrodynamlcsand their
influenceon the mlcro-event. Finally the significanceof mlcro-EHLis
illustratedby its possiblerole on the initiationof crackson or near the
surfaceand on the adhesionfailureat the slidingasperityjunction.

SYMBOLS

a seml-axlsof ellipticalmicro-conjunctlonnormal to the surface
velocities

b* seml-axlsof ellipticalmlcro-conjunctlonparallelto the surface
velocities

C asperity height

E' 2(I-_/E I+I-_/E2)- 1

EI,E 2 Young modulus of surfaces 1 and 2

G cE '

h average film thickness in the macro-conjunctlon

hT total film thickness

hn micro-EHL film thickness due to normal approach of an asperity

h*
s mlcro-EHL film thickness due to sliding of an asperity

h*
c micro-EHL film thickness due to asperlty-asperlty collision

k* a*/b*, elllptlclty ratio of mlcro-conjunctlon

p pressure distribution in the macro-conjunctlon

Q 1-e-cp

Rx asperity radius along the rolling or sliding velocity

R asperity radius normal to the rolling or sliding velocityY

T1,T 2 surface temperatures of surfaces 1 and 2 in the macro-conjunctlon

Tf mld-plane film temperature in the macro-conjunctlon

T asperity contact temperature
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u rolling velocity, (Ul+U2)/2

Ul,U 2 velocity of surfaces 1 and 2

us sliding velocity, Ul-U 2

U _oU/E'Rx

w load per unit length of a llne contact

wT total load of a point contact

W w/E'R_ for line contacts, WT/E'R*2x for point contacts

x coordinate in the rolling or sliding direction

y coordinate normal to the rolling and sliding direction

pressure viscosity coefficient

y surface pattern parameter, y > 1 for longitudinal asperities
and y < i for transverse asperities

2 2 1/2
°

Cl,C 2 r.m.s, surface roughness of surfaces 1 and 2

viscosity of lubricant

_o ambient lubricant viscosity

T shear stress distribution in the macro-conjunction

REVIEW OF MACRO-EHL

In most EHL contacts, the shape of the conjunction is an ellipse with its

major axis normal to the motion as shown in figure 2. The surfaces in the
conjunction zone are either totally or partially separated by the oil pressure

generated hydrodynamically at the inlet. The level of separation is determi-

ned by the ratio of the average film thickness ho to the composite surface

roughness* c. When ho/C is greater than three, the surfaces are totally
separated, the conjunction operates in the full-film mode. In most machine

components, this full-film mode is rather infrequent. Most EHL contacts

operate in partial-EHL mode (ho/C < 3) where asperities come in closeproximity with the opposing surfaces

Macro-elastohydrodynamics deals with the variation of the average
quantities in the conjunction. These include the average film thickness h,

c --_l+C_, where cI and o2 are the r.m.s, roughness of the two surfaces.
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pressurep, shear stress r, surfacestemperaturesT1 or T2, and oll film
temperatureTf. Even thoughmost EHL contactsoperatein the regimewhere the
roughnessplays a significantrole, the characteristicsof macro-EHLhas been
developedon the basis of smoothsurfacetheories. The variationof h and p
is best seen in the llne contactsolutionby Dowson and Higglnson(ref. 8) for
highly loaded contacts. Over the major portionof the conjunction,the film
thicknessis essentialuniformand the lubricantpressureprofileis primarily
Hertzlan. The only deviationfrom the Hertzlanprofiles is at the exit end
where there is a film constrictionaccompaniedwith a secondarypressurepeak.

For point contactshaving an ellipticalconjunction,the film and
pressuredistributionswere analyzednumericallyby Hamrockand Dowson (refs.
9-12). Their calculatedfilm thicknesscontoursfor a circularcontact,
figure 3, revealsthat the minimumfilm thicknessis at the two sides, not at
the centerof the contact. The film shape and the minimum film thickness
formulabased on the numericalresultsfor a wide range of elllptlcltyratios
were substantiatedby film thicknessmeasured optically(refs.13,14,15).

Most contacts operate in the regime h/o < 3. In this regime, the

pressure and temperatures are not smooth functions as predicted by the full-

film EHL theories; they contain fluctuations due to the asperity interactions.
The macro-EHL problem in the partial-film mode primarily deals with the

analysis of all average quantities in the conjunction as influenced by the

surface roughness. Developments in partial-EHL is still in its early stage;

however, there is already evidence showing that the full-film EHL theory is
not adequate in predicting (refs. 16,17) the average film thickness in the

regime ho/O < 3. In figure 4, the results by Patir and Cheng (ref. 18) are
plotted as the ratio the average film thickness including the roughness to

that based ons mooth surface EHL theory. They are dependent not only on the

film thickness level relative to o but also on a surface roughness pattern

parameter y. y can be interpreted physically as the ratio of the average
wavelength of the roughness profiles in the direction of flow to that normal

to the direction of flow. For y = i, the roughness structure is said to be

isotropic. For y < i the lays are normal to the flow, and the average film
becomes much larger than the smooth-surface film thickness as h /_ decreases.

For lays running in the direction of flow (y > i), the average _ilm thickness

is reduced by the longitudinal roughness.

Among the macro-EHL variables, the average film thickness is the most

influential variable on micro-EHL because it governs the density of interact-

ing asperities and the severity of each asperity deformation. Besides the

film thickness, some evidence is given in (refs. 17,18) that the average

lubricant viscosity is also important for determining micro-EHL performance.

For a fully pressurized conjunction, the lubricant viscosity can be several

decades higher than the ambient viscosity, and the possibility of building a

healthy asperity oil film at the micro-EHL conjunction is much higher. The

viscosity enhancement can be indicated by a non-dimensional quantity Q where

_o

Q = 1 -- (I)

with Q = 0 corresponds to _ . _o and Q = 1 corresponds to _/_o . ="
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Comparison of partial-EHL analysis (ref. 19) rollers with longitudinal

roughness and a large number of scuffing data by Bell et al. (ref. 20) shows

that the transitional region from scuffing to non-scuffing corresponds very

well to the region where Q . I.

MICRO-ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICS

There are three aspects to the micro-EHL problem. The first aspect is

the normal approach to the problem which concerns mainly the lubricant film

and pressure around single asperity as it enters the Hertzian conjunction.

This aspect is more evident in pure rolling contacts. The second aspect

occurs when sliding is present. Both the film thickness and the pressure is

significantly altered by the wedge action when a single asperity slides over

the opposing surface. The third aspect is related to the film and pressure
characteristics when two asperities collide during sliding. In this process,

both the squeeze-film and wedge-film mechanisms are present. In all three
aspects, the lubrication is highly dependent on the asperity geometry and the

orientation of the asperity tip with respect to the surface velocities. The

micro-EHL film thickness generated by the normal,approach, sliding, and

asperity-asperity collision are denoted by hm, hs, and hc respectively.

Asperity Geometry

The geometry of asperity tips at the summit of a rough surface depends on

the topography resulting from various manufacturing methods. For ground

surfaces in gears and rolling bearings, the roughness consists essentially of

asperities and depressions in the form of ellipsoidal tips with very high

ratios of major to minor axis. Typical profilometer traces (ref. 21) for a
run-in ground surface with a CLA roughness of 0.4 _m are shown in figure 5(a)

and (b). An analysis of the tip geometry at several maxima for the trace

transverse to the lays reveals a distribution of tip radii shown in figure
6(a), which gives a mean tip radius of 117.5 _m. Likewise, the distribution

of longitudin_l radii is plotted in figure 6(b), which gives a mean tip radius
of 4.312 × I0 _m. These average radii were used in assessSng She leve_ of

film thickness in each of the three micro-EHL mechanisms, hn, hs, and hc.

A Longitudinal Elliptical Asperity

Figure 7 depicts the geometry of a longitudinal elliptical asperity as it

transverses through the Hertzian conjunction. The dotted line represents the

average film thickness profile obtained from the macro-EHL analysis. Two

typical longitudinal asperities are shown here with a normal-approach asperity
shown left at the inlet of the macro-conjunction and a sliding asperity shown

in the middle of the conjunction.

The normal-approach film thickness h during touchdown of a longitudinal
asperity is considered first. The normalLLvelocity of the asperity at the

inlet is -_ _h/_x where _ is the rolling velocity, (Ul+U2)/2, _h/3x is the
slope of the macro-EHL film profile. The development of micro-EHL film and

pressure depends strongly on the ratio of c to ho, where c is the height of
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asperity and ho is the uniform film thickness in the conjunction. When c/ho <
I, no significant asperity deformation and pressure would build up at the

inlet section (ref. 22). However, if c is much greater than ho, there would
be considerable pressure generated due to the squeeze-film action by the

downward velocity -u _h/_x. The normal approach problem here is mainly to

determine the film thickness when the pressure at the center of the asperity
becomes sufficiently high to reach the condition (l-e-cp) or Q + I.

If one assumes that the lubricant pressure is high enough to cause Q . 1

but still not high enough to cause any significant elastic deformation, one
can use the rigid asperity squeeze-film solution to predict h when Q + I.n

The pressure generated by the squeeze-film -u _h/_x at a rigid
longitudinal ellipsoidal tip is governed by

3 3

(hT _p 8___(hT _p _h
_x_l_-_ _-_)+ 8y_12_ _) = u 8-_ (2)

where p is the pressure at the asperity, _ is the viscosity, hT is the total
film thickness including the asperity height, and h is the thickness without

considering the asperity height. For very large b*/a*, _p/Sx can be neglected

in comparison to _p/_y, e_uation (2) without the first term can be readily

integrated to determine h_ when Q . i. The resulting normal approach film
thickness at the inlet section is

[

h*/R* =_-12 _°uc Sh* (3)n y R
Y

where R is the local radius of the asperityin y direction(normalto the
surfaceYvelocity,M the ambientviscosity,_ the pressureviscosity
coefficient,and 8h_Sxthe slope of film profile,excludingthe asperity,at
the inlet of the macro-conjunction.

Values of h*/R* can be calculatedusing c/h and p /E' as parameters
(_h/Sxis determ_ne_ ' o oby Po/E and the Hertzianprofileat the inlet of the
macro-conJu_ct$on).Figure 8 shows some resultsfor p_/E' = 0.003. It is
seen that h /R is higher for larger c/ho becausea greaterasperityheight
touches dow_n f_rtherS_rom the inlet edge and introduces a larger normal ,
approach velocity u w--. Figure 8 can also be used to assess the level of h

dX * ~ n
expected in circumferentially ground rollers with a mean value of R = 117 Bm

(0.0047 in.)_ Using u = I0 m/sec. (400 in/s) and _o = i0 c.p. (1.4_ x 106
Ib.s/inZ), hn is only about 35_ (0.14 B in.) a very small film thickness.

a sliding longitudinal asperity h2, shown in
The mlcro-EHL film for

figure 7, can be estimated by the point contact formula due to Hamrock and

Dowson (refs. 9-12). Even though their analysis was primarily intended for
elliptical contacts with the long axis normal to the motion, it was confirmed

recently by Koye and Winter (ref. 15) with optical measurements that Hamrock

and Dowson's formula also yields a reasonable approximation for elliptical
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contacts with the long axis oriented in the direction of motion.

According to Hamrock and Dowson (ref. 12), the minimum film thickness in

an ellipticalmlcro-conjunctlonis

h--s= 3.63 U0"68 G0"49 W-0"073(l-e -0"68k*) (4)
R
x

when U, G, W are definedin the list of symbols,and k* = a*/b*, the
ellipticityratio of micro-conjunction. It is interestingto note that for a
very small ellipticityratio,

(l-e-0"68k*)~ 0.68k*068×103I IR*°-64 (5)

Using this approximation,it is readilyshown that

* *0.466 R
h c R (Y)0. 174 (6)
s y R

x

Thus, for micro-conjunctionswith a constantk*, the ratio (R*/R*)isy x
constant,and the mlcro-_HLfilm due to slidingis, therefore,influencedmore
by the asperityradius R in the directionnormal to sliding,and less by the
larger asperityradius R_ in the directionof sliding.x

, Using the mean _s2erityradiiAfoundearlierfor typicalground r@llers
(R _ 117.5 _m and R = 4.312 x 10T Bm), G = 3000, Po/E' = .003,h /R is
evaluatedfrom equation (4) and p_ottedas figure 8 as a function_f The
slidingspe£d parametero_u /2E'R,. If an ambientviscosityof I0 c.p. and
(1.45 x,10-Q ib-sec/in._)_a°slidi_gvelocityof 2.5 m/s (I00 in/s.) are
used, h is found to be 43A (0.172 _ in.) a very small film thickness.
However[ in the interiorof the conjunctionthe viscosityis much higher than
the ambientviscosityB^ due to a h_gher fluid pressure. Therefore,as the
asperitymoves,into theUinterior,h_ becomesmuch thicker. A qualitatively
variationof h as a function of th_ asperlty,locatlon is shown in figure 7.
A naturalquestionhere is how thick shouldh be for micro-EHLto bes
consideredas effective. The answer to this questionseems to depend on the

detailsof the secondaryroughnesson the asperity tipe. For the purposeo_
this assessment,it is assumed that an effectivemicro-EHLis achievedif h
is greaterthan 1/4 of the height of the asperity. The mean height for thes
group of asperitiestip_ in figure 5 was found to be 0.3 Mm (12 _ in.). The
viscosityto increaseh form 43A (.172 _ in.) at the inlet to 0.075 Bm
(3 M in.) in the interioris approximately67 times the ambient. Thiswould
requireQ = 0.985 and a _ubricantpressurep = 0.290 GPa (42,000psi) with
e = 14.5 I/GPa (.0001inZ/Ib),to achievean effectivemlcro-EHL.
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A TransverseEllipticalAsperity

Figure 9 shows three possiblesituationsfor developinga mlcro-EHLfilm
for an ellipticalasperityorientedtransverselywith respect to the flow. At
the inlet, a film is developeddue to the touch down of the asperity. The
mechanismfor formingthis normal-approachfilm is similarto that discussed
earlierfor the longitudinalasperity. Since the level of normal approach
film for a transverseasperityis expected to be small in comparisonto the
film developedby sliding,it is not consideredin this section.

The film thlckne_s_evelopedby slidingagainsta transverseelliptical
asperityof a large R /Rv can be estimatedby using the followingllne contact
formulaby Dowsonand_Hi_glnson(ref. 8).

h

--gs= 2.65 U0"7 G0"54W-0"13 (7)
R
x

,= ! = * *
For G 3000 and Po/E 0.003, h /R is plottedon figure I0 to comparewith
the film thicknessgenerateddurlSg _olllslonbetweentwo identicaltransverse

ell_pticalasperltie_. Using us = 2.5 m/s (I00 in./s),"n W i0 c.p. (1.45 x
i0-u ib.sec/in.Z),R = 117 Bm (0.0047in.), one obtalns-h_= 240A
(0.96 _ in.). Thus,Xbyturninga slidinglongitudinalelli_ticalasperity90°
with its major axis normal to the flow, a five times more film thicknesscan
be generatedi_ the mlcro-conjunctlon. In the interiorthe the macro-
conjunction,h , as shown in figure 9, is _xpected to be thickerfor the
reason discussSdearlier. If one uses a h of 0.075 _m (3 B in.) as the
minimumfilm thicknessfor achievingan ef_ectlvemlcro-EHL,the requiredQ
and lubricantpressurep are found to be 0.813 and .115 GPa (16,750psi)
respectively. These resultsindicatethat it requiresonly a moderate
increasein viscosityto achievean effectivemlcro-EHL.

The film thicknessgeneratedduring a collisionbetweentwo identical
asperitiescan be estimatedfrom the asperlty-asperltyEHL solutionsby Fowles
(refs.5,6,7). By plottinghis isothermalresultsfor collisionswith a large
interferenceat the tips, one can arrive at the followingformulafor
predictingthe non-dlmenslonalfilm thickness

hc VaUoUs= 0.149 , (8)
R R
X X

This relationis valid for an interference_/R**> 2 x 10-5 and G > 1500. It
shouldalso be noted that in Fowles'solution_ is the m_inlmtunfilm thickness
in the mlcro-conjunctlon,not the centerfilm t_ickness. Resultsbased on

equation(8) is plottedin figure I0. It is seen that the asperlty-asperlty
collisionprocessis more effectivein generatlnga mlcro-EHLfilm than
slidingagainsta single asperity. If one usei the same conditionsconsidered
earlier (G = 3000, us = 2.5 m/s (I00in./s),R = 117 pm (0.0047in.)), the
viscosityp requiredinsidethe conjunctionto_achlevea minimumeffective
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micro-EHL film thickness h* = 0.075 .m (3 . in.) is found to be 59.5 c.p.
which is certainly an easily achievable viscosity in a macro-EHL conjunction.

A Transverse Asperity Ridge

When the ratio of asperity radii R /R becomes infinity, an elliptical

asperity degenerates into an asperity ridge. Such geometries are highly

idealized limiting cases of surfaces containing long lays. The case of
transverse asperity ridges is of particular interest because its pressure and

film characteristics can be readily analyzed with an extension of the present

line contact EHL theory. Moreover, the pressure perturbations caused by

sliding against a transverse asperity ridge represent probably the most severe

case among all possible micro-EHL geometries.

The extension of a llne contact EHL solution to determine the pressure

and subsurface stresses around an asperity ridge was carried out by Cheng and
Bali (ref. 23). In their analysis, a surface shear stress proportional to the

normal stress is also included. Figure II shows typical film thickness

profiles and pressure intensifications caused by sliding against a stationary
transverse asperity ridge located at x/b = -0.5, i.e., halfway between the

inlet and the center of the conjunction. Two cases are shown here, the solid

curves are for a taller asperity ridge with a height three times the nominal

film thickness ho. The dotted curves are for an asperity height 1.5 times

ho. It is seen that the asperity height is completely flattened out due to
sliding and the flattening gives rise to a local pressure increase very

similar to a Hertzian elliptical distribution. Figure 12 shows the contours

of the octahedral shear stresses for the pressure profile shown in figure Ii

for the taller asperity. Th_ maximum shear stress is subsurface and occurs at
about a depth 1/2 b* whereb is the half width of the mlcro-conjunction. For

a tall asperity ridge, the maximum shear stress can easily exceed the shear

yield stress of the material.

Viscoplasticity of the Lubricant

In recent years, traction measurements in sliding EHL contacts (refs.

24,25) have proven that lubricant under high pressure inside the conjunction

is non-Newtonian. It behaves like a viscoplastic substance with a limiting

shear stress when sheared under a high pressure. This non-Newtonlan behavior

has a strong effect in reducing the traction but its effect on the film
forming mechanism at the inlet of an EHL conjunction does not appear to be too

significant. In micro-EHL conjunctions, the surrounding lubricant viscosity
in the valleys can become extremely high. Under this high ambient lubricant

pressure, the lubricant can reach its limiting shear stress quickly at the
inlet of a micro-conjunctlon, and, therefore, may drastically reduce the film

forming capability as predicted from the Newtonlan model.

The limiting shear stress model was recently used by Sheu and Wilson

(ref. 26) to study the film forming capability in sliding against rigid
triangular ridges. They conducted an isothermal analysis and demonstrated

that for ridges with extremely small slope and height, the minimum film

thickness initially increases with the product of viscosity and sliding speed

until the shear stress at the sliding fluld-solld interface reaches the
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limitingshear stress. At that point, the film would suddenlycollapse.
Since the ambientviscosityaround the slidingasperitiesis expectedto be
very high, it is possible that the same phenomenonmay also occur leadingto a
film breakdownat the inlet of these slidingmicro-conjunctions.

While Sheu and Wilson's provocativeanalysisseems to cast some doubt on
the validityof all Newtoniananalysesin predictingthe mlcro-EHLfilm
thickness,there are also other recentpositiveevidenceswhich seem to
supportthe existenceof a reasonablefilm thicknessin mlcro-EHLcontacts.

Gecim and Winer (ref. 27) recentlyconducteda Grubin type inlet analysis
consideringa limitingshear model for the lubricant. They found that the
reductionin film thicknessdue to the limitingshear effect is dependenton
the slide to roll ratio. For small slide to roll ratios,this non-Newtonian
effect is hardly noticeable. Even for the simpl@ slidingcase, only a 40%
decreasein film thicknessis found. They did not find a film collapsing
caused by the shear stress reachingits limitingvalue at the sliding
interface.

Cusanoand Wedeven (refs.28-30) recentlymeasured the opticalfilm
thicknessbetweena sapphireflat and a ball which containsthree man-made

asperityridges. Figure 13 shows typicalmeasuredfilm thicknessprofilesfor
a pure rollingas well as a slidingcase. It is seen that the asperityridges
for the slidingcase is deformedlocallyand liftedup by mlcro-EHL. The
level of micro-EHLfilm appearsto be somewhathigher than that calculated
from Dowson and Higginson'stheory0.04 Bm (1.6 B in.).

Asperity Temperature

Figure 14 depictsthe temperaturerise within a mlcro-conjunctlon.In
this model, the averagemacroscopicsurfacetemperatureT1 and T2 is permitted
to be unequalto accountfor any insulatingeffect from the averagelubricant
thicknessin the valleys. However,within the mfcro-conjunctlonthe tempera-
ture for both surfacesare matched. By matching the conjunction_emperature,
it can be readilyshown (ref. 31) that the asperitytemperatureT is

T1 T2

where AT1_ or ATe_ are the conjunctiontemperaturerise of surface1 or 2 if
each were_toreceivethe entire heat flux. It should be noted here that if T1
= T2, equation (9) reducedto the harmonicmean temperaturerelationproposed
by Archard (ref. 32).

1 1 1

, - ATIp + (i0)AT AT2p

The macro-temperaturesT1 and T2 in EHL contactscan be calculatednumerically
by using Pu and Ling'smethod (ref. 33) and the asperitytemperaturerises
ATIp and AT2p for ellipsoidalasperitieswithout consideringmatchingof
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conjunction temperature can be calculated by Lowen and Shaw's formula (ref.

34) for a stationary surface and by Jaeger's formula (ref. 35) for a fast

moving surface. The entire numerical procedure is recently demonstrated by

Lal and Cheng (ref. 31) for calculating the distribution of asperity

temperatures in simple sliding EHL contacts.

MIcro-EHL and Surface Damage

Among the many failure modes in EHL contacts, surface pitting and

scuffing are more related to mlcro-EHL. Surface pitting are originated from
mlcro-cracks initiated near the surface in the early stages during the entire

llfe. The depth of these mlcro-cracks usually is of the same order of the

minor width of the asperity conjunctions. In some cases, these micro-cracks

merge or branch to the surface to form groups of shallow micro-plts known as

surface peeling or gray staining. In other cases, one of the deeper cracks

gradually propagate inwardly along an inclined plane usually 20-30 ° from the

surface in the direction opposite to the rolling direction. As the propaga-

ting crack reaches the vicinity of maximum shear stress, the crack tip may

breakaway to form a deep pit.

The above description of surface pitting indicate clearly that the

initiation of surface cracks and formation of _hallow pits is influenced,by
the variation of the local asperity pressure p- and local shear stress T as

it traverses through the macro-conjunctlon. What is needed is a criterion to

relate the density and s_ze dls_rlbutlon of these surface cracks as a function
of the distribution of p and T which can be predicted from mlcro-EHL

analysis.

Scuffing is characterized by local transfer of materials generally from a

hot asperity tip onto a colder surface through plastic deformation of the hot

asperity followed by gross adhesion on to the colder surface. As mentioned
earlier in the introduction, scuffing is protected not only by the micro-EHL

but also by a boundary type surface film and oxide film. Micro-EHL is the
first llne defense. There is insufficient evidence to support whether a

micro-EHL breakdown would automatically lead to surface film failure.

However, there is overwhelming e_idence that failures of all three films are

linked to asperity temperature _ even though the exact mechanisms are still
unclear. Since prediction of T- requires p and T , a thorough understanding

of scuffing seems to need a complete knowledge of micro-EHL performance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Origins of surface pitting and scuffing damage in elastohydrodynamic
contacts are identified at individual asperities where the failure mechanisms

are influenced strongly by mlcro-EHL characterized by the local aspserlty oll
film thickness, local pressure fluctuation, shear stress, and temperature.

Asperity tip geometry varies widely in shape. For ground surfaces, the

tip of an ellipsoid can be used as an idealized geometry for analysis.

Analysis of a typical run-in ground surface with an r.m.s, roughness of 0.4 _m

(16 _ in) gives two mean principal radii of 117 _m (.0047 in) and 4.32 x
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104 _m (1.73 in).

The asperity oil film developed at an ellipsoidal tip is dependent on:
(i) the orientation of its major axis with respect to the surface motion; (2)

the degree of viscosity enhancement around the asperities in the macro-EHL

conjunction; (3) the relative slidingveloclty at the asperity.

For longitudinal asperities with the major axis parallel to the surface

the asperity film thickness generated based on a sliding speed of 2.5 m/s (I00

in/s) without considering any viscosity enhancement is extremely small and is
not expected to provide much protection against sliding damage. To provide an

effective micro-EHL film a i00 times increase in viscosity in the macro-

conjunction is needed.

For transverse asperities, the film forming capability is much improved.

The film thickness in a sliding transverse asperity is found to be approxi-

mately five times more than that developed in longitudinal asperities under

the same conditions. However, without any viscosity enhancement the level of
film thickness is still insufficient as an effective micro-EHL film. An

increase in viscosity approximately i0 times is found to be sufficient to

provide a protective film.

Recent analysis of viscoplastic effect of lubricant using rigid

triangular asperities (ref. 26) demonstrated that a thin film can collapse if

the shear stress at the interfaces in the inlet region reaches the limiting
shear stress. It is not certain whether the same film collapsing mechanism

exists in micro-EHL conjunction sliding in a pool of pressurized lubricant.
Further work is needed.
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Fig. l(a) Protective films for an asperity

Fig. l(b) Typical thickness of different surface films
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DISCUSSION

Alan Dyson
Wychwood

Birkenhead, England

Microelastohydrodynamic lubrication is obviously a very important subject,
and I welcome this excellent survey by Professor Cheng. I have two main
comments.

The first point is that I wonder whethersuch detailedtreatmentof
microelastohydrodynamicswill help us in understandingor predictingfailure.
Conventionalold theoryenables us to understandhow concentratedcontactsmay
be lubricatedeffectively,but they do not predictfailure. We can speculate
that failure is unlikelyif the minimumfilm thicknessis large comparedwith
the surfaceroughness(say a few tenthsof 1 _m), and that failure is possible
if the two quantitiesare of the same order. But we still cannot predictwhen
a possiblefailurewill become an actual one, i.e., the film thicknesscondi-
tion is necessarybut not sufficient.

Now this paper carriesthe argumentone step further. The surface
asperitiesare also lubricatedby an EHD mechanism,microelastohydrodynamic
lubrication. The author calculatesfilm thicknessesof a few micrometers,
about two orders of magnitudelower than those for the macrosystems. The reset
step is to say that the micro EHD systemwill fail if this film thicknessis
lower than a criticalvalue which will accommodatethe secondaryroughness
that is superimposedon the main primaryroughness.

But these secondaryroughnessescan be lubricated,by a secondarymicro
EHD system,and there is no reason why this should fail unlesswe go on to
considertertiaryroughnessand tertiarymicro EHL. This is a classicalin-
finite regress,and I have to concludethat argumentsof this type do not tell
us very much about failure.

Some time ago I advanceda very crude model of micro EHL (ref. D1).
I suggestedthat if the macro EHD system could producefilm pressureshigh
comparedwith 1/_ (Cheng'sQ - 1), then the collidingasperitieswould be pro-
tected by a film of lubricantof very high viscosityand the micro EHD system
would be effective. But if these high pressurescould not be generatedby the
macrosystem(Q ~ O) then the microsystemwould fail. This model is obviously
very crude comparedwith ProfessorCheng's,but it seems to work, to some
extent, in predictingfailure. Some preliminaryresultshave alreadybeen
published(ref. D2), and we hope to includemore in a forthcomingpaper.

My second point concerns the ratio

hmin
-

o

where

2 2 2
a : aI + a2

and
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h_in is the minimumfilm thicknessand oI and o2 are the standarddevia-
tions of the height distributionsof the two surfaces.

The author, in commonwith many others, uses this ratio as a measureof
the effectivenessof lubrication. But there is an implicitassumptionthat
the roughnessesof the two surfacesare not correlated. This assumptionmay
be true in generalbut some cases have recentlybeen discoveredin which there
is a very strong negativecorrelation,the peaks of one surfacefitting into
the valleysof the other and vice versa (refs.D3 to D5).

The effectiveroughnessis now that appropriateto the gap betweenthe
two surfaces,and it may be very much less than the roughnessof either surface
consideredabove. This hydrodynamiclubricationcan be importanteven at
ratios of 2 to 3 percent.

These are the main pointsthat I wish to raise on ProfessorCheng's paper.
One point concernsthe statement"there is overinvolvingevidencethat fail-
ures of the protectivefilms are linkedto asperitytemperatures T*, even
though the exact mechanismis still unclear." Could the author pleaseprovides
more detail for this evidence?

My final point is that there is obviouslya conflicton the effect of a
shear stress limit in the lubricant. Shen and Wilson reported a sudden
collapseof the film when this limit is reached,Gecun and Winer do not. This
is an importantpoint, and the conflictought to be resolved. I do not under-
stand why the film shouldcollapse. On what side is ProfessorCheng?
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TRANSIENTEHL EFFECTSIN STARVEDBALL BEARINGS

E. Kingsbury*
C. S. Draper Laboratory

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

The independent variables used in most calculations for EHL film thick-
ness in ball bearings involve lubricant properties, contact elasticity, load,
and bearing kinematics. The calculations are for steady state, and they give
a time-constant film thickness. Experiments have shown four distinct pro-
cesses in starved ball bearings which are explainable assuming a time-varying
film thickness. This contribution describes these four processes as well as
another transient EHL effect which does not involve the thickness of the film.
A simple model, based on experimental considerations, allows direct calcula-
tion of several of the thickness transients.

INTRODUCTION

Transient EHL effects in starved ball bearings are not new. They were
identified shortly after the first classical EHL solution for flooded, non-
parallel films appeared in 1959 (ref. I). An article on oil jogs (ref. 2) and
a paper on a dynamic lubricating film (ref. 3) were published in 1963. These
describe EHL films in instrument bearings which must have been thinner than
those calculated from the fully flooded solution and which also must have been
time-variable.

Interest arose in accounting for starvation film thinning within the
existing fully flooded solution. The Dowson-Higginson formulation was modified
for starvation first by Orcutt and Cheng (ref. 4) in 1966. A steady-state
correction (an arbitrary upstream location for the beginning of pressure
buildup) was added to the steady-state Reynolds and Hertz equations. As the
initial lubricant boundary was brought closer to the edge of the Hertz zone,
thinner EHL films were calculated. This approach has been followed in all
subsequent numerical schemes for finding starved EHL film thickness, up to and
including the two-dimensional solutions of Hamrock and Dowson (ref. 5).

The inlet position starvation model may be criticized on two counts:

(i) If an assumption for inlet miniscus position must be made to calculate
film thickness, why not assume the thinner film straight away?

(2) No steady-state formulation can give information on film transients.
An unfortunate result has been the near universal adoption of an inlet miniscus
position criterion for starvation. The criterion of Horsch (ref. 3) - Starva-
tion exists if an increase in the mass of oil available to an EHL contact gives
an increased film thickness - has historical precedence, and it is a much more
realistic description of the physical situation.

In this paper four bearing phenomenaare explained in terms of a film
thickness transient. A simple starvation model is proposed, consistent with
these observations and based on much other bearing operating experience. It
allows some transient EHL effects to be calculated directly. Also, for com-
pleteness, a transient in film slip velocity is reviewed.

*NRC Associate during 1983 at the NASALewis Reseach Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
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FILM THICKNESSTRANSIENT

The four thicknesstransientsto be describedare the following: (1) the
oil jag (or jog), (2) ball-racecouplingvariationsin basic speed ratio, (3)
couplingvariationsin orbitingdrag torque,and (4) shear activatedlubricant
breakdown.

Oil Jag

Figure 1 (from refs. 6 and 18) shows an oil jag disturbancein gyroscope
spin bearings. Observationsof this sort first led to the identificationof
starvation. The upper trace (againsttime) is a record of the drivingtorque
demandfrom a pair of bearingssupportinga gyro wheel, spin axis horizontal.
The bottom trace is a simultaneousrecord of the torque to balance in the gyro
support servo loop. This record can be interpretedas the excursionof the
wheel CG from a centralpositionalong the spin axis. The experimentshows
two steps in drivingtorquewith simultaneousmotionsof the wheel CG: first
in one direction,then the other. Each step decaysover many minutesback to
its original level. The explanation(givenin refs. 2 and 6) is that a small
drop of oil is flung from the ball cage into the outer race Hertz track first
in one bearingand then in the other. The torque steps becausethe balls
suddenlymust roll over a thickerfilm, and this forces the wheel assemblyto
move sidewaysalong the spin axis. There is an increasedfilm thicknesswhen
more oil enters the Hertz track (the Horsch condition),and a slow transient
back to the originalthickness. A realisticstarvationtheory ought to
accountfor this thicknesstransient;in particular,it shouldgive a Quanti-
tative predictionfor the decay characteristics.Clearly,an inlet miniscus
positionformulationcan give neither.

Basic Speed Ratio Increasewith Time

Every angularcontact bearinghas a characteristicnumber, its basic speed
ratio, definedas ball spin rate over total race rate (ref. 7). This number
is a sensitivemeasureof the ball-lubricant-r_cecouplingin a bearing,and
it can easily be measuredto a few parts in 10D. For perfectcoupling (no
lubricant,zero drag slip), BSR has a maximum value set by bearinggeometry
that decreaseswith increasingspin drag slip (ref.8). Figure 2 shows this
number measured in a counter race rotating (zeroorbit rate} retainerless
bearingwhere there is no inflowinto the Hertz track. The BSR increaseswith
time over many minutes. Since there is no inflow,side leakage irreversibly
removesoil from the Hertz track to give (accordingto Horsch)a continually
thinningfilm, continuallyimprovingball-racecoupling,and a continually
increasingBSR. No one-dimensionalEHL theory, ignoringside flow, describes
this effect.

Orbit Drag TorQue InducedSlip

Internalbearingdrag torquesresult seperatelyfrom spin and orbit
motions of the ball set. If a bearingis run in the counterrace rotationmode
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for zero ball orbit rate, orbit induced slip is zero but can be made large by
applying an external torque to the ball group (ref. 9). Figure 3 is a photo-
graph of an apparatus to do this. A small pin inserted between the balls in a
full complement group keeps the group from orbiting when the race rates are
not quite correct for zero free orbit rate. The pin is connected to a dyna-
mometer which measures the torque to force zero orbit rate (by inducing slip).

Figure 3 also shows a jag gun which throws a small mass of oil into the
bearing, more or less on demand. Oil drops accumulating on the edge of the
rotating disk fly off when they reach a critical size determined by a balance
between surface tension and centrifugal force (ref. 2). They fly off at
random, but only those aimed into the Hertz track can pass through the focusing
tube. A single drop can be selected by regulating the inflow to the disk, and
its mass is altered by regulating the speed of the disk.

Transients in orbit-induced slip during an oil jag can be measured by
setting the inner and outer race rates for a small initial pin torque. When
oil is added the pin torque steps to a new value because the thicker film
changes the effective rolling geometry and free orbit rate of the bearing.

Figure 4 is a plot of pin torque versus time measured in this experi-
ment. Also plotted are BSRand driving torque demand. The pin and driving
torque curves have a similar shape, like that in figure 1, while the BSRcurve
is a mirror image. These results are all consistant with a sudden increase in
film thickness at the jag followed by a long decay because of side leakage.
Since this retainerless bearing has no oil inflow mechanism except the jag,
eventually the three curves will pass through and beyond their initial levels,
unles§ another jag is introduced. The jag oil mass used in figure 4 was
lx10 -° gram. Hence, to keep the film thickness constant for this particular
bearing, load, and speed, about 1 microgram an hour inflow is necessary.

Lubricant Breakdown

The EHL film in a retainerless bearing running without an oiler thins by
side leakage. When the film gets too thin it fails, not by asperity penetra-
tion and metallic interaction but by oxidation and polymerization: the oil
changes from fluid to solid (ref. I0). Figure 5 shows BSRversus time data
for the process - two experiments in the same bearing. First there is a
gradual increase in BSRdue to side leakage, as in figure 2, and then a sharp
increase as the oil turns solid. Pictures of typical lubricant breakdown
products on bearing races are shown in reference i0. These products were
removed from the races between the two experiments of figure 5. It has been
suggested (ref. 11) that the degradation processes, which are activated by
mechanical shear, go on all the time in all bearings. The degradation rate is
negligible in thick EHL films, but it becomes catastrophic if the film gets
too thin.

Suppose the rate is given by

R = (constant) exp I-E/S] (1)

where E is an activation energy for the average degradation reaction and S
is the shear energy dissipated in the EHL contact. For slip velocity u, film
thickness h, contact transit time T, and limiting shear stress T,
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S uTT: --_-- (2)

For a film thinningfrom hI to h2, noticingthat _, T, and u remain
constant (here u is a kinematicsIip dependingonly on the shapes and
motionsof the rollingelements,e.g., pivotingor transverseprecessional
slip (ref. 13)),

RI[E ]R2 - exp - -GT_-_(hl - h2) (3)

For E = 3x108 J/m3 (energyrequired to add a CH2 group to many 9rganicforms),
= 3x10/ Pa (ref. 12), u = 0.04 m/sec (ref. 13), and T = 3x10-_ s (calculated

for the bearingand runningconditionsof fig. 4),

R1 - h2)] (4)R2 - exp (hI

For a thicknessdifferenceof 4x10-7 m (10 microinches),we estimatea de-
gradationrate 25 times greater in the thinnerfilm.

The activationmodel for lubricantbreakdownin a thin EHL film is con-

sistantwith many experimentslike those in figure 5. It also explainsa
result reported in reference10: A surfactant(alkylglycerylether solfonate)
adsorbedon bearingraces greatly increasesthe lubricantdegradationrate at a
given film thickness. The surfactant,acting as an organiccatalyst,simply
reducesthe activationenergy for the degradationreactions.

FILMSLIPTRANSIENT

Occasionallya bearingball is observedperforminguniformprecession.
The motion is analyzed in detail in references14 and 15. Briefly,the ball
spins at rate s about its axis of figurewhile the axis simultaneouslytraces
out a cone (precesses)at rate p about a fixed line. The cone half-angle
e is constant in uniformprecession. If the ball angularrate as determined
by bearingkinematicswould be _ without precession(p = e = O; s = _), it
turns out that

p + S COS0 = a (5)

for uniform procession. Measurements show that s and o are both small in
the observed precessions so that p = _.

In reference 14 it is shown that precession requires a transverse ball-
race slip across each Hertz area; that is, the slip is across the rolling
direction, parallel to the major Hertz axis. The transverse precessional slip
is found to be

_: _(s sin 0 sin pt) (6)
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It is sinusoidalwith time (transient)and of amplitude so, which is small;
but frequency p :_, which can easilyreach 1 kHz. Thus, EHL theory and
lubricantrheologywill eventuallyhave to toleratehigh frequencyoscillating
slip as well as long-termfilm thicknesstransients.

DISCUSSION

The centralproblemin EHL has been to calculatefilm thicknesseswhich
are of the same order as elasticdeformationsin the contacts. Solutionsare
complicated,and until recentlythey have been limitedto steady-stateone-
dimensionalflow in the rollingdirection. The side-leakage-dominatedtran-
sient behaviorobservedin starvedball bearings suggestsa differentapproach.
The simplemodel given here is based on the way starvedexperimentshave been
made, and it has a built-incompatibilitywith them:

(1) Insteadof calculatinga film thickness,take an initialfilm thick-
ness as given. This correspondsto the experimentaltechniqueof depositinga
thin uniformfilm on bearingparts prior to any running (ref. 10).

(2) Assume one-dimensionalflow insidethe Hertz areas in the transverse
(cross)rather than the rollingdirection.

(3) Assume zero flow outsidethe Hertz areas everywherein the bearing.
This is a very strong form of kinematicstarvation(refs.16 and 17).

(4) As an exception,assume a well-definedinflowmechanismand rate.
This correspondsto the jag gun experiment.

(5) Calculatechanges in film thicknesswith time based on the differ-
ence between inflowand crossflow. This correspondsto a measurementof BSR.

An early applicationof this model (ref. 18) predictedthat a step in-
crease in load would increaseEHL film thicknessin a starvedball bearing
previouslyrunning at constantthickness(inflow= crossflow). A load in-
crease would not change inflow,but it would decreasecrossflowsince (1) the
Hertz areas would get bigger,increasingthe crossflowpath length,and (2)
oil viscositywould increase (withpressure)insidethe contacts. A long
increasingtransientto a new thickerfilm was calculated. A measurementof
increasedthicknesswith load has recentlybeen reported (ref. 19). This
result seems to confirm,or at least does not contradict,the simple treatment
of ball bearing starvationsuggestedhere.
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Figure3. - Apparatus.
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DISCUSSION

L. Houpert and T. A. Harris
SKF Engineering & Research Centre B.V.

Nieuwegein, Netherlands

The paper describes experimental observations indirectly associated
with lubricant film thicknesses, torque in a bearing and spin rate
of a ball. Four cases are described.

a. Oil Jag

This section could be of interest for standard bearings.
A sudden increase of the film thickness layer hI on the track,
increases the torque. This torque is probably the torqueldue
to the rolling speed and is proportional to the EHD film
thickness.

Referring to Fig. 1 ittakes roughly 20 seconds

___ or the torque (or film
thickness hEHD to reach
the experimental maximum,

hi h_p and 100 seconds to decrease

again to the original value(starved and transient
value).

Let us assume that this maximum does correspond to fully flooded
s£eady state conditions.

100 seconds is therefore the time required for the layer hI (see Fig. A)
to flow away from the track.

Could these data be used to estimate at which speed 60£,transient
effects on film thickness occur when a ball is crossing a loaded zone
in a certain time t? Considering, however, that in the author's

-experiment 100 seconds is required for starvation, it seems that more
than ample time is available to maintain a substantially steady state
condition in normal applications. Therefore the significance of "oil
jag" is in question.
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b) Basic Speed Ratio increases with time

When the coupling in the contact

L is perfect:60spin ball =60spin i,
corresponding %o a maximum value
of BSR, See Fig. B. The author

____ states that the coupling becomesgreater when h decreases and he
attributes this decrease to

/00_ transient effects in the lateral

P'__ direction of the contact (hence
side leakage flow)

It must be considered, however, if the decrease of film thickness
might not be due to thermal effects; i.e., increase of the bulk
lubricant temperature.
Furthermore, it does not appear certain that the coupling (and
hence coefficient of friction/au) increases when h decreases.
A decrease of h will increase the shear rate _ = slip/h. The
author has not stated load and speed conditions for his application;
however, in most ball bearing applications, operation occurs in
the decreased friction plateau region II, as shown in Fig. C

I
l

!

!

!

!
!

!

9

Then, in case of full separation of rolling contact surfaces, a
decrease of h will increase Y and decrease_ , which is
opposite to the effect encountered in Zone I. It appears that
the author only considers conditions in the latter Zone I.

d) Lubricant Breakdown

It is observed that the author uses a limiting shear concept
(Zone II of Fig. C) when calculating the dissipated energy in
shear. Effectively, Z" has a constant value at film thickness hI
and h2 in equation (3). This model appears in contradiction to
the author's observations in (b) above.
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e) Film slip transient

In the author's experiment, the lateral slip varies sinusoidally
with time. It would be interesting to compare the slip frequency
and the torque frequency. If the two signals are in phase, the
behaviour of the lubricant is viscous; i.e., __

If the two signals are out-of-phase (90°), the rheological
behaviour of the lubricant is elastic.

+ )

Thus,the lubricant rheology may be able to be assessed using a
similar test method?

The frequency effect (considering pressure effect also) has been
studied by many authors using sinusoidal shear waves and
measuring the response of the liquid; but, the dynamic environment
of the bearing was not simulated. The rolling motion probably
aligns the lubricant molecules in the inlet zone; rheological
characteristics of the lubricant are then changed. Using the
author's method, the dynamic environment of a bearing is simulated.

General remarks

In the author's cases (b), (c) and (d), by "transient", the author
--considers only the lateral flow in the contact.

Hammock and Dowson described the effect of side leakage flow by
introducing the ellipse ratio "k", and it appears possible to
quantify that lateral flow. Is this lateral flow considered a
transient, when it occurs consistently during normally steady state
operation of the bearings. It is of greater interest, rather than
considering transients, to determine how much lateral flow occurs
and how it is to be replenished for succeeding contacts.
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DISCUSSION

J. W. Kannel
Battelle Columbus Laboratories

Columbus, Ohio

Dr. Kingsbury's work probably represents the most persistent

activity in instrument bearing lubrication research over the last 15-20

years in this country. His work has given us new insights into instrument

bearing performance and has continuously posed challenging questions about

the real understanding of bearing performance. This paper is essentially

an outline of critical bearing parameters and the effect of these parameters

on performance.

Kingsbury presents four film thickness related transients in a

bearing. His first transient is the famous oil jag, which was a very popular

item in gyroscope bearing terminology in the 1960's. In this regard, Figure 1

from reference 6 is very reminiscent of the early research in this area for

a hypothetical oil jag. However, Figure 4 taken by the author for an actual

oil jag is considerably different. Would the author comment on this and also,

on the lack of a torque coordinate on his graph? (Unless of course his equip-

ment is calibrated in arbitrary units.) Figure D-I shows an oscilloscope

trace for a torque jag (taken at Comsat) for a satellite bearing. In those

experiments, the film thickness was monitored simultaneously with the torque.

Notice that the film thins out at the same time that the torque-jags. The

thinning could be some type of contamination problem. It is possible then that

oil-jags are really un-oil jags? Also, it might be noted that torque-jags can

be accompanied by cage instability which is also related to lubricant film

loss rather than to excessive lubricant.

Dr. Kingsbury's work with basic speed ratio (BSR) measurements

have been very useful in studying lubricant film coupling. Figure 5 is

intriguing especially with regards to the rise in this coupling at starvation

condition. However, I am confused with Ed's explanation. In equation (2),

is the arbitrary constant the same as the arbitrary torque unit mentioned

earlier? Can equation (I) really predict lubricant degradation under lubricated
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conditions? It would be nice to know the absolute value of R rather than

just relative values. I fully suspect that lubricant degradation is the

result of metal to metal contact where very high local shear occurs rather

than lubricant shear stresses. The authors comments are welcomed.

Although my comments may seem picky, I believe that they are

critical to the authors interpretation of his data. I think Ed's work is

quite rigorous and very valuable to understanding instrument bearing lubri-

cation. I look forward to seeing future work in this area and especially,

to the new insight Ed can give us in instrument bearings.

% Film Continuity
i

i

Torque

500ms

FigureD-I. Breakdown in Film Continuity
during Cage Instability
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DISCUSSION

T. E. Tallian*
SKF Industries, Inc.

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

The author's concern with transient phenomena in EHD

films is well founded. Both on the scale of entire contacts,

and on the asperity scale, numerous transient pheonomena are

known or can be conjectured. It stands to reason that a

more faithful model of contact behavior will emerge if these

effects are included.

We wish to illustrate another transient EHDeffect,

recently observed during our work supported by DOH (O. Manley,

technicalmonitor) by N. Bhardwaj, R. Bovenkerk and L. Helwig

using interferometryin a rolling contact between an optical

disk and a lapped metal _olling element which was in one
case a ball, in another, a toroidal roller. The interfero-

grams were produced on a new test system with very high

speed and load capabilities,and equipped to read traction

force while film profile interferogramswere being taken.

The interferogramswere recorded by high intensity electronic
flash of 4-109sec duration. The contact conditions are
tabled below.

*Fellow ASME. Vice-President, Technology Services, SKF
Industries, Inc.
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Roller Ball

Profile Radii 53.340 X 7.074 6.337 mm

Disk Material Quartz Sapphire

Lubricant MILL 7808 ester Santotrac 50

traction fluid

Exit Temperature 25.9°C 24.9°C

Rolling Speed (Pure Rolling) 10.16 7.62 m/sec

Contact Diameters: Max. 1.24 X 0.35 0.28 mm
Min. 1.005 X 0.28 0.23 n=n

ContactDeflection:Max. 5.7 3.1 _m
Min. 3.5 2.1 _m

Contact Load: Max. 174.0 84.1 N
Min. 88.5 47.2 N

Max. Hertz Pressure: Max. 0.76 2.03 GPascal
Min. 0.60 1.67 GPascal

Plateau Film
Thickness: M_In. 1.24 1.15 _m

Max. 1.35 1.15 _m

ConstrictionFilm
Thickness: Min. 0.95 0.72 _m

Max. 1.04 0.83 Bm

We show maximum and minimum values of contact diameters,
contact deflection, load, pressure and film thickness for each

contact. These extremes were observed among repeat interfero-
grams taken under nominally identical conditions. It was

determined that the variation occurs at frequencies _192 Hz

for the roller contact and 255 Hz for the ball contact),

correspondingto the fundamentalrotational frequency of the
rolling element. An eccentricity of the order of some micro-

meters was detected in the rolling elements. Calculationof

the forces required to accommodatethe eccentricityby

deflection in the contact and in the rolling element quill,
correlates with the load variation observed. While the

eccentricity of the rolling element was unintentional,it
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does offer the opportunity to observe relatively high frequency
load transients in HHD contact. Some interestingdetails
are as follows:

I. In neither of the experimentswas there a visible

meniscus near the contact, i.e. it was flooded. While it is

not known that either the higher or lower of the observed

loads is a true extreme value, they were selected as extremes

among several interferograms. Thus a load fluctuation

frequencycorrespondingto one complete rolling element

revolution C~22 mm rolling distance) is faithfully followed

by the oil supply. There is not, as one might suspect,
cavitation ahead or to the two sides of the contact when its

load approaches a minimum and the gap in its vicinity widens.
This contrastswith the usual cavitation at the exit of any

HHD contact.

2. In a detailed examinationof the film shape for the

roller, a slightly C0.1 9m) thinner film is observed for the

higher load, in both the plateau and the constriction.
There is no distortionof film shape. The film shows no

unexpected reaction to the transient loads. In the ball
tests, the width of the constriction increaseswith load,
and the minimum film thickness drops. The plateau film

thickness does not change observably.

3. The test system in which the described data were taken

provides for direct monitoring of the traction force as a
function of continuouslyvariable slip. However, the

traction force sensing system frequency response is slow.

A frequency analysis of the traction force sensing circuit
does not re_eal significantfrequenciescorrespondingto the
load fluctnation. We can accordingly theorize on the effect

of the load fluctuationson traction only from the observed

behavior of time-averagetraction coefficientas a function

of time-average load.
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Using the roller contact as an example, our traction data
show that the maximum traction coefficientand the initial

slope of the traction vs. slip curve vary as follows with

time-averageload:

Load,N _max InitialSlope

~150 0.013 0.28
_470 0.020 0.89

For a fluctuationof -40N around the average load of ~I30N,

as observed in the interferogramsof the roller contact,

linear interpolationprojects -30% fluctuationin initial

slope and -7% fluctuation in _max. A time-averagingtraction
sensor consequently overstates the initial slope by 6-8% but

overstatesUmax by 2% at the most. Thus, it appears that
time-averagedtraction results are noticeably but not

drasticallybiased by the load fluctuationsobserved.

4. As is the case for any fluctuatingload, the fatigue
life of the contact will be less than if the time-average

load prevailed constantly.

These observations confirm the well-known fact that a

(small) rolling bearing with rolling element diameter
variations of a few m undergoes significantcontact load

pulsations. Such diameter variability is present in many
roller bearings and the loid pulsations are part of their

normal operating condition. However, for bearings operating

at very high speeds and with critical reliability (aircraft

engine bearings) efforts to minimize load pulsations are
well warranted.
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RESPONSE

Edward P. Kingsbury
C.S. Draper Laboratory

Cambridge, Massachusetts

I am grateful to the discussors for their penetrating questions on this con-

tribution. First let me make some general remarks, and then reply more

specifically to Mr. Kannel and Messrs. Houpert and Harris.

There is more than one kind of slip in an angular contact ball bearing. To

illustrate, and clarify the role of various slips in ball-lubricant-race

coupling and lubricant degradation, consider a ball, diameter d, midway

between infinite planes separated by L, the whole space between filled with

lubricant.

V< IA'W

Let the planes move ]eft and right at velocity V. WhenL >> d the ball does

not rotate; its surface velocity is zero and the slips on the ball surface at

the points a,a' momentarily coinciding with the AA' axis are V.

Now let the planes approach each other. The ball starts to rotate at _ = _(L)

about an axis normal to AA' into the plane of the paper, generating surface
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velocity at a and a'. Slip becomes v = (V - _d/2), < V. Eventually, when

L = d, v = O, and _ : 2V/d.

It seems reasonable to suppose that a is monotonic increasing as L goes from

to d.

v v[J

. }

o L/c
The number analogous to BSRhere is _/2V and we expect it also always to in-

crease as film thickness tends to zero.

Next, push on the ball with a horizontal force H to the right. It will move

to the right at some velocity h for which H is balanced by viscous forces.

The slips become (v + h), and we have an example of induced drag slip. In a

bearing there are drag torques on the ball group from orbit and separately

from spin dissipations which are analogous to H. The corresponding circum-

ferential slips become smaller as L --> d but do not reach zero when L = d

(when film thickness is zero); instead they enter the regime of microslip or

pseudoglissage. But such slips are in the first place small compared to

rheological slip, and in the second place can't last long because the bearing

will quickly fail without oil. In any case we still expect a monotonic in-

crease in a (and in BSR) as the film thins.

Finally let the two planes spin about the AA' axis at _+w. As the planes

approach the ball any viscous spin drag will always sum to zero from symmetry,

the ball does not spin, and a relative pivoting angular velocity p = +w will

appear at a and a' (this quantity is loosely referred to as spin by bearing
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engineers). The associatedpivotingslip is u = rw where r is measured along

either plane from AA'. u remainsconstantas the planes approach,independent

of L, and is an example of a kinematicslip. In a bearingit can be shown

(13) that the sum of the liner and outer ball-racepivotingsis conserved,no

matter what the orientationof _, so that as far as lubricantdamage is con-

cerned the kinematicpivotingslip situationin a bearingis analogousto this

model. Pivotingslip, independentof film thickness,was used in the calcula-

tion for lubricantbreakdownactivation. It representsa minimumshear which

must alwaysbe present in the oil.

Specific reply to Mr. Kannel:

The oil jags in Fig (1) were recordedmore than 20 years ago with instrumenta-

tion long since abandoned. In particular,the bearingsunder test were the

standardconfigurationof the time, equippedwith retainersand runningin

outer race rotationat a large ball orbit rate. The positionand trajectory

of the oil drops were entirelyuncontrolled. The jag of Fig (4} on the other

hand was constrainedto hit the outer race Hertz track betweentwo balls in a

retainerlessbearingwith a stationaryball group, and the overalltime con-

stant in the drivingtorque instrumentationwas an order of magnitudesmaller

than previously. The results in Fig (4) are "cleaner"than Fig (1), and

interestinglybring into questionthe term "exponentialdecay" which used to

crop up in discussionsof jags. As suggestedearlier,an explanationof the

shapes in Fig (4) must be given by a realisticstarvationtheory.

I apologizefor the arbitrarytorque units in the figures. A calibrationwas

possiblebut not done becauseof time constraints. Roughlyspeaking,the

experimentin Fig (1) associatesa change in drivingtorque of severalhundred

dyne-cmand a change in film thicknessof a few micronswith a jag mass of
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1 microgram. Specificationof the multiplierin the degradationequation

would require a more detailedknowledgeof the chemical reactionsinvolved.

Since the reactionscan now be reproducedon demand (we did not go to the

troubleof settingup the video tape recordingwithoutbeing sure of getting a

degradationfailurewhen expected),a detailedstudy seems feasible. There

are two reasonsfor discountingasperityinteractionsin starved lubricant

breakdownfailure: a) races can be cleanedafter failureand reused,ap-

parently indefinitely,b) degradationrates can be drasticallyalteredby a

surfactant.

A momentaryretainerinstabilitywould indeedgive a torque spike and probably

have an effect on film thicknessas well, as shown in Mr. Kannel's illustra-

tion. But note the time scale: some 500 ms from start to finish. Clearly

this disturbancecan't be used to explainlong term jag transientsobserved in

a retainerlessbearing.

Specificreply to Messrs.Houpertand Harris:

ExperimentsmeasuringBSR during changes in bulk temperatureof the whole

apparatusdo not show any temperatureeffect,at least over changesof 15°C.

Experiments(A) have also shown that a starvedbearingcannot distinguishbe-

tween two lubricantsof the same class having a ratio in bulk viscosityof 160

and in pressure viscositycoefficientof 1.38. Such resultsindicatethat bulk

visco-thermalchangesdon't affect the kinematicsof starvedEHL lubrication

very much. I agree that an elasticresponse in the lubricantmay be involved

in high frequencytransverseprecessionalslip. If so this is perhapsthe

first instanceof fluid elasticityobserved in a bearing as opposedto a trac-

tion device. An analysisof ball precessionaldynamicswill give information

on the phase of the transversestressesand displacements(B).
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Dr. Hamrockand I are presentlyengaged in discussionsas to whether and how

side leakagemight be incorporatedinto starvationtheory. We are also build-

ing an apparatussimilarto Fig (3), but four times larger. A starved,re-

tainerlessangularcontactbearingprovidesan excellentvehicleto insure

theoreticaland experimentalcompatibility.

ADDITIONALREFERENCES

A) Kingsbury,E., "SlipMeasurementin an AngularContactBall Bearing,"

Trans. ASME, JOLT 105, 1983, p. 162.

B} Kingsbury,E., "Ball Motion Perturbationin an Angular ContactBall

Bearing,"ASLE Trans. 25, 1982, p. 279.
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STATUSANDNEWDIRECTIONSFORSOLIDLUBRICANTCOATINGSAND
COMPOSITEMATERIALS

Harold E. Sliney
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

At one time, solid lubricants were used almost entirely in aerospace
applications. Today there is a pronounced trend to use them over a much
broader range of applications. For example, self-lubricating polymer-based
composites have displaced traditional oil-lubricated, metallic composites for
many journal bearings and thrust, washers in applications as diverse as earth-
moving machinery and snow blowers to aircraft applications. For moderate
temperatures below 200° C, glass filament-wound epox_ bearings with PTFE lubri-
cating liners are useful; for temperatures up to 350- C, graphite fiber rein-
forced polyimide bearing materials are finding applications. Molybdenum
disulfide, graphite, and PTFE are the most widely known and used solid lubri-
cants, and there is increasing interest in the relatively new solid lubricant
graphite fluoride. Advanced technology engines such as the adiabatic diesel
and the small, efficient gas turbine have severe lubrication and wear problems
at temperatures beyond the capabilities of any of these lubricants. Here,
self-lubricating ceramics and inorganic composites for use at I000 ° C or
higher are of interest. However, perhaps the most significant new direction
for solid lubricant coatings and self-lubricating composites is their steadily
increasing use in dry bearings for large volume, moderate temperature applica-
tions. This can be attributed to their simplicity of use (no supporting lubri-
cant system needed), light weight, convenience, and general cost effectiveness.

INTRODUCTION

Forecasting can be risky in any area. However, there appear to be new
directions for solid lubricant technology that are reasonably clear. In addi-
tion, we can hazard guesses on possible new directions that are less certain.
The most apparent current trend is the greatly increased use of solid lubrica-
tion. The number and variety of applications for solid lubrication have been
increasing steadily, and all signs indicate that we can expect that trend to
continue. In the years from the 1940's through the early 1970's, solid
lubrication was used predominantly in the aerospace industry with scattered,
moderate volume applications throughout general industry. The new direction
in recent years is the extended use of solid lubrication in the automotive,
metal working, and computer/office machine industries and throughout industry
in general. Only three basic solid lubricant materials are used in most of
these industrial applications: molybdenum disulfied (MoS2), graphite, and
polytetrafluroethylene (PTFE). However, the variety of coating and composite
formulations in which these three basic lubricating materials are used is very
large and can be confusing. In fact, because of the large number of composi-
tions available, users are inclined to depend more on performance specifica-
tions than on composition specifications.

A relatively new solid lubricant, graphite fluoride, is gaining gradual
acceptance. However, its use as a lubricant is expected to increase signifi-
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cantly as the material becomesmore cost effectivedue to its increasedpro-
ductionfor use as an electrodematerial in lithium-graphitefluoride
batteries.

There is a trend to improvecorrosionprotectionwith bonded dry film
lubricants. These coatingsare thereforemultipurpose;they are expectedto
afford corrosionprotectionin additionto lubrication. This is accomplished
largelyby using a high resin to solids ratio, by eliminatinggraphitewhich
at times causes galvaniccorrosionproblems,and by introducingoxidation
inhibitorsin the formulation.

The trend in advancedtechnologyis to use solid lubricationfor high-
temperatureapplications. In engine systemscurrentlyunder development
(e.g.,the adiabaticdiesel,small gas turbineengine,and the upgradedrotory
engine),high temperaturesin certainareas of the engine precludethe use of
oils and greases. Anticipatedtemperaturesfor the adiabaticdiesel and the
ceramicgas turbineare so high that the conventionalbig three solid lubri-
cants and graphitefluorideare not suitable. Here, novel lubricantssuch as
the fluoridesof Group I and II metals and the rare earth fluoridesare of
interest. Certainsoft oxides and glassymaterialsare also possibilties.

For temperaturesof 1000° C and higher,metal structuralmaterialsand
bearingmaterialsare being replacedby ceramics. These ceramicsmust either
be self-lubricatingor coated with a solid lubricant. Fortunately,the com-
positionof ceramics,especiallyoxide ceramics,are easily modifiedand are
thereforeamenableto formulationtailoredfor specificproperties. Ceramics
may be made self-lubricatingby incorporatinglubricatingcomponentsinto
their basic structureor by surfacediffusionof the solid lubricantmaterial
into the surficiallayer of the ceramic. All of this will requirea great
deal of researchto achievethe degree of lubricationrequiredwithoutbeing
unacceptablydamagingto other propertiessuch as strengthand dimensional
stability.

These trends can be summarizedas follows:
(1) Increaseduse of MoS2, graphite,and PTFE lubricantsthroughout

generalindustry
(2) Expandinguse of self-lubricatingcomposites- both polymericand

inorganicbased
(3) Graduallyincreasingacceptanceof graphitefluorideas a valuable

solid lubricant,especiallyas it becomesmore cost-effective
(4) Increasedemphasison multifunctionalcoatingswhich providecorro-

sion protectionas well as lubrication
(5) Use of high-temperaturesolid lubricationin advancedtechnology

engines,especiallythose with ceramichot sectionstructuraland
bearingmaterials

The balanceof this paper will describeexamplesof lubricatingmaterials
relativeto currenttrends in solid lubrication.

DISCUSSION

Poljnner-BasedComposites

Completelynonmetalliccompositebearingsare being used in an increasing
number of applications. Where high compressivestrength is required to
achievesatisfactorybearing load capacity,fiber-reinforcedpolymersare
used. The reinforcingfibers are usuallyglass, graphite,or synthetic
polymers.
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Aramid-fiber-reinforced epoxy. - Recently, a composite bearing was
reported (refs. i and 2) that consists of an aramid-fiber-reinforced epoxy
shell with a bonded liner of interwoven polyester and PTFE fibers. Aramid is
an aromatic polyamide material that has a consideribly higher elastic modulus
than glass and therefore results in a bearing structure with greater stiffness
than an analagous glass-fiber-reinforced composite. Bearings of this kind
have generated considerable interest in the aircraft industry for use as air-
frame control surface bearings. They are especially attractive for use in
control surfaces made of graphite-fiber-reinforced polymer composites. The
electrically conductive graphite fibers in the structural composites form
galvanic couples with some metals commonly used in bearings, such as aluminum
bronze, cadmium, or anodized aluminum, and galvanic corrosion becomes a
serious problem especially in marine environments (ref. I). Galvanic corro-
sion can of course also occur in metallic airframe structures when the struc-
tural material and the bearing material are dissimilar metals. This problem
is nonexistent when completely polymeric bearings are used in either metallic
or graphite-reinforced structures.

Somehighlights of aramid-fiber-reinforced bearings are given in fig-
ure 1. In addition to mitigating corrosion problems, the composites are very
lightweight, they can be adhesively bonded in the bearing mountings
(especially in composite structures), and they are economical. As might be
expected, the friction characteristics are typical of PTFE liners in metal-
backed bearings with a friction coefficient of 0.06 above 20° C. Higher fric-
tion is observed at -23 ° C where the friction coefficient is about 0.17 at
69 MPa (i0 000 psi) and decreases to about 0.I0 at 276 MPa (40 000 psi).

These bearings have a lower load capacity and temperature capability than
those of more conventional PTFE-lined metallic bearings. However, they have
very respectable dynamic load capacities of at least 207 MPa (30 000 psi) from
-23- to 121° C. This is more than adequatefor most industrialapplications,
and it is also compatiblewith the load and temperaturelimitationsof graph-
ite fiber - epoxy structuralmembers in which the compositebearingswill
be mounted in advancedairframeapplications. The U.S. Airframe Bearing
Committeehas proposeda specification(MIL B-85560)for qualificationof
compositebearingsfor use in militaryaircraft.

Graphite-fiber-reinforcedpolyimide.- For temperaturesabove 125° C, the
epoxy compositebearingsare not suitable. Graphite-fiber-reinforcedpolyi-
mide (GFRPI)compositeswere shown to have good tribologicalpropertiesto
higher temperature(ref. 3). It is now known that GFRPI compositebearing
materialscan be used up to 260° to 360° C dependingon the specificpolyimide
used. The graphitefibers do not generallycause galvaniccorrosionin the
higher temperatureapplicationbecausecorrosionresistantalloys are employed
at these temperatures.

GFRPI compositesare reinforcedwith either choppedgraphitefibersor a
woven graphitefabric. The fabric can be a two- or three-dimensionalweave.
Graphite-fabric-reinforcedpolyimidecompositeshave been extensivelystudied
at Hughes Aircraft in a DARPA-fundedprogramon the subjectof solid lubri-
cated rollingelementbearings (ref.4). In that programit was demonstrated
that polyimidecompositeswith woven fabric reinforcementand suitablesolid
lubricantadditivescan be used as a self-lubricatingcage materialin ball
bearings. Size 207 ball bearingsequippedwith such cages containinga com-
plex gallium-indium,tungstendiselenidesolid lubricantwere successfully
operatedfor limiteddurationat shaft speeds up to 24 000 rpm (ref. 5).

Most of the researchon GFRPI at the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter has been
with the choppedfiber approach(e.g.,refs. 6 to 9). The compositeis pre-
pared by incorporatingthe fiber into the still-fluidB-stagedpolymer,mixing
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to achievea uniformfiber distribution,then transfermolding the mix into
a die where the polymerizationis advancedunder heat and pressure. GFRPI
liners can be molded directlyinto plain sphericalbearingsby using the metal
outer ring and the sphericalelementof the bearingitselfas the mold. The
outer ring is precoatedwith a polyimidevarnishto promoteadherenceto its
inner surface,and the sphericalelementis precoatedwith a mold releaseto
preventadherenceto the moving bearingelement.

A cutawaydrawingof a GFRPI-linedplain sphericalbearing is given in
figure 2. The dynamicload capacitiesof two bearingdesignsare shown in
figure 3. It is clear that much higher load capacitieswere achievedwith a
thin (1.5 mm) molded GFRPI liner betweenthe ball and the outer race than with
a bearingconsistingof a molded GFRPI ball within a metal outer ring. For
comparison,the load capacitiesof a conventionalPTFE-linedbearingdesign
are given. Load capacitieswere almost twice as high comparedto the
GFRPI-linedbearingsbut only to 175° C. At highertemperatures,the PTFE
extrudedfrom the bearingeven at loads as low as 35 MPa.

Frictioncoefficientsare not shown in figure 3 becausethey were not
significantlyinfluencedby bearingdesign differences. Frictioncoefficients
of GFRPI bearingswere typically0.15±0.05from room temperatureto 360° C.
For comparison,the frictioncoefficientfor conventionalPTFE-linedbearings
is typically0.06, but again these bearingsare limitedto a maximum useful
temperatureat high loads of about 175° C.

GRAPHITEFLUORIDE

Graphite fluoride (CFx)n,also referredto as carbon monofluoride(when
x = 1), is a relativelynew solid lubricantthat can be looselydescribedas a
layer latticeintercalationcompoundof graphite. It is preparedby the
direct reactionof graphitewith fluorinegas at controlledtemperatureand
pressure. It is grey to pure white, dependingon its stoichiometry. The sub-
script x in (CFx)n can vary from about 0.3 to 1.1. For x > 1, the compound
is pure white, electricallynonconductive,and nonwettableby-water (hydro-
phobic). There is some debate about whether (CFx)n is a true intercalation
compoundbecausethe basal planes of the graphitecyrstallitesare distorted
to a puckered,nonplanarconfigurationwhen the compound is formed. However,
there is no doubt that the orginalgraphitecrystallatticeis the primordial
latticefrom which the crystalstructureof (CFx)n is formed. The fluorineto
carbon bonds are covalentwith the fluorineatoms locatedbetween the dis-
torted basal planes. The spacingbetweenthe basal planes is expandedfrom
3.4 A in graphiteto 7.5_1.5A in (CFx)n (ref. 10). (CFx)n is not known to
oxidize in air, but it does decomposet_ermallyabove about 450° C to form
carbon tetrafluoromethane,other low molecularweight fluorocarbons,and
carbon (ref. 11).

Some early researchon the lubricatingpropertiesof (CFx)nis reportedin
reference12. In that study, thin lubricatingfilms of (CFx)n and of MoS2 were
burnishedon 440 C and 301 stainlesssteel disks and evaluatedin pin on disk
experiments. The (CFx)n films were the more durableones over the entire tem-
perature range shown. Friction coefficientswere for the most part well below
0.1 up to the failuretemperaturesof the coatings. Failuretemperaturewas
400° C for MoS2 and 480° C for (CFx)n. Similarresultswere obtainedfor the
lubricationof 301 stainlesssteel with (CF)n, but burnishedMoS filmsx 2
failed immediatelyon this alloy. Generalagreementwith these resultswere
obtainedwith burnished(CFx)n using a flat rub block on a cylinderspecimen
configuration(ref. 13).
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Various resin binders have been used with (CFx)n to achieve longer wear
lives and higher load capacities than can be achieved with burnished films.
Good results were generally obtained in regard to low friction and wear, but
there is some discrepency in reported load capacity of the coatings in Falex
V-block tests. Reference 14, for example, reported a high load capacity for
epoxy-phenolic resin-bonder (CFx)n, while the authors of reference 15 re-
ported, based on their Falex evaluation, that (CFx)n is not considered to be
suitable for use in heavy load application. However, there are (CFx)n coat-
ings that have quite adequate load capacity for lubricating bearings with con-
formal contacts such as plain spherical bearings or cylindrical bushings.
Polyimide-bonded (CFx)n in particular has been extensively studied and is an
excellent lubricant to about 350° C.

Polyimide-bonded 9raphite fluoride coatings. - Polyimide varnish films
have long wear life and low friction coefficients above a friction transition
temperature typically of about I00 ° C (ref. 16). At room temperature, short
coating wear life and increased friction are observed. This transition in the
tribological properties of polyimides has been attributed to second-order
relaxation in the molecular bonds of the polymer above the transition tempera-
ture (ref. 17). The addition of (CF_)n as a solid lubricant pigment to the
varnish improves friction and wear llfe at all temperatures and completely
masks the undesirable effects of the friction transition temperature of the
polyimide varnish.

A promising application for polyimide-bonded (CFx)n coatings is as a
backup lubricant for compliant (foil) gas bearings at temperatures to 350° C.
About I00 ° C higher gas temperature capability can be achieved by substituting
Pl-bonded (CFx)n for the more conventional PTFE coatings. Current research by
this author shows that these coatings are remarkably durable in start/stop
endurance testing of foil bearings. The start/stop torque characteristics of
a foil bearing lubricated with Pl-bonded (CFx)n at 300° C are shown in fig-
ure 4. The peak torque values occur before liftoff and after touchdown when
the journal is in rubbing contact with the foil coating. The peak torque
values are comparable to those obtained with PTFE coatings at room temperature.

Graphite fluoride availability. Factors which have so far retarded the
acceptance of graphite fluoride for use as a solid lubricant in the United
States are high cost, variable purity, and limited sources. These limitations
should soon be alleviated. A facility for the manufacture of tonnage quanti-
ties of (CFx)n will soon be in operation in this country (ref. 18).

The largest volume application of (CFx)n is as an electrode material for
(CFx)n /lithium batteries. Figures 5 and 6 (from ref. 19) show typical battery
construction and voltage discharge curves for this type of battery. The
(CFx)n battery has twice the output voltage and several times the watt-hour
capacity of the standard carbon dry cell. The domestic production of graphite
fluoride for this type of battery is expected to lower the cost of high purity
(CFx)n and make it cost effective for other applications including solid
lubrication. This has been the experience in Japan where the (CFx)n battery
is already in production, and the compound is, therefore, available in quantity at
prices apparently acceptable for its use as a solid lubricant. Many commercial
lubricant products containing (CFx) n are now available in Japan. Hopefully, a
similar experience will occur in this country, especially since much of the
pioneering research on (CFx)n as a lubricant was performed in the U.S.A.
(e.g., refs. 12, 14, and 20).
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High-TemperatureSolid Lubrication

Table I lists a number of advancedtechnologyareas and the anticipated
temperaturesat which componentsmust be lubricated. It is obviousthat most
of these are beyond the temperaturelimitsof oils, greases,polymers,or even
known layer latticesolid lubricants. We, therefore,need to creatively
search for other classesof solid materialswith desirabletribological
propertiesover a very wide temperaturespectrumfrom atmospherictemperature

0

to in excess of 1000 C. We also must apply creatlveconceptsin the use of
these materials. Some suggestedconceptsfor achievinghigh-temperature
lubricationare the following:

(1) Formulateintrinsicself-lubricatingcompositions
• Dispersedsoft phases
• Vitrifyingagentsfor low shear strengthglaze
• Eutecticformerswith componentsof mating surface

(2) Coatings
• Plasma sprayed
• Fusion bonded
• Surficialdiffusionlayer

(3) Transferfilm lubrication
(4) Sputtering,ion plating

• Soft metals for lubrication
• Hard coats for wear control

Some of the materialsthat are appropriateto consider in applyingthese con-
cepts are indicatedin figure 7.

Is is now well establishedthat chemicallystablefluoridesof Group I
and II metals (such as LiF, CaFp, and BaF2) lubricateat high temperature
(e.g.,refs. 21 to 24). CaF2, _or example,undergoesa brittleto plastic
transitionat around 500° C which gives this compoundthe abilityto function
as a solid lubricantfrom 500° C to at least 1000° C. The lubricatingproper-
ties of these compoundsas powders,as fusion-bondedcoatingsfor metals, and
as componentsin compositeshave been reported. The compositesare either
sinteredmetal structuresinfiltratedwith molten fluoridesduring their prep-
ation or plasma-sprayedmulticomponentcoatings.

Fluoride-metalcomposites.- Compositebearingmaterialsin which the
solid lubricantis dispersedthroughoutthe structureare advantageouswhen
long lubricantlife is required. In some cases, a thin, bonded solid lubri-
cant coatingis used as an overlayon the self-lubricatingcompositemater-
ial. This assuresthe minimum frictioncoefficientobtainableby enrichment
of the compositesurfacewith lubricantwhile providinglong life due to the
underlying,self-lubricatingcompositematerial. Compositespreparedby
sinteringand infiltrationare useful materialsfor monolithicbearingsand
seals (ref. 23). Where coatingsare appropriate,similarcompositionscan be
preparedby plasma spraying(e.g.,refs. 22 and 24).

Mixed powdersof, for example,CaF2 and metal can be depositedby plasma
arc sprayingto form a compositecoatingon a wroughtmetal substrate. Excess
coatingmaterial is applied,and the coatingis then surfacegroundto the
desiredthickness(usually0.010 to 0.020 cm) and a smooth surfacefinish.
Two coatingsof this type that have been successfullyappliedin extremeen-
vironmentssuch as the space shuttleairframeand the hot sectionof small jet
enginesare designatedPSIO0 and PSI01. Their compositionsby weight are the
following:

PSIO0: 67 nichrome,16 1/2 calciumfluoride,16 1/2 glass
PSI01: 30 nichrome,30 silver,25 calciumfluoride,15 glass
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The glass in these compositions is a special sodium-free glass which provides
oxidation protection to the nichrome. Its composition is 58 SiO2, 21BaO,
8 CaO, 13 K20.

Figure 8 (ref. 24) gives friction coefficients in air for oscillating
journal bearings. The cylindrical bores of the bearings were coated with
0.025 cm of PSIO0 or PSI01. A pre-oxidized, but otherwise uncoated, un-
lubricated bearing is included for comparison. The oxide film on the pre-
oxidized bearing provided some protection against galling for a time but the
bearing seized at 870° C. Friction coefficients for the bearing lubricated
with PSIO0 were lower at all temperatures, and effective lubrication was
achieved from about 500° to 900° C. The beneficial effect of silver in
reducing low-temperature friction while only moderately reducing maximum
temperature capability of the coating system is illustrated by the data for
PSlOI. Friction coefficients of the order of 0.2 were obtained at all tem-
peratures from -107 ° to 870 ° C.

In general, the maximumuseful temperature in air for fluoride coatings
with a superalloymatrix is limitedby oxidationof the alloy. Even with a
protectiveglass within the compositestructure,the superalloyoxidizesmore
rapidly in the compositethan in the wroughtmetal state. The oxidationtem-
peraturelimit for compositeswith a nickel su_eralloymatrix is about 900° C
and for cobalt matrix coatingsit is about 650- C.

Fluoride-oxidecomposites.- Becauseof the limitationsimposedby the
oxidat'ionof metal matrix compositesand coatings,completelynonmetalliccom-
positionsare of interest. It has been reportedthat plasma-sprayedcoatings
of NiO containingabout 15 percentCaF2 have good high-temperaturewear
resistance(ref. 22). This coating is plasma sprayedonto seal bars for
regeneratorsthat are used in automotivegas turbineenginesto improvether-
mal efficiency. The coatingsmust have wear resistanceat high temperature
while in slidingcontactwith a porous ceramicregeneratorcore. The core
material is generallylithium-aluminumsilicate (LAS),magnesium-aluminum
silicate (MAS),or aluminumsilicate (AS).

Currentpreliminaryresearchat the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter indicates
that plasma-sprayedcoatingsbased on zirconiumoxide (Zr02)have attractive
tribologicalproperties. Figure 9 gives the frictioncoefficientsof plasma-
sprayedZrO2 and ZrO2-CaF2 coatingsto 930° C. In these experiments,the
coatingwas on the cylindricalsurfaceof a rotatingdisk; it was placed in
slidingcontactwith two flat nickel-basesuperalloyrub blocks. The bene-
ficial effect of a 20 percentCaF2 additionon reducingfriction is clear.
In an attemptto furtherreduce friction,silverwas added to the coating
composition. Frictionand wear of ZrO2-CaF2 coatingswith and withoutthe
silver additionare shown in figure 10. The silver additionwas clearly
detrimental,not having the beneficialeffect it had on improvingroom tem-
peraturefriction and wear of PSI01. In all cases,wear of the metal rub
shoes was mild, indicatingthat the coatingsare not abrasiveto the metal
counterface.

Siliconcarbideversus metals in air. - Siliconcarbide is one of the
importantrefractorymaterialsbeing used as a structuralceramicin advanced
propulsionsystems. It is, therefore,of interestto determineits friction
and wear properties. The frictioncoefficientfrom 25° to 930° C for silicon
carbideriders slidingon the precipitation-hardenednickel-base-alloyInconel
750 are shown in figure 11. At the slidingvelocityof 9 m/s (1770 fpm) the
frictioncoefficientdecreasedsteadilyfrom 0.4 at 25° to 0.2 at 930° C.

Table II gives wear coefficientsfor SiC riders slidingagainst (1) M-50
bearingsteel at room temperatureand at 300° C and (_ Inconel750 at room
temperatureand 900° C. Wear coefficientsin the 10-11 to 10-10 range are
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typicalof well-lubricatedspecimensin the boundary_Rbricationregime.
Therefore,the wear coefficients,which are _bout 10-zu for SiC and about
10-: for M-50 at room temperatureand at 300 C, may be consideredquite low
for unlubricatedsliding. Wear coefficientsfor the unlubricatedSiC and
IncRnel750 combinationare higher but not extreme. Wear coefficientsin the
10-_ range are consideredmoderate,and all wear coefficientswere in that
range except in the case of Inconel750 at room temperature. As is usual with
superalloys,both frictionand wear of Inconel750 decreasedwhen the metal
oxidizedat elevatedtemperature.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

There appearsto be a definitetrend to the increasinguse of solid
lubricationfor moderate as well as extremeenvironmentalcondition. Under
mild conditionsof temperatureand chemicalreactivity,solid lubricationis
sometimespreferredfor design simplicityand cost effectiveness. At high
temperaturebeyond the capabilitiesof oils or greases,self-lubricatedbear-
ings or gas bearingsare the only options;and even the gas bearingsusually
requirea backup solid lubricantcoatingfor starts,stops, and transient
high-speedrubs.

Polymer-basedcompositebearingmaterialsare receivingincreasedaccept-
ance in a very large varietyof applications. Polymercompositebearings are
readilyfabricatedby well-knowntechniquesof filamentwinding, injection
molding,or transfermolding. Some polymercompositesdo not require a metal
backingand are, therefore,completelyinert to galvaniccorrosion,light-
weight, and inexpensive. An exampleis the glass or aramid-filament-wound
epoxy bearingswith reinforcedPTFE self-lubricatingliners. This bearing
type is useful at high loads to a maximum temperatureof about 125" C.

Graphite-fiber-reinforcedpolyimidecompositesare used as free-standing
bearings (e.g.,variablestatorvane bushings in jet engine compressors)and
as self-lubricatingliners in plain cylindricalor plain sphericalsliding
contactbearings. They are usefulto about 350" C. The graphitefibers can
inducegalvaniccorrosionof contactingmetals,but this type of bearing is
usuallyused for moderatelyhigh-temperatureapplicationswhere the surround-
ing metals are selectedfor their corrosionresistance.

For temperaturesto 1000" C and higher,some inorganiccompositesin-
cludingspeciallyformulatedmetal-ceramicand all-ceramiccompositionhave
been used in some applicationsand will be needed in many more applicationsas
advanced,high efficiencypropulsionsystemsreceivemore attention.
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TABLE I. - WHY HIGH-TEMPERATURESOLID LUBRICANTS?

Application Temperature,
"C

Adiabaticdiesel cylinderliner 600 to 1100
Automotivegas turbineengine:
Regeneratorwear face 260 to 1100
Foil bearing (main shaft) 650

Rotaryengine for generalavaitionapex seals 300 to 650
Aircraftgas turbineengine:
Variablestator vane (compressor,current) 350
Bushings (turbine,near future) 1000
Thrust reversalbearings 800

Supersonicaircraft:
Control surfacebearings 350
Controlsurfacerub seals 650

Shuttle:
Controlsurfacerub seals 850

TABLEII.- WEARCOEFFICIENTSFORSiC RIDERS

SLIDINGAGAINSTM-50STEELAND INCONEL750

Disk Disk Wear factor,cm3/kg-cm
material temperature,

°C SiC rider Metal disk

M-50 steel Room 0.1x10-9 1.2x10-9
300 .07x10-g 1.8x10-9

Inconel750 Room 2.1xi0-9 18.0x10-9
go0 1.0x10-9 8.0x10-9
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS AND USES OF SOLID LUBRICANT FILMS

Bernard C. Stupp
Hohman Plating and Manufacturing, Inc.

Dayton, Ohio

Practicalapplicationsare illustratedwith discussionscoveringthe reasons
for use of solid lubricants,requiredperformance,lubricantselection,and
resultsobtained for the variousexamples shown. The applicationsdescribed
cover a broad range of solid lubricants. Includedare soft lamellarcompounds,
organicpolymers,soft elementalmetals, oxides and compoundsfor high
temperatureuse. The illustrationsselectedcover a broad range of lubricant
applicationtechniquesdelineatingthe reasonsfor the differentprocessing
procedureswhich includebonded films,plasma spraying,sputtering,ion plating
and electrodeposition.

INTRODUCTION

Solid lubricantsor solidmaterialswhich exhibitlubricatingpropertieshave
been in use for many years. In early years only materialswhich exhibited
slipperinessto the feelwere classifiedas lubricants. This was primarilydue to
the fact that most uses were under ambientoperatingconditions. In today's
technology,solid lubricantsare expectedto performover a broad spectrumof
harsh environments. If a materialexhibitstribologicalbehaviorunder the
requiredoperatingenvironmentthen it can be classifiedas a lubricanteven if it
is not slipperyto the feel.

A list of common solid lubricantsis shown in Table I. When used as bonded
films, graphite,molybdenumdisulfideand polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE)are the
most commonlyused.

Graphite is a lamellarcompoundwhich lubricatesbecauseof weak van der
Waals forcesat the slip planes. However,as is well known, graphitedependson
an intercalationof gases, liquidsor other substancesbetween its layers. It
is not, therefore,useful as a lubricantin an environmentwhere these inter-
calatedor adsorbedmaterialscannot be maintained (Ref.l). Graphitehas an upper
operatingtemperaturerange of 823-933o Kelvin (I022-12200F)at atmospheric
pressureunless stabilizedagainstoxidationwith adjuvants.

Molybdenumdisulfideis a dichalcogenidewith weak van der Waals forces
betweenthe sulfurbonds and is not dependentupon adsorbedvapors for its
lubricatingproperties. It is subjectto oxidationabove 573°Kelvin (572°F)and
its nature is such that high humidityconditionsdeleteriouslyaffectsits
lubricatingcharacteristics(Ref.2). While not confirmed,it has been reported
that molybdenumdisulfidefilms sputteredat certainparametersare not as grossly
affectedby high humidityconditionsas is the naturalproduct (Ref.3). While
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other dichalcogenidesare shown in Table I, molybdenumdisulfideis the most
widely used.

Organicpolymers such as PTFE and polymericamides offer very low friction
characteristicsbut generallyexhibitlow load carryingproperties. The load
carryingcapabilitiescan be drasticallyimprovedwith fillerssuch as carbon,
oxides,molybdenumdisulfideand other polymericbinders. PTFE has excellentnon-
wetting propertiesand is widely used as a releaseagent. As a molded article
it serves for many lightlyloadedapplications,and in conjunctionwith proper
fillersand binders,as a solid lubricantfilm.

Methodsof applyingthe solid lubricantslisted in Table I are quite varied
and the techniqueselectedwill depend to a great extent upon the lubricantand
the desiredend result. For very thin films, less than 2x10-6m (.00008in.),
where the lubricanthas a naturalaffinityfor the substratematerial,they may
be burnished. This is not, however,a precisemethod. Thicknesscontrolis
difficultand adhesion is marginal. A much more precisemethod is sputtering
where thicknesscontrolis precise and due to the high energies involvedin the
depositionthe adhesion is excellentT Furthermore,where noncompatibilityexists
between lubricantand substrate,graded coatingscan be achievedwith ease.
Sputtering,a unique method of applyingvery thin films, avoidsmany of the common
problemsencounteredby other applicationtechniques. The need for binders is
eliminated. The substratesurfaceis made atomicallyclean and can be texturedby
ion bombardment,thus providingexcellentadhesion. Duplex films with enhanced
properties can be produced (Ref.4). Lead, silver,gold, tin, molybdenum
disulfide,PTFE and the oxides have been successfullysputtered.

Plasma sprayingis used for applyingcoatingsof calcium/bariumfluoride,
variousoxides and hard wear resistantcoatings. Plasma sprayedcoatingsare
usuallymuch thickerthan sputteredfilms and generallymust be finishmachined
after the coatingis applied (Ref.5). The densityof plasma sprayedcoatingsis
lower than sputteredfilms and adhesionto the substrateis less.

The elementalmetals listed in Table I may be electroplated,chemically
depositedor ion plated. For tribologicalpurposes ion plating is a superior
method. Ion plating is accomplishedby placingthe componentin a vacuum chamber
and reducingthe pressure to a low level. Followingthis, the chamber is back
filledwith a non-reactivegas such as argon to a pressurewhich permitsa glow
dischargeto be sustainedwhen the part to be coated is negativelybiased. This
procedureion bombardsthe surface,atomicallycleans it, raises the temperature
and texturesthe surface. After the surfaceis sufficientlycleanedin this
manner, the coatingmaterial is melted and evaporatedinto the glow discharge.
Some of the evaporantmaterial is ionizedby collisionswith electronsand is
attractedto the surfaceof the part to be coated. The ionizedevaporant
arrivesat the surfacewith high energies,in the range of 5x10-16 joule to
6xi0-16joule (3000to 4000 electronvolts) which provides excellentadhesion.
Very thin films can be depositedwhich is very desirablefor many tribological
applications(Ref.6,7 & 8).

For most applicationsof graphite,molybdenumdisulfideand PTFE, the common
method is to incorporatethe lubricantpigment into variousbinderswhich can be
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appliedby spraying,dippingor brushing,after which they are bonded by baking or
air drying.

A varietyof bindersused in solid lubricantcompositionsare listed in Table
II. As would be expected,the types of bindersused, their ratio to lubricant
pigmentand the incorporationof other adjuvantsgreatlyinfluencethe properties
of the final coating. A high percentageof lubricantpigment to resin binders
usuallyaffordsbetter frictionalbehaviorbut in most cases lower endurancelife.
Higher binder percentagescan offer greatercorrosionprotectionwith a sacrifice
of lubricatingproperties.

Other factorsto be consideredfor proper use of bonded solid lubricantfilms
are substratecompatibilitywith the particularlubricantcompositionto be
used, substratesurfacepreparationand design compromises. Probablythe most
importantconsideration,assumingthat the bondingagent used has good adhesion
to a particularsubstratematerial,is surfacepreparation (Ref.9,i0 & ii).

A number of surfacepreparationsare listed in Table III for various
substratematerials. Due to the fact that some lubricantcompositionsrequire
differentsurfacepreparationsfor maximumperformance,it is difficultto
preciselydescribethe proper pretreatmentfor all situations. In many cases it
must be determinedempirically. However, in general,most bonded films perform
best when appliedover phosphatedsteels. Some compositionsrequiregrit blasting
prior to phosphating. There are many differenttypes of phosphatingprocedures
used and the type of crystallographyobtainedis of considerableimportance
(Ref.ll). Phosphatestructuresundergophase changesat elevatedtemperatures
and thereforethe type selectedshouldbe compatiblewith the binder cure
temperature.

Aluminum,its alloys and titaniumare generallyanodizedprior to application
of bonded films. In most instancesthe anodic film should be unsealed. However,
in some formulationsthe resin binder will preferentiallymigrate out of the
lubricantcompositioninto the unsealedpores of the anodic film, leavingthe
lubricantfilm short of the proper ratio of binder to pigment. In these cases the
anodic film shouldbe sealedprior to lubricantapplication. Baking of anodic
films will cause crackingof the film which reducesits corrosionresistance.
Therefore,either air drying or low temperaturecuring bindersare preferableon
anodizedmaterials.

For materialswhich do not phosphateor anodize,the surfacesmay be
chemicallyetched,grit blasted,vapor blastedor ion etched. Regardlessof the
preparationused, experiencehas shown that a slightlyroughenedor disrupted
surfaceprovides superiorresults for bonded films when comparedto smoothly
machined surfaces.

Designingfor the use of bonded films is also an importantconsideration.
These films are generally applied in thicknesses from 5x10-6m to 2.5x10-5m
(.0002-.001in.). As the films wear, the lubricantis graduallysluffedoff.
This "sluff-off"or wear debris must have someplaceto go or else it expedites
destructionof the film. Therefore,whereverpossiblethe componentdesign should
incorporaterecessedareas in the contactzone.
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EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL USES

The examples of practical uses of solid lubricants shown have been selected
to illustrate the various materials and processing techniques discussed in the
introduction.

The use of an epoxy bonded MoS2 film is shown on a screw and slide applica-
tion used for gripping perforating bars on high speed printing rolls (Fig. i).
The screw actuates a wedge slide which if not lubricated extrudes the shoulder
of the screw and the wedge siezes in its guide resulting in a non-uniform
pressure in the gripping action. The epoxy binder was used because of its
excellent surface adhesion and load carrying capacity. The parts are fabricated
of high carbon steel hardened to 553 KHN (Rc 50). They are pretreated by
phosphating, sprayed with the lubricant composition to a thickness of 8x10-6m to
2x10-_ (.0003-.0007 inch) and baked one hour at 478°Kelvin (400°F). The load
on the screw shoulder at crash gripping is 6.65xi04 Newtons/M (380 ibs/in) of
bar length. The coated gripper bar is shown placed in the operating machine in
Fig. 2.

A steel hand crank operated shaft using a phenolic bonded MoS2 coating is
shown in Fig. 3. The shaft is operated in a cast iron sleeve type bearing and
is used to actuate a load of 222 Newtons (50 lb.) to 445 Newtons (I00 ibs.) in
food processing machinery where conventional grease lubrication is objectionable.
The phenolic binder is used on the basis of ease of application and is sprayed
over a phosphate pretreatment to a thickness of ixl0-_m (.0005 in.) and oven
baked one hour at 464° Kelvin (375°F).

This application represents a case in point, where the coating would be more
effective if the shaft were machined to provide interrupted surfaces. However,
the present coating system operates satisfactorily and due to increased costs the
interrupted surface concept has not been implemented.

The use of a polyimide bonded MoS 2 film is shown in Fig. 4. This part has an
internal acme thread and slides inside a titanium housing where high shear stress
is imposed on the coating. The material is 17-4 PH hardened steel pretreated by
vapor blasting. The polyimide bonding lubricant is applied to a thickness of
5x10-6m to Ixl0-5m (.0002 to .0004 in.) and oven cured for one hour at 394° Kelvin
(250°F), followed with a 90 minute cure at 589° Kelvin (600°F). This power nut is
used on the Instel V satellite to position the antennas. The operational require-
ment is from one to two cycles per day for 16 years.

The use of an air drying alkyd bonded MoS2 coating is illustrated in Fig. 5 &
6. In this application, aluminum tubing is coated with the air drying lubricant
composition (Fig. 5) after which the tubing is swaged to a reduction of more than
30 percent (Fig. 6). After the reduction the lubricant is removed by buffing.

The above examples of bonded dry film coatings are selected to show the use
of different bonding agents. Other applications include, but are not limited to,
automotive ball joints, door lock mechanisms, servo motors, anti-skid brake
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mechanisms,load adjustor slideson tractortrailers,starterbushings,actuator
parts and universaljoints.

Uses of sputteredMoS2 films are illustratedin Fig. 7 throughFig. I0.

A sputteredMoS2 coatingon an adjustingscrew is shown in Fig. 7. The screw
operates in the acme threadof the power nut shown in Fig. 4. The screw is
fabricatedof a titaniumalloy and is sputteredwith 3x10-7m (3000A) of MoS2 and
operatesover the same cycle life as describedfor Fig. 4.

The assemblyof the power nut and screw is shown in Fig. 8. Note that the
left hand bearing diameteris also sputteredto prevent frettingcorrosionagainst
the inner race of a ball bearing fit. The ball bearingraces, retainersand balls
are also sputteredwith MoS2.

Sputteredball bearingcomponentsare shown in Fig. 9. These componentswere
used in the Viking satellitefor the Mars flight. They were sputteredwith
3x10-7mto 4x10"7m (3000to 4000 A) of MoS2. The bearings operatedwith complete
satisfaction.

The evolutionof coatingtechniquesis illustratedin Fig. I0 which shows a
cam which operates in a space environment. The cam is fabricatedof 17-4 PH steel
and must lift a load of 4xl04Newtons (i0000ibs.) throughan angle of arc of 0.61
radian (35°). The mating surfaceis titaniumand the requiredoperatinglife is
i00 cycles. Althoughthe design was improperfor using standardbonded films,
severalwere tested and on an averagegave from 9 to 20 cycles to failure.When
the cam was sputteredwith MoS2 to a thicknessof from 2x10-6mto 3x10-6m (20000
to 30000 _), this coatingprovided 50 to 60 cyclesto failure. As described
earlier,the processof sputteringis such that through some very subtle changes
in processingparametersthe film propertiescan be drasticallyinfluenced.
Intentionalincorporationof impuritiescan drasticallyinfluenceperformance.
The final coatingevolutionin this case was to sputterthe cam with a co-
sputteredMoS2 plus 3-5% nickel to a thicknessof from 2x10-6mto 3x10-6m (20000
to 30000 _). This film has consistentlygiven a life of over 300 cycles.

An exampleof galvanicallydepositedfilms is illustratedin Fig. Ii which is
a bearinghousing fabricatedof aluminum. The coatingis a thin film of tin. Its
use is old in the art, but it illustratesthe use of solid elementalmaterialsas
lubricants. The functionof the coatingin this case is to allow the bearingto
break in and operateproperlywith a marginal horsepowerrating. In this instance
the bearinghousing is used in a compressorwhich is a highly competitiveitem and
the horsepowerrating is thusly reducedto a bare minimum. Without the tin
coatingthe startingtorque is high and 15 to 20% of the marginal horsepower
motors are burned out in the first 15-25 hours of operation. With the tin
coating,the frictionalpropertiesare such that no losses occur and the coating
cost is economicallynecessary.

The foregoingexampleof tin galvanicallydepositedon aluminumis old in the
art. A much newer techniquefor depositingelementalmetals is ion plating. Ion
plated lead on high speed ball bearingcomponentsis shown in Fig. 12. These
bearingcomponentsare ion plated with thin films of lead 5x10-8mto Ixl0-7m (500
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to 1000 _) with excellentsubstrateadherence. They are operated at speeds in
excess of i000 radians/seconds(i0,000RPM) at loads of 7x108 newtons/m2
(I00,000psi) in a vacuum environment.

An ion plated silver applicationis illustratedin Fig. 13, which shows a
precisionlead screw which must operatewithoutbacklash. It requires,therefore,
a very thin film to prevent interracialwelding under vacuum environment. This
particularpart is ion plated with Ixl0-7mto 1.8x10-7m (i000to 1800 A) of
silver.

Ion plated gold bearing componentsare shown in Fig. 14. This photographis
of ion plated gold on 440-C stainlesssteel bearingcomponentsused in the Pioneer
satellite. The coatingprocesswas 3x10-Smto 5x10-Sm (300-500A) of tungstenas
a barrier layer to prevent diffusionfollowedwith 1.2x10-7mto 2x10-7m (1200to
2000 _) of gold. The bearings operatedin an environmentof space and ammoniaat
temperatureranges up to 478° Kelvin (400°F).

A highly loadedprecisionbull gear 0.51m (20 inches)in diameterwhich has
been ion plated with 1.2x10-7mto 2x10-7m (1200to 2000 _) of gold is shown in
Fig. 15. This particulargear is used in space environment. It transmits136
joules (i00ft ibs.) of torque and the ion gold plate prevents cold weldingof the
gear pitch line (Fig. 16). The illustrationserves to show that not just small
parts are coated,and that coatingcosts are not extreme in relationto
fabricationcosts. It is not unusualto see metal finishingcosts,even in high
volume production,exceedmanufacturingcosts. In this illustrationthe gold ion
plating cost is less than 5 percent of the gear cost.

Thin ion gold plated parts have operateddry at loads in excessof 1.4x109
newtons/m2 (2.0x105psi) withoutcold welding.

As describedearlier,PTFE is an excellentsolid lubricant. Fig. 17 shows a
wobble plate coated with a carbon filled PTFE composition. The part is fabricated
by powder metallurgyand is pretreatedwith a stabilizedphosphateprior to
coatingwith PTFE and oven curing at 589° Kelvin (600°F)for one hour. The
coatingoperates in freon and prevents seizingduring intermittentoperation.

Paper processingmachinerysuch as typewriters,computerprinters and copiers
have the problem of paper lint collectionon lubricatedparts. PTFE is in many
cases the perfect solution. Fig. 18 shows a chute againstwhich paper must move
with low friction. The PTFE coatingperformswell and does not collectpaper
lint.

A brass sleeve bearingcoatedwith PTFE on the internaldiameter is shown in
Fig. 19. PTFE preventsmetal transferand seizingof a steel plungerwhich slides
longitudinallyin the bushing.

Many parts are in use which use PTFE as the lubricantsuch as throttle
linkages,gate valves, solenoids,pharmaceuticalequipment,industrialfasteners,
carburetorshafts and centrifuges.

Plasma sprayedcoatingsof ceramics,oxides and other high temperature
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materialsare in use. Fig. 20 is a pictureof a plasma sprayedcalcium/barium
fluoridecoatingon the internaldiameterof a sleeve. After sprayingit is
groundto proper dimensionsand is fittedover a shaft which is used in turbine
engine diffusers. The coatingoperatesat temperaturesin excessof 1033° Kelvin
(1400°F). Seal rings, bushingsand bearingraces are also being sprayedwith
calcium/bariumfluoride for use in turbineengine and missile system applications,
as well as shaft seals for turbo-pumpsand piston rings for high performance
reciprocatingcompressors.

Chromiumoxide is a useful tribologicalcoatingand Fig. 21 shows a stainless
steel shaft which has been plasma sprayedwith chromiumoxide and finish ground to
dimensionsize. It operatesat 755° Kelvin (900°F)in journalbearingsmade of
tribaloy in an oscilatingmode throughan angle of arc of 1.6 radians (90 degrees)
at 25 cycles per minute. The systemhas given satisfactoryoperationfor over
40,000,000cycles.

Dies used for high temperaturehot extrusionof high meltingpoint materials
such as nickel,molybdenum,tungstenand chromiumalloysuse oxides as lubricant
coatings. In Fig. 22 the cut away photo shows the die at the left hand side
coatedwith a plasma sprayedcoatingof zirconiumoxide. This coatingis
approximately3.8x10-4m(.015inch) thick. The billet to be extruded is in the
center sectionand is coatedwith a slurryof glass which acts as a lubricantand
interactswith the zirconiumoxide coatingon the extrusiondie. The billet is
heated to 1366° Kelvin (2000°F)and extruded. The effectivenessof the coatingis
shown by the fact that an uncoateddie requires6.1x106newtons (690tons) of
force with an exit speed of 1.3x10-2 m/sec. (.50in./sec.)at a reductionratio of
1 to 1 whereasthe zirconiumoxide coated die requiresonly 2.1x106newtons (240
tons) at an exit speed of 3.8xi0-2 m/sec. (1.5in./sec.)at a reductionratio of
19.8 to i.

Fig. 23 shows an untrimmedextrusionwith a portionof the billet remaining.
Fig. 24 is the extrusionmachine.
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TABLE I

Common Solid Lubricants

Application
Methods

Graphite A

MolybdenumDisulfide A & C

MolybdenumDiselenide A & C

NiobiumDiselenide A & C

TungstenDisulfide A & C

Polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE) A & F

Silver B, C & E

Lead B, C & E

Gold B, C & E

Tin B, C &E

Calcium/BariumFluoride D

Boron Nitride A

Oxides C & D

A. Bonded Films
B. Ion Plated
C. Sputtered
D. Plasma Spray
E. Electrodeposition
F. Molded
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TABLE II

ConlnonBinders for Solid LubricantCoatings

Cure Max. Use
Temp. Kelvin Temp. Kelvin

PhenolicResins 423 478

CellulosicResins 343 338

AcrylicResins 343 338

Epoxy Resins 448-478 588

Amide Resins 573 623

InorganicSilicates 463-523 723

InorganicPhosphates 338-473 773

Bohemite 723 873

Alkyd Resins 343 343

SiliconeResins 533 598

TABLE III

SubstrateMaterial Pretreatment

Aluminum & AluminumAlloys Anodize

Brass & CopperAlloys Vapor Blast,ChemicalEtch

Cadmium,Tin, Zinc Phosphate,ChromateConversion

Magnesium Anodize,Dow 7

Nickel & Chromium Vapor Blast,Oxidize

StainlessSteels Vapor Blast, LubriteSS

FerriticAlloys Phosphate

Titanium Vapor Blast,Anodize
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Figure 1 - Screw and slide coated with an epoxy bonded MoS2 film.

Figure 2 - Screw and slide in the operating machine.
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Figure 3 - Hand crank operated shaft coated with a phenolic
bonded MoS2 film.

Figure 4 - Power nut coated with a polyimide bonded MoS2 film.
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Figure 5 - Aluminum tube coated with an alkyd bonded MoS2 film.

Figure 6 - Aluminum tube after swaging.
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Figure 7 - Adjusting screw sputtered with MoS2

Figure 8 - Assembly of power nut and screw (Fig. 4 & 7)
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Figure 9 - Ball bearing components sputtered withMoS 2.

Figure 10 - Camco-sputtered with MoS2 and nickel.
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Figure11 - Bearinghousinggalvanicallycoatedwith tin.

Figure 12 - Ball bearingcomponentsion plated with lead.
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Figure 13 - Lead screw ion plated with silver.

Figure 14 - Bearing components ion plated with gold.
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Figure 15 - Bull gear ion plated with gold.

Figure 16 - Gear pitch line.
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Figure 17 - Wobble plate coated with PTFE.

Figure 18 - Paper chute coated with PTFE.
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Figure 19 - Brass sleeve with internal diameter PTFE coated.

Figure 20 - Sleeve with internal diameter plasma coated with
calcium/barium fluoride.
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Figure 21 - Shaft plasma coated with chromium oxide.

Figure 22 - Extrusion die plasma coated with zirconium oxide.
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Figure23 - Untrimmedextrusion.

Figure 24 - Extrusion machine.
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DISCUSSION

Marshall B. Peterson
Wear Sciences

Arnold, Maryland

The author has discussedsome of the current practicalapplicationsof
solid lubricantfilms. Since he has participatedin most of these
developments,his insight is particularlyvaluable for this conference
as it attempts to look into the future. From his paper we can dis-
tinguishtwo main trends:

I. Introductionof a wider varietyof lubricantsand lubricating
materials to meet specialapplicationrequirements.

2. Developmentsof new film applicationtechniqueswhich allow
f6r better controlof film parametersand useful life.

It is useful to expand on these two points:

The search for new lubricantshas been driven primarilyby the need
for high temperaturelubricants..Through the years a varietyof
materialshave been suggested, Some of these are summarizedin Figure l (1).
The importantthing to note.is that all of these materialsare effective
in a given temperaturerange, The real problemarises in trying to operate
over a broad temperaturerange. To date almost no lubricantshave been
isolatedwhich are effectiveat both high ()600C)and low _200C) temperatures.
Withoutthis capabilitythey are uselessfor most applications. If thirty
years of research has not produceda wide temperaturerange lubricant,
then some new approachesmight be warranted;these are:

I. Conduct fundamentalresearchto obtain a betterunderstandingof
shear processusing soft solids as lubricants. Is it a flow
process similarto viscousfluids or is it interfaceslip?
If it is interfaceslip, where does the sllp occur,within the
solid lubricantor at the metal lubricantinterface? What is
needed is a clear model for solid lubricantbehavior. With this
model new advancesma-_'-be possible.

2. Design componentsto operatewith marginallyeffectivelubri.-
cants. This is possible,for example,by choosingmaterialswhich
will slide unlubricatedwithout damage or excessivewear over that
portionof the cycle where the lubricantis ineffective. It is also
possiblewith rollingcontactswhich do not require low friction
lubricants. Researchis needed to define what film properties
are required to maximize film wear !ife.

If the lubricantsof Figure I are accepted,then how are they to be used
to lubricate:rollingcontactbearings,bushings,journal bearings,gears,
pistonrings, valve guides etc. A varietyof approacheshave been tried.
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For example, rollingcontactbearingshave been lubricatedwith films
(2) (3) (4); reservoirsplaced in the cageand lands (5); compositecages
which suppliedlubricantsby rubbingagainstthe balls (6) (7) (8) (9);
alternativeballs of metal and lubricantcomposite;lubricantcomposite
balls and races (lO) replacingthe cage with spring loaded sticks (ll)
to rub againstthe ball; vapor lubricationwith reactivegases (12) (13)
either sprayedinto the bearingor self contained;powders blown into the
bearing (14) and finally a self containedrecirculationsystem for pow-
ders (15). More recentlya major research programwas initiatedto es-
tablishthe feasibilityof dry-lubricated,rollingcontact bearings (16)
(17) (18) (Ig) (20) using films and compositecages. Similarapproaches
have been used for other componenttypes.

Of these approachesonly solid lubricantfilms and compositematerials
have been adequately investigatedand come into generaluse. Films are
limitedin life to severalmillion cycles. With compositematerials, the
material itselfmust wear to supply the lubricant;accordingly,it has
a limitedwear life. In the other approachesthe film is resuppliedand
the functionsare separatedso that a hard wear resistantbearingmaterial
may be used in combinationwith an effectivelubricant.

Furthereffortsare needed to developthese resupply techniquesusing the
availablelubricants. Researchshould be conductednot only to better
understandthe parametersinvolvedbut to adapt them to specificcomponents
and specifictemperatureranges. Three systemscan be considered:

I. Stick lubrication
2. Vapor lubrication
3. Powder lubrication

Each of these has problems;the primary one in all three cases is lubricant
film control under changingenvironmentalconditionsand wear rates.
Some researchalong these lines would be useful.
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RESPONSE

Bernard C. Stupp

Hohman Plating and Manufacturing Inc.
Dayton, Ohio

The main thrust of this paper at a highly technical conference was to

interject successful uses of solid lubricant films, and as pointed out by

Mr. Peterson a wide variety of materials was shown in successful applications.

Film application techniques were also shown to play an important role in the

effective use of solid lubricants. On expanding these two points, Mr. Peterson

has shown a keen insight for the need of further fundamental research concern-

ing the mechanism of solids as lubricants.

As relates to the broad temperature range lubricant he asks for, it may

be necessary to depend upon mechanical design, such as heating or cooling com-

ponents so that they work in a temperature range which can be satisfactorily

lubricated, thus eliminating the ambient temperature problem.

Work is being done with interelated compounds in an effort to broaden

the useful temperature range of materials and as described in reference 4 of

the paper, new application techniques offer opportunities for improved mate-

rials properties.

Mr. Peterson's remarks are pertinent and offers suggestions for further

investigation for which I am thankful.
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SUPPORTOF OIL LUBRICATIONBY BONDEDCOATINGS

RddigerHolinski
DOW CORNINGW.Germany,ResearchandDevelopment

Munich,WestGermany

A now generationof lubricatinglacquersfor treatmentof metal surfaceshas
been developed.These new coatingshave proved to be oil-compatibleand are
used in oil-lubricatedsystems.The oil lubricationis supportedthereby
throughreductionof frictionand increaseof load-carryingcapacityduring
boundary conditions.For difficulttribologicalsystems,the problem-solving
lubricatingconcepthas proved to be the beneficialcombinationof lubricating
oil and bonded coatings.A number of practicalapplicationsare presented.

INTRODUCTION

Solid lubricationwith inorganiccompounds,in particularwith molybdenum
disulphide,has become an importantbranch of problem-solvinglubrication.
Solid lubricantshave proved to be suitablefor lubricationof machine compo-
nents under difficultconditionssuch as extremelylow speeds and high pressures.
The greatesttechnicalimportancethese solids have gained is to lubricate
under dry conditions;they provide lubricationunder extremeenvironmental
conditionssuch as: vacuum,

extremelyhigh temperatures,
low temperatures,
presence of radiation,
etc.

Under these conditions,oils cannotprovide adequate lubrication;solid lubri-
cants offer for these conditionssuitablesolutions.

The first practicalapplicationof a solid lubricantwas the rubbing-inof
molybdenumdisulphidepowder on metal surfaces.Since the platelikeMoS2
praticlesadhere extremelywell to metal surfaces,a bsmogeneoussolid lubricant
film is generatedby polishing(fig. i). The lubricatingfilm is significantly
smootherthan the originalmetal surface. Duringthe contactof two machine
components,the load is distributedover a largercontact area, i.e. that the
specificpressure is reduced.

The molybdenumdisulphidefilm has a very high load-carryingcapacityand
protectsthe metal surfacefrom wear under extremelyhigh loads (ref. i, 2).
Furthermore,this solid film provides the metal surfacewith a very low friction.
The coefficientof frictioncan go down to /u = 0.02. Such dry films cannotbe
replacedwithout substantialeffort,i.e. that such a film has to provide lubri-
cation for the whole life of a machine component.Under dry conditions,the life-
time of these lubricatingfilms is very high. When this treatmentof metal
surfacesand the tribologicalbenefitsbecame common knowledge,engineers
also wanted to utilizethis technologyfor machine con_x_nentswhich are lubri-
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cated by oils or greases.However, it was found that solid lubricantfilms had
in oils under tribologicalstress only a limitedlifetime.In oils, the films
are strippedfrom the metal surface in a very short time (ref. 3, 4).

In recent years, new solid lubricant-containingcoatingshave been developed
with oil-resistantbinders. These oil-compatiblebonded coatingsprotect metal
surfaces from wear and reduce frictionunder boundary conditionsalso in the
presenceof oil. These coatingsare well suited to provide substantiallyimproved
lubricationfor machine componentsunder difficultconditions.

COMPOSITIONOF LUBRICATINGLACQUERS

A typicalbonded coating basicallyconsistsof three con_ponents:solid lubri-
cant pigments,a binder, and a solvent.The binder is dissolvedin the solvent
and the solid lubricantparticlesare dispersed.

This product is appliedto metal surfacesmainly by dippingor spraying.After
the application,the liquid film starts to solidifyby evaporationof the
solventand crystallisationof the binder.The binder can be an organicresin
or an inorganiccompound.It has the task to connectsolid lubricantparticles
with each other and to bind the solid pigments to the metal surface.In most
cases, the binder also has to protect the metal from corrosionby keepingwater
from the surface.

Figure 2 shows profiles of the metal componentswhich have been treatedwith
a bonded coating.On the left photo, the profileof a solid lubricantcoating
can be seen which has been appliedto the surfaceby spraying.The coating
appearsto consistof many solid lamellaeof random orientation.If such a
coatingis mechanicallystressedby slidingor rollingcontact,the solid coating
is ccnpressed.The lamellaestart to orientparallellyto the frictionalsurface.
By the appliedload, the particlesare pressed to the metal surface and form a
very strong adhesionto the surface.During the running-inprocess, from the

solid lubricantparticlesa homogeneoussolid layer of a thicknessof 2 /oreis
being formed (rightpart of figure 2).

When this film has been formed,there is a high degree of cohesionwithin the
film and strong adhesionbetween layer and surface.Cohesion and adhesionof
this homogeneousfilm is so strong that this surfacelayer can take extremely
high loads and high shear forceswithoutbeing destroyedor removed from the
metal surface. In case of molybdenumdisul_hide,such a lubricatingfilm can
withstanda specificpressureof 3000 N/ramz. The run-in film makes a very homo-
geneousappearance;it cannot be recognizedthat this film has been formed from
many individualsolid particles.

In an oil, a bonded coating is only stable under tribologicalstress when special
binders are being used which have to be heat-curedafter application.These oil-
compatiblebonded lubricantshave been used successfullyin many oil-lubricated
tribologicalsystemsfor protectionof metal surfaces.Oil-compatiblecoatings
made a significantcontributionto oil lubrication.
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_UTION OF BONDED COATINGS TO OIL LUBRICATION

Solidlubricantfilmson metalsurfacescan supportoil lubricationonly in the
regimeof boundaryandmixedlubrication.Becauseof too highloadsand/ortoo
lowspeeds,the lubricatingoil filmbecomesso thinthatbothmovingmetal
ccmponentscannotbe separatedanymorecompletelyfromeachotherby the lubri-
cant.Duringmixedlubrication,thereis occasionalmetalcontactand during
boundarylubrication,thereis primarilymetalcontactas is demonstratedin the
Stribeckcurve(fig.3).

The shapeof the Stribeckcurvenot onlydependson speed,load,and viscosity
of the oil,but alsoon the asperityof themetalsurface(ref.5). In caseof
a roughmetalsurface,the regimeof boundaryandmixedlubricationis enlarged,
i.e.metal-to-metalcontactoccursat relativelyhighspeedsand low loads.If
a roughmetalsurfacehas beencoatedwitha solidlubricant-containinglayer,
the surfacebe_ significantlysmootheraftera shortrunning-inof the
coating.Thesesmoothsurfacesof machinecomponentswillnot enterthe areaof
mixedlubricationso soonas is the casewithroughsurfaces.

In figure4, a Stribeckcurvehas beenplottedfor two differentmetalsurfaces.
In one case,theroughmetalsurfacehasbeen coveredby a smoothlubricating
film.In this case,the staticfrictionof thebreak-awaytorqueis significant-
ly reducedin comparisonto theroughmetalsurfacebecausethe solidlubricant
filmhas a low coefficientof friction.Frictionremainsat a low levelduring
the entireperiodof boundaryandmixedlubricantion.Also theminimumof the
Stribeckcurve- thatis the constellationof speed,loadandviscositywhere
an oil filmis justthickenoughtoseparatebothmovingmetalcomponents- is
reachedat lowerspeedsand higherloadsin caseof the coatedmetalsurface.
In a certainconstellationof loadand speed,as demonstratedin figure4, the
movingpartswith a roughmetalsurfaceare stillin the regimeof mixedlubri-
cation,whilethe sanepartswith smoothcoatedsurfaceshaveenteredalready
the areaof hydrodynamiclubrication.

Thisbeneficialcontributionof solidlubricantcoatingsto oil lubrication
- as was explainedby the modelof the Stribeckcurve- has beenfoundin
practicalexperiments.Duringfrictionmeasurementof oil-lubricatedtaper
rollerbearings,the influenceof bondedcoatingson frictionwas measured
(ref.6). In theseexperiments,frictionof taperrollerbearingshas been
recordedat differentspeeds.First,frictionwas measuredwithbearingsas
supplied,and in othertests,the rimsof the bearingshavebeencoatedwith
molybdenumdisulphide.The resultsof theseexperimentsare givenin figure5.
In caseof the coatedbearings,the startingfrictionwas significantlylower
in cemparisonto the untreatedbearings;alsothe frictionalminimumof the
curvewas about25% lower.Thisminimumindicatesthe end of mixedfriction
and the startof hydrodynamiclubrication.Bothcurvesdemonstratethatthe
solidlubricantlayerson metalsurfacesreducefrictionsignificantlyin the
regimeof boundarylubrication.The areaof mixedlubricationhas beennarrowed
and hydrodynamiclubricationwas enlarged.The reductionof frictionmeansan
increaseof load-carryingcapacityby about25%.
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In case of oil lubrication,very smoothmetal surfacesare not desirablebecause
the adhesionof oil films is not the best on these surfaces,and lubricating
filmsmay rupture.However, it has been found that oils adhere excellentlyto
smoothmetal surfaces (ref. 7, 8).

Solid lubricantcoatingson metal surfacesof moving machine componentscontri-
bute to oil lubricationthe followingbenefits:

* Reductionof frictionduringboundary and mixed lubrication.
* Reductionof frictionaltemperature.
* Enlargementof hydrodynamiclubricationregime.
* Eliminationof stick-slipat low speeds.
* Preventionof wear-in damagesby seizure.
* Reductionof noise duringboundary lubrication.
* Increaseof load-carryingcapacity.
* Reductionof shear stress in the area of frictionalcontact.

The reductionof frictionaltemperaturemeans that the lubricatingoil is not
heated up that much, which in turn means an increasein life of the lubricant.
Becauseof the tribologicalbenefitsof oil-compatiblebonded coatings,this
technologyhas become standard applicationfor difficultoil-lubricatedmachine
components.

PRACTICALAPPLICATIONSOF OIL-COMPATIBLECOATINGS

In particularin transportationsystems,oil-con_atiblebonded coatingsare
being used successfully.In many cases, these lubricatinglacquersare being
appliedto prevent surfacedamagesduring the wear-inperiod and to reduce break-
in time. In other cases, the coatingshave to supportlubricationpermanently.
A few examplesare given:

Rotaryenginesrequire a run-inperiod of 60 to 90 minutes on a test stand to
achievefull capacityof the motor. The treatmentof the sealingparts of the
combustionchamberresulted in a reductionof run-in time of severalminutes.
The bonded coatings formed smooth surfacesin a very short time and, thereby,
the needed seatingof moving parts of the combustionchamber.The application
of a bonded coating allowedin this case to eliminatethe running-inof rotary
engineson a test stand. This meant a substantialcost saving in manufacturing
of rotary engines.

The first 200 to 300 rotationsof a rotary engine are very criticalbecause very
high wear might be generated.This high wear during the initialrun-in period
is substantiallyreducedby a treatmentof the surfacesof the trochoidwith a
bonded coating.

SeveralEuropeancar manufacturerscoat gear shafts,cam shafts, and tappetsof
varioustypes of passengercars with oil-compatiblelubricatinglacquers (fig.6).
The provenbenefits of this surfacetreatmentare reductionof run-in wear,
reductionof frictionallosses,and smooth trouble-freerunning-inof these
machine components.
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Automotivepistonscanwear at the pistonskirtundercertainconditions.
Duringcold starts,a highanountof gasolineis gettingintothe combustion
chamberand flushesawaythe lubricatingoil film.The pistonskirtis lacking
adequatelubrication.Therefore,pistonskirtsare coatedwithan oil-compatible
bondedcoatingwhichprotectsthepistonfromwear duringcoldstartswhen oil
lubricationis insufficient(fig.6).

Racesof constantvelocityjointswere coatedwith specialbondedcoatings.
Extensivetestshaveprovedthatthistreatmentleadsto an increasein load-
carryingcapacity,reductionof friction,and reductionof shearstress.The
overallbenefitwas thatpittingformationstartedmuch later,whichincreased
the lifetimeof constantvelocityjointssignificantly.

At heavyservicetrucks,problemswereencounteredwith the differentialgears;
the gearoil couldnotpreventwear and seizure,in particularduringbreak-in.
Thevariouspartsof the differentialgearhavebeen treatedwith a molybdenum
disulphide-containingbondedcoating(fig.7). It was foundthatthe surface
trea_t preventedseizureandwear,and the differentialgearsran trouble-
free.

Reductionof frictionin turnmeanssavingof energy.For thisreason,the
hypoidgearof the reardrivingaxleof a passengercar has been coatedwith
an oil-compatiblebondedcoating.Extensivetestsrevealeda reductionof
frictionallosses.The efficiencyof thesegearshas been increasedfrom92%
to 98%.

Smalldrivinggearsof smallmotorcyclesgeneratedtoo muchnoise.To solve
thisproblem,the gearshavebeentreatedwithan oil-compatiblecoating.This
bondedcoatingprovidedsmoothsurfacesof the gearflanksand reducedfriction.
Becauseof theseeffects,the runningnoisewas reducedby severaldecibel.

CONCLUSION

The developmentof oil-compatiblebonded coatingsalloweda reasonablecombi-
nation of solid lubricationand oil lubrication.In criticalcases, these new
solid lubricant-containinglacquerssupportedoil lubricationduring boundary
conditions.The proven benefits of oil-compatiblecoatings lead to many practi-
cal applications,especiallyin transportationsystems.The contributionof
wear reduction,frictionreduction,and increaseof lifetimeof machine compo-
nents by these bonded coatingsmeans higher reliabilityand better economics
of machines.
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Figurei. - SEM photographof a runin
solidlubricantfilm (right)on a metal
surface(left).XlO00.
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(a)Afterapplication. (b)Afterrunningin.

Figure2. - Profileof a solidlubricant-
containingcoatingon metalsurfaces.
X2000.
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Figure4. - Stribeckcurveas functicn
of surfaceroughness.
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Figure6. - Variousenginepartstreated
with an oil-compatiblebondedcoating.
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Figure7. - Differentialgearparts
coatedwith a lubricatinglacquer.
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DISCUSSION

Robert L. Fusaro
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Dr. Holinski has composed a clear, well written paper on bonded

solid lubricant coatings. He has reviewed and discussed many aspects

of dry solid lubrication, and he has given many benefical effects of

solid lubricant coatings to oll lubrication. The one problem this

discussor has with the paper is that there are no experimental data

given to support these claims. No f_iction coefficients, wear rates

or endurance lives are given. _uld Dr. _linski, at least, give some

references where this data can be obtained.

In addition to the lack of data in the paper, there is also a

lack of discussion on the physical and chemical properties of these

coatings. What are the binders that were used, and what is it about

them that make them oil compatible? For instance, hew do they differ

from non-compatible binders?

Has there been any surface analysis done to characterize the

rubbing surfaces? Many questions might be asked in this regard, for

instance:

(I) Hew thick are the Urun-in" bonded films?

(2) Are transfer f_ims produced and what is their character?

(3) What is the failure mechanism of the films? Do they spall or

do they Just gradu_lly wear away?

(4) Is their any evidence of the oll reacting with the coatings?

(5) Is their any evidence of the additives in the oil reacting

with the coatings?
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(6) Does dissolved water in the oils present a problem?

(7) Arm bonded film wear particles filtered out, do they remain

in suspension, or do they plate out somewhere?

In conclusion, this discussor believes that the benefical effects

of bonded solid lubricant coatings to oll lubrication,that Dr. Holinskl

depicts,could very possibly be achieved. Unfortunately, this paper

does not convince this discussor that this panacea has yet been

accomplished.
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DISCUSSION

Masahisa Matsunaga
Chiba Institute of Technology

Narashino-shi, Japan

The work by R. Holinski is very important and interesting. Film of MoS2
bonded by inorganic binder is stable for long times in the lubricating condi-
tion as well as in the dry condition. These results had been obtained by many
workers in Japan. However, the organic binder is usually unstable in oil.
For instance, the binders phenol, polyimid, and epoxy were tested at the
Government Mechanical Laboratory. Their results were that these films were
unstable in oil and that very severe wear occurred in oil, especially oil con-
taining additives, even when films were fully heat-treated.

Organic films are used in Japan. For instance, Kawamura (ref. i} re-
ported that organic bonded films containing furan and epoxy had good "run-in"
characteristics. Further, Toyo Kocyo Companyhas developed a method for
determinin9 the piston profile in an engine by usin9 epoxy-bonded MoS2 films.

In reporting their results, the Japanese give the composition and the
film-making techniques are fully described. The present author, however, has
not provided the reader with this necessary information. The reader would
like to know more about the film. The following information should be
provided:

Properties of the film.

(1) The composition of the coating agents, including additives, MoS2,
and solvents

21 The size and shape of MoS2 powder3) Surface roughness and the method of preparing the coated metal sur-
face; for instance, pitch and depth of the surface topography as
shown in figure 4

Wear characteristics of the film.

The wear of films occurs naturally even if these are strongly bonded. We
would like to know the wear characteristics of the film.

(1} Initial film thickness
(2} Friction condition after the film formation
(3} Life of your film in industrial uses and at definite technical

conditions
(4) Wear mechanisms of the film including chemical action
(5) Shape of the wear debris and their influence on machine parts

Friction apparatus and results.

Wewould like to know the apparatus for determining figure 5, and to know
the measured points in the figure. The figure is too schematic.

Isn't it possible to obtain a lower friction curve if the author uses
oil-containing additives instead of mineral oil?
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Running-inand load-carryingcapacities.

Detailedexperimentsthat the organicbinder is effectivelyused for the
run-in processwere reportedby Kawamura (ref. 1). If the reductionof fric-
tion and the increaseof the load-carryingcapacityoccur by using a smooth
surfacethe smooth surfaceof the metal withoutMoS2 can attain the same
characteristics.

Have you comparedthe load-carryingcapacitiesby increasingthe applied
load on the rough surfaceof metal, the smooth surfaceof metal, and the
smooth surfaceof metal with MoS2? We think it is not enough to estimate
the load-carryingcapacity from the coefficientof friction.

REFERENCE

1. Kawamura,M.; Aoki, I.; and Yoshida,Y.: ASLE Proc. of Second International
Conferenceon Solid Lubrication. 1978.
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RESPONSE

Rh'digerHolinski
Dow Coming

Munich,FederalRepublicof Germany

The author would like to emphasizethat the presentedpaper was meant to be
a practicalreview of industrialapplicationsand not an institutepaper on
test machineresults:reportedwere those applicationswhere oil-compatible
coatingscontributedsubstantialtribologicalbenefits to machine components
which could not be satisfactorilylubricatedby an oil or grease.Most results
given in this paper were receivedfrom car manufacturerswhich did not disclose
all the detaileddata the discussorsare interestedin. However,the _portant
issue seems to be that oil-compatiblebonded coatingsare being used in production
successfullyto supportoil lubricationin tribologicallycriticalareas -
however,there is lack of theory why these coatingswork.

The authorwill try to respondto some of the raised questions:

i.) Composition:

The oil-compatiblecoatingconsistsof a specialpolyimidewith very good
lubricatingproperties;the binder/pigmentratio is substantiallydifferent;
this coatingcontainsmuch more resin than normalbonded coatings;as
pigments,molybdenumdisulphide(technicalfine) in combinationwith organic
solid lubricantsare used; the film has to be heat-cured.

2.) Propertiesand failuremechanismof the film:

The coatingis appliedat a thicknessof about 6/um; after running-in,the
film is about 3/orethick. Transferfilms have not been observed.One company
checkedby a specialfilter in a gear box for wear particlesand has found
only p.p.m, amountsof solid lubricantparticlesin the gear oil. The film
is gettinggraduallythinnerbut does not spall. No evidencehas been found
that the oil, water in oil, or oil additivesreactedwith the bonded films.
Test machine resultsrevealedthat the coefficientof frictionof an oil

(/u = 0.08) is being reduced to /u = 0.04 by the bonded coatingin the oil.
As a result of this, one car manufacturerreportedthat during a fast run
the gear oil temperaturewas 160°C;when the hypoid gears were coatedwith
the bonded film, the gear oil temperaturedroppedin the s_ne run to 120°C.
It is almost impossibleto decreasecoefficientof frictioneven more by
chemicaladditivesin the oil plus an MoS2 bonded film. On the other hand,
it is known that boundary layers generatedby ZDDP in oil increasefriction
and frictionaltemperaturesignificantly(Ref. 4 of the paper).

Surfaceroughnessof the substratesdepends on the variousparts to be
coated.RT = 2/urnfor tappet surfacesto RT = 30/orefor piston skirts.
Fig. 4 is only an explanatorymodel: In case of a very smoothmetal surface,
the boundary friction is still lower for the coatingbecause of the friction-
reducingproperty of MoS2. Fig. 5 is taken from Ref. 6: This SKF paper gives
resultsfrom a bearing test stand using taper roller bearingswith rims being
bonderedwith MOS2.
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In essence,the authorassumesthatthereasonforan oil-compatiblecoating
supportingoil lubricationin manyproblemareasis the following:Duringthe
criticalrun-inperiod,thereis sometimeslackof sufficientoil lubrication
and too highspecificpressure,so thatoftensurfacedamageoccurssuchas
scratcheswhichdo contributeto an earlyfailureof machinepartslikepitting.
The bondedfilmpreventssurfacedamages,can takehighspecificpressures,and
contributessignificantlyto generatingsmoothsurfacesof machinepartsin
frictionalcontact.Smoothsurfacescan takehigherloadsandpittingstarts
much later,as hasbeen reportedby our customers.

The authordoesnot thinkto havefounda "panacea",but a cureformanypractical
applications(notall)in whichoil lubricationalonedoesnotprovideadequate
lubrication.
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STATUSOF PLASMAPHYSICSTECHNIQUESFORTHE

DEPOSITION OF TRIBOLOGICAL COATINGS

Talivaldis Spalvins

National Aeronautics and Space Admlnistration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

This paper reviews the plasma physics deposition techniques of sputtering
and ion-plating. Their characteristics and potentials are discussed in terms
of synthesis or deposition of tribological coatings. Since the glow discharge
or plasma generated in the conventional sputtering and ion-plating techniques
has a low ionization efficiency (<0.1%}, rapid advances have been made in
equipment design to further increase the ionization efficiency. The enhanced
ionization favorably affects the nucleation and growth sequence of the coating.
This leads to improved adherence and coherence, higher density, favorable mor-
phological growth, and reduced internal stresses in the coatings. As a result,
desirable coating characteristics can be precision tailored. Tribological coat-
ing characteristics of sputtered solid f11m lubricants such as MoS2, ion-plated
soft gold and lead metallic films, and sputtered and ion-plated wear-resistant
refractory compound films such as nitrides and carbides are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Plasma or glow discharge, often referred to as the fourth state of matter,
is an ionized gas and a convenient source of energetic electrons, ions, photons,
and other activated energetic particles. On the basis how these glow dis-
charges are excited in inert gases and active gases or their mixtures, three
different surface modification tecnniques can be distinguished: (1) the deposi-
tion of distinct overlay coatings (sputtering and ion plating); (2) the sur-
face modification of the base materials without forming a discrete coating
(ion nitriding, surface passivation, and ion implantation); and (3) the sur-
face sputter etching or cleaning techniques.

For this review the emphasis is directed toward the plasma physics deposi-
tion techniques of sputtering and ion-plating. In these processes the coating
material is passed into the vapor phase either by a momentumexchange (impact)
or thermal evaporation. Condensation of the evaporant on the substrate is
subjected under the direct action of either ion flows or energetic neutrals.
Even without acceleration the ionized species favorably influence the critical
parameters of the condensation and nucleation process for film formation. As
a result, the glow discharge deposition process leads to improved film sub-
strate adherence, favorable morphological growth, higher coherence and density,
and reduced residual stresses in the film. All these film characteristics are
controlled strictly by the selected sputtering and ion-p|ating parameters and
the substrate condition, such as surface chemistry, temperature, and topogra-
phy. The particular sputtering and ion-plating parameters, and the substrate
conditions selected directly affect the resultant coating characteristics whlch
are in turn strongly interrelated with tribological properties and will deter-
mine the mode of wear and the life of the coating.
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The plasmasgeneratedin the conventionaldirectcurrent (dc) or radio-
frequency(rf) sputteringor dc-diodeion-platinghave a low degree of ioniza-
tion efficiencysince less than 0.1 percentof the argon gas is ionized.
Intensifiedattemptsare presentlybeing pursuedin both the design and the
applicationto further increasethe ionizationefficiencyof the evaporant
flux, primarilyfor the reactive sputteringand ion-platingof the hard, wear
resistantinterstitialcompoundssuch as carbidesand nitrides. Glow discharge
ionizationcan be enhancedeither by incorporatingadditionalsourcesfor ion-
ization (thermionicemitters)or by increasingthe electronpath within the
dischargewith the help of magnets- magnetronsputtering. The enhancedion-
izationvery favorablyaffectsthe crystallographicstructureand the morphol-
ogical growth. In additionto the enhanced ionization,the activationenergy
is also increased. This increasedenergy is used to initiatechemicalreac-
tions in the reactivemode of sputteringand ion plating.

This paper reviewsbrieflythe conventionaland the enhancedglow dis-
charge depositiontechniquesof sputteringand ion-platingand illustrates
their resultant,unique coatingcharacteristics.Furthermore,the tribological
propertiesof solid film lubricantsand wear resistantinterstitialcompound
films depositedby sputteringand ion platingare reviewed.

SPUTTERINGFEATURESAND ITSPOTENTIALS

The sputteringtechnologyoffers a great versatilityand flexibilityin
coatingpreparation,since the sputteredcoatingscan be tailoredin any pre-
ferred chemicalcompositionwith desirablecoatingmorphologies. The sput-
tering process is not regulatedby classicalthermodynamicsand Gibb's phase
rule relationships. As a result,one is not confinedwithin the frameworkof
the rigid phase relationships. Any combinationof metal and nonmetalelements
can be sputter-depositedin any compositionwithoutconcernfor their phase
relationships.

From an industrialpoint of view, the followinguniquefeaturesof sput-
tering are very desirable: versatilityin materialdeposition,momentum
transfer (impactevaporation),sputter-etching,precisecontrols(stoichi-
ometry,uniformity,thickness),high flexibilityin selectingsputteringmodes
and configurations,and eliminationof ecologicalproblems. These features
have been describedin detail in the literature(refs. 1 to 7).

Two basic types of sputteringcan be distinguished,dependingon whether
the glow dischargeplasma is generatedby directcurrent (dc)or radio-
frequency(rf) potentials. A typicalrf diode sputteringapparatuswith dc
bias is shown schematicallyand photographicallyin figure 1. In rf sputtering
the sputteringtarget is energizedby the applicationof rf (13.56MHz) poten-
tial, thus generatingthe ion plasma by rf fields,which preventscharge
accumulationon the target. As a result of this nonconductingmaterialscan
be sputtered. The two basic sputteringprocessescan have many variationsof
sputteringmodes and configurations. All these variationsarise essentially
from (1) the way in which plasma is generated(dc, rf, auxiliaryelectrodes),
(2) the target and substratepositioningand their geometricalconfigurations,
(3) the number of sputteringtargets in the system,(4) the type of gases used
(inertor reactive),and (5) the use of magneticfields to confinethe plasma-
magnetronsputtering.

Magnetronsputteringis a very significant,more recent developmentwhere
permanentmagnetsare incorporatedto generatemore efficientplasmadischarges
(refs.8 and 9). Magnetronsputteringuses a crossedelectric-magneticfield
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configuration to trap the secondary electrons released by the ion bombardment
of the target. Trapping these electrons ensures that maximumgas ionization
is achieved before they are lost to the plasma by gas collisions. A typical
configuration where magnets are placed behind the target is shown in figure
2. The magnetic lines of force exit and reenter the cathode, forcing electrons
into spiral motions along the field lines, and form a closed loop where the
electrons are trapped. As a result, the probability of collisions between the
electrons and argon gas atoms is greatly enhanced and ionization efficiency is
increased. It should be recognized that the magnetic field affects and directs
the electrons but not the ions. Consequently, magnetron sputtering offers
higher deposition rates and low substrate temperatures in comparison withthe
conventional sputtering techniques.

ION-PLATINGPROCESSAND ITS POTENTIALS

lon-plating combines the high throwing power of electroplating, the high
deposition rates of thermal evaporation, and the high energy impingment of
ions and energetic atoms of the sputtering process. There is a basic differ-
ence between sputtering and ion-plating: in sputtering, the coating material
is generated by impact evaporation and transfer occurs by a momentumtransfer
process; in ion-plating, generation is by thermal evaporation and transfer is
by an electric field acceleration. The ion-plating process is more energetic
than the sputtering process, since a high substrate bias of several thousand
volts accelerates the positively ionized evaporant atoms into the substrate.
The basic ion-plating system consists of a dc-diode configuration, where the
specimen is made the cathode of the high-voltage dc circuit, with an evapora-
tion source as anode (fig. 3). The ion-plating technique and the process
parameters are described in the literature (refs. I0 to 15).

The interest in ion-plating originates from its three unique features:
(i) The high energy flux of ions and energetic neutrals contributes to

the excellent adherence of the film to the substrate and the desirable micro-
structural growth of the film.

(2) When used in the reactive mode, this flux provides activation energy
to synthesize stoichiometrically uniform compound films.

(3) The high throwing power provides for three-dimensional coverage to
coat complex, intricate components such as bearing cages and races without
rotation.

With typical ion-plating Conditions (voltage is 3 to 5 kV, argon pressure
is 20 mTorr, and cathode current density is 0.3 to 0.6 mA/cmL) the ionization
is relatively low, less than I percent. It has been estimated that under these
conditions the ions carry only 10 percent of the energy dissipated while the
energetic neutrals carry 90 percent (ref. 10). Thus, the plating flux consists
of a small number of ions and a large number of energetic neutrals. The ions
and the neutrals may have a distribution of energies from thermal 0.2 eV up to
the voltage applied to the discharge. Estimates indicate that the average
energies of the ions and the neutrals are of the order of 100 eV (ref. 10).

The diode or conventional ion-plating just described is primarily used
for the deposition of soft, metallic lubricating films. Soft metallic films
of gold, silver, and lead applied by ion-plating, in contrast to films applied
by other deposition techniques, offer a lower friction coefficient and longer
wear lives. They also exhibit a gradual increase in friction coefficient after
the film has been worn off, which is due to the graded interface that is
formed.
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In recent years, the reactive mode of ion-plating is widely investigated
to synthesize the hard, wear-resistant refractory coatings such as nitrides,
carbides, silicides, etc. The two objectives are (i) to achieve a reaction of
the metal vapor and the reactive gas, and (2) to synthesize a coating with a
dense structure and strong adherence. It is important to note that, from a
tribological point of view, the excellent adherence obtained from ion-plating
is not the only controlling factor for optimum wear resistance. The micro-
structure and morphological growth of the coating is of equal importance. The
conventional ion-plating process does improve the grain structure; however,
the structure still tends to be columnar. The object is to increase the ion-
ization efficiency and the kinetic energy of the evaporant flux which affect
the nucleation and growth sequence of the film. Consequently, fine, equiaxed
grain structures of high density can be formed.

A number of improvements in the experimental apparatus have been made to
increase the ionization efficiency. Schematic diagrams for various improve-
ments are shown in figure 4. A multicathode technique (ref. 16) is used to
increase ionization with the emission of thermal electrons from hot tungsten
filaments placed in the evaporation area. A high-frequency technique (rf ion-
plating) (refs. 17 and 18) uses an rf coil that is connected to a 13.56-MHz
(l-kW) generator through a matching box to promote ionization by a high-
frequency magnetic field. Using an induction-heated evaporation source
(ref. 19) where there is a high-frequency magnetic field generated by electron
trapping increases the ionization. The incorporation of a positive electrode
known as a positive discharge probe (ref. 20), or a low-voltage high-current
electron gun with a hot hollow cathode discharge (HCD) gun, as an evaporation
source (refs. 21 and 22) will also increase ionization. A combination of a
thermionic emitter and a positive probe (ref. 23) will do likewise. The
aforementioned techniques generally increase the ionization ratio by a factor
of 10 and are mainly used for the deposition of hard wear-resistant coatings.

GLOWDISCHARGEEFFECTSONCOATINGCHARACTERISTICS

During sputtering and ion-plating, the ions and energetic neutrals favor-
ably affect the nucleation and growth sequence of the coating and the coating/
substrate adherence. The understanding of the microstructure of the films
deposited has progressed further than the understanding of the compositional
environment of the glow discharge from which the films are formed. Gas dis-
charges that incorporate chemical reactions comprise a reaction volume of great
complexity; they consist of a melange of molecules, atoms, atomic ions in var-
ious stages of excitation, electrons, photons, etc.

Adherence

The coating/substrate interface represents a break in the normally uniform
crystallinity or composition. This abrupt change or mismatch is reflected in
the hardness, coefficient of thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity.
This discontinuity may be reduced or eliminated by inducing a gradual transi-
tion from the interface to the outer surface of the coating. For instance,
intricate, graded structures with a hardness gradient can be produced by pro-
gramming the flow rates of the reactant gases either by reactive sputtering or
reactive plating.
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A typical TiN hardness gradient formed during reactive ion-plating is
shown in figure 5. This technique is extensively used in metalworking and
forming operations to improve the working surfaces of cutting and forming tools
with a carbide or nitride coating.

In ion-plating, lubricating films of gold, silver, and lead can be depos-
ited at a constant pressure due to the formation of a graded-fused interface.
The graded interface, and consequently the strong adherence, is generally
attributed to the sputter-etched surface and the high-energy evaporant flux.
The exact mechanism for the formation of such an interface is not fully under-
stood, but the controlling factors are a sputter-etched surface, diffusion,
implantation, atomic mixing, and nucleation and growth (fig. 6). These factors
can act separately or in various combinations depending on the film/substrate
compatibility. The graded interface formed is not only responsible for the
excellent adherence but also affects the mechanical behavior, due to a struc-
tural alteration of the crystal lattice in the surface and subsurface regions.
The surface-strengthening effects created can increase the yield, tensile, and
fatigue strengths (fig. 7).

Structure

It is well recognized that films prepared by sputtering and ion-plating
show a wide range of microstructures as the substrate temperature increases.
This has led to the development of the structure zone model (SZM) shown in
figure 8 (ref. 24). The model consists of the formation of four zones which
depend on the ratio of the surface temperature (T) to the melting point of
the deposited material (Tm). According to this model, the microstructural
growth is controlled by shadowing effects (zone I), surface diffusion (zone T
and zone 2), and bulk diffusion (zone 3) as T/T m increases. The coatings
in zone 1 have columnar grain structure with the axes of the columns along the
direction of growth, normal to the substrate surface. The packing of the
columns frequently is separated by voids, so that the packing density is less
than unity. This structure is characteristic of most coating techniques and
does not withstand high stresses and loads. Coating in the zone T (transition)
region still consists of fibrous grains but more densely packed. In zone 2
the structure has columnar grains separated by distinct, intercrystalline
boundaries. Finally, in zone 3 bulk diffusion has the predominant influence
on the final structure of the coating and consists of equi_xed, dense, recrys-
tallized grains.

The argon working pressure is an additional parameter which affects the
structural growth as shown in figure 8. The glow discharge pressure reduction
leads to a shift of more compact layers.

The equiaxed type of structure is preferred primarily in the deposition
of wear resistant refractory coatings. The high T/Tm required for the
formation of carbide or nitride coatings with equiaxed structures has severe
limitations. For instance, the mechanical properties of tool steels are un-
favorably affected at these high temperatures. Instead of increasing the bulk
temperature, the zone boundaries can be shifted to lower temperatures by
intensifying the glow discharge. Intensified bombardment effects generally
lead to effective film-substrate temperatures (larger ratio of T/Tm) which
are higher than the bulk substrate temperatures. Consequently, increasing the
current density to the substrate has the same effects as raising T/T_ dir-
ectly, which leads to the development of a structure characteristic oT the
higher zone. The enhanced ionization techniques utilize various additional
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electrodes and allow for varying the discharge current independently of the
bias voltage on the specimen. These techniques therefore offer a means of
obtaining microstructures representative of a higher T/T m at relatively
low substrate temperatures. These techniques are primarily investigated and
developed for the deposition of carbides and nitrides in the reactive sput-
tering and ion-plating modes.

It has been reported that high-energy (>500 eV) ion bombardment can sup-
press the formation of a distinct columnar structure (ref. 13). The high rate
of nucleation tends to form a uniform, fine-grained, high-packing density
smooth film which contributes to an increased cohesive strength. This
increased cohesive strength improves the film's integrity, thereby reducing
the likelihood of a breakup of the coating during the wear process. For
instance, during ion-plating the evaporant ions and energetic neutrals have a
strong surface interaction, thereby limiting the surface mobility and, at the
same time, increasing nucleation density. This leads to the formation of a
fine, uniform, and continuous grain structure. As a result, continuous dense
films are obtained at a lower nominal thickness.

Internal Stresses and Film Thickness

Virtually all vacuum-deposited coatings are in a state of stress, but
this effect is very pronounced in the hard wear-resistant refractory compound
films. The total internal stress is composed of the thermal stress ot and
intrinsic stress oi:

Oto t : o t + o i

The thermal stress is due to the differences in the thermal expansion
coefficient of the coating and the substrate material. This difference is
very pronounced between the refractory compound coatings and the metallic sub-
strate. Intrinsic stress is due to the accumulating effects of crystal-
lographic defects or flaws formed in the coating during deposition.

Typical deposition conditions involve relatively low temperatures. At
low T/Tm the intrinsic stresses dominate over thermal stresses, as shown
in an idealized representation in figure 9 (ref. 25). Thus, the poor adhesion
for the high-melting-point materials (carbides and nitrides) can be attributed
to the intrinsic stresses. In addition to the temperature effects (T/Tm),
which affect the internal stress values, the degree of ion bombardment also
strongly influences the internal stresses. With increasing ion flux, the
stress changes from tensile to compressive in nature. Typically evaporated
films retain high tensile stresses, while sputtered films may have low tensile
or compressive stresses depending on the nature of energetic ion and neutral
bombardment, lon-plating, which has the highest energy flux, generates a
graded-fused interface where the compressive stresses are distributed and
appreciably reduced.

The film stresses also vary with film thickness. As a critical thickness
is exceeded, poor adherence is caused by cracking or buckling. Whenever the
shear stress exceeds the yield stress at the interface or within the film
itself, separation will occur. A typical film delamination within a sputtered
Cr3C2 film about 3.5 _m thick is shown in figure 10.
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SubstrateTopography

Adherenceand homogeneousgrowthmorphologyis not only affectedby the
coatingprocess parametersbut also by the substratetopography,which has a
pronouncedeffect on the wear behavior. It is impossibleto preparesurfaces
that are atomicallysmoothover extendedareas. Surfacemacrodefectscan be
eliminated,but microdefectssuch as point defects,dislocations,and embedded
impuritiesimpose limitationsfor obtaininga smooth surface. It is important
to understandthat homogeneousmorphologicalstructuralgrowth is relatedto
smooth,mirrorlikesurfaces. Substrateirregularitiesor imperfectionsare
the preferrentialnucleationand growth sites of these defects. At the nucle-
ation sites, acceleratedgrowth occurs relativeto the matrix growth,and as a
consequence,the crystallographicdefectsextend above the matrix surface.
These coatingdefect structures,as shown by scanningelectronmicroscopy(SEM)
in figure 11, have adverseaffectson the coating. They act like stress
raisers, and, therefore,weaken the mechanicalpropertiesby creatingporosity
and introducingcracks. These crystallographicdefect structureshave the
greatestdamagingeffectson the hard wear-resistantcoatings.

SOLID LUBRICANTFILM DEPOSITIONIN GLOW DISCHARGE

Of the three principalclassesof solid lubricants,the lamellarsolids
(MoS2,WS2, NbS2, and other dichalcogenides)areprimarily depositedby rf and
dc sputtering(refs.26 to 31), the soft metals (Au, Ag, Pb, In) by ion-plating
(refs.32 to 36), and the organicpolymers (PTFEpolyimides)by rf sputtering
(refs.37 to 39).

Sputtered MoS2

Of the lamellar solids, sputtered MoS2 films are widely used in space-
craft applications since these films in vacuum or dry air environment maintain
their lubricating^properties over extreme temperature ranges. Sputtered MoS2
films about 2000 A thick have displayed a low coefficient of friction (0.04)
and long wear lives (over million cycles) and have performed better than films
applied by other commonly used techniques (ref. 26) such as burnishing and
spraying. It should be emphasized that the superior lubricating properties of
sputtered MoS2 films can be greatly altered by varying the sputtering para-
meters and substrate condition during the process. For instance, the variation
of the substrate temperature from cryogenic temperatures (-195 ° C) to an
elevated temperature of 320° C affects the nucleation and growth sequence.
Amorphous films are formed at the low temperatures, and crystalline films are
formed at ambient and elevated temperatures. Figure 12 illustrates how the
coefficient of friction changes with the morphology and grain size. The
amorphous-type structure displays a high coefficient of friction (0.4) and has
no lubricating properties. On the other hand, the crystalline structure dis-
plays a low coefficient of friction (0.04) and has good lubricating properties.
Simply by controlling the substrate temperature during the sputtering process
the coefficient of friction can be varied accordingly as seen in the transition
region.

The morphological growth zones of sputtered MoS2 films (>l_m thick)
at ambient temperatures have been determined and the effective lubricating
film thickness established. Based on scanning electron (fig. 13) and trans-
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mission electron (fig. 12) microscopy,three levelsof structuralgrowthfrom
the nano- to the microstructurewere o6served: (1) ridge formationduring
nucleationand growth,(2) equiaxedtransitionzone, and (3) columnar-fiberlike
structure. Frictiontests indicatethat the film breakswithin the columnar
zone in the first pass as schematicallyillustratedin figure 14. The actual
lubricationis supportedby the equiaxedzone which is 0.18 to 0.22 _m thick
and which is responsiblefor effectivelubrication. This indicatesthat the
adhesiveforces betweenthe substrateand the MoS2 films are strongerthan
the cohesiveforces betweenthe columnarfibers.

Ion-PlatedGold and Lead

Of the ion-platedmetallicsoft lubricatingfilms, gold and lead have
found extensiveuses in spacebornbearingsof satellitemechanismssuch as
solar array drives,despin assemblies,and gimbals. The ion-platedgold and
lead films for these appliationshave definiteadvantagesin that they display
a reducedcoefficientof frictionand extendedwear life over other deposition
techniques(ref, 34). These films also alter the mode of debris generation
and reduce torque noise (ref. 33). The contributingfactorsto the superior
tribologicalperformanceare the excellentadherence,and the equiaxed,dense,
uniformfilm structure. Typicalfrictionversusfilm thicknessrelationships
for gold and lead films measured on a pin-ondisk type tribotesterare shown
in figure 15. The effectivefilm thicknessfor gold and lead films in the
thicknessrange of 2000 to 3000 A gives the lowestcoefficientsof friction-
0.085 and 0.1, respectively.

The ion-platedgold and lead films displaylower frictioncoefficients
and longerwear lives than films depositedby sputtering. The nucleationand
growth characteristicsduring ion-platingare influencedby the increased
nucleationdensitywhich leads to the formationof a fine, continuousgrain
structurewith a high packingdensity.

WEAR-RESISTANTFILMDEPOSITIONIN GLOWDISCHARGE

The wear-resistantcoatingsmost widely investigatedare the interstitial
compoundsformed betweengroups 4, 5, and 6 transitionmetals (Ti, Zr, Hf; V,
Nb, Ta; and Cr, Mo, W) with the small interstitials(N, C, B). The term might
be extendedto encompassthe oxides,which are not consideredhere.

Of the many potentialinterstitialcompounds,the nitridesand the
carbidesare widely investigated,particularlyTiN and TiC (refs.40 to 53).
These coatingspossesshigh hardness,high corrosionresistance,low cost, and
ease of Ti evaporationas comparedto the W, Hf, V, Cr, Mo, and W nitrides.
Characteristicbulk and coatinghardnessvalues as reportedin the literature
are listed in table I.

Of the possibledepositiontechniquesavailable,chemicalvapor deposi-
tion (CVD) has been the most widely used. However,the reactiveplasmadepos-
ition techniquesto synthesizeand depositinterstitialcompoundshave expanded
dramaticallyin the past severalyears. The magnetronsputteringand the
enhanced (triode)ion-platingtechniquesin the reactivemode are being
establishedas the preferredtechniquesto depositwear-resistantcarbideand
nitridecoatings.

It is interestingto comparethe CVD and the plasma physicstechniquesin
terms of their startingmaterials,byproducts,and processtemperatures. CVD
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processesutilizethe followingreaction:

TiCl4 + NH3 + 1/2 H2 11000°-1200°C) _ TiN + 4 HCl

(volatile (toxic (explosivegas) (corrosive
corrosive corrosive gas)
liquid) gas)

Reactive plasma physicstechniquesutilizethe followingreaction:

500" C
Ti + N2 _ TiN

(metallic (neutral
vapor) gas)

The use of nitrogen as the reactive gas in the plasma physics techniques avoids
the potentially hazardous toxic gases and the high temperatures used for the
CVDnitride deposition. In the reactive magnetron sputtering and reactive
ion-plating the required refractory compounds are produced by sputtering and
thermal evaporating the relevant metal in a reactive plasma medium. In either
technique the primary objectives are to (1) achieve reaction of the metal and
the reactive gas and (2) synthesize a coating with strong adherence and desir-
able structural morphology. With the enhanced ionization, the activation
energy is also increased, and this promotes chemical reaction when the reactant
gases (N2, C2H2) are introduced.

The microhardness values for TiNx that have been reported lie between
2000 and 4000 kg/mm2. A typical hardness value is 2500 kg/mm2. The hardness
depends on the stoichiometric variation, and it can be varied by adjusting the
partial pressure of nitrogen during the deposition process.

The coefficients of friction reported in the literature range from 0.08
to 0.25. The TiN coatings in addition to their wear and corrosion resistance
also display an attractive goldlike color. TiN films of different colors can
be obtained by varying the partial pressure of nitrogen. The color change can
also be used as an indication of hardness and resistance to wear (ref. 52).
The enhanced ionization, particularly in the ion-plating techniques, very fav-
orably affects the crystallographic structure and the morphological growth of
the coating. It has been demonstrated that high energy (>500 eV) ion bombard-
ment can suppress the formation of the undesirable columnar growth and produce
the dense, equiaxed film structure of the deposited coatings.

CONCLUSIONS

The plasma or ion-assisted deposition techniques such as sputtering and
ion-plating have rapidly emerged to offer a great potential to precision tailor
desirable morphological and tribological properties for lubricating and wear-
resistant coatings. The basic processes and unique characteristics of sput-
tering and ion-plating should be understood in order to exploit their capabil-
ities to synthesize films with preferred compositional and structural charac-
teristics. The energetics of the plasma is favorably used to improve coating
adherence and coherence, to develop favorable morphological growth, and to
reduce residual stresses. These film characteristics are directly interrelated
with friction and wear behavior. The disadvantage of these techniques and
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their resultantcoatingslies mainly in their newness;that is, the best
coatingcompositionsand the optimumprocessingparametershave yet to be
established.
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TABLEI. - MICROHARDNESSVALUES

FORNITRIDESANDCARBIDES

Material Vickers hardness,
kg/mm2

Bulk Films

TiN 2000 1500-2500

ZrN 1500 700-3600

HfN 1600 1850-2400

VN 1500 600-2000

NbN 1400 1100-3000

TaN i000

Si3N 4 2000
TiC 3500 2770-4150

VC 2500 1900-2850

WC 2050 1800-2800

TaC 2200 1280-2200
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Figure1.- Radiofrequencydiodesputteringapparatuswith
direct-currentbias.
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SPUTTERING AS A TECHNIQUE FOR APPLYING TRIBOLOGICAL COATINGS

S. Ramalingam
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Friction and wear inducedmechanical failuresmay be controlledto extend the
life of tribological components through the interposition of selected solid
materialsbetween contactingsurfaces. Thin solid films of soft and hard materials
are appropriate to lower friction and enhance the wear resistance of precision
tribo-elements. Thin film coatingtechnologiesthat have been developedmay be used
to interposethin solid layersbetween contactingsurfaces to reduce frictionor to
extend wear life. Film deposition technologies developedincludechemicalvapor
deposition (CVD)and physical vapor deposition (PVD).

Sputter coating is a PVD process for thin film deposition. It allows close
controlof coating thicknessand compositionand is well-suited for the deposition
of tribologicalcoatings. In this paper, the utility of magnetron sputteringfor
the depositionof tribologicalcoatings is examined. Experimentalresultsobtained
when coated bodies are tested under a number of tribologicaloperatingconditions
are presented. It is shown that when film adhesion problems are resolved,
sputteringcan be an effectivemeans of depositingtribologicalcoatings.

INTRODUCTION

A variety of electricallyassisted, thin film depositiontechniqueshave been
developedin the last few years to deposit tribologicalcoatings. They includeion
plating, activatedreactiveevaporation,DCand RF sputtering,magnetronsputtering,
arc coating, coating with high current plasma discharge, etc. Vapor species
produced by thermal evaporationor ion bombardment are used in these processes to
obtain thin coats of soft and hard materials. Coatings of virtually all of the
known hard materials,soft metals,and a number of non-equilibriummaterialscan be
produced with one or another of the electrically assisted film deposition
techniques. When coatings of compoundsare needed, the vapor speciesproduced may
also be reacted with process gases to concurrently synthesize and deposit needed
materials.

Sputtering and magnetron sputtering are among PVD coating processes with
potentialfor tribologicalapplications. They are electrically-assisted, vacuum
coating processes. They may be described briefly as follows. When a high DC
voltage is applied to a cathode within a chamber maintained at low pressures,
electrons emitted from the cathode ionize the gaseous atoms in the environment.
Self-sustainingglow dischargecan be obtained in such an arrangementby adjusting
the chamber pressure and the applied voltage. The positive ions produced in the
glow discharge, impinge on the cathode and displace the cathode atoms. The
sputtered atoms diffuse through the gaseous environment and are deposited on the
substrate to be coated. Over a period of time, thin films are produced. When
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insulatingmaterial coatingsare to be produced,radio frequencypower suppliesare
used. Common arrangementsfor DCand RF Sputteringare shown in Figure i.

In sputtering, the coating rates obtained depend on mass and energy of ions
impingingon the cathode; target to substratedistance; sputteringgas; sputtering
pressure;cathodesurfacecondition;cathodegeometry and dimensions;shielding_and
target materials. Under commonly used coating conditions, the coating rates
obtainedare a few nanometersper minute.

Sputter coating depends on a momentum tranfer process at the cathode.
Sputtered species have velocities nearly an order of magnitude larger than those
produced by thermal evaporation. Good film-to-substrate adhesion can, hence, be
obtained on well-cleanedsubstrateswithout much difficulty. At common operating
pressures,since multiplecollisionoccurs in the depositionambient,coating is not
a line-of-slght process. Good step coverage and coating uniformity are, hence,
possible. Suitable fixturingand drive assemblies permit a wide range of complex
component surfaces to be coated uniformly. Multi-cathode coating systems allow
sequential coating of several layers without breaking the vacuum. This enables
well-bonded,multi-layer,tribologicalcoatingsto be produced.

MAGNETRONSPUTTERING

To obtain higher coatingrates than those possible with conventionalDC and RF
sputtering,and to coat at lower system pressures,magnetronsputteringmay be used.
In magnetron sputtering,crossed electricand magnetic fields are used to increase
the ionizationefficiencyof the sputteringsystem. The magnetic field superposed
on the electric field generates an efficient electron trap. The formation of
intense glow discharge plasmas confined to the vicinity of the cathode is the
result. It allows the plasma to be supported at low voltages and low pressures.
"Cold sputtering" at high rates in a good vacuum is facilitated. Apart from the
magnetronhead, the magnetronsputteringsystem is identicalto the conventionalDC
sputteringsystem illustratedin Figure i.

At the operating pressures normally used, magnetron sputteringis a line-of-
sight coating process. Depositionrates of several hundred nanometers per minute
are obtainedwhen the cathodepower dissipationis severalkilowatts.

With the use of appropriatelydesigned anodes and floatedsubstrates,thermal
loading on the substrate is minimized during magnetron sputtering.Experimental
studies (i)of temperaturerise duringhigh rate sputteringshow that nearly half of
the thermal loadingduring coating is due to condensationof the coating fluxon the
substratecoated. The remainder is accounted for by the kinetic energy of ionized
species arriving at the substrate. In the case of aluminum sputtering, the mean
energy of the coating specieshas been estimatedand found to be several times the
bindingenergy (i). Similarvalues may be expected to hold for magnetronsputtering
of other materials.The high energy of the coating flux and the use of good vacuum
are responsiblefor the well bonded films producedwith magnetronsputtering.

Partialreplacementof the sputteringgas with a reactivegas enables reactive
sputtering to produce coatings of compounds. With commercial purity titanium
targets, thin TiN films suitable for tribological applications have been
successfully deposited (2-4). Both DC and RF sputtered TiN coats have been
produced.
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In the present work, magnetronsputteringhas been used to deposittribological
coatings. The coating conditionsemployed and the trlbologicalcharacteristicsof
films depositedare describedin the followingsections.

DESCRIPTIONOF THE COATING SYST_4AND THE COATINGCONDITIONSUSED

The coating system used consistedof fourprincipalsubsystems. The subsystems
of the coating plant were: a vacuum plant, a high rate sputtering head, a
sputtering atmosphere control system, and a power supply. It was designed to
facilitate metallic coating at high rates as well as coating of hard material
compounds such as TiN.

The vacuum plant used was a modified commercial CVC 14" vacuum system. A
vacuum chamber defined by a 12 inch diameter by 12 inch high aluminum cylinder, a
top plate, and a base was used. The vacuum chamber can be evacuated to

10-5platepressuresless than tort with a diffusionpump. The system was equipped with a
gate valve and roughingvalves for vacuum sequencingand to controlambientpressure
during sputtering. Dynamic pumping practicewas employed to sweep contaminantsand
desorbed species. The top plate of the vacuum chamber carried the sputteringhead
and was electrically insulated from it with an insulator ring. It also carried a
sputteringpressure monitoringgage, a shuttercontrol,and a gas inlet.

To producegolden yellow TiN by magnetron sputtering,thesystem was operatedat
high cathodecurrentdensities,low pressures,and high voltages. In course of this
work, it has been found that TiN films are best produced with this system at the
followingoperatingconditions:

Systemvoltage: 925 to 950 V
Cathode: i000 to 1200 ma
Systempressure: 0.50 to 2.50 millitorr
Substrate-cathodedistance: 4.5 to 6 cm
Argon flow rate: 2 SCCM
Nitrogen flow rate: 2.5 SCCM
Magnetronfield strengthon
the cathodesurface (centralpole): 1200 Gauss

Cathodediameter: 5 cm

CHARACTERIZATIONOF THE COATINGSPRODUCED

Micro-hardness measurements and x-ray diffraction techniques were used to
characterize coatings deposited. Micro-hardness measurementson taper-sectioned
test samples showed that coatings with hardnesses greater than Hv 2000 can be
routinelyproducedby reactivesputtering. Titaniumnitride,a defect compound,can
possess a range of stoichiometries. Distinct colors are associated with specific
rangesof stoichiometry,golden yellow being that of the perfectcompound. This was
obtainedroutinely.

Since, in sputtering, non-equilibriumstructuresare usually produced and the
films depositedare under stress,x-ray analysisis not an unambiguous indicatorof
film stoichiometry. Additionalx-ray analysisproblems are introducedby preferred
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texture in coatings. Despite these difficulties, x-ray analysis shows that the
films produced are titanium nitride compounds. Expected x-ray peaks and those
observed are in agreement. Supporting evidence is provided by microhardness
measurementand film color.

TRIBOLOGICALEVALUATIONOF COATINGSPRODUCED

The tribologicalcontact conditionsencounteredin engineeringpractice span a
broad range. High contactstress,low speed slidingcontacts as well as high speed,
low stress contacts are common. More severe contactconditionsare encountered in
Hertzian contacts with non-zero slide-roll ratios. It is neither possible nor
feasible to evaluate coatings produced at each combination of contact stress,
relative velocity and contact type, i.e.,sliding, rolling, and rolling with
different slide-roll ratios, etc., encountered in practice. Three types of
representativetests were hence chosen and used to evaluate the coatings produced.
Two of these are sliding contact tests, LFW-I and LFW-6 tests at high and low
contact stress,respectively. The rollingcontact tests carriedout used a special
rig which allowed the slide-rollratio to be varied during the tests.

To assess tribologicalproperties in high stress, low speed tests, a Faville-
LaValleyalpha model LFW-I test machine was used. The test machine was calibrated
following ASTM test procedures (5),and the tests themselveswere conductedwith a
procedure similar to that used for calibration. All tests were carried out at a
sliding speed of 0.13m . s-I with an unformulated paraffin-based mineral oil of
viscosity26 x 10-6 m2 . s-I at a bath temperatureof 43°C and AISI 52100 test rings

hardened to 60 Rc with an r.m.s,surfacefinishof 0.4microns. The tests were 5000
revolutions of test ring in duration with a sliding distance of 550 m. The test
loads used were selected to yield an initialHertziancontact stress of 60% of the
estimated yield strength of the substrate material. From calculations and
observationsof frictionand wear, the elastohydrodynamiclubricationload-carrying
component in the film was found to be insignificant. A new ring and fresh oil were
used in each LFW-I test.

For low contact stress, high speed tests, a sliding thrust washer assembly
similar to that used in Faville-LaValleyLFW-6 tribo-testerwas employed. The test
sample configuration is that of an annulus rotating on a flat. Since early tests
indicatedthat the coatings can withstandhigh PV products, a contact pressure of

500 psi (3_4MPa_and a test speed of 1800 rpm (PVproduct = 250,000psi-ft.min-I =9.5 MPa - . s-x) were used. Either n-hexadecaneor an unformulatedmineral oil,
same as that used in LFW-I tests, was used. With either of these fluids,uncoated
test samples of fully hardened T-15 high speed steel and M-50 HSS failed
instantaneouslyunder the test conditionsused. Tests lasting five minutes at the
specifiedtest conditionswere hence taken to indicatesuccessfulcoating. Sample
bulk temperatures during tests were monitored with a type K thermocouple and
temperaturerise of 100°Cor more is common in the five minutes of tests.

A specially constructed concentrated contact simulator was used to assess
traction characteristics in rolling contact tests. The test system used is
described in a previous publication (3). Typically, AISI 52100 discs and rollers
were used with TiN coating to assess tractioncharacteristicsas a functionof the
sllde-roll ratio. Some test samples with duplex coatings were also used (asoft
coat overlay on TiN coats). Test proceduresare also describedelsewhere (3).
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SUMMARYOF TEST RESULTS

Since low carbon steels, cast irons, and aluminum alloys are among materials
commonly used for machine construction, test samples of mild steel (SAE 1018),a
gray cast iron (grade 20),and wrought aluminum alloys (2024 and 6061) were TiN
coated and tested. LFW-I tests were also carriedout on two additionalnon-ferrous
alloys,a cast magnesium alloy and Ti-6AI-4Valloy, to determine the utilityof TiN
coating for reductionof wear of these alloys. These non-ferrousalloys are prone
to severe galling in normal slidingcontacts.

The specific test conditions used and the test results obtained from LFW-I
tests are shown in Tables 1 to 4. In every instance, hardened AISI 52100 steel
rings were used as counterfaces. As may be seen from the data presented,thin coats
of TiN afford wear rate reductionsof approximatelytwo orders of magnitude. It is
seen that films, as small as 2 micrometers in thickness,are sufficientto bestow
significantwear protection.

To further illustratethe significantwear rate reductionobtained with thin
films of TiN, the profiles of the wear scars produced during LFW-I tests were
recorded. Some representativedata are reproduced in Figure 2. Unambiguous and
strikingimprovementin wear resistancedue to the presenceof thin layersof TiN is
evident. Test results from Faville-6slidingcontact tests are summarized in Table
5. While severe surface distress and large increases in friction were found to
occur immediately followingcontact in tests with fully hardenedbut uncoatedhigh
speed steel samples, TiN coated samples of ferrous alloys and non-ferrous alloys
survived the five minute test duration. The tests were terminated following five
minutes of contact solely because of the significant temperature rise that
accompanies prolonged, loaded contact at high speeds (500 ft/min; 2.5 m/s). It
should be recognizedthat neithern-hexadecanenor the unformulatedmineraloil used
in the test are "lubricants" under test conditions used. Moreover, the test
conditions selected are particularly severe with PV products of 250,000 psi -
ft.min-I (9.5 MPa - m . s-_).

In the 500 psi, 500 ft.min-I, Faville-6tests, both the contactingsurfacesare
coated. Thus, the contact is between TiN and TiN. Frictionand wear processesthat
accompany the Faville-6 tests are those between two "ceramics" or refractory
material compounds. Severe wear is not expected, and the results may be compared
with alumina-on-alumina sliding contact tests where very little wear is usually
found to occur. The substantialfree energy of formation, -66.1kCal/mole (6),of
titanium nitride affords significant thermodynamic stabilityto the coatedbody.
Corrosive wear can, therefore, be expected only at moderately high contact
temperatures (of the order of i000 - 1200°F or more). Contact surface is, hence,
only expected to exhibit "burnishing"as a consequence of severe sliding contact.
It was observed.

In the case of cast irons containingflake graphite,adhesion between the TiN
film and the graphite phase can be a problem. The SEM micrographs from both the
LFW-I and the Faville-6 tests showed small scale debonding at graphite flakes.
Despitethis, test resultswere satisfactory. In passing, it is noted that whenever
nodularcast irons with massive graphitenodulesare hard-coated,there is likelyto
be large scale film failure. Hard coating of such materials is, hence, not
preferred.
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Representative test results obtained from roller-on-disctractiontests are
presented in Figure 3. When TiN coated rollersare tested againstTiN coated discs,
although the contact stress (mean Hertzian stress) was 1 GPa and the traction
coefficientin excess of 0.2 at a slide-rollratio greater than 0.04,film failure
was not observed. The test result suggests that bonding strengths, i.e.,film-to-
substrate adhesion strengths, will have to be in excess of 0.2 GPa for film
survival. Well-bondedfilms are thus seen to be possible even on hardened steels.
Concentratedcontacttests were also carriedout on TiN coated cast iron, AISI 1018,
and AISI 4340. The conditionswere: peak Hertz pressure 620 MPa, pure rollingat 2
m/s, and mineral oil at 43°C. Microscopicdebondingwas observed. With cast iron,
major debonding was at the graphite flakes as expected. In the case of unhardened
steels,debondingwas the resultof substratecollapse.

A BRIEF SUMMARYOF OTHER RESULTS

To assess if TiN coatings are feasible for use in piston ring applications
where normally sprayedof chromium, molybdenum,etc.,are used, preliminarycoating
trials have been carried out. Automotive rings of ductile iron were coated with
TiN. Twist bend tests for film adhesion and fatigue tests carried out on coated
rings showed that, as expected, films deposited do not bond well to the graphite
nodules. Film debondingwas initiatedat these specific sites. Fatigue tests, on
109.22mm diameter piston rings with 4.470mm x 3.124mm cross sectioncoated with a
thin layer of TiN, also showed film debonding at graphite nodule sites (50 mm
fatiguedisplacement,unidirectionalstrain,6.5cycles/min). Observationwas after
99700 cycles. It would, hence, appear that TiN coating for rings will require
substratematerial change. Since piston rings normally operateat contactpressures
of the order of 50 psi, it should be possible to use steel rings with TiN coatings
for such applications.

Solid lubricantcoatingscan be beneficialfor frictionreductionand to assist
run-in process. To assess frictional and durabilitiy characteristics of solid
lubricantcoatings, Faville-6 thrust washer tests were carried out. Test samples
were coated with a thin film of a WeSe2-1n-Ga alloy (commercial designation:
WestinghouseCompact). Since solid lubricantfilms will eventuallywear away in the
absenceof a source for replenishment,tests were carriedout with a duplex coating
to protect the surface following loss of soft coat, i.e.,with a hard coat and a
soft coat overlay. Test results obtained are presented in Figure 4. Both tests
were carriedout at a nominal contactpressureof 90 psi at 70 rpm.

It can be seen that duplex coated test samples in pure slidingyield frictional
tractions as low as 0.06. This friction coefficient is comparable to that
obtainable with (nearly)full hydrodynamic lubrication at low speeds. As may be
seen from Figure 4B, satisfactorydurabilityis attainable,at least at low contact
speeds.

Results obtained in rolling contact traction tests with MoS2 and WSe2-In-Ga
alloy are shown in Figure 5. It is recognized that tungsten diselenide is a good

solid lubricant, comparable to well-establishedMoS2 coatings. Scanning electron
micrographicstudiescarriedout showed that sputteredcoatingsare well bonded and
are not easily worn away as long as the slide-roll ratio is close to or equal to
zero. SEM studies also showed that at slide-roll ratios greater than 0.04,there
can be substantialfilm loss.
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The results obtained suggest that in machinery applications, soft coats are
suitable provided that in sliding contacts, large life and durability are not
required and contact stressesare low. These are the conditionsexperiencedduring
run-in. It would thus appear that solid lubricantfilms may be suitable to assist
run-in. In hertzlan contacts, soft coat films are useful, if slide roll ratio is
close to zero. This condition is experiencedin many mechanical systems. Further
tests and evaluation are needed to assess suitability of soft coats for such
applications.

DISCUSSION

In this work, sputteredfilms interposedbetween slidingsurfacesare shown to
yield improved tribological characteristics. Thin hard coats improve wear
resistance, while soft coats lower friction. The coating materials, coating
thicknesses, and the film deposition process used in this work are somewhat
arbitrary. Althoughtechnologicalbenefitshave been demonstrated,it is clear that
a sound physical basis will have to be establishedto assist the choice of coating
materials,processes, and parameters before thin film depositiontechniquescan be
used with confidence in routine commercial practice. These issues will now be
examined.

The first and foremost requirement for the use of thin film techniques in
tribology is that the films deposited be well bonded to the substrate. To assure
this, it should be possible to quantitativelymeasure the film-to-substratebond or
adhesion strength. This measurement techniquewill also enable the development of
substratecleaningprocedure@to reproduciblyobtain well bonded thin film deposits.

A test method has recently been developed (7)to meet this requirement. In
this test, the film is depositedover a finiteregion on one surfaceof a strip-like
test sample,and the compositetest sample,Figure 6, is stressed. When the film is
well bonded, film and the substrate experience the same strain. However, as the
film and the substratediffer in elasticproperties,stressingthe composite leads
to the generation of a shear stress at the film-to-substrate interface. The
magnitudeof the shear stress generated is maximum at the longitudinalend of the
film, and is a functionof the material propertiesand test sample dimensions. By
subjecting the test sample to progressively increasing applied stress, the
interfacial stress can be raised till it exceeds the film-to-substrate adhesion
strengthand debondsthe film. The adhesionof the film depositedcan thereforebe
measured quantitatively.

With this test, Ting (7)has shown that titanium nitridefilms can be deposited
on stainlesssteel strips with adhesionstrengthsin excess of 1 GPa when reactive
magnetronsputtercoatingtechniquesare used for film deposition. It has also been
shown that sputter cleaning prior to film deposition yields higher adhesion
strengths than chemical cleaningproceduresnormally used. Hard coats of titanium
nitride deposited with reactive magnetron sputtering process are, hence, able to
provide improved wear resistance despite high contact stresses as in Hertzian
contact with a non-zeroslide-rollratio, since the bond strengthobtained is quite
high.

When soft coats are used, wear of the soft film and debondingcan both lead to
film failure. Adhesion tests of soft coats have not been carried out. The LFW-6
slidingcontact tests carried out indicatethat at low contact stressessoft coats
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can be retainedon the contact surface. The tribologicalperformanceof the coated
body then depends on the wear characteristics of the soft film deposited. As the
worn film cannot be replenishedin most instances,unless suitableprovisions are
made for film material replenishment,limits on tribologicallife should always be
expected. The rollingcontact tests carriedout show that although film loss is not
a serious problem in pure rolling contact, film loss occurs when the slide-roll
ratio differs from zero. The performanceof the sputteredfilms in rollingcontact
is better than that of burnishedfilms, and this is probablydue to a more complete
coverage of the coated body possible with thin film deposition. Even with better
coverage,limited life must be expectedwith soft coats.

Sputteringtechniqueshave been shown to yield well bonded films. It is known
that the graded interfaces produced at elevated temperatures inherent to CVD can
also yield well bonded coatings suitable for tribological applications. The
specific advantageoffered by sputtering in comparison is the low film deposition
temperature. No subsequentthermaltreatment is neededas is the case with CVD when
ferrousparts are coated. Moreover,precipitationhardened,lightweightnon-ferrous
alloys such as the aluminum alloys cannot be CVD hard coated. Absenceof the need
for elevated processing temperature, hence, make the PVD sputtering techniques a
more flexiblesurfacetreatmentprocess.

It is further known that when film depositionis carried out at intermediate
and elevated temperatures,columnar and/or equiaxed film grain structures result.
The surface finish accompanying coating under these conditions is poor due to
hetrogeneousnucleationand growth. Coated bodies require refinishing to restore
surface finish. Higher as-coated film thickness is then needed to allow for
refinishing.Moreover,refinishingis expensive, as diamond finishing techniques
are called for. Sputterdepositionat low temperaturesdoes not degrade the surface
finish and yields adequate adhesion strength. Hence, sputter coating can be a
powerful,finishingsurfacetreatmentfor tribologicalcomponents.

To improve wear life of parts, it is customary in tribological practice to
raise the part hardness, Hn. As wear is a surfaceprocess, increasingthe surface
hardness is sufficient, a_d a great number of surface hardening processes are,
hence, routinelyused. Since both adhesive and abrasive wear theoriessuggest that
the wear rate is inversely proportional to part hardness, raising the surface
hardnessto offset the wear problem is a theoreticallydefensibleconcept.

From the work of Kruschov (8), Richardson (9), etc., it is known that to

significantly lower wear rates, the ratio of Hc/HP, where Hc is the counterface
hardness, will have to be less than one. At H_/H_ ratios of 0.4 to 0.6,wear rate
is negligibly small. As the counterface hardnesses, Hc, rarely exceed Vicker's
hardness of 800 or so when they are made from ferrous alloys, raising the part
hardnessto Vicker'shardnessof 1600 or more can make the part wear rate negligibly
small in most instances. An enormous number of hard oxides, nitrides, carbides,
silicides,borides,etc.,possess inherenthardnesses in excess of Vicker'shardness
1500. The deposition of such materials can, therefore, be expected to lead to
negligibly small wear rates. When wear rate is negligible, thick hard surface
layers are not necessary. Well bonded thin films are sufficient, and this is
preciselywhat sputteringtechniquesoffer.

The thermal expansioncoefficient,e, of hard metal compounds are lower than
those of common engineering alloys. When ferrous parts are coated with hard
materials at elevated temperatures,as in CVD, and processedto obtain martensitic
structure, the accompanyingspecific volume change induces large tensile stresses
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within the coatings. Crackingof the coating is common. Methodshave been devised
to render the crack patternvisible (i0). Sputtercoatingallows pre-hardenedparts
to be coated. Moreover, the coating thicknesses are lower. Hence, residual
stressesin the sputtercoated parts with thin film coats are a lesserproblem.

Residual stress considerations suggest that the Ee product, where E is the
Young's modulus, is a significant parameter in the choice of coating materials.
Materialspossessing E_ products that more nearly match those of the substrateare
the preferredchoice. Such materials also induce lower film-substrateinterfacial
shear stressesduring tribologicaloperation,since the differentialthermal strains
induced by frictional power dissipation can be expected to be smaller. To more
effectivelytransportthe heat generated, film materialspossessing larger thermal
conductivities are more appropriate. Thinner films are, hence, particularly
desirable to lower the propensity for film failuredue to thermal stresses during
slidingcontact operation.

In severely loaded contacts, i.e.,contacts with high PV products, power
dissipationis directly proportionalto the prevailingfriction coefficient. Rapid
transportof the dissipatedenergy from the contact interfacerequires low thermal
resistancebetween the dissipationsourceand sink. Thin films or refractorymetal
compounds, that is ceramics,over metallic substratesis clearly more efficientin
this regard than bulk ceramics with much greaterthermal resistance. Even with the
use of ceramic-metalcomposites,large interfacetemperaturesare possible when the
tribo-systemis operated under severe contact conditions. At the associatedhigh
interfacetemperatures,tribo-chemicalreactionscan become severe leadingto tribo-
chemical or corrosive wear. This would suggest that in a choice among several
coating materials for a given application, coating material with the highest
thermodynamicstabilityis preferredfor the most severe contactconditions.

In the case of hard metal compounds, it is known that, in general, oxides are
thermodynamically more stable than nitrides, which in turn are more stable than
carbides. Based primarilyon this, nitridesare preferredover carbides,and oxides
are preferredover nitrides.

The factorsguiding the selectionof coatingmaterial and coatingthicknessmay
now be summarized as follows. The choice of the coating material depends on the
specific tribologlcal function of the coating. Soft material and layer lattice
solid coatings are appropriateto reduce friction. Life limits should be foreseen
for soft coated tribo elements. Soft coats commonly used rangebetween about 50 and
1000 nm in thickness. Despite recent theoretical analysis (ii), optimum film
thicknessfor minimum frictionwith a soft materialcoatingis not yet known. Where
wear resistance is the primary requirement, hard metal compound coatings are
appropriate. As a very large number of materialscan meet this requirement,it is
appropriateto narrow the choice by consideringother relevantphysical properties.
They are the Young's modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal
conductivity, and thermal stability. Material that most nearly matches the E
product of the substrate and which has the highest thermal conductivity and
thermodynamicstabilityis the preferredchoice. A sound basis for the selectionof
optimal coatingthicknessremains to be established.

Inherently hard materials may be visualized as Griffith solids. In small
diameter fiber and thin film forms, Griffithsolids may be expected to possesshigh
fracturestress and fracture elongation. When continuoushard material films are
deposited with techniquesrelying on assembly of material in the atomistic scale,
the probabilityof geometricflaws is low in film deposition,and the film is likely
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to behave as a Griffith solid. Even the roughness of engineering surface is
unlikely to yield stress concentrationin films.

To see this, consider an engineering surface with an RMS surface finish _.
The expected peak to valley dimension in the rough surface is 6u. Profilometric
measurements suggest that peak radii in such surfaces are typically 2 orders of
magnitudehigher. When a continuousfilm is laid over such a surface,the peaks are
unlikely to representgeometric flaws as the effective (c/p) = 6 G/100G) is low.
Hence, as long as the coating process does not produce flaws, surface finish is
unlikely to act as a flaw.

When peak to valley dimensions are 6 _, to assure complete coverage and the
productionof a continuousfilm, a coating thicknessof 6_ is appropriatein llne-
of-sight coatingprocesses in order to avoid shadow effects. When extendedcoating
sources are used, a thicknessperhaps half this can be sufficient. On this basis,
one may estimate the reasonable,minimum hard coat thicknessfor wear resistanceas
several times, 2 to 5 times the RMS surface finish. For well finished surfaces,
films a few 100 nm in thickness can be sufficient. If wear of the coated hard
material determines tribologicallife, part llfe increase in proportion to coating
thicknessmay be expectedas reported in the literature. It would thus appear that
hard coating films, 1 to i0 micrometer in thickness, can be sufficient to
significantlyimprovewear life.

Considerations connected with the coating process and quality control also
influence the choice of coating materials in hard coating. As titanium is an
efficientgetter and nitrogenpumping is relativelyefficientcompared to hydrogen
pumping, TiN coating for wear resistance yields several process advantages when
vacuum techniquesare used. The distinctcolor associatedwith stolchlometricTiN
is another specific advantageas the production of stolchlometriccoatings can be
verified by optical (vlsual)means.

SUMMARY

Tribologicalcharacteristicsof thin hard coats lald on a variety of ferrous
and non-ferroussubstrateshave been tested. The thin hard coats used were titanium
nitridefilms depositedby reactivemagnetronsputteringof metalllc titanium. High
contactstress, low speed tests show wear rate reductionsof one or more magnitude,
even with films only a few micrometersin thickness. Low contactstress,high speed
tests carried out under rather severe test conditionsshow that thin films of TiN
afford significantfrictionreductionand wear protection. Thin hard coats are also
suitable to improve the friction and wear performance of rolling contacts.
Satisfactory film-to-substrate bind strengths can be obtained with reactive
magnetron sputtering.
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TABLE i: SUMMARYOF LFW-I TESTS ON MILD STEEL BLOCKS

Block: AISI 1018 Mild Steel,Anneated.

Ring: AISI 52100 HardenedSteel,Rc = 62

COATINGTHICKNESS (microns)

None 2.0 3.5 4.2

Load (kN m-1) 92.3 92.3 92.3 92.3

Hertz Pressure (MNm-2) 436.5 436.5 436.5 436.5

Coefficientof Frictiona .20/.16 .16/.14 .15/.15 .14/.13

Block Mass Loss (mg) 9.2 0.02 0.05 0.14

Ring Mass Loss (mg) 0.1 1.0 1.23 1.08

Block Wear Coefficientb K(xl0-6) 32.5 . 0.26 0.64 1.79

Ring Wear CoefficientK(xl0-6) 1.34 2.68 3.30 2.90

SlidingDistance (m) 110 550 550 550

a The coefficientof frictionvalues quoted are the time-averagedvalues for the
beginningand end of the tests.

b For coated specimens,a Vickershardnessof 2200 kgmm-2 for TiN was used.
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TABLE 2: SUMMARYOF LFW-1 TESTS ON CAST IRON BLOCKS

Block: Grade 20 Cast Iron, As Received

Ring: AISl 52100 HardenedSteel, Rc = 62

COATINGTHICKNESS (microns)

None 2.0 4.2

LOAD (kN m-1) 122.7 122.7 122.7

HERTZ PRESSURE (MN m-2) 362.6 362.6 362.6

COEFFICIENTOF FRICTIONa .21/.25 .15/.12 .18/.15

BLOCK MASS LOSS (mg) 7.89 0.15 0.12

RING MASSb LOSS (mg) -0.20 2.07 3.04

BLOCK WEAR COEFFICIENTc K(xl0-6) 129.2 i.45 i.15

RING WEAR COEFFICIENTK(xl0-6) -- 4.18 6.15

SLIDINGDISTANCE (m) 16 550 550

a The coefficientof frictionvalues quoted are the time-averagedvalues for the
beginningand end of the tests.

b A negative loss indicatesthat the ring gained mass.

c For coated specimens,a Vickershardnessof 2200 kgmm-2 for TiN was used.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARYOF LFW-2 TESTS ON ALUMINUM

Block: Aluminum 6061-T651Treatment

Ring: AISI 52100 HardenedSteel,Rc = 62

COATINGTHICKNESS (microns)

None 2.1 2.5 3.8 4.2

LOAD (kN m-1) 63.0 63.0 63.0 63.0 63.0

HERTZ PRESSURE (MN m-2) 257.0 257.0 257.0 257.0 257.0

COEFFICIENTOF FRICTIONa .14/.16 .14/.13 .18/.14 .17/.13 .19/.13

BLOCK MASS LOSS (mg) 2.77 1.64 1.09 0.16 0.05

RING MASS LOSS (rag) 1.00 0.40 0.75 0.85 1.84

BLOCK WEAR COEFFICIENTb K(xl0-6) 24.56 __c 19.98 3.01 0.94

RING WEAR COEFFICIENTK(xl0-6) 19.65 3.15 2.95 3.34 7.24

SLIDINGDISTANCE (m) Ii0 275 550 550 550

a The coefficientof frictionvalues quoted are the time-averagedvalues for the
beginningand end of the tests.

b For coated specimens, a Vickershardnessof 2200 kgmm-2 for TiN was used.

c Mass loss is sum of TiN and Aluminum. Wear coefficientnot calculated.
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TABLE 4: SUMMARYOF LFW-I TESTS ON ALUMINUMALLOY

Block: 2024 AluminumAlloy, T351 Condition

Ring: AISI 52100 Steel, Hardenedto Rc 62

UNCOATED TiN COATED

1.0 M 3.6 M 4.5 M

LOAD (kNm-1) 63.0 63.0 63.0 63.0

HERTZ PRESSURE (MNm-2) 257.2 257.2 257.2 257.2

COEFFICIENTOF FRICTIONa .16/.18 .15/.16 .19/.16 .18/.16

BLOCK MASS LOSS (mg) 30 14.9 0.08 0.04

RING MASS LOSS (mg)b -0.44 0.89 i.84 2.52

BLOCK WEAR COEFFICIENTKc (xl0-6) 102 __d i.56 0.73

RING WEAR COEFFICIENTK(xl0-6) -- 3.57 7.38 i0.i

SLIDINGDISTANCE (m) 330 550 530 550

a The coefficientof frictionvalues quoted are the time-averagedvalues for the
beginningand end of the tests.

b
A negative loss indicatesthat the ring gained mass.

c For coated specimens,a Vickershardnessof 2200 kgmm-2 for TiN was used.

d Mass loss is sum of TiN and Aluminum. Wear coefficientnot calculated.
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TABLE 5: SUMMARYOF TEST RESULTSLFW-6, THRUSTWASHER TEST RESULTS

ContactPressure: 500 psi

RotationalSpeed: 1,800 rpm (1.062"dia.)

PV Product: 250,000psi-ft/min

Results:

Uncoated Steel M50 N2 Min.Oil3 Inst.Fail

Steel M50 N2 (400psi) Inst. Fail

Steel M50 Motor Oil4 5* Min.

TiN-Coated2 Aluminum 60611 n-hexadec. 9.5* Min.

Aluminum 60611 n-hexadec. 7.5 Min.

Mild Steel (AISI1018) Motor Oil 5* Min.

Mild Steel (AISI1018) N-2 Oil 5* Min.

Mild Steel (AISI1018) MineralOil5 5* Min.

Cast Iron Motor Oil 5* Min.

Cast Iron N-2 Oil 5* Min.

Cast Iron MineralOil 5* Min.

* Test terminatedwithout failure.

1 Temper conditionT651

2 Aluminum SampleNo. 1 TiN Coating: 2.7 microns
Aluminum SampleNo. 2 TiN Coating: 4.2 microns
Mild Steel and Cast Iron TiN Coating: 1.9 microns

3 N2 Min. Oil is R620-15with 4.0% Polymer

4 SAE 10W-40HD

5 UnformulatedParaffinicMineral Oil
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Figure i. Schematic illustration of conventional DC and RF sputtering

systems. Sample to be coated is placed on the anode.
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Figure 2. Wear scars produced in LFW-I tests on test blocks without

and with TiN coats. Note scales and sliding distances.
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Figure 3. Representative test data from a rolling contact traction test.

Traction coefficient TC is plotted against Slide-Roll ratio.
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Figure 4 A. FrictionVs Time data from LFW-6 Tests at low contact

stressesand sliding velocities.Hexadecanelubricant.
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Figure 4 B. Friction Vs Time data from LFW-6 Tests. Data from soft coat
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Figure 5 A. Traction Vs Slide-Roll ratio of a MoS 2 coated test sample.

Contact conditions are as indicated. 'Dry' contact.
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Figure 5 B. Traction Vs Slide-Roll ratio of a WSe2 coated test sample.
Test conditions are as indicated. 'Dry' rolling contact.

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of test sample configuration for film

adhesion strength measurement. Maximum shear stress is at

the longitidinal edge of the film. Applied strain is e. Sub-

scripts m and f refer to matrix and film respectively.
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STATUSOF UNDERSTANDINGFORBEARINGMATERIALS

E. N. Bamberger
Aircraft Engine Business Group

General Electric Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

The structural materials and potential failure modes for high technology air-
craft gas turbine engine bearings are reviewed. It is shown that the sub-surface
initiated rolling-contact fatigue failure mode is reasonably well understood and
in most cases can be controlled by proper material selection and design. Current
bearing materials provide long life and high reliability in existing applications.
A new generation of materials are being developed which will provide improved
fracture toughness, better corrosion resistance and a further extension of bearing
fatigue life. Bearing problems due to surface distress, caused by a variety of
surface and near surface anomalies, are less well understood. This area will
require the implementation of an interdisciplinary effort to improve the level of
understanding of metallic surface-lubricant reactions and interactions.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to review the status of understanding for
Bearing Materials. While at first glance this appears to be a relatively straight-
forward proposition, closer examination shows that the subject matter is far from
simple, expecially when viewed in the context of this conference on Tribology.

To even begin to achieve a workable perspective, it is necessary to restrict
the areas to be discussed, to limit the scope of those areas to be discussed and
perhaps most importantly, to also look at those areas where the level of under-
standing is still relatively incomplete.

The subject of bearing materials obviously covers a lot of territory, encom-
passing a large and varied number of materials ranging from lead and babbitt to
ceramics and diamonds. Because of this, a decision had to be made regarding which
bearing material class or family on which to concentrate. In this paper the
selection, not surprisingly, is that class of bearing materials used for mainshaft
applications in aircraft gas turbine engines. These materials were selected
because more than any other bearing materials, they have been the subject of sub-
stantial development efforts in the past three decades. The advent of the aircraft
gas turbine engine created unprecedented needs for better materials and designs
for rolling-element bearings in the engines of both subsonic and supersonic air-
craft. These requirements included bearings capable of operating at increased
temperatures, higher speeds and greater loads. Coupled with these requirements,
and compounding the difficulty, was a continuously increasing thrust-to-weight
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ratio in the engines which dictated the use of smaller and lighter bearings.
Reliability of these bearings became a major consideration due not only to system
and mission complexities, but also to the sizeable cost aspects involved. In
response to such challenges, research and development performed by the bearing
industry, engine manufacturers, and the Government have continued to provide
improved bearing materials and manufacturing techniques to enhance bearing life
and reliability. The selection of aircraft engine mainshaft bearings as the prime
subject of discussion in this paper does not in any way infer that other high-
technology bearing applications, such as those for satellite systems, space
applications, nuclear reactor mechanisms, etc., are less important and/or critical.
However, because the combination of severe environmental conditions, high loads,
high speeds, high temperatures and the need for absolute reliability, the aircraft
gas turbine engine main shaft bearing (materials and design) represents the leading
edge of this technology and this paper will therefore deal with this class of
bearings exclusively.

Another subject requiring some setting of limits for the purpose of this
discussion is the mode of failure experienced in these bearings. All rolling
element bearings have a number of competitive failure modes.(1)* Essentially,
these can be grouped into the following categories:

Fatigue

Surface Distress

Corrosion

Miscellaneous

A typical fatigue spall is shown in Figure I. Classical, sub-surface
initiated fatigue is the most studied and generally the best understood failure
mode in rolling element bearings. Yet when bearing failures are analyzed, a prop-
erly designed bearing, using the best available materials and processes, will
rarely exhibit this failure mode. Conversely, if overload conditions are ex-
perienced or if inferior materials are used, fatigue failures will be encountered
before other failure modes come into play. As an example, simulated or actual
bearing life tests are usually run under Very high loads to reduce the testing
time; in these tests, nearly all of the failures are due to fatigue.

Consequently, that failure modewhich is best understood and which is used
to set the design life of the bearing is the least likely to be encountered in
actual service. Over the years, it has been shown that less than 10%of all
bearing failures are directly attributable to sub-surface initiated fatigue. In
fairness, it should be noted that in the past, more resources have been devoted to
the understanding and improvement of the sub-surface initiated mode of failure than
to other bearing failure modes. Additionally, it can be postulated that until long
life materials, such as VIM-VAR M-50, were available, surface distress-related
problems were not as pressing because sub-surface initiated fatigue was the
primary concern.

Sometypical examples of the second failure mode, surface distress, are shown
in Figures 2, 3 and 4. This failure mode represents the most prevalent operational
failure mechanism in aircraft engine bearings, as well as in most other precision
bearing applications. Surface distress is an umbrella term, covering a variety of

*Numbers in parentheses refer to references.
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related failure modes. Micro-pitting, surface fatigue, scoring, debris damage,
contamination, plastic deformation, smearing, and even process induced damage are
all inherent in, or contribute to, surface distress. Statistically, this failure
mode is seen in perhaps 70%of the operational bearing failures examined.

While bearing corrosion could be classed as a sub-category to surface distress,
its impact on cost and logistics is such that it deserves a separate identity.
Recent work at the Naval Air Research Facility (2) and the Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories have shown that a substantial number of bearing rejec-
tions are due to the type of surface corrosion shown in Figure 5. In a recent paper
(3), this subject was addressed in some detail, and it was pointed out that, while
work has been done in the past on developing or utilizing more corrosion-resistant
bearing alloys, the traditional approach has been to improve the bearing lubricant
by the addition of corrosion-resistant additives. This approach has had a degree
of success as evidenced by the data reported in Reference (4). However, to
achieve a truly significant improvement in reducing bearing losses due to corro-
sion, it is essential to make the bearing material as impervious to corrosion as
possible with current materials technology.

Both Government and industry recognize the seriousness of the corrosion
problem, and there are presently a number of ongoing programs sponsored by DOD
and NASAdesigned to develop a more corrosion-resistant material. While corrosion
is a serious cost and logistics concern, the direct influence of corrosion on
bearing failures per se is less well documented, although there is little doubt
that if corrosion is permitted to occur on critical surfaces, such as raceways,
the resultant pitting will precipitate spalling fatigue and, in the case of high
DN bearings, more severe damage such as fracture can subsequently occur.

The last failure category, "Miscellaneous" covers a wide range of mostly
mechanical, or handling problems which are unpredictable and statistically
indeterminate. They constitute a small percentage of bearing failures although no
amount of materials, design, or tribological expertise, will ever totally eradicate
this failure mode. Because of the unpredictability of the "Miscellaneous" failure
category and the fact that corrosion can be the subject of an entire separate con-
ference, the emphasis in this "Status of Understanding" will therefore be re-
strictedtothe first two failure modes.

BEARINGMATERIALS- FATIGUE/FRACTURECONSIDERATIONS

Table I is a listing of typical materials used in aircraft mainshaft bearings.
As can be seen, with few exceptions, iron base, low alloy steels either through-
hardened or case carburized are predominant. Generally, current practice is to
use through-hardened materials, although as will be discussed shortly, carburized
materials are now attracting considerably more interest for mainshaft applications.
The most commonly used material in the United States is AlSl M-50, whereas
European gas turbine engine manufacturers have traditionally used higher alloyed
steels, such as 18-4-I (TI). However, published data indicate little difference
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between these two materials in terms of either rolling contact fatigue or fracture-
toughness. (5,6,7)

The Cr-Mo-V high speed tool steel known as M-50 has been used since about 1957
and has logged literally millions of flight hours in U.S. commercial and military
aircraft gas turbine engine bearings. M-50 is a rather remarkable material,
having originally been developed as a wood-working tool steel (MV-I). However, in
over two decades of evolutionary improvements, primarily in the processing of the
material, it has maintained its superiority over competitive bearing alloys. This
is shown in Figure 6. In a sense, the low failure rate of bearings due to sub-
surface fatigue can be ascribed to the continuing improvements made in the M-50,
as well as of course, improved design and analytical capabilities. For example,
the widely used ASMEDesign Guide for Bearings (8) projects a material factor of
six for M-50. In actual practice, this has proved to be a very conservative
number. Operationally verified material life factors of 20-40 are the rule rather
than the exception. Admittedly, since the issuance of the ASMEdocument, further
and significant improvementswere made in the M-50 processing (VIM-VAR melting) as
well as in bearing manufacturing techniques (controlled grain-flow, hardness and
surface finish refinements). Still,the level of understanding of this material is
high with extensive data available in the literatureregarding types of and
effects of carbide, carbide morphology, effects of residual gas contents, different
melting, conversion and forging procedures, and so on. Much of this has been
covered in Reference 3 and will not be repeated here. Efforts are still continuing
toward improving M-50 as well as other bearing materials with new technology pro-
cedures, such as Rapid Solidification Plasma Deposition(RSPD) and Rapid Solidifica-
tion Rate (RSR) produced alloys. Recent work reported in Reference (9) has shown
some potential for further improvement in M-50 by alloy modification, and ongoing
but as yet uncompleted work in the author's laboratory has indicated similar
potential improvement trends.

However, while M-50 is clearly a superior bearing material for past and
current applications, new demands made by advanced engine designs and operational
conditions have indicated that it, as well as all other high hardness through-
hardenable materials, has somedeficiencies which need attention.

As engine speeds increase to achieve improved efficiency and better specific
fuel consumption, the bearing DN* also increases. As the DN increases, the low
fracture toughness (or more specifically the low stress intensity factor) of
current through-hardened rolling element bearing materials becomes a critical
technical barrier to the operation of advanced high performance aircraft gas
turbines. At high rotational speeds (>2.4 million DN), a bearing using convention-
al through-hardened bearing steels, such as M-50, 52100, or 18-4-I, will be subject
to race fracture either independently or as a result of a fatigue spall. This type
of failure is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. Race fracture is a totally unaccept-
able mode of failure because of its potentially serious secondary effect on engine
integrity.

In the classical failure mode, a small crack forms below the surface, usually
at a stress riser, such as a non-metallic inclusion or carbide (Figure 9). The
crack propagates radially outward from the point of initiation and, upon reaching

*DN = bearing bore in mmtimes the shaft speed in rpm.
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the surface,formsa spall. Quiteoftenthiscrackwill simultaneouslypropagate
radiallyinwardfromthe samepointof origin,but suchgrowthdoesnot reach
significantdepth. It is assumedthatthecracksthat initiateracefracturesare
of thesamenature,but the inwardpropagationis not arrested.Instead,a super-
imposedhooptensilestressfieldcausesthemto propagatebothto the surfaceand
radiallyinwardthroughoutthe Hertzianstressfield.

FigurelO is a schematicrepresentationof crack-growthrateas a functionof
stress-intensityrange. The diagramillustratesthe rapid-fractureproblem.When
thebearingsare operatedat lowhoop-stresslevels,the stress-intensityrangeis
belowthepropagationthresholdvalue,AKth. In thiscase,the cracksformeddo
not propagateinward- orthepropagationrateis sufficientlyslowso thatnormal
spallingfatiguewill develop. Whilespallingis alsoundesirable,it is a
relativelygradualfatigueprocessthatcan be detectedby vibrationmonitors,chip
detectors,or otheroil systemmonitors.Consequently,the effectedcomponents
can usuallybe removedbeforemoreserioussecondarydamageis incurred.However,
as thestresslevel,and thusthestress-intensityrangeincreases,the crack
growthrateacceleratesuntila stageis reachedwherethe stress-intensityfactor
is largeenoughto producerapidfracture;at thispointit is consideredto have
reachedits criticalvalue(Kic). The effectof hoop-stresson thismechanismis
shownschematicallyin FigureIf. The timescalerepresentsoperatingtime
measuredfromthe initiationof a sub-surfacedefect. If spallsformat low hoop-
stresslevelsand are not detectedby themethodsmentionedabove,subsequent
vibrationor impactdamagewill eventuallyleadto cagefailure. Thisis normally
the finalstageof a bearingfailure.At increasedhoop-stresslevels,however,
rapidfractureoccurspriorto significantspalling,and consequentlyno warning
is received. It is very likelythattime-to-spallis decreasedby increasingthe
stresslevel,but for the purposeof thisillustrationit is assumedto be indepen-
dentof hoop-stress.

In typicalbearingmaterials,such as M-50, 52100 or 18-4-I,which have an
inherentlow fracturetoughness(KI-= 14 - 16 MPa • MI/2), this becomesa
criticalproblembecauseof the small dimensionsof the criticalcrack requiredto
initiatefracture. This places a severe restrictionon advancedengine design.
Engineperformancecan be improvedby increasingrotationalspeed, and additional
efficiencycan be realizedby using multi-spoolengines,where the engine shaft
diameters(and consequentlythe bearingdiameters)are increased. Both of these
measuresresult in an increasedDN value. As shown in Figure 12, currentengines
operateat DN values to about 2.3 million; next generationenginesare expected
to approach3 million.

In additionto the fracturetoughnessproblem,higherbearingspeedswill
also reduce the operatinglife (time)of currentbearingmaterials. This is best
illustratedin Figure 13. Becausebearingmaterialshave a finite fatiguelife
limit,as speed increases,the number of cycles to failurewill be reachedsooner.
In addition,as speed increasesthe centrifugalload increases,furtherreducing
life. Consequently,a materialthat has a safe design limit (in hours) at low
speedsmay become inadequateas speeds increase.

Work is currentlyin progress in severallaboratoriesincludingthe author's,
on both the fracturetoughnessand life extensionproblems. Good progresshas
been made to date particularlyin the area of fracturetoughness. Figures14 and
15 show a M-50 bearingtested under combinedhigh hoop and Hertzianstresses.
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Figure14 is an uncontainedtestwhereastestof the bearingin Figure15 was
terminatedimmediatelyafterfractureinitiation.Figure16 showsa bearingmade
out of a modifiedcarburizinggradeof M-50 exposedto the sameconditionsas the
through-hardenedbearings. WhilethemodifiedM-50bearingspalled,no indication
of incipientfractureor evena tendencytowardfracturewas noted. Thesetests
havebeenrepeatedseveraltimeswithsimilarresultson additionalmodifiedM-50
bearingsaswell as bearingsmadeout of otherselectedcarburizedmaterials.

The area of extended life is also being addressed,and here it appears,
perhapsfortuitously,that some carburizingmaterialsmay also have an advantage.
It has long been recognizedthat the favorablecompressiveresidualstress
patternsin carburizedbearingswould be beneficialin improving rollingelement
fatiguelife. (lO,ll,12) However,the deterrentto using conventionalcarburized
materialsfor aircraftengine,rolling-elementbearingshas been the relativelylow
operatingtemperaturecapabilityof conventionalcarburizinggrades of steel. In
recentyears, however,carburizingsteelswere developedthat exhibitedsignificant-
ly improvedhigh temperatureproperties.(13) To achievethis, two different
approachesin alloy designwere utilized. The firstwas to add alloyingelements
(suchas Si, Cr, Ni and Mo) which serve to retardmartensitetempering reactions
and thus help impart elevated-temperaturestrengthto about 315°C (600°F). One of
the compositionsresultingfrom this approach is Timken CBS 600; the chemical
analysisof which is listed in Table I. The second approachwas designedto
utilizea secondaryhardeningmechanismthat, by the precipitationof complexalloy
carbidesduring tempering,can raise the high temperaturepropertiesto temperatures
approaching538°C (lO00°F). Secondaryhardeningis the basis for the excellent
high temperaturecharacteristicsof high speed tool steels,such as M-50. The
latterapproachresulted in materialssuch as Timken's CBS lO00, Vasco's X-2 and
GeneralElectric'smodified M-50 alloy.

Figure17 showsrecenthighspeedrollingcontactfatiguetestdataon
carburizedmodifiedM-50 comparedto through-hardenedVIM-VARM-50. As can be
seen,the carburizedmaterialhasa rollingcontactfatiguelifetwicethatof the
standardmaterialat theBlo life. Othermodifications,includingCo additions
mentionedin Reference(9),alsoindicatea similarencouragingtrendtowardimproved
fatiguelife.

It is interestingto take note of severalitems with regard to the good
progressmade toward improvedfatiguelife. First, the researchconductedbrought
about a much better understandingof what was needed for a good fatigueresistant
material. Second,the developmentand continualimprovementof laboratory
devices (14,15,16,17)to simulatebearingoperation,in parallelwith the improved
understandingof Elastohydrodynamics(EHD),providedan efficientmeans to
evaluatematerialsthat could be confidentlyextrapolatedto practice. Third, by
focusingprimarilyon sub-surfaceinitiatedfatigue,the complicationsassociated
with the chemical,metallurgicaland mechanicalinteractionsof the surfaceand
near surfaceregionswhere other competitivemodes of failureinitiatewere nicely
by-passed. Thus, much could be accomplishedbetweenthe materialsengineerand
designer. In the more recent efforton fracturetoughnessimprovement,a similar
relativelynarrow focal area has helped towardwhat appearsto be an adequate
solutionto the problem. In the latterarea, as in the case of sub-surfacefatigue,
the understandingof the mechanismsand phenomenologicalinfluenceshad been
sufficientlywell establishedso thattheapproachtowardachieving an improved
fracturetough materialwas reasonablywell defined. However,at the same time, a
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numberof interestingand potentiallyimportantobservationshave beenmadewhich
openup a regionof much lessunderstoodphenomenologicalbehavior. It has become
quiteclearthat the classicalplane-strainfracturemechanicsmethodologyis in-
adequateto providea fullunderstandingof crackpropagationbehaviorin the
materialsbeingevaluated.It appearsthata relativelynew sub-discipline,short
crackfracturemechanics,willneedto be appliedto betterunderstandand explain
the fracturebehaviorof brittlematerialsand crackpropagationthroughbrittle-
ductileinterfaces.Despitethis,however,the prospectof achievingimproved
fracturetoughbearingsis goodeven if theprecisebehavior,i.e.the fundamental
understanding,stilllacksa rationalandwelldefinedanalyticalapproach. In any
event,the lackof fullunderstandingof behavioralmodesshouldnot_preventthis
technologyfromenteringtheworkingenvironment.Afterall,rollingelement
bearingswere usedsuccessfullydecadesbeforea thoroughunderstandingwas
achievedas to why theyworkedas well as thedid.

In summary,classicalfatiguefailurein rollingelementbearingsis reason-
ablywell understoodand can, inmost cases,be adequatelycontrolled.Alas,it
is the leastlikelyfailuremode.

BEARINGMATERIALS- SURFACEDISTRESSFAILUREMODE

The second major failuremode, surfacedistress,is a much more imprecise
area where understandingis less clear. However, it is the area where tribologi-
cal effortscan have the greatestpay off. Beforesummarizingthe "statusof
understanding"in this area, some terms must again be defined.

For any load carryingsurface,it can be assumedthat there are three or four
regionsas shown in Figure 18. The surfacecontainsthe "outer layers"of oxides,
absorbedfilms, reactionfilms, etc., which commandsthe attentionof the
chemists. In thickness,it is usally<l _m. The near surface region contains
the "innerlayers", includingthe Bielby layer (if there is one) and various
deformed layers. The deformedlayers,perhapsof differingmicrostructurethan
the sub-surface,may arisefrom surfacepreparation,such as grindingand honing,
heat treatment,or structuralalterationsinducedduring operation. Hardnessand
residualstressesmay be significantlydifferentthan in the sub-surfaceregion.
The near surfaceregionmay be on the order of 50 _m below the surface. The sub-
surfaceregion,which may be 50-1DO0_m below the surface, is generallynot
significantlyaffectedby mechanicalprocessor operationallyinducedphysicaland
microstructuralalterations. Its microstructureand hardnessmay, however,still
differ from the bulk (core)materialand significantbulk residualstressesmay be
presentin the sub-surfacezone. These stressesand microstructuresare, however,
generallythe result of macro processes,such as forging, heat treating,and surface
hardening. As mentionedearlier,the good progressmade in understandingand
improvingclassicalfatiguerelatedfailureswas the result of working basically
with bulk (sub-surface)properties. In addressingsurfaceand near surface
relatedfailures,it is no longer possibleto ignore surfaceand lubricant
chemistry,interactions,lubricantfilms, contamination,filtrationtechniques,
etc.
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For the surface and near surface relatedfailures,there is as yet no specific
and precise understandingrelativeto what is needed to reduce the problem.
Perhapseven more problematicalis the abilityto realisticallysimulatethese
effectsand correlatewith real life events. Lastly, it is obviousthat possible
interactionsbetweensurfaceand near surfaceregionscannot be by-passed. In
view of the current interestin high horsepowertransmissiongearingfor turbo-
props and the generalemphasistoward higher temperatureoperation,the surface
distressfailuremode will become ever more important. However, a logicaland
effectivemeans for developingmaterialsand lubricantsfor this problemwill
likely prove much more difficultthan in solvingthat of sub-surfaceinitiated
fatigue. The modes of failureare very much unique to the materialsused, the
componentgeometry,and the specific lubricantand operatingconditions.

Becauseof the complicatedinteractionsof surfaceand near surfacefailure
modes, it is not easy to identifyspecificmaterial needs. There is an obvious
need to controland understandresidualstressesand to fully understandthe
influenceof surfacefinishingprocesses,run-inand operationon microstructural
changes. But this does not seem to get at the heart of the matter. In a recent
assessment of this problem (18) there was referenceto the notion of tailor-
making the near surfacestructureand even the surfaceregion. This is a
potentiallyattractiveapproachin view of the growth and understandingof surface
modificationtechniques. The difficultyis that there is still a lack of under-
standing regardingwhat is needed for resistanceto surfacedistressand surface
initiatedfatigue. The contributionsof EHD,micro EHD, surfacefilms, surface
topographyand near surfaceattributesare no doubt intimatelyconnectedin the
real world. However, the lack of understandingof these connectionsnot only
inhibitsthe progress in surfaceand near surfaceimprovements,but it also
createsa bottleneckfor lubricantdevelopment,and perhapsmost importantly,the
developmentof simple as wellassophisticatedtest devicesto evaluatematerials,
and the abilityto predictperformancelevels for design.

As pointedout in Reference(18),itisclear that a great deal is known about
the constitutiveparts of the problem. It is unfortunatethat much of this
knowledgehas come about from isolatedexperimentswith a varietyof materialsand
operatingconditions,generallydifferentfrom practice. It is difficultto
believeand even perhapsnaive to think,thatcontinuedwork on the constitutive
parts alone will significantlymove thingsalong to a more'usefulend. Thus far,
this approachhas led to severalfailureconcepts,all of which fall short of
reality. Failuredoes not seem to be adequatelyand singlyrepresentedby the loss
of an EHD film, the desorptionof a surfacefilm, the generationof critical
temperatureor the plasticflow of the main structureof the surfacetopography.
The inevitableconclusionis that these generalitieson the global behaviorof
the contactmust be integrated. In addition,the sequenceof behaviormust be
evaluatedon an "asperity"scale in order to evolve a pictureof what distinguished
benign events from damage accumulationwhich could leadto a given mode of failure.
Even here it is interestingto note that the scale of asperitysize which may
controlcriticalevents is differentdependingon the researcherinvolved. But
within this generalframework,it is clear that the behavior of the near surface
regionwith regard to failureinitiationis greatlyinfluencedby the topographical
structureof the surfaceand the relevantpropertiesof the material in the near
surfaceregion under the stress and temperatureenvironmentit encounters. Just as
has been the case with sub-surfacefatigue,eventsare likely to be controlledby
both averagepropertiesof the system as well as singulardefects.
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With this perspective of surface topography and near surface properties, the
role of EHD, micro-EHD and boundary films seem to find their place in the whole
process of friction and the initiation or accumulation of damage. They are in-
fluential in determining the magnitude of stress on both a global and a local
( asperity ) scale. Thinking now seems to go beyond the simple ideas of friction
being derived from only adhesive junctions. A significant portion of energy can
be dissipated by plastic deformation within the body of the near surface region.
It is this plastic deformation that may be more detrimental thanthe movements
and attrition of material on the surface.

In principal at least, there is no impediment to putting the competitive modes
of failure which are initiated in the near surface region on a logical rather than
on an empirical basis. In practice, this will prove, to be a major challenge to
the materials engineeGtribologist, lubricant engineer, physicist and others. It
is in the truest sense of the word, an inter-disciplinary problem.

While the fundamental understanding of surface related fatigue is still in a
relatively early stage, main shaft aircraft turbine engine bearings are operating
under conditions which are known to contribute to surface distress. The fact that
they do operate, and in general quite successfully is in part a tribute to the
excellence of the design and in part to what may be relatively gross but apparently
effective preventative measures. The area of filtration for instance has helped
greatly in allowing bearing survival under extreme operating conditions. Work
reported in References (19,20,21,22,23) has shown the effectiveness of filtration
in improving bearing life. The extensive work performed by a number of researchers
on surface finish effects on EHDhas increased the understanding of the type of
surface finish (and surface topography) needed to provide the best potential for
maintaining an adequate fluid film under severe operating conditions. The work
reported in Reference (24)on the effects of artificially-produced defects on the
film thickness distribution in sliding EHDcontacts, has provided valuable insight
into the role of surface discontinuities in the critical EHDcontact region.

SUMMARY

This paper has attempted to review the status of understanding for bearing
materials, although as pointed out at the beginning, limits had to be set on both
the materials and the failure modes discussed. Even within these relatively
narrow confines, there are still areas which because of time constraints, could
not be reviewed,although they do help to improve our understanding and thereby
bearing life and reliability. Non-destructive inspection is one such particular
area. Recent advances in scanning X-ray, ultrasonic, and eddy-current inspection
techniques have helped to considerably improve not only the quality of the final
product, but also helped in the understanding of why bearing materials behave
either in a predictable or unpredictable manner.

Thus, considering the iron-base through-hardened bearing materials and the
sub-surface initiated fatigue failure mode, it can be stated that our understanding
is reasonably good. The best evidence to be offered in proof of this are the low
failure rates of these materials in this mode in actual service. However, com-
placency is definitely not indicated, because the demands of advanced aircraft gas
turbine engines continue to strain the capability of the current materials and
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require the materials engineer to develop improved materials and the design
community to come up with innovative design approaches.

The second primary operating failure mode comprehensively termed surface
distress is less understood. Since it is accountable for the majority of opera-
tional bearing failures, it is important to increase the level of understanding
of this failure mode. This is a more difficult task than the fatigue mode of
failure because of the manyinter-related and potentially synergistic effects.
Items, such as micro-EHD, oxides, anti-wear films, asperity deformation, absorp-
tion adhesion, lubricant rheology, and surface topography, are only a few of the
real and phenomenological effects to be considered. Taken as an overall picture
it presents a seemingly insurmountable problem. Yet, in reviewing the literature,
it is apparent that all of these areas are being worked independently. To
gain a better understanding (and solution) of the surface distress failure mode
in rolling element bearings will require a synthesis of these divergent efforts into
a cohesive technology. The key to the eventual full understanding in this area is,
as was the case with the sub-surface fatigue mode, the development of realistic
simulation techniques which will permit accurate extrapolation oflaboratory/
component tests into real world bearings.
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Typical Chemical Compositionsof
Selected Bearing Steels

Alloying Elements (% By Weight)

P S
Designation C (max) (mix) Mn Sl Cr V W Mo CO Cb NI

SAE 52100 1.00 0.025 0.025 0.35 0.30 1.45 ......
MHT* 1.03 0,025 0.025 0,35 0.35 1.50 ......

AISI M-1 0.80 0.030 0,030 0,30 0.30 4.00 1.00 1.50 8.00 -- -- --
AISI M-2 0.83 0.030 0.030 0.30 0.30 3,85 1.90 6.15 5,00 -- -- --

AISI M-10 0.85 0.030 0,030 0.25 0.30 4.00 2.00 -- 8.00 -- -- --
AISI M-50 0.80 0.030 0.030 0.30 0.25 4,00 1.00 -- 4.25 -- -- --
T-1 (18-4-1) 0.70 0.030 0.030 0.30 0.25 4.00 1.00 18.0 ....
T15 1,52 0.010 0.004 0.26 0.25 4.70 4.00 12.5 0,20 5.10 -- --
440C 1.03 0.018 0.014 0.48 0.41 17.30 0,14 -- 0.50 -- -- --

AMS 5749 1.15 0.012 0.004 0.50 0.30 14.50 1.20 -- 4.00 -- -- --
Vasco Matrix II 0.53 0.014 0.013 0.12 0.21 4.13 1.08 1.40 4.80 7.81 -- 0.10
CRB-7 1.10 0,016 0.003 0.43 0.31 14,00 1.03 -- 2.02 -- 0.32 --

AISI 0310(C) 0.10 0.006 0.001 0.54 0.28 1,18 -- -- 0.11 -- -- 3o15
CBS 600(C) 0.10 0.007 0,014 0.61 1,05 1.50 -- -- 0.94 -- -- 0.18
CB8 1000M(C) 0.14 0.018 0.019 0.48 0.43 1.12 -- I 4.77 -- -- 2.94
Vas©o X-2(C) 0.14 0.011 0.011 0.24 0.94 4.76 0.45 1.40 1.40 0.03 -- 0.10

• AlsoContains1,36% Ai
C - CIrbudzln9 Grades

TABLEI

FIGUREl: TypicalSub-SurfaceInitiatedFatigueSpallin Ball-BearingInnerRace
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FIGURE2: TypicalExamplesof SurfaceDistressin BallBearingComponents

FIGURE3: "Frosting"of RollerBearingRacewayDue to MarginalElastohydrodynamicLubrication
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FIGURE4: ScanningElectronMicroscopePhotographsShowingMicro-Pittingand
Micro-Spallingin BearingRaceway

FIGURE5: Corrosionon RollerBearingInnerRace
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Evolutionof A.I.S.I M-50 BearingSteel
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Figure 6

FIGURE7: RaceFractureCausedby Combinationof HighHoopand HighHertzian
Stresses
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FIGURE8: RaceFracture. NoteAbsenceof Any FatigueSpalling

400X

FIGURE9: TypicalMicrostructureof M-50BearingSteel. Small,White (Non-
Etching),Particlesare Carbides
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Trend in Aircraft Engine Main Bearing DN
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FIGURE14: M-50Bearing,TestedUnderCombined,VeryHighHoopand HighHertzian
Stress

FIGURE15: M-50Bearing,TestedUnderCombinedHighHoopand HighHertzianStress.
Unlikethe BearingShownin (Figure14),ThisTestWas Terminated
ImmediatelyUponInitialFracture
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FIGURE16: ModifiedM-50BearingTestedUnderSameLoadConditionsas Thosein
Figure14 and Figure15. ThisBearingSpalledBut Did Not Fracture
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FIGURE17: RollingContactFatigueTestResultson VIM-VARM-50 and Carburized,
ModifiedVIM-VARM-50
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LoadRegionsin ContactingBodies
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STATUSOF UNDERSTANDINGFORGEARMATERIALS

Dennis P. Townsend
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

Today'sgear designerhas a large selectionof possiblegear materialsto
choosefrom. The choice of which materialto use should be based on the re-
quirementsof the applicationand will includethe operatingconditionsof
load, speed, and temperaturein additionto reliability,weight, noise limita-
tion, accuracy,and cost. The plasticmaterialsare generallylow in cost
with low strengthcapabilitiesand are suitablefor many light-dutyapplica-
tions. Die-castalloy and sinteredpowder-metalgears are also fairly inex-
pensiveand will operateat higher loads and temperaturesthan plasticgears.
The three types of cast iron offer a medium-strengthgear at a cost that
varieswith the accuracyof machiningrequirements. Gears can be manufactured
from severalaluminumalloys for lightweight and medium cost and may be ano-
dized for improvedload capacity. The copper alloys,bronze and brass, are
more costly but have good slidingand wear propertiesthat are useful for worm
gear applications. The hot-forgedpowder-metalgears have the advantageof
mediumcost with good accuracyand high strength. Several low- to medium-
alloy steels are availablefor gear design and most can be heat treatedfor
added strength. The medium-alloygear materialsoffer high strengthwhen case
hardenedand will satisfymost high-loadmedium-temperatureapplications. For
more severe load, speed, and temperaturerequirementsthe advancedhigh-
temperaturealloysmust be used. These includeEX-53, CBS 600, Vasco X-2,
Super Nitralloy(5Ni-2Al),and forgedAISI M-50. As the requirementsbecome
more stringent,the cost will also increase. It is necessarythat the gear
designerhave a workingknowledgeof the variousgear materialsin order to
match the most economicalmaterialwith the design requirements.

INTRODUCTION

A wide varietyof gear materialsis availabletoday for the gear
designer. Dependingon the applicationthe designermay choose from materials
such as wood (fig. 1), plastics,aluminum,magnesium,titanium,bronze,brass,
gray cast iron, nodular and malleableiron, and a whole varietyof low-,
medium-,and high-alloysteels (fig.2). In additionthere are many different
ways of modifyingor processingthe materialsto improvetheir propertiesor
to reduce the cost of manufacture. These includereinforcementsfor plastics,
coatingand processingfor aluminumand titanium,and hardeningand forging
for many of the iron-based(or ferrous)gear materials.

In many applicationsthe main reason for selectinga specificgear mate-
rial is economic (thematerialstrengthand gear accuracybeing secondaryre-
quirements). Applicationssuch as home appliances,automobiles,recreational
vehicles,instruments,and toys are but a few of the areas where high-
production,low-cost,lighttomedium-dutygears are used.
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Whenselecting a gear material for an application, the gear designer will
first determine the actual requirements for the gears being considered. The
design requirements for a gear in a given application will depend on such
things as accuracy, load, speed, material, and noise limitations. The more
stringent these requirements are, the more costly the gear will become. For
instance, a gear requiring high accuracy because of speed or noise limitations
may require several processing operations in its manufacture. Each operation
will add to the cost. Machined gears, which are the most accurate, can be
made from materials with good strength characteristics. However, these gears
are very expensive. The cost is further increased if hardening and grinding
are required as in applications where noise limitation is a critical require-
ment. Machined gears should be a last choice for a high-production gear
application because of cost.

Someof the considerations in the choice of a material include allowable
bending and Hertz stress, wear resistance, impact strength, water and corro-
sion resistance, manufacturing cost, size, weight, reliability, and lubrica-
tion requirements. In aircraft applications, such as helicopter, V/STOL, and
turboprops, the dominant factors are reliability and weight. Cost is of
secondary importance. Off-the-road vehicles, tanks, and some actuators may be
required to operate at extremely high loads with a corresponding reduction in
life. These loads may produce bending stresses in excess of 150 000 psi and
Hertz stresses in excess of 400 000 psi for portions of the duty cycle. This
may be acceptable because of the relatively short life of the vehicle and a
deemphasis on reliability. (As a contrast, aircraft gearing typically oper-
ates at maximumbending stresses of 65 000 psi and maximumHertz stresses of
180 000 psi). Considerable research has been done on advanced aircraft gear
materials at NASALewis Research Center in recent years (refs. i to 6). Some
of these data are presented here.

GEARMATERIALS

Plastics

There has always been a need for a lightweight, low-cost gear material
for light-duty applications. In the past, gears were made from wood or
phenolic-resin-impregnated cloth. However, in recent years with the develop-
ment of many new polymers, many gears are made of various "plastic" materi-
als. Table I lists plastic materials used for molded gears. The most common
molded plastic gears are the acetate and nylon resins. These materials are
limited in strength, temperature resistance, and accuracy. The nylon and
acetate resins have a room-temperature yield strength of approximately
10 000 psi. This is reduced to approximately 4000 psi at their upper tempera-
ture limit of 250° F. Nylon resin is subject to considerable moisture absorp-
tion, which reduces its strength and causes considerable expansion. Larger
gears are made with a steel hub that has a plastic tire for better dimensional
control. Plastic gears can operate for long periods in adverse environments,
such as dirt, where other materials would tend to wear excessively. They can
also operate without lubrication or can be lubricated by the processed mate-
rial as in the food industry. The cost of plastic gears can be as low as a
few cents per gear for a simple gear on a high-volume production basis. This
is probably the most economical gear available. Often a plastic gear is run
in combination with a metal gear to give better dimensional control, low wear,
and quiet operation.
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Polyimideis a more expensiveplasticmaterialthan nylon or acetate
resin, but it has an operatingtemperaturelimit of approximately600° F.
This makes the polyimidessuitablefor many adverseapplicationsthat might
otherwiserequiremetal gears. Polyimidescan be used very effectivelyin
combinationwith a metal gear withoutlubricationbecauseof polyimide'sgood
slidingproperties(refs.7 to 9). However,polyimidegears are more expen-
sive than other plasticgears becausethey are difficultto mold and the mate-
rial is more expensive.

NonferrousMetals

Severalgradesof wroughtand cast aluminumalloys are used for gearing.
The wrought alloyshave higher strengthand good machinability. The most com-
mon wroughtalloy used in gearingis 2024-T4. The wrought alloy 7075-T6is
strongerthan 2024-T4but is also more expensive.

Aluminumdoes not have good slidingand wear properties. However,it can
be anodizedwith a thin, hard surfacelayer that will give it betteroperating
characteristics.The coating is thin and brittle and may crack under exces-
sive load. Anodizinggives aluminumgood corrosionprotectionin salt water
applications.

Magnesiumis not considereda good gear materialbecauseof its low elas-
tic modulusand other poor mechanicalproperties.

Titaniumhas excellentmechanicalproperties,approachingthose of some
heat-treatedsteelswith a densitynearlyhalf that of steel. However,
becauseof its very poor slidingproperties,producinghigh frictionand wear,
it is not generallyused as a gear material. Severalattemptshave been made
to find a wear-resistantcoating,such as chromiumplating, iron coating
(refs.10 to 13), and nitridingfor titanium,with no real success. Titanium
would be an excellentgear material if a satisfactorycoatingor alloy could
be developedto provideimprovedslidingand wear properties.

Severalalloysof zinc, aluminum,magnesium,brass, and bronze are used
as die-castmaterials. Many prior die-castapplicationsnow use lessexpen-
sive plasticgears. The die-castmaterialshave higher strengthproperties,
are not affectedby water, and will operateat higher temperaturesthan the
plastics. As a result,they still have a place in moderate-cost,high-volume
applications. Most die-castgears are made from lower cost zinc or aluminum
alloys. Copper alloyscan also be used at a somewhathigher cost. The main
advantageof die casting is that therequirement for machiningis either com-
pletelyeliminatedor drasticallyreduced. The high fixed cost of the dies
makes low productionruns uneconomical. Some of the die-castalloys used for
gearingare listed in references14 and 15.

Copper Alloys

Severalcopper alloys are used in gearing. Most are the bronze alloys
containingvaryingamountsof tin, zinc, manganese,aluminum,phosphorous,
silicon,lead, nickel,and iron. The brass alloyscontainprimarilycopper
and zinc with small amountsof aluminum,manganese,tin, and iron. The copper
alloys are most often used in combinationwith an iron or steel gear to give
good wear and load capacityespeciallyin worm gear applicationswhere there
is a high slidingcomponent. In these cases the steel worm drives a bronze
gear. Bronzegears are also used where corrosionand water are a problem.
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Severalcopper alloys are listed in table II. The bronze alloys are either
aluminumbronze,manganesebronze, siliconbronze,or phosphorousbronze.
These bronze alloys have yield strengthsrangingfrom 20 000 to 60 000 psi
and all have good machinability.

FerrousAlloys

Cast iron is used extensivelyin gearingbecauseof its low cost, good
machinability,and moderatemechanicalproperties. Many gear applicationscan
use gears made from cast iron becauseof its good slidingand wear properties,
which are in part a result of the free graphiteand porosity. There are three
basic cast irons distinguishedby the structureof graphite in the matrix of
ferrite. These are (1) gray cast iron, where the graphite is in flake form;
(2) malleablecast iron, where the graphiteconsistsof uniformlydispersed
fine, free-carbonparticlesor nodules;and (3) ductile iron, where the
graphite is in the form of tiny balls or spherulites. The malleableiron and
ductile iron have more shock and impactresistance. The cast irons can be
heat treatedto give improvedmechanicalproperties. The bendingstrengthof
cast iron ranges from 5000 to 25 000 psi (ref. 16), and the surfacefatigue
strengthranges from 50 000 to 115 000 psi (ref. 17). In many worm gear
drives a cast iron gear can be used to replacethe bronze gear at a lower cost
becauseof the slidingpropertiesof the cast iron.

SinteredPowderMetals

Sinteringof powder metals is one of the more common methodsused in
high-volume,low-costproductionof medium-strengthgears with fair dimen-
sional tolerance(ref. 18). In this method a fine metal powder of iron or
other material is placed in a high-pressuredie and formed into the desired
shape and densityunder very high pressure. The green part has no strengthas
it comes from the press. It is then sinteredin a furnaceunder a controlled
atmosphereto fuse the powder togetherfor increasedstrength and toughness.
Usually,an additive (such as copper in iron) is used in the powderfor added
strength. The sinteringtemperatureis then set at the melting temperatureof
the copper to fuse the iron powder togetherfor a strongerbond than would be
obtainedwith the iron powder alone. The parts must be properlysinteredto
give the desiredstrength.

There are severalmaterialsavailablefor sinteredpowder-metalgears
that give a wide range of properties. Table Ill lists propertiesof some of
the more commonlyused gear materialsalthoughother materialsare available.
The cost for volume productionof sinteredpowder metal gears is an order of
magnitudelower than that for machined gears.

A processthat has been more recentlydevelopedis the hot-forming
powder-metalsprocess (refs.19 and 20). In this processa powder-metalpre-
form is made and sintered. The sinteredpowder-metalpreformedpart is heated
to forgingtemperatureand finishedforged. The hot-formedparts have
strengthsand mechanicalpropertiesapproachingthe ultimatemechanicalprop-
erties of the wroughtmaterials. A wide choice of materialsis availablefor
the hot-formingpowder-metalsprocess. Since this is a fairly new process,
there will be undoubtedlybe improvementsin the materialsmade from this
processand reductionsin the cost. Severalpromisinghigh-temperature,
cobalt-basealloy materialsare being developed.
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Because there are additionalprocessesinvolved,hot-formedpowder-metal
parts are more expensivethan those formed by the sinteredpowder-metalproc-
ess. However,either processis more economicalthan machiningor conven-
tional forgingwhile producingthe desiredmechanicalproperties. This makes
the hot-formingpowder-metalsprocessattractivefor high-productionparts
where high strengthis needed,such as in the automotiveindustry.

Accuracyof the powder-metaland hot-formedprocessesis generallyin the
AGMA class 8 range. Better accuracycan be obtained in specialcases and
where die wear is limited,which would tend to increasethe cost. Figure 3
shows the relativecost of some of the materialsor processesfor high-volume,
low-costgearing.

HardenedSteels

A large varietyof iron or steel alloysare used for gearing. The choice
of which materialto use is based on a combinationof operatingconditions
such as load, speed, lubricationsystem,and temperatureplus the cost of pro-
ducing the gears. When operatingconditionsare moderate,such as medium
loads with ambienttemperatures,a low-alloysteel can be used withoutthe
added cost of heat treatmentand additionalprocessing. The low-alloymate-
rial in the non-heat-treatedconditioncan be used for bendingstressesin the
20 O00-psirange and surfacedurabilityHertz stressesof approximately85 000
psi. As the operatingconditionsincrease,it becomesnecessaryto harden the
gear teeth for improvedstrengthand to case harden the gear tooth surfaceby
case carburizingor case nitridingfor longer pittingfatigue life, better
scoringresistance,and betterwear resistance. An improvedlubricationsys-
tem may also be requiredto remove the heat generatedby the meshingof gear
teeth. There are severalmedlum-alloysteels that can be hardenedto give
good load-carryingcapacitywith bendingstressesof 50 000 to 60 000 psi and
contactstressesof 160 000 to 180 000 psi. The higher alloy steels are much
strongerand must be used in heavy-dutyapplications. AISI 9300, AISI 8600,
NitralloyN, and Super Nitralloyare good materialsfor these applicationsand
can operatewith bendingstressesof 70 000 psi and maximum contact(Hertz)
stressesof 200 000 psi. The high-alloysteelsshould be case carburizedfor
AISI 8600 and 9300 or case nitridedfor Nitralloyfor a very hard wear-
resistantsurface. Gears that are case carburizedwill usuallyrequiregrind-
ing after the hardeningoperationbecauseof distortionoccurringduringthe
heat-treatingprocess. The nitridedmaterialsoffer the advantageof much
less distortionduring nitridingand thereforecan be used in the as-nitrided
conditionwithout additionalfinishing. This is very helpfulfor large gears
with small cross sectionswhere distortioncan be a problem. Since case depth
for nitridingis limitedto approximately0.020 in., case crushingcan occur
if the load is too high. Some of the steel alloysused in the gearing
industryare listed in table IV.

Gear surfacefatiguestrengthand bendingstrengthcan be improvedby
shot peening (refs.5 and 21). Figure4 from reference5 is a plot of the
surfacefatiguelife of standardground AISI 9310 gears and standardground
and shot-peenedAISI 9310 gears. The lO-percentsurfacefatigue life of the
shot-peenedgears was 1.6 times that of the standardground gears.

The low- and medium-alloysteels have a limitedoperatingtemperature
above which they begin to lose their hardnessand strength,usuallyaround
300° F. Above this temperaturethe materialis tempered,and early bending
failures,surfacepittingfailures,or scoringwill occur. To avoid this
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condition, a material is needed that has a higher tempering temperature and
that maintains its hardness at high temperatures. The generally accepted
minimum hardness required at operating temperature is Rockwell C58. In recent
years several materials have been developedothat maintain a Rockwell C58
hardness at temper- atures from 450 to 600 F (ref. 3). Someof these
materials have been or will be tested for surface fatigue life in the NASA
gear test facility and the results compared with those for the standard
aircraft gear material AISI 9310. Several materials have shown promise of
improved life at normal operating temperature. The hot hardness data indicate
that they will also provide good fatigue life at higher operating temperatures.

AISI M-50 has been used successfully for several years as a rolling-
element bearing material for temperatures to 600° F (refs. 22 to 26). It has
also been used for lightly loaded accessory gears for aircraft applications at
high temperatures. However, the standard AISI M-50 material is generally con-
sidered too brittle for more heavily loaded gears.

AISI M-50 is considerably better as a gear material when forged with
integral teeth. Figure 5(a) is a cross section through a forged AISI M-50
gear showing the excellent grain flow and good tooth shape that improves the
bending strength. The grain flow from the forging process improves the bend-
ing strength and impact resistance of the AISI M-50 considerably (ref. 27).

The M-50 material can also be ausforged with gear teeth to give good
bending strength and better pitting life (refs. 2 and 28). Figure 5(b) is a
cross section through an ausforged gear tooth. The tooth is poorly formed
because of the lower ausforging temperature (around 1400° F), and some of the
good grain flow had to be cut away during finishing of the gear. Further, the
ausforging temperature is so low that forging gear teeth is very difficult and
expensive. As a result, ausforging for gears has considerably limited appli-
cation (ref. 2).

Figure 6 is a Weibul plot comparing the forged AISI M-50 and ausforged
AISI M-50 gear surface fatigue test data with the standard AISI 9310 steel
data. The Weibul plot shows the percentage of specimens failed as a function
of the system (two gears) life in stress cycles. These test data were taken
with a superrefined naphthenic mineral oil lubricant, a speed of I0 000 rpm, a
temperature of 170° F, a maximumHertz stress of 248 000 psi with an 8-in.
diametral pitch, and a 3.5-in.-pitch-diameter gear. The results show that the
forged and ausforged gears can give lives approximately 5 times those of the
standard AISI 9310 gears (ref. 2).

Nitralloy N is a low-alloy nitriding steel that has been used for several
years as a gear material. It can be used for applications requiring tempera-
tures of 400° to 450° F. A modified Nitralloy N called Super Nitralloy or
5Ni-2AI Nitralloy was used in the United States Supersonic Aircraft Program
for gears. It can be used for gear applications requiring temperatures to
500° F. A Weibul plot of the surface fatigue data for the Super Nitralloy
gears is shown in figure 7.

Two materials that were developed for case-carburized tapered roller
bearings but also show promise as high-temperature gear materials are
CBSIO00M and CBS 600 (refs. 29 and 30). These materials are low- to medium-
alloy steels that can be carburized and hardened to give a hard case of
Rockwell C60 with a core of Rockwell C38. Weibul plots of the surface fatigue
test results for CBS600 and AlSl 9310 are shown in figure 7. The CBS600 has
a medium fracture toughness that could cause fracture failures after a surface
fatigue spall has occurred.

Two other materials that have recently been developed as advanced gear
materials are EX-53 and EX-14. Reference 31 reports that the fracture tough-
ness of EX-53 is excellent at room temperature and improves considerably as
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temperature increases. These materials are presently being evaluated for sur-
face fatigue in the NASAgear test facility. The EX-53 surface fatigue
results show a 10-percent life that is twice that of the AISI 9310.

Vasco X-2 is a high-temperature gear material (ref. 32) that is currently
being used in advanced CH 47 helicopter transmissions. This material has an
operating temperature limit of 600° F and has been shown to have good gear
load-carrying capacity when properly heat treated. The material has a high
chromium content (4.9 percent) that oxidizes on the surface and can cause soft
spots when the material is carburized and hardened. A special process has
been developed that eliminates these soft spots when the process is closely
followed (ref. 33). Several groups of Vasco X-2 with different heat treat-
ments were surface fatigue tested in the NASAgear test facility. All groups
except the group with the special processing gave poor results (ref. 4).
Figure 9 is a Weibul plot of these data showing the variation of surface
fatigue life with different heat treatment processes. Vasco X-2 has a lower
fracture toughness than AISI 9310 and is subject to tooth fracture after a
fatigue spall.
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TABLE I. - PROPERTIESOF PLASTICGEAR MATERIALS

Property ASTM Acetate Nylon Polyimide

Yield strength,psi D 638 10 000 11 800 10 500
Shear strength,psi D 732 9510 9600 11 900
Impact strength(Izod) D 256 1.4 0.9 0.9
Elongationat yield, percent D 638 15 5 6.5
Modulusof elasticity,psi D 790 410 00_ 410 000 460 000
Coefficientof linearthermal D 696 4.5x10-_ 4.5x10-5 2.8x10-5
expansion,in./in.°F

Water absorption(24 hr), percent D 570 0.25 1.5 0.32
Specificgravity D 792 1.425 1.14 1.43
Temperaturelimit, °F 250 250 600

TABLEII.- PROPERTIESOF COPPERALLOY

GEARMATERIALS

Material Modulusof Yield Ultimate
elasticity, strength, strength,

psi psi psi

Yellow brass 15x106 50 000 60 000
Naval brass 15 45 000 70 000
Phosphorbronze 15 40 000 75 000
Aluminum bronze 19 50 000 100 000
Manganesebronze 16 45 000 80 000
Siliconbronze 15 30 000 60 000
Nickel-tinbronze 15 25 000 50 000

TABLE Ill. - PROPERTIESOF SINTEREDPOWDER-METALALLOY GEAR MATERIALS

Composition Ultimate Apparent Comment
tensile hardness,
strength, Rockwell

psi

1 to 5Cu-O.6C-94Fe 60 000 B60 Good impact strength
7Cu-93Fe 32 000 B35 Good lubricantimpregnation
15Cu-O.6C-84Fe 85 000 B80 Good fatiguestrength
0.15C-98Fe 52 000 A60 Good impactstrength
0.5C-96Fe 50 000 B75 Good impactstrength
2.5Mo-O.3C-1.7N-95Fe130 000 C35 High strength,good wear
4Ni-1Cu-O.25C-94Fe 120 000 C40 Carburizedand hardened
5Sn-95Cu 20 000 H52 Bronze alloy
10Sn-87Cu-O.4P 30 000 H75 Phosphorus-bronzealloy
1.5Be-O.25Co-98Cu 80 000 B85 Berylliumalloy
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TABLE IV. - PROPERTIESOF STEEL ALLOY

GEAR MATERIALS

Material Tensile Yield Elongation
strength, strength, in 2 in.,

psi psi percent
L................. ,, ,, ,,, ........ , ,,,,

Cast iron 45 000 ---
Ductileiron 80 000 60 000 3
1020 80 000 70 000 20
1040 100 000 60 000 27
1066 120 000 90 000 19
4146 140 000 128 000 18
4340 135 000 120 000 16
8620 170 000 140 000 14
8645 210 000 180 000 13
9310 185 000 160 000 15
440C 110 000 65 000 14
4.16 160 000 140 000 19
304 110 000 75 000 35
Nitralloy135M 135 000 100 000 16
Super Nitralloy 210 000 190 000 15
CBS 600 222 000 180 000 15
CBS IO00M 212 000 174 000 16
Vasco X-2 248 000 225 000 6.8
EX-53 171 000 141 000 16
EX-14 169 000 115 000 19
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STATUSOF UNDERSTANDINGFOR SEALrCATERIALS

P.F. Brown
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

East Hartford, Connecticut

Material selection for mainshaft face and ring seals, labyrinth seals, accessory
gearbox face seals and lip seals are discussed in light of tribology requirements and
a given seal application. Carbon graphite has been found to be one of the best
sealing materials and it is widely used in current gas turbine mainshaft and
accessory gearbox seals. Its popularity is due to its unique combination of
properties which consists of dimensional stability, corrosion resistance, low
friction, good self lubricating characteristics, high thermal conductivity and low
thermal expansion, the latter two properties combining to provide good thermal shock
resistance. A brief description of the seals and the requirements they must meet are
discussed which provides an insight into the limitations and advantages of the seals
in containing the lubricant. A forecast is made of the operational requirements of
main shaft and gearbox seals for advanced engines and candidate materials and
coatings that may satisfy these advanced engine requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Bearing compartments in gas turbine engines must be effectively isolated from the
engine gases to avoid excessive heating of the bearings, contamination and degrada-
tion of the lubricant, possible combustion of the lubricant and disruption of the oil
flow. In the main shaft bearing compartments, some areas are in locations that must
be sealed against gases of relatively high temperatures and pressures. Other seals,
used in accessory gearbox locations, must be optimized for operation at very low or
zero pressure differential conditions while preventing the leakage of hot oil.

This paper focuses on material selection, including coatings, of mainshaft and
accessory seals that can operate within this hostile environment. Main shaft and
accessory seals depend on proper materials to provide adequate durability and to
assist in minimizing leakage. Each gas turbine engine application presents a set of
mainshaft sealing requirements that dictate the selection of one or more of the three
basic types; ring seal, face seal and labyrintll seal. For accessory gearbox sealing,
the package face seal and the elastomeric lip seal are typically used. The selection
of one seal design system over another has been well described in reference I. In
commercial and military engine applications the variety of engine designs requires
continued use of all the seal types mentioned. Each of these seal types will be
reviewed for the impact of material selection on seal design. Operating parameters
such as temperature, pressure differentials and surface speeds that influence
material selection will be studied in light of current practice. With higher rotor
speeds and higher cycle pressures and temperatures, the challenge of providing
sealing in the rotor support system increases. These advanced engine requirements and
new materials being developed to satisfy sealing requirements of future engines will
be examined in this paper.
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EngineMainshaftand AccessorySealRequirements

In a gasturbineenginethatemploysbearingsand gearswhichare self-lubricating
and self-cooling,onlya simplerotorsupportsystemis requiredas describedin
referenceI. Thissystemis representedin figurel for a simpleturbojetengine.As
shown,the mainrotoris axiallylocatedby meansof a ball thrustbearing.Primary
radialsupportis providedby cylindricalrollerbearingslocatedon eitherend of
the shaft.The accessorygearboxand itsdrivesystemis equallysimple.

In a realengine,bearingsand gearsrequirecoolingto carryawaythe heatgenerated
by high speedoperation.Lubricatingoii is an excellentfluidfor thispurposeand
has the advantageof providinglongwear lifefor thesemechanicalcomponents.
However,this lubricantmustbe containedin sealedchambersas shownin figure2.
The typesof sealsemployedto containthe lubricantand to minimizethe leakageof
highpressureair intothe sealedcompartmentsfall intothreecategoriesfor main
shaftuse; namely,ring,faceand labyrinthas explainedin reference2. For sealing
accessorygearboxesthe choicesare the packageface sealand the elastomericlip
seal.

Figure I A Simple Gas Turbine Engine That Requires no Shaft Seal System if Self
Lubricated and Cooled

I

PRESSUREOIL

Figure 2 In Reality, Gas Turbine Engines Require Cooling Oil Adding the Complication
of a Sealing System
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Ring Seal

The ring seal is essentiallya piston ring that may be either of the expandingor
contractingdesign.The expandingdesign is the simplerof the two and is illustrated
in figure 3. Other designsthat can be groupedin the ring seal family includethe
circumferentialsegmentedring seal and the floatingor controlledclearancering
seal as describedin reference3. The materialsrequirementsfor these seals are
essentiallythe same as those for the expandingseal shown in figure 3. The seal
rings are carbonand they seal radiallyagainstthe insidediameterof the stationary
cylindricalsurfaceas well as axiallyagainstthe faces of the adjacentmetal seal
seats. The metal seal seats are fixed to, and rotatewith the shaft. The sealing
closureforce is providedby a combinationof spring forces and gas pressures.Ring
seals are employedwhere there is a large relativeaxial movementdue to thermals
betweenthe shaft and the stationarystructure.Ring seals are limitedto operation
at air pressuredrops and sliding speedsthat are considerablylower than those
allowedfor face seals.However, they can be used to gas temperaturelevels in the
same range as for positive-contactface seals which is approximately756K (900°F).
Generally,a minimumpressuredifferentialof 1.4 N/cm2 (2 psi) must be maintained
to preventoil leakagefrom the bearingcompartment.

Face Seal

The positivecontactface sealwas developedto providebetter sealingat higher
pressuredifferentials.A typical installation,as shown in figure 4, utilizesa
carbonnosepieceto seal in the axial direction,and separatesecondaryseals to seal
radially.The carbon nosepieceis usuallyassembledwith a shrink fit into a metal
housingcalled a carbon carrier.The nosepieceassembly is loadedboth pneumatically
and by springsto ensure contactbetweenthe carbon nosepieceand the seal seat.
Torque pins are used to preventrotationof the nosepieceassembly.The surfaceof
the rotatingseal seat which mates againstthe stationarycarbon nosepieceis usually
chrome platedor hard-facecoated.The mechanicalarrangementsused in current
applicationshave evolvedfrom the early designsused in the J57 engine as outlined
in referenceI. The face seal can operate at higher speeds,pressuresand
temperaturesthan ring seals since the interfacialpressuresor rubbing loads can be
made to approachzero by pressurebalancing.This seal designcan also be oil-cooled
more readily.

FIXEDCHAMBER

NOSEPIECE

PRESSURE _l-"] L . SHAFT
PISTONRINGS SEAT

CARBONELEMENTSEALS SUPPORT

Figure 3 Expanding Type Ring Seals Are Used Figure 4 The Face Seal is Pressure Balanced
WhereLarge Thermally Induced Axial Move- Allowing Useat High Pressure Differentials
ment Occurs
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Currentpracticehas beento generallylimitthe use of positivecontactface seals
to conditionsnot exceedinga pressuredifferentialof 69 N/cmL (lO0psi),a gas
temperatureof 756K (900°F),anda slidingspeedof 107m/sec(350fps)although
englneoperationat slidingspeedsto 138m/sec(450fps)has beenachievedwiththis
typeof sealat the expenseof pressuredifferentialcapability.In engineswith
higherpressureand temperaturerequirements,oilwettingof the carbonnosepiece/
sealseatinterfacehas allowedreliableoperationat pressuredifferentialsto I04
Nlcm2 (150psi),gas temperaturesto 894K (1150°F),at slidingspeedsin excessof
122m/sec(400fps).Generallya minimumpressuredifferentialof 2.0 N/cm2 (3psi)
mustbe maintainedfor bothtypesof face sealsto preventoil leakagefrom the
bearingcompartment.

LabyrinthSeal

The labyrinthseal is utilizedfrequentlyin a multiplesealconfigurationwith
pressurizationand/orventingbetweensealstages.Earlygas turbineenginesemployed
simplenonbufferedand nonventedsystemsbecausecyclegas pressuresand temperatures
were lowwith littlecorrespondingbearingcompartmentfirehazard.The moreadvanced
enginesin currentuse operateat high pressuresand temperaturesand a simple
labyrinthsealsyste_wouldpermitexcessiveleakageof hightemperatureairwhich
couldignitetheenglnelubricant.Consequently,the labyrinthsealsystemhas
evolvedintoa stepped,threestagesystemas showninfigure5. Threestagesand an
extensiveplumbingsystemare requiredto decreasethetemperatureof the air leakage
intothe bearingcompartmentto satisfactorylevels.The highpressure,high
temperatureair mustnot be permittedto enterthe compartmentdirectlyso it is
ventedoverboardbetweenthe firstand secondstages.Relativelylowtemperature
pressurizedairmustbe usedbetweenthesecondand thirdstagesto providea
_ositivepressuredropacrossthethirdstageso thatthe leakageflow intothe
earingcompartmentis relativelycoolair,therebyincreasingfire safety.
Minimizationof sealclearanceis of primeimportancefor obtainingmaximumlabyrinth
sealeffectivenesssinceleakageis approximatelyproportionalto clearance.Adequate
clearanceto guaranteestructuralintegrityof thesealmustbe established,taking
intoconsiderationdynamicgrowth,anticipatedthermalexpansion,shaftmotion,
tolerancebuildup,and runouts.

Simple,sing1_stagelabyrinthsealsystemshavebeenusedat pressuredifferentials
up to 34 N/cm_ (50psi)and gastemperaturesto 589K (600°F).Multistagelabyrinth
sealsystemshavebeen usedat pressuredifferentialsup to 280 N/cmL (400psi)and
gas temperaturesof approximately922K (1200°F).Rotationalspeedis not a limitation
for thistypeof sealdesign.Generallya minimumpressuredifferentialof 2.0
N/cm2 (3psi)mustbe maintainedto preventoil leakagefromthe bearing
compartment.

AccessoryGearboxFaceSeal

In a typicalaccessorygearboxface seal application(fig.6), the primaryseal ring,
made of carbon graphite,is stationaryand is loadedagainstthe rotatingmating ring
by means of a wave springwhich seats in a ro11 formed stainlesssteel cup. This cup
forms a "package"around the seal and has an anti-rotationdevicethat mates with a
notch in the primaryseal ring. The secondaryseal is providedby an elastomeric
O-ringwhich is held in place in its counterboregrooveby a flat washer located
betweenthe back face of the primarycarbon seal ring and the wave spring.This flat
washer also preventsthe wave springfrom groovingthe carbonsurface. In some
accessoryapplicationsthe carbon primaryring is loadedto rub directlyagainstthe
end of a shaft eliminatingthe need for the use of a separatemating ring and its
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HOUSING
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SEAL ASSEMBLY OVERBOARD AIR r\ VENT
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o,.coo  oBAFFLE ..........
PRIMARY SECONDARYSEAL

Figure 5 Labyrinth Seal Systems Feature SEALRING "'O"RING
Multiple Seal Stages to Control Leakage

Figure 6 Accessory GearboxFaceSealsPro-
vide ConvenientPackage or Cartridge Type
Construction

lockingnutwhichis requiredto hold it in placeon the shaft.The environmental
temperaturesencounteredinthe accessorygearboxapplication,as describedin
referencel, do not normallyexceedtherangeof 219Kto 477K (-65°Fto +400°F).The
accessoryfaceseal is usedto retainthe lubricatingoil and to excludedirtand
moistureat differentialpressuresin therangeof 0 to 3.3 N/cm2 (0to 5 psi)
whichare quitelowcomparedto thatencounteredby mainshaftseals.The speedis
alsoconsiderablyreducedfromthatseenby mainshaftseals,46 m/s (150fps)as
comparedto 122m/s (400fps).

AccessoryGearboxLip Seal

The radialelastomericlipseal,likethe packageface seal,is used in accessory
gearboxinstallationsto retainthe lubricatingoil and to excludedirtandmoisture.
The radiallipseal is limitedin itsspeedcapability,however,but has a cost
advantagecomparedto thefaceseal.The rubberlipsealfunctionsby meansof an
interferencefit betweenthe flexiblesealingelementanda shaft,as depictedin
figure7. As describedin reference4, rubberinteractswith oilsand can lose
tensionandelasticity.As a result,a springis providedto augmentlip pressure.
Fluidretentionis basedon a preciseamountof lipcontactpressureand
interference.Enoughinterferencemustbe designedintothe sealto offsetrubber
tensionand compressionset,lipswelldue to interactionwith hot oilsand thermal
expansion.In addition,interferencemustbe presentto overcomeshafteccentricity
and shaft-to-boremisalignment.

The use of radiallipsealsis normallylimitedto applicationsthatdo not exceed20
m/s (4000fpm)rubbingspeedswith mostsuchsealsemployedat speedsbelow12m/s
(2400fpm).The higherspeedapplications,suchas inhelicoptertransmissions,are
correspondinglylow in operatingtemperature,i.e.,366K (200°F)or below.Jetengine
accessoryapplicationswillrun hotter,sometimesabove450K (350°F),limitinglip
sealsurfacespeedsto levelsbelow6 m/s (1200fpm).As citedin refergnce5, these
sealsare not to be usedat pressuredifferentialsthatexceed4.7 NLcm_ (7psi)at
lowerspeedsof 0-5 m/s (O-lO00fpm),with lowerpressuresof 2 N/cm_ (3 psi)not
to be exceededwhen the shaftspeedis abovelOm/s (2000fpm).
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Table I
Ideal_opertles of Seal FaceMaterials

CLINCHED _chanical: HI_ modulusof elastJclty
CASE INNERCASE High tensile strength

Lowcoefficient of _|ctton
Excellent wear _aractertsttcs and hardness
Self lubricating

TRIMMEDFACE _ermal: Low coefficient of expansion
FLEX SE, Hi_ the_al conductivity
MOLDEDFACE _emal sho_ resistance

-_ _-Ts _ermal stability
i\

t) SEALINS LIP) HA. _emical: Corrostonreststant
_v Good wetablllty

Miscellaneous:Ol_nslonalstability
Goodma_Inabllltyand easeof manufacture

Figure 7 Rad_l E_stomer L_ Seal Functions Economicaland readily available
by Means of Interference with the Shaft

Haterialsfor Main Shaft Face Seals and Ring Seals

The selectionof the correctmaterialsfor a given seal applicationwill ensure
desiredperformanceand durability.Componentsof the seal for which material
selectionis criticalfrom a tribologystandpointare the stationarynosepieceor
primaryseal ring and the mating ring or seal seat which is the rotating element.
Anotherimportantpair of tribologicalmating parts in the face seal assembly is the
secondaryseals or expandingpistonrings and the mating surfaceupon which they must
slide axially.

Consideringthe primaryseal ring first,Table l lists the propertiesthat are
consideredideal for this elementas describedin reference6. The materialthat
rates high in terms of satisfyingthese propertiesis graphiticcarbonwhich is used
extensivelyfor one of the mating faces in rubbingcontactshaft seals. It is used in
more than 95% of end face seal applications.

Carbon graphiteas explainedin reference7 is one of the best sealingmaterials.It
can run in face seals against itself,metals,or ceramicswithout gallingor seizing.
It is dimensionallystableover a wide temperaturerange and has excellentcorrosion
resistance.It has a high thermalconductivitywhich helps to dissipateheat
generatedat the rubbing interfaceof the seal. Its low thermalexpansion,together
with its high thermalconductivity,provideexcellentthermalshock resistance.In
spite of these good properties,the carbonmaterialmust be treated in order for it
to satisfythe operationalrequirementsin jet engine main rotor bearingcompartment
sealingapplications.Typically,the sea1_ must keep the lubricatingoil system
separatefrom air at pressuresof 83 N/cm_ (120 psig),at temperaturesto 970K
(ll00°F)and surfacespeeds to 122 m/sec.(400fps). The carbon graphitesealingrings
are impregnatedwith other materialsas discussedin reference8 to increasestrength
and resistanceto oxidation,adding to its abilityto providedependableservice in
this application.

Graphitehas been referred to as self-lubricatingwhich may be due to its sheet like
structureand the weak van der Waals bonds betweenthe sheets.This may be a factor
in some applications,but generally,the lubricationresultsfrom the formationof a

transferfilm betweenthe graphiteand the mating surface.This film appears
dependenton the presenceof polar liquids,oxygen or water vapor. Graphiteoperating
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at high temperatures,as in a gas turbineengine main shaft face seal, does not form
a suitableinterfacialfilm, in which case, specialgrades of graphitecontaining
impregnantsare used.

As describedin reference9, there are five generalclassesof seal carbons;resin
impregnated,metal impregnated,film-formingimpregnated,anti-oxidantimpregnated
and ceramic impregnated.The resin impregnatedtype and the anti-oxidantimpregnated,
are widely used in gas turbineengines.The resin impregnatedtype is normally
limitedto use in lower temperatureaccessorygearboxapplicationswhile the
anti-oxidantimpregnatedtype is used in the higher temperaturemain shaft seals.

Work on new carbon materialshas resulted in making carbonswith improvedwear and
oxidationresistanceavailableto the seal designer.Variouschemicaltreatmentsthat
were examinedhave been found to reduce oxidationrates by orders of magnitude.Seals
have been tested as describedin referencelO which can be used in air at 922K

(1200°F).The carbon gradesthat can operateat these temperaturesusuallycontaina
fine grainedgraphite impregnatedwith an inorganicsalt. Improvementin oxidation
resistancehas been accompaniedby significantadvances in other materialproperties.
Optimizationof raw materialpowderparticle size has producedgradeswhich have
isotropicfine grainedmicrostructures.These grades can be machinedto the very
tight tolerancesof proposedseal designs.Materialpermeabilityand porosityhas
been overcome by chemical impregnationof the molded product,or by a combinationof
filler particles,concentrationof chemicalbinder,or by hot pressingthe carbon.
Variousmanufacturershave publishedthe propertiesof commerciallyavailablegrades.
Table 2 taken from reference9 summarizestypicalpropertiesof mechanicalcarbons.

Table2

Carbon-GraphitesforAerospaceSeals

Film Anti-
Resin Metal Forming Oxidant Ceramic

Property/Type ImpregnatedImpreBnatedImpregnatedImpregnatedImpregnated

Strength,MPa(psi)
Compressive 172 (25,000) 207 (30,000) 207 (30,000) 138 (20,000) 172 (25,000)
Flexural 69 (10,000) 83 (12,000) 62 (9,000) 48 (7,000) 69 (lO,O00)
Tensile 48 (7,000) 62 (9,000) 48 (7,000) 35 (5,000) 48 (7,000)

Modulus,GPa (psix lO-6) 20.7 (3.0) 27 (3.9) 20.7 (3.0) 12.4 (1.8) 16.5 (2.4)

Density,gm/cc 1.80 2.40 1.85 1.80 2.00

Hardness,Scleroscope 75 80 85 70 80

TemperatureLimit,K (°F)
Neutral 533(500) I089 (1500) 1089 (1500) 1089 (1500) 950 (1250)
Oxidizing 505 (450) 533 ( 500) 533 (500) 866 (llO0) 950 (1250)

Coefficient of Thermal

Exp.,m/m°Kx l_° 5.4 5.4 4.5 4.5 4.5
(in./in.°F x lOQ (3.0) (3.0) (2.5) (2.5) (2.5)

Permeability,Darciesx 106 O.Ol lO lO0 lO00 O.Ol
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In spite of these advances in carbon-graphite seal technology it is possible for
materials made by different manufacturers to have identical physical properties, yet
one material will perform well on an application while the other will fail miserably.
Until the factors which control friction and wear are better understood, selection of
carbon seal materials must remain somewhat of a trial and error process. In the
1950's and 1960's many grades of carbon were offered by the industry for use in
aircraft engine seals. To evaluate the carbon material in a cost effective manner a
seal material rig was developed as a screening device as described in references 1
and II and shown in figure 8. The rig exposes the seal ring, 12.45 cm (4.9 inch) in
diameter and made of the candidate material, to increasing levels of sealing air
pressure and temperature and ranks the carbon grades by wear rate. Accelerated
endurance tests have been run on this rig with surface speeds to 61 m/s (200 fps) and
closing forces and air temperatures high enough to cause wear rates in excess of
0.00254 cm (O.OOl inch) per hour. The best of these carbon grades were subjected to
engine evaluation and are providing good service even to this day. The screening rig
is no longer in general use because very few advanced grades have been developed in
recent years. However, the normal advanced engine development process accommodates
the limited testing now required to evaluate the carbon material..

SEAL SEAL
OUT AIR

PACKAGE
_AL

TO GEARBOX SEALAIR IN
AND DRIVE AT

8000 RPM

TO GEARBOX
AND DRIVE AT

10,000RPM SEAL
PLATE

Figure 8 Seal Material Evaluation Rig

The mating ring against the engine carbon seal was developed in the 1950's. It was a
fully hardened, heat and corrosion resistant wrought steel coated with a hard layer
of chrome to enhance corrosion and wear resistance. Mating ring studies conducted in
the 1960's on a variety of candidate metals and coatings, which were also tested in
the seal materials screening rig, revealed that advanced grades of carbon were more
wear compatible with a steel plate coated with flame deposited chrome carbide. This
coating is still in wide use today providing good seal wear life in service engines.

The other pair of surfaces in the face seal assembly that must exhibit the proper
tribologica] characteristics, i.e., low friction and wear, are the piston ring
secondary seals and the bore surface against which it mates. In earlier designs
discussed in reference 12, the cast iron, chrome flashed piston rings were seated
against a carbon surface cylinder. Over long periods of time, wear of the carbon
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surfacein contactwith the pistonrings was severeenough to interferewith the
axial motion of the nose piece assembly.The improveddesignconsistsof piston rings
placed in contactwith a hard surfacedsteel cylinder.This configuration,together
with improvementsin piston ring material and circularitycontrolhas made the
secondaryseal a highly reliable,low leakagedevice.

Thus far in this section,attentionhas been limitedto materialsfor main shaft face
seals.The choice for main shaft ring seal materialsis similar.In general,the ring
seal is used in those sectionsof the enginewhere the pressuresand shaft speedsare
lower,and for the most part the temperaturesare also less severe.This permitsa
wider latitudein selectingthe carbon grade for the primarysealingring since less
resistanceto oxidationis required.This, in general,allows a less expensivegrade
to be used. The lower oxidationresistantgradesused in modern main shaft engine

applicationsalso have somewhatbettermechanicalpropertieswhich favors their use
in ring seals as they are not mounted in a shrinkfit steel carrieras in a face seal
carbonring, thus making them more exposedto mechanicaldamage during assembly.The
ring seal, like the face seal, operatebest when the carbonring is mated againsta
hardenedseal plate surfacecoatedwith either chrome plate or chrome carbide.

Materialsfor LabyrinthSeals

Bearingcompartmentlabyrinthseals are used as primaryseals to protectthe
compartmentand as buffer seals to reduce the pressure imposedon carbonface seals.
As describedin reference13 the labyrinthseal knife edges are solid metal and the
lands are also solid metal or silver plate on nickel alloy substrate.Abradablesused
for the compressorinterstageseal lands shouldbe adequatefor bearing compartment
applicationsprovidedthat temperature/liferequirementsare met, excessivedebris
which can contaminatethe lubricationsystem is not generated,and heat generated
duringa rub does not lead to excessiveoil coking or fire. A furtherdescriptionof
abradableseal materialsbeing developedfor or currentlyused in modern aircraft
enginesis presentedin references13 and 14.

Materialsfor AccessoryGearboxFace Seals

Accessorygearboxface seal componentsfor which material selectionis criticalfrom
a tribologystandpointare the primaryring or nose piece and the mating or seal seat
which is the rotating element (fig.6). This is similarto the main shaft face seal
which makes the graphiticcarbonthe best materialchoicefor the nose piece and a
hardenedsteel for the mating surface.As indicatedin Table 3, the resin impregnated
grade of carbon is the proper choice,and as describedin reference9, this type of
carbon is impregnatedwith a low shrinkagethermosettingresin such as an epoxy,
phenolicor polyester.Resin contentranges from 0.5 to I0% by weight.These types
are preferredwhere fluid leakagethroughthe seal must be held to a minimum.Because
of their low permeability,these types have the best chance of generatinga
hydrodynamicfilm and providingvery low wear rates. Generally,with these low
temperatureseals the matingring does not requirea corrosionresistantcoatingsuch
as chrome plate used in main shaft seals.A lower cost, unplatedsteel surface is
adequateas long as it is fully hardenedwith the propersurfacefinish and runout
control. In many accessorygearboxapplicationsthe seal seat is integralwith the
end of a gear shaft made of a materialwhich is carburizedto a high hardnesslevel.
This providesa good mating surfacefor the carbon seal.
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Table 3

characteristics of interest tn jet engine applications

N|trlles Fluoro- TFE
Properties (Buna N) _ Silicones elastomers Fluorocarbon

Durometer 70-80-g0 70-80-90 80 80

CompressionSet Good Fair Good Fair Fair

DryRunning Fair Poor Poor Poor Good

Swell Low Low Medium Low Low to None

AbrasionResistance Good Fair Poor Fair Fair

Min.OperatingTemp. 219 (-65) 233 (-40) 224 (-75) 233 (-40) 189 (-120)
K (°F)

Max.OperatingTemp. 300 (+225) 422 (+300) 450 (+350) 477 (+400) 471 (+400)
K (°F)

SaltWater Good Poor Good Good Good

MIL-L-7808and Fair Poor Good Good Good
MIL-L-23699

Advantages Low cost,good Goodmoderate Good low temp. Low swell. Good low speed
low temp.per- temp.perform- properties Resistantto a properties.Out-
formance,low mance, low swell, wide variety standingresist-
swe11.Most com- of special ance to most fluids.
monly used in lubricants.
earlierengines.

Disadvantages Hardensin high Poor low temp. High swell in High cost, L1mltedconflgura-
temp.Not recom- properties,poor someolls,poor specialtooling, tlonsavailable.
mendedfor high- dry running, dry running,more Highestcost.More
ly compounded easilydamagedin easilydamaged.
lubrlcants(EP handling.Poor
additives), resistanceto oxi-

dizedoils and
someEP additives.
Causesoll foaming.

The other element in the accessoryseal assemblycriticalto its tribological
performanceis the secondaryseal which is an elastomericO-ring.The choiceof the
properelastomeris similarfor the elastomericlip seal design but more emphasis is
placed on the compressionset and oil swell characteristics.A more complete
discussionof elastomertypes and their influenceon seal performancewill be
presentedin the followingsectionon radial lip seals. The elastomertype most
frequentlychosen for the designof today'smodern enginesis fluorocarbonwith TFE,
which is describedin Table 2.

The fluorocarbonelastomerhas the widest temperaturerange capability,189K to 477K
(-120to +400°F),outstandingresistanceto most fluids and generallygood to
excellentswell characteristicsin syntheticester engineoils. However,fluorocarbon
O-ringsproducedfrom differentsourcesand certifiedto the same specification,
i.e.,MIL-R-83248,can behave differentlywhen they operate in Type II engine oii per
MIL-L-23699as explained in reference15.

Type II engineoils, availableas Mobil Jet II, Exxon 2380, Aero Shell 500 and
Castrol5000 among others, containadditiveswhich can have variedeffectson
fluorocarbonO-rings.Dependingon the brand of fluorocarbonand the brand of oil, a
permanentincreasein O-ring diametercan occur that ranges from 2% minimumto over
5%. Growth levelsof the O-ring in the higher end of this range can result in face
seal hang up which will produceexcessiveleakage.The differentadditivesand
processingvariationsemployed in making both the O-ringfluorocarbonelastomersand
the differentType II lubricantsobviouslyplay a role in producingdifferentswell
rates. It is evidentthat a team effortby the seal manufacturer,O-ringsupplier,
elastomerformulator,carbon-graphiteseal materialmanufacturerand engine designer
must take place in order to developa seal design that will functionproperly.
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Lip SealMaterials

The basicradiallip sealcame intobeingin the late1930'swiththe adventof
syntheticelastomers.Theypossesseda valuedoil-resistantpropertyand a higher
temperaturecapabilitythannaturalrubberand couldbe moldedina varietyof
shapes.Buna-N,introducedin 1939,was amongthe firstto be so employed.The
introductionof qualitybondingcementsin the 1940'smade it possibleto bondthe
syntheticelastomerlipsealdirectlyto itsmetalcasingforminga unitthatwas
readyto be installed.As a result,thisoil tolerant,easilyinstalledsealwas
readilyadaptedfor use in the accessorygearboxof gas turbineaircraftengines
introducedinthe late1940's.Advancesin aircraftgas turbineenginedesignsince
the50'shaveresultedin increasesin operatingtemperaturesand shaftspeeds
promptingcomparableadvancesin elastomericsealmaterialstechnologyas well.

Furtherdevelopmentsin syntheticelastomersproducedacrylates,silicones,flouro-
elastomersandthe mostrecentfluorocarbons,thebestof thesebeingcopolymerized
withTFE.Thebaseelastomergum stocks,fromwhichan infinitevarietyof
formulationscanbe compounded,andwhichare all inuse todayare describedin
references4 and 16 and summarizedin Table2.

The BunaN elastomer,whichis a copolymerof acrylonitrileand butadenes,exhibits
fairresistance,by today'sstandards,to oil and fuelat bothnormaland elevated
temperature.At the timeBunaN was developeditsresistanceto oilswas considered
outstandingbut the modernfluoroelastomersand fluorocarbonsare markedlybetterin
thisregard.CertainBunaN formulationsexhibitimprovedabrasionresistancewhen
carbonblackis added.

Theacrylates,whichare polymersof the butylor ethylacrylates,were foundto have
somewhathighertemperaturecapabilitythanBunaN, and to experienceno loss in
resistanceto oil,or at leastto the mineraloils in use in earlygas turbine
engines.Withthe adventof thehighertemperaturesyntheticestertypeaircraft
engineoils;i.e.,MIL-L-7808and MIL-L-23699,thiselastomerturnedout to be much
lesscompatiblepromptingthe introductionof the siliconesand the fluoroelastomers.
Thesematerialsnotonly provedto be morecompatiblewith the syntheticlubricants
butalsodemonstrateda highertemperaturecapability.Thispermittedthe aircraft
enginedesignerto more completelyutilizethe increasedtemperaturerangeof these
modernlubrlcants.

Siliconeelastomersare polymerscomposedbasicallyof siliconand oxygenatoms.They
are reputedto be themost stablegroupsof all the elastomersand are lesscostly
thanfluorocarbons.They haverelativelypoormechanicalproperties,however,making
themsusceptibleto handlingdamage.Theyare highlyresistantto oilsbut havethe
disconcertingpropertyof causingsyntheticesteroilsto foamas describedin
reference17.Due to thisfact,siliconeelastomersare not used in the oil systems
of moderngas turbineengines.Theseenginesrelyheavilyon themore troublefree,
yet morecostly,fluoroelastomersand fluorocarbonelastomers.

Fluoroelastomers,whichare fluorinecontainingelastomers,can be usedfrom233K to
477K (-40to +400°F)and havea highresistanceto a wide varietyof additivesand
fluids.Specialtooling,however,isrequiredto moldthem.The fluorocarbonscanbe
usedovera widertemperaturerangefrom 189Kto 477K (-120to +400°F)and alsohave
betterdry frictioncharacteristics.Thesematerials,co_mnonlyknownby the trade
namesVitonand Flourel,containa polymerof TFE or tetrafluoroethylene,impartinga
slipperinessor a verylow surfaceenergylevelthat inhibitsthe transportof
lubricatingoil onto its surface.Thischaracteristicdiscouragesthe formationof
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cokethatresultsfromthe thermaldegradationof the syntheticengineoil and which
wouldotherwiseinterferewiththe sealingfunction.Thus,fluorocarbonelastomeric
materials,thoughcostingmoretendto providea bettersealand thus pay offwell in
termsof reducedoil consumptionand durability.

SealRequirementsforFutureEngines

Futurebearingand sealrequirementsfor gas turbinesare expectedto be more severe
thanfor currentapplications.Advancedenginesfor both commercialand military
applicationsare expectedto continuethe trendstowardlowerfuel consumptionand
higherthrust-to-weightratios.The trendtowardlowerfuelconsumption,as described
in reference28, implieshigherpressureratios,higherturbineinlettemperatures
and higherbypassratios.The higherthrust-to-weightratiosare expectedto place
greaterdemandson enginestructuralsystems.It willbe difficultto develop
structuralsystemsfor largetransportengineswhichwill allowthe flowarea needed
for higherthrustwithouta correspondingincreaseinweight."Piggyback"bearing
systems*for the supportof theturbineend of therotor,whileattractivefor
possiblethrust-to-weightgains,increasecertainbearingand sealrequirements.

Higherlevelsof rotorsystemperformancein advancedengineswillresultin higher
rotorspeeds.Increasedrotorspeeds,greaterrotortorquecapacity,and critical
speedmargindemandswillresultin highersealsurfacevelocitylevels.The trend
towardincreasedsealspeedsis shownin figure9. The sealsurfacevelocitylevels
of 152m/sec(500fps)to 183m/sec(600fps),correspondto enginesthatwill be in
operationin the 1990'sor whichare undervariousstagesof development.Advanced
enginedesignswithcounter-rotatingrotorsmay requireintershaftsealswith surface
velocitiesbetween183m/sec(600fps)and305 m/sec(lO00fps).The futureseal
requirementsdiscussedin thispaperwillbe limitedto thoserequiredfor
co-rotationalrotorgas turbineenginedesignsand thenonintershaftsealsof
counter-rotatingrotordesigns.

Increasesin gas turbine pressureratios producecorrespondingincreasesin
compressordischargepressuresand temperatures.The gas turbinepressureratio trend
is shown in figure I0. To avoid undue performancelosses,particularlyat the engine
bearingcompartmentbetweenthe high compressorand turbine,low leakageseals must
be developedto operateat pressuresapproachinghigh compressordischargestatic
pressures.Aircraftgas turbineengines in the 1990'swill require seals capableof
operationat pressuredifferentialswithin the 345 N/cm2 (500psi) to 413 N/cm2
(600psi) range, at gas temperatureswithin the 922K (1200°F)to I032K (1400°F)
range, in additionto the previouslymentionedsurfacevelocitieswithin the 152
m/sec (500fps) to 183 m/sec (600 fps) range.

As stated earlier,the operatingconditionsthat are encounteredby the accessory
seals in currentenginesare slidingspeedsto 46 m/s (150 fps), pressure
differentialsrangingfrom 0 to 3.3 N/cmZ (0 to 5 psi) and environmental
temperaturesin the range from 219K to 477K (-65°Fto 400°F). In future engines the
speed and pressuredifferentiallevelsare not expectedto increase,however
environmentaltemperaturesare expectedto rise. Maximumtemperaturescould rise from
the present477K (400°F)to as high as 589K (600°F).This increaseis a strong

*"Piggyback"bearingsystem is a dual rotor supportarrangementwhereby one of the
rotors is supportedby the other througha bearingrather than from the engine case
structureas in conventionaldual rotor supportarrangements.
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ion Ratios for Aircraft Gas Turbine Engines

possibilitybecauseoperatingthe enginelubricatingoil at highertemperaturelevels
havecertainadvantages.As describedin reference26, by allowinga higheroperating
temperaturea methodfor achieving99% powergearboxefficiencycan be realized,
directlyimpactingenginefuelconsumption.Also,in reference27, for helicopter
transmissions,an increasein lubricatingoil temperatureis identifiedas a means
for eliminatingtheoii cooleror at leastreducingitssize,thus producingan
immediatepayoffinreducingbothsystemweightand cost.Withtheseand othersuch
payoffsattendantto oii temperatureincreasesit is justa matterof timebeforethe
necessaryoilsare developed.Whenthisoccursthenaccessorysealdevelopmentwill
be askedto keep pace.

SealMaterialsforFutureEngines

Matchingthe shaftsealingdemandsof eachsucceedinggenerationof engineshas been
possiblelargelybecauseof the versatilityof the rubbingcontacttypeof faceand
ringsealsand thecarbongraphitematerialfromwhichtheyare constructed.It is
apparentthatsealsof the fluidfilmtypeas describedinreference12 seemto offer
the bestalternativefor meetingthe demandsof themore stringentapplicationsin
futureengines.A varietyof researchprogramsdiscussedinreferences3, lO,and 18
is beingconductedto demonstratethe applicabilityof advancedfluidfilm
lubricationto jetenginefaceseals.Theseprograms,supportedon variouslevelsby
sealmanufacturers,enginebuildersand engineusers,pursuedthe developmentof oii
lubricationand air lubricationmethods.Materialsplaya key role intheirdesign
and thesedevelopmentsprovidea glimpseintofuturedesignpracticesfor advanced
enginemain shaftsealing.Theseconceptswill notbe addressedhere,however
experimentalgas filmfacesealsthatuse the propertiesof certainmaterialsto
advantagewill be examined.
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A typical advancedgas film seal designedfor use in a large transportengine is
shown in figure 11 which featuresself-actingRayleighstep pods machined into the
surfaceof the nosepieceportionof the assembly.This particularseal, developedin
the programdescribedin reference19, performedsuccessfullyin rig tests to a
maximum pressuredifferentialof 345 N/cmL (500 psi), to a maximum slidingspeed of
183 m/sec (600 fps) and to a maximumgas temperatureof 922K (1200°F).Criticalto
the performanceof this seal is maintenanceof the thin gas film, as low as 0.000457
cm (0.18mils), at the primaryseal interface.This is accomplishedthroughboth
geometricdesign and the choice of materialsthat have compatiblethermal
characteristics.The rotating seal seat was made of TZH, a molybdenumbase alloy
containing0.5% Ti and 0.08% Zr, and chromeoxide coatedfor oxidationresistance.
The high conductivityof this alloy, approximatelytwice that of steel, is conducive
to minimizingthermalgradientsin the seal seat which in turn minimizesthermally
induceddistortions.This aids in maintainingparallelismbetweenthe seal seat and
the nosepiecewhich is necessaryto the proper developmentof the dynamically
generatedpressuresin the separatinggas film. The materialchoice for the nosepiece
was a high temperaturegrade of carbon-graphitewhich is retained in the assemblyby
a ring of TZM alloy. The TZM matchesthe thermalgrowthof the carbon thus again
minimizingthermalgradientswhich otherwisewould inducedetrimentaldeformation.
The pistonring secondaryseal, also made of carbongraphite,is mated againsta
thermallycompatiblecarrierof TZM which is, again,chrome oxide coated to provide
both oxidationand wear resistance.

Figure 12 shows how this sealingconcept,with its use of distortioncontrollingand
wear resistantmaterials,has been adaptedto an experimentalseal of a smallersize
for use in advancedgas turbineenginesto power helicopters.This seal, as described
in reference18, operatedsuccessfullyat surfacespeeds up to 213.4 m/s (700ft/sec)
concurrentwith pressuresof 182.7 N/cm2 abs (265 p_ia).Maximumtemperatureof
677K (760°F)was reachedat pressuresof 148.2 N/cmLabs (170 psia) and speedsof
182.9 m/s (600ft/sec).This seal designmakes free use of carbon graphite in the
sealingelementsand TZM alloy in the seal seat. Chrome carbideis used for oxidation
protectionfor the TZM as well as for wear controlon those surfacesmating with the
carbongraphitesealingelements.
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Carbon graphiteas the main sealingelement in face and ring seals apparentlystill
has potentialfor use at temperatureseven beyond the 922K (1200°F)level employed in
the gas film seal programs.This is shown in reference20 where some carbon grades
demonstratedreasonablewear rates even to the I033K (1400°F)level. A key elementto
extendingthe useful temperaturerange of graphiteas a face seal material is the
further improvementof its oxidationresistance.References21, 22, 23 shows there is
considerableactivity in this area which has contributedto a growingunderstanding
of how both processingand impregnationcan affectoxidationcontrol. It was found
that minute quantitiesof metal contaminantssuch as iron could increaseoxidation
rates of graphite by an order of magnitudeas discussedin reference21 and that
chlorinepurificationof graphitecan reduce its oxidationrate by an order of
magnitudeas shown in reference22. Reference22 also shows impregnationwith zinc
phosphatewas found to give a furtherrate reduction.Other work providedin
reference23 demonstratedthat colloidalsilica plus boric oxide and P205 were
also effectivein reducingcarbonoxidationrates. These articlesrepresentjust a
samplingof the researchand developmentactivitythat focuseson advancingcarbon
technologyin the area of oxidationcontrol.The intensityof this activitybodes
well for the continueduse of carbon graphitein aircraftengine seals of the future.

In additionto the TZM alloy that has exhibitedpromiseas a mating ring for carbon
graphite in gas film seals, some work has been done on some non-metallicmaterials
that may receive more attentionin the future.Power dissipationstudiesfor a
varietyof non-metallicsrunningagainsta carbon sealingring in oil has been
describedin reference24. Reactionbonded siliconcarbidedemonstratedconsistently
low power consumptionindependentof the carbon grade employedor the type of test
fluid used. Other non-metallicsevaluatedwere aluminaeceramic85%, cobalt bound
tungstencarbideand siliconizedcarbon.Severalmetals were also evaluatedbut they
were also outperformedby the silicon-carbide.The poor performanceof the alumina
was not entirelyunexpected.Similarhigh friction levelsand thermal instabilityhad
been demonstratedearlierfor this materialand in other programswhen evaluatedas a
gas film seal nose piece runningagainsta TZM seat as describedin referencelO.
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Other work in reference 25 deals with another family of ceramics. Cast ceramics were
formulated with the fluorides and silicates of calcium, lithium and barium. Good
strength was reported and friction coefficients dropped from 0.4 to 0.2 as the
rubbing element temperature was increased from 327K to I088K (75 to 1500°F).

In spite of the increasing use of ceramics as one of the primary mating rings for
advanced, high temperature seals, there is still a continuing interest in using
metal rings due to the good thermal conductivity for metals and because special
mounting practices are not required as is the case for the more rigid ceramics.
Metals, however, need coatings to minimize friction and wear as influenced by
oxidation which is enhanced by self induced rub temperatures. The coating used on
today's wrought steel mating rings; i.e., chrome carbide, is good for operation to
I088K (1500°F) and beyond. Since today's seals operate at temperatures that generally
are below 922K (1200°F), the chrome oxide coating has considerable potential for use
in future engine seals. Of course, there is always interest in a coating that can be
applied less expensively or in a coating that will produce even better wear
performance or operate with lower friction. These factors foster considerable
activity in the search for improved coatings as testified by the literature published
on this subject. A number of different metallic and non-metallic materials are being
explored using a variety of coating processes and surface modifications including
chemical vapor deposition, plasma vapor deposition using different types of electron
beam gun, electrolytic metal deposition, sprayed ceramics with fusion bonding, and
surface hardening by producing amorphous alloy layers by means of laser or electron
beam processing. In the effort to develop improved surface treatments for advanced
engine shaft seal seats and secondary piston ring seals, the method will include one
or more of the aforementioned processes.

For materials for accessory seals in future engines, it is presently anticipated that
the temperature requirement is the only operating parameter that will change. An
increase is anticipated by the 1990's to levels as high as 589K (600°F) compared to
today's maximumtemperature of 477K (400°F). The engine oil that will be developed
for operation at these higher temperature levels will undoubtedly be a synthetic as
those currently used. This means that the current day accessory seal materials with
the exception of the elastomeric elements will most likely be usable at the higher
temperatures with the new oil . The elastomer O-ring secondary seals used in the face
seal assemblies may have to be replaced with some type of metal design, at least in
the hottest locations. In the case of the radial elastomer lip seal, which type is
used in but no more than three or four locations in a given engine accessory gearbox,
higher temperatures may require their replacement with carbon face seals.

CONCLUSIONS

The workhorse material used in current day aircraft gas turbine main shaft and
accessory gearbox seals is carbon graphite. This material is used in all rubbing
contact seals in main shaft applications, including face and ring seals. Its
popularity is due to its unique combination of properties consisting of dimensional
stability, corrosion resistance, low friction, good self lubricating characteristics,
high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion, the latter two properties
combining to provide good thermal shock resistance. This material which is used as
the primary sealing ring mates against metal seal seats that are coated with chrome
carbide. They provide reliable service in today's engines. The secondary piston
ringseals are cast metal, also coated with chrome and mate against a hard surfaced
steel cylinder which is integral with the main seal assembly. Other main shaft seals
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used in some modern aircraftgas turbineenginesare of the labyrinthtype which have
knife edges that are solid metal and opposing lands that are solid metal or soft
abradablematerial appliedto nickel alloy substrates.

Materials9rovidinggood performancein the accessoryface seals of today'sengines
are also exclusivelycarbon graphitefor the primaryring while the mating rings are
commonlycarburizedgearshaftsteel. A simple elastomeric0-ringof the fluorocarbon
type is normallyemployedas the secondaryseal and providesadequate performancefor
today'sengines. In the lower speed accessorygearboxapplicationsusing radial lip
seals modern designsemploy fluorocarbonelastomerswith TFE mating againsthardened
steel shafts.

In the 1990's,fluid film face seals may be employedto protectthe main shaft
bearingcompartments.They will operateat higher environmentaltemperatures,speeds
and pressuredifferentials.These temperatureincreaseswill most likely not exceed
the capabilityof carbon graphite,thus permittingits continueduse as the primary
seal ring. Other seal seat materialssuch as molybdenumbase alloy,TZM, protected
from oxidationwith a coatingof chromeoxide, shows potentialbased on laboratory
evaluation.At least one non-metallicmaterial,siliconcarbide,has demonstratedlow
frictionas a seal seat when mating againsta primaryring of carbon graphiteand may
benefitfrom furtherdevelopment.The currentlyused coatingsfor metal seal seats,
i.e., chrome carbide,as well as the currentlyused pistonring secondaryseals and
associatedcoatings,are all capableof providinggood service in advancedengines.
In advancedengine seal designs,alternativecoatingprocesseswill be evaluatedas a
way to reduce cost at no loss in performance.

Future accessorygearboxseal requirementswill be paced by the developmentof higher
temperaturesyntheticoil capability.Once higher temperatureoils are available,
engine performancewill improveand weight will reduce,making it likelythat all the
accessoryseals will be of the carbon face seal type to accommodatethe higher
temperatures.At higher temperatures,it may be necessaryto replacethe elastomeric
secondaryseals with metal designs.
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DISTILLATION OF CONFERENCE CONCEPTS

Donald F. Hays
General Motors Research Laboratories

Warren, Michigan

I have prepared a summary of the Conference, --- a distillation of
concepts if you prefer, --- that few will read, and a short discussion that fewer will
remember. Sucha summary is dangerousfor it tends to measure the work of many. Thus,
honestyof intent and accuracy of content are extremely important. Consequently, I have
employed an approachtypified by friendly plagiarism to minimize technical distortion and
misinformation in the summary.

Now, about the distillation of concepts emerging from the Conference. Which
concepts should be singled out as especially significant? What is the measure of
importance? I think that the distillation of concepts hasalready occurred---that each of
us has made his own judgment. And it will be different for you and for me, for the
importance of the subject, or concept, lies in the eye of the beholder. I would not be
surprised, if on reflection, we saw the Conference as somewhat of a blurred image out of
which may have come one or two personally significant technical revelations and perhaps
someexpressionsof insight, or direction, or concernexpressedby others.

The point to be made is that what has been accomplished and reported here
reflects today and tomorrow and not yesterday. For instance, "Tribology in the g0's"
could be looked upon as where we have been and what we have accomplished; the data
would be tabulated; andthe reports would be closed historical documents.

In contrast to this, we have in general looked at where we are in the g0's, and
talked about where we are going to be in the 90's; now we are talking about attitudes,
visions, and the future. This is a dynamic, exciting experience in which the presentations
are not closed, but open-ended--- the story is not yet complete.

Before discussingthe many concepts that have beencovered in the Conference, l
would like to addresssome issuesthat were not on the program, somethoughts that were
not expressedandsomeconcernson future directions that were not given.

First, why are we here and why are we involved in these activities, that to an
outsider might appear to be much ado over something that everyone understands" friction
and wear?

Are we involved because itts fun and mentally stimulating? Perhaps. I believe
that we shouldkeep in mind that we are involved in the science of tribology because our
creativity is required in the development of advancedmechanical systems. These systems
are characterized by mechanical linkages, power trains, bearings, seals, friction elements,
cams, rotors, fasteners and other elements. They are dynamic systems; they are
controlled systems; and they are composedof innumerable combinations of interacting
surfaces. It is the dynamic nature of the mechanical system that introduces the issueof
tribology.

A mechanical system, either simple or complex, is also a tribological system and
the proper design of that system is in part a tribological issue. If the knowledge required
for that design is not available, then there is a high probability that at sometime there
will be a tribological problem---or a tribological disaster.
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Thus, we are here) making our contribution to future tribological systems. It
may not be obvious as to how our contribution will be implemented. I see individual
contributions, regardless of their esoteric nature, flowing along as a rivulet, being joined
by other contributions until our aggregate understanding flows into the creation of new,
viable and productive mechanical systems.

What we must keep in mind is that the mechanical systems of the g0's will not be
sufficient as the mechanical systems of the 90's. Now I admit that there are a_ew
problems between the concept and the implementation, and not all of these are technical.
However, periodic reflection on why we are here and perhaps a visit to a failed
tribological system may be helpful in terms of what we should be looking toward in the
future.

And this brings us around again to the Conference. l think that Dr. Tabor has
provided us with a proper guide for our endeavors: understanding of basic mechanisms,
and prediction of practical performance_ from the basic to the applied$ we will go through
the full cycle.

Now I would like to make some general observations. Experience is a great
teacher) we all admit) and experience directed the design of rubbing elements long before
we knew of binding energies) wear equations, EHL or transfer films. There were rules of
thumb which if not providing insight, did provide a feeling of security. The developments
of the 80's will hopefully provide an explanation for some of these phenomenological
approaches and will provide the basis for "prediction of practical performance" in the 90's.

We will continue, however, to make tribological decisions, even if we do not have
detailed knowledge of the process) just as we eat without being concerned with the
technicalities of the digestive process.

In considering the future directions of tribology, it appears that there is an
overabundance of areas in which fundamental work is required. The breadth of our
ignorance and the rate of its growth could be discouraging except that it is this situation
that keeps tribologists productive and vital.

The extent of our unknowns is perhaps best exemplified with respect to the
adhesion, friction and wear of solid materials. There are many of these materials.
Metals, ceramics, polymers, composites, cermets, and others are all used in tribological
systems. We must gain a greater understanding of the physics and chemistry of their
friction and wear characteristics.

Voices from at least two groups could be heard during the Conference. On the
one hand were requests for simple, useable equations or relationships that could be
employed for design purposes. This is an understandable request since life goes on with or
without knowledge of all design factors. On the other hand, we find those concerned with
a more extensive basic understanding of phenomena. Perhaps we must decide when we
have enough of the basics) if ever, to satisfy both groups. Simple expressions are
dangerous because they are incomplete_ complex expressions are dangerous because their
very complexity lends them perhaps undeserved credence.

Relationships) based upon correlation of data, will probably continue to be used
even though the dangers were discussed on several occasions. My favorite illustration of
misinformation was purposely constructed to show the misuse of data correlation. If you
plot the frequency of automobile accidents by month, you see a peak in 3uly. A
remarkably similar plot is found for the consumption of ice cream cones. The way to
reduce automobile accidents is then obvious_do not sell ice cream cones.
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The subject of fluid lubrication seemed to fare somewhat better than solids,
except for the allegation that there might not be enough fundamental work remaining to
provide employment to the EHL and thick film hydrodynamicists. It has been 100 years
since the discoveries of Tower and over the intervening years we have, in effect, been
slipping and sliding down the Stribeck curve from the right. It appears that the
hydrodynamicist will end up at the surface of the solid with three thin films.

This raises the issue of how many asperities on asperities can have smaller
asperities and what effect this might have on surface phenomena. These extensions of
analytical mechanics present a wonderful opportunity to the experimentalists. They must
ask themselves have we overextended our analytical expressions, and) if so, what are the
realities of this micro-world on the surface? Here may be a new challenge to the EHL
community: the failure mode of surfaces and films.

The phrase "bridging the gap" was heard more than once during technical
discussions. It seemed to be directed to the solid mechanician and the surface chemist.
Don't they talk to each other? Perhaps we should not pick on these two alone. Consider
who are involved in this endeavor: metallurgists, polymer chemists, analysts, rheologists,
fluid analysts) physicists, ceramists, mathematicians) microscopists) solid analysts, com-
puter analysts and designers.

There are a multitude of gaps to be bridged.

Fundamentally, it seems that we need to talk to each other. I do not really
understand what you have done, but I cannot talk to you about it because I do not speak
your technical language. Now I do not expect each of us to become equally familiar in all
disciplines. But wouldn't it be to our mutual advantage to extend our personal boundaries
so that we could more easily understand each other and share in the appreciation of the
total field as it advances into the 9O's?

During this Conference we have talked about many tribological phenomena.
Some seem to be rather isolated; some related. If we only knew the rules, then perhaps
all would ultimately be related in a sort of tribological symphony. Will we be able to
bring these factors together---and how? The only way I know is through mindful
questioning-= questioning. What does this mean? How is this related? What are the
contradictions? What is the mechanism?

I think that much of this will fall into place, from the micro, to the macro, to
the prediction of practical performance.

The challenge is how and when.

I would like to close this discussion on concepts with a quote from
3ules Henri Poincare:

"Science is built up with facts, as a house is with stones. But a collection of
facts is no more a science than a heap of stones is a house."

Let us carefully, thoughtfully and purposefully build upon our discoveries ==- a
tribological science for the 9O's. This will be the measure of us all.

The following summaries are of conference papers that were available prior to the
Conference.
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IMPORTANCE AND DEFINITION OF MATERIALS IN TRIBOLOGY

Importance and Definitions of Materials in Tribology:
Status of Understanding
by Donald H. Buckley

In a typical tribological system, we have the materials, the interspersed medium,
and the environment. Of these elements, the materials provide the foundation of the
system, bear the brunt of any mechanical design deficiency in the system, and are critical
factors in terms of adhesion, friction and wear. The study of material surfaces is not
newl however, over the years much more attention has probably been lavished on the
lubricant and on the environment than on the surface and bulk properties of the materials
that are so critical and fundamental to the understanding of friction, adhesion and wear.
This situation was probably due to our familiarity with materials; they have been with us
for ages. And, in addition, the chemistry of the lubricants seems so new and vital that it
was easy to overlook the ubiquitous solid. Familiarity had bred, if not contempt, at least
a misapprehension of the chemistry of the interracial solids that were, in fact,
appreciably different from the bulk material that appeared obvious as the sole interactive
member.

Times have changed and today we find ourselves in the midst of an explosion of
materials; we are surrounded by a host of metals, ceramics, cermets, polymers,
composites, etc., that have been provided by the materials scientists and each has
potential of tribological application. This situation has done much to point out our
deficiency in knowledge of the material surface and bulk properties that bear upon the
friction and wear properties of the solid. In the past, and to some extent today, this
deficiency has spawned a multitude of empirical testing that provides data but not
necessarily understanding. Today there is a new recognition of the importance of
understanding the interrelations between the basic properties of the solids and their
tribological performance.

But where do we start? As Buckley points out in his paper, metals and metal
alloys are probably the dominant materials for components in mechanical systems. And
this is where he chooses to start.

He points out that several surface events that occur on a solid surface can alter
its behavior. Reconstruction occurs when the outermost layers of atoms of tha solid
surface undergo a change in structure, appreciably changing the coefficient of friction of
the solid.

Segregation of alloy species can also occur at the surface. When this process is
irreversible, the alloying elements remain on the surface. In each case, segregation has
been shown to significantly affect adhesion, friction and wear.

Chemisorption impacts the adhesive properties of materials. For example, minor
modifications on the hydrocarbon structure can produce marked differences in measured
adhesive forces.

The last surface event is that of compound formation. When clean metal
surfaces are brought into solid state contact, adhesive transfer from one surface to
another always occurs. The compound formation produces strong interracial bonds at the
contacting surfaces and influences the adhesive behavior.
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This last factor leads to an interesting question) What) if any, is the relationship
between surface and bulk properties? If the adhesive behavior of solids is related to
surface energy levels) and if there is a correlation between cohesive energy and surface
energy for the elemental metals, then from reliable cohesive energy values we should be
able to obtain the surface energy values which have been so difficult to obtain. Thus, it
may be possible to predict adhesive transfer behavior from cohesive energy data. In
addition) the basic behavior of materials in solid-state contact in the presence of oxides
also show fundamental relationships to bulk properties.

Another bulk property of solids that can be related to adhesion, friction and wear
behavior is the degree of d-valence bond saturation of the transition metals. In general,
those metals with a high degree of valence bond unsaturation, such as titanium and
zirconium, show a strong degree of adhesive bond force.

Other basic relationships have been found between the friction properties of
metals and alloying elements. The abrasive wear resistance and friction coefficient for
simple ferrous base binary alloys is related to the solute-to-solvent atomic radius ratio in
the binary alloy. The coefficient of friction is at a minimum when the ratio is unity, and
increases as the ratio varies in either direction,

More complex systems will, of course, have more than one basic property related
to their tribological behavior. One of these current alloy forms is amorphous metal or
metallic glass. At room temperatures, the coefficient of friction is low and wear
resistance is high.

The study of tribological behavior of metals must include mechanical effects.
Relative motion of surfaces under load imparts energy to the surface which may be
dissipated in several ways. This can result in crystal transformations, order-disorder
reactions, texturing, recrystallization, segregation and strain. These impinge on both the
basic structure and properties of the substance. In addition, mechanical activity at the
surface can influence the interactive chemistry between the environmental constituents
and the solid surface.

Nature of Surfaces and Their Effect on Solid State Interaction

by 3. M. Georges

In boundary lubrication) the chemical and mechanical properties of the surface
films are of primary importance. Georges points out that while the friction of the
interface layer depends on environmental conditions, the thickness of that film is small
and the composition of the film is extremely difficult to determine. In many cases the
components of the metallic surface are hydrated oxides and adsorbed lubricant. These are
the constituents of the paste generated during surface interactions. This paste may be
the material primarily responsible for wear scratches in solids.

For a sphere-plane sliding combination of 52100 steel with an adsorbed thin
organic film, unidirectional sliding at low velocity produced three distinguishable zones.
In zone one, which occurs during the first hertzian diameter of sliding distance) there is
no observable wear and the zone corresponds to the shearing of the interposed adsorbed
film. The frictional force is therefore dependent only upon the shear strength of the
lubricant film.

After two or three hertzian diameters of sliding, material agglomerates in the
interface but the effects are not discernible on the frictional force. This is zone two
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which occurs before gross slip. These agglomerations are the beginning of third body
coalescence.

In zone three, the film is disrupted, sliding occurs within a "mush" in the contact
region, with piled-up material in front of the rider. For greater sliding distances, the
phenomenon persists, and the coefficient of friction increases and fluctuates widely.

In tests run with a cast iron flat and a 52100 sphere with ZnDTP, Georges found
that stage I corresponded with abrasive wear of the interface (high wear rate) and stage 2
corresponded to corrosive wear (low wear rate). At stage 3 the surface was covered with
a tribological reaction film. The film products were amorphous, insulating and appeared
to consist of a glassy material.

The effect of pressure on this phenomenon seemed to depend on the time
required to form the film. The film is not formed at a low pressure because abrasive
interface products have not been adequately sheared. With too high a pressure, seizure
occurs before the protective film can form.

In essence, the effect of adsorption and chemical reactions between the
environment and the solid bodies is a starting point for a very complex chemical
phenomenon. Mechanical effects then create interracial bodies, the products of which are
colloidal and transformed by high pressure into a glassy material.

Importance of Properties of Solids to Friction and Wear Behavior
by Horst Czichos

We recognize that friction and wear are not "intrinsic material properties" and
that a tribological system consists of three components- the interacting solids, an
interracial medium and the environment.

In designing mechanical systems a natural question to ask is, What are the
material properties, or the properties of the solids, that determine the friction and wear
behavior? This is an extremely difficult question to answer satisfactorily because friction
and wear are influenced by a great number of processes, conditions and parameters. No
simple property-behavior relations exist. The observable friction and wear are deter-
mined by interaction characteristics rather than by any intrinsic properties of single
components.

In this paper, Czichos presents an extensive survey on the present state of our
understanding of the importance of properties of solids to friction and wear behavior. He
attempts to answer two very fundamental questions: 1) what are the fundamental friction
and wear processes; and 2)how are these processes connected with the properties of
solids?

First, let us turn our attention to the subject of friction. If there is no simple
model to predict the friction of a given pair of materials, then what is our understanding
of friction and how the properties of solids are related to this phenomenon? It is pointed
out that there are three basic phenomena involved in the friction of unlubricated solids.

1. The area of real contact between the sliding surfaces.

2. The type of bond that is formed at the contact interface.
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3. The way in which the material in and around the contacting regions is sheared
and ruptured during sliding.

The energy loss process due to friction has been divided into different phases.
First) mechanical energy is introduced into the contact zone by the formation of the real
area of contact. Second) transformation of mechanical energy takes place mainly by
plastic deformation) plowing and adhesion. Third) the dissipation phenomena include the
effects of thermal dissipation, storage or emission.

In terms of the real area of contact, an increasing interest is being shown in
surface topography and the role of the tribo contact formation in friction and wear. Real
engineering surfaces are not perfectly smooth but carry the fingerprint of the manufac-
turing process. These asperities are the basis for the tribo contacts. The observation is
made that l)microasperities may contain no dislocations and may, therefore9 be much
harder than the bulk material) 2)the surface films (e.g.) oxides) may change the
deformation properties of the materials) and 3) the influence of temperature may lead to
creep and sintering and may considerably increase the area of contact.

The adhesive component of friction is due to the formation and rupture of
interracial adhesion bonds. These bonds are the result of interracial interatomic forces.
From a consideration of metals, ceramics and polymers) it is evident that the interracial
adhesion is as natural as cohesion which determines the bulk strength of materials within
a solid. It is pointed out that the simplified model of the adhesion component of friction
has been extended to include a surface energy theory which introduces the surface energy
of the contacting bodies as an important parameter. There is a fracture mechanic model
which considers the fracture of an adhesive junction and introduces the critical crack
opening factor and a work hardening factor. It is recognized that the interfacial shear
strength or the surface energy are characteristics related to the given pair of materials
rather than to the single components involved.

If a hard asperity penetrates into a softer surface while bodies are in relative
motion) there is a plowing component of friction. In addition, plowing may be initiated by
wear particles. In the plowing of brittle surface materials, the influencing parameters
would seem to be material properties such as fracture toughness) elastic modulus and
hardness. In the case of plowing by penetrating wear particles) consideration must also be
given to the geometric properties of the asperities or penetrative wear particles.

Because of the deformation which occurs during sliding contact, mechanical
energy may be dissipated through plastic deformation. In using the slip-line field model,
some specific material properties should be considered and these would include:

I. Microstructure of the materials

2. Work hardening effects

3. Thermo softening

4. Influence of interracial layers

Wear behavior of materials is a very complicated phenomenon that seems to be
dictated by mechanical properties) chemical stability of the materials, temperature and
operating conditions. Wear may be divided into four broad classes -- abrasion, adhesion)
surface fatigue and tribochemical processes. The manner in which the various mech-
anisms of wear interact is very sensitive to the specific operating conditions and,
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therefore, unless a single wear process dominates, the surface changes and the complex
interactions make wear prediction extremely difficult. To discuss the importance of
materials on the wear behavior, the chain of events which leads to the generation of wear
particles must be considered. The initiation of wear particles and their removal from a
tribological system is caused by two types of interactions. The first of these are stress
interactions which are due to the combined action of load forces and frictional forces and
these lead to wear processes described broadly as surface fatigue and abrasion. The
second area is that in which the intermolecular forces between the interacting solids or
between the solid bodies and the environmental atmosphere, lead to wear processes which
could be described as tribochemical reactions and adhesion.

In the area of surface fatigue, it is known that under repeated tribological
loading, surface fatigue may occur and lead to the generation of wear particles. These
effects are due to the action of stresses in or below the surfaces without requiring a
direct physical contact. This type of fatigue wear is associated with repeated stress
cycling in roiling contact bearings. Several models incorporate this concept. Currently,
it appears that dislocation models can now be used to explain the occurrence of sheet-like
wear particles generated by this process.

In contrast to surface fatigue, abrasion occurs in those situations in which there
is direct physical contact between the two surfaces. Here we find terms such as micro-
plowing, micro-cutting and micro-cracking.

In the simplest model of the abrasive wear processes, the wear volume is related
to the slope of the penetrating abrasive particle and to the hardness of the abraded
material. More complex abrasion models have been formulated; one being related to a
critical strain at which crack growth is initiated. Another model considers the detailed
processes of micro-cutting, plowing and cracking. Some of the factors which are now
being considered are flow pressure, hardness, capacity of work-hardening, ductility,
homogeneity of strain distribution, crystal anisotropy and mechanical instability. All of
these factors influence the abrasive wear mechanism.

In tribochemical wear, the environmental and the dynamic interactions between
the material components and the environment determine the wear process. These
interactions are cyclic processes which include the following sequence= 1) material
surfaces react with the environment and reaction products are formed on the surfaces,
2) as a result of crack formation and abrasion in the contact area, an attrition of the
reaction products produces "fresh" reactive surface and stage 1 repeats. As a con-
sequence of thermal and mechanical effects, asperities undergo the following changes:
1) surface reactivity is increased due to the increased asperity temperatures which leads
to the accelerated formation of surface layers, 2)the mechanical properties of the
surface asperity layers are changed; in general, they have a tendency toward brittle
fracture.

With the assumption that tribochemicaIly formed surface asperity layers are
detached when a certain critical thickness is reached, a tribochemical wear hypothesis has
been proposed for the wear of steels. It has been concluded that tribochemical wear
occurs by a process of oxidation, deformation and fracture to produce layers which are
compacted into grooves in the metal surface. Oxidative surfaces become smoother with
time as the troughs become filled with oxide. Then oxidative wear occurs by the fracture
of plate-like debris.

Adhesive wear processes are initiated by the interracial adhesive junctions which
form when solid materials are in contact on an atomic scale. It is obvious that a number
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of properties of the contacting solids influence the adhesive wear mechanism. Since
adhesive wear is influenced by surface contaminants and the effect of environment, it is
very difficult to relate adhesive wear processes with elementary bulk properties of
materials. In vacuum, where exterior influences are eliminated, the following parameters
have been seen to influence adhesive wear processes in metal/metal pairs: I)electronic
structure of the contacting surfaces, 2) crystal structure, 3) crystal orientation. Adhesive
wear prediction has been described phenomenologically by the Archard equation which
contains only the material property. The wear coefficient must, therefore, relate in some
complex manner to the many material properties of the contacting pair.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH IN ADHESION AND FRICTION

Future Directions of Research in Adhesionand Friction:
Statusof Understanding
by David Tabor

In his paper, Dr. Tabor has outlined not only the basic constituents of adhesion
and friction, but has also suggested a number of future research directions.

In the adhesion of clean metals, our understanding of the interfacial bonds is
seemingly well in hand. However, the role of surface roughness and especially the role
ductility plays in the phenomenon needs to be incorporated into an overall view of
metallic adhesion. A simple method is proposed for separating ductility from bond
strength, structure and geometry. This suggestion is to study diffusion of similar metals
under conditions of low temperatures sufficient to freeze out the ductility.

In the case of dissimilar metals in some experiments, the surfaces do not
separate at the interface but within the weaker of the two bodies. The intrinsic strength
of the bond between dissimilar metals requires additional research.

Surface roughness and deformation properties of asperities are important factors
in the analysis of adhesion of extended surfaces. Experiments utilizing single crystals
have shown that in the absence of normal applied load, surface forces alone may be
sufficient to initiate plastic flow in the contact zone. It is felt that further work is
needed to establish whether these surface forces play a significant part in the adhesion of
extended surfaces under extremely small loads. In addition, these studies should be
extended to include sliding surfaces.

As Dr. Tabor states, "the effect of contaminant films has not gone far beyond
purely descriptive language." The extent to which contaminant films reduce the pull-off
force, depends upon the nature of the film, the geometry of the surface and whether
surface deformation is sufficient to produce penetration of the film. Interfacial films
formed by the diffusion of minor constituents or impurities to grain boundaries, also lead
to a marked reduction in strength and often to embrittlement. The mechanism by which
this occurs still needs a critical examination.

Although the mechanism of metallic friction is reasonably well known at a
descriptive level in terms of the area of real contact, junction growth, breakdown of
contaminant film, adhesion, shearing and plowing, quantitatively the picture is less
satisfactory. Analytical expressions for junction growth due to combined effects of
normal and tangential stresses are largely qualitative.
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Although the adhesion of clean surfaces is fairly well understood) Dr. Tabor
points out that the behavior of oxide coated surfaces is not. We must have a better
understanding of the adhesion of the oxides) the breakup of the oxide films) the adhesion
of the mixed oxide=metal interface9 and the influence of surface deformation on the
structure and mechanical properties of the surface layers. It is felt that the breakup of
surface films is essentially speculative. The question of work hardening is stiU a
complication in the analyses of the friction of metals. Another difficult problem now
receiving attention) is the breakup of the surface and subsurface structure of the metal as
a result of repeated sliding. Although there are models for the frictional heat that is
generated during high speed sliding, an interesting question is posed) What is the location
of the heat source? If the heat is generated in some finite volume of the material being
deformed) then it would be useful to know how much our calculations of surface
temperature are changed if volume deformation is taken into account.

In the case of ceramics) our understanding of adhesion is far poorer than in the
case of metals. Bond formation across ceramic interfaces probably has an important
bearing on the friction and wear behavior of these materials. Since these bonds may be
weaker than the chemical bonds within the body of the ceramic itself, sliding will
necessarily take place at the interface; the friction will not be high and in principle there
will be no adhesive wear. Since ceramics are now appearing as potential engineering
materials, a systematic study of the adhesion, friction and wear of clean ceramics in
terms of their structure and bond type will be extremely valuable and timely.

In the case of the elastomers, the surface energy is very small and the forces
between rubber surfaces are limited to van der Waals forces. The interactions across the
interface will be much less than the bonding within the bulk of the rubber where strong
chemical cross-links exist. Although these elastic losses will increase the work of
separation) while surface roughness reduces it) it was found that the observed pull-off
force may be 100-1 000 times greater than the thermodynamic energy of adhesion. The
friction of soft elastomers leads to the generation of Schallamach waves which involves a
continuous laying down and peeling apart of the rubber on the substrate. The frictional
work is related to the surface energies and to the hysteretic loss properties of the rubber.

The adhesion of polymers is similar to that of elastomers since it includes
surface energy concepts) electrical charge separation, interracial diffusion) surface
roughness and deformation losses. The friction of polymers involves adhesion and
deformation as well as cracking at and below the surface. The behavior is similar to that
of metals except that there is little evidence for junction growth and the deformations
which occur during sliding are more dependent on temperature and shear rate. Because of
poor thermal conductivity and low melting points) softening and melting take place fairly
readily as a result of frictional heating. Once surface melting occurs) heat appears to be
generated through viscous dissipation in the molten layer. It is suggested that there is
considerable scope for examining frictional behavior in terms of a chemical structure and
morphology of polymers.

Metallic Adhesion and Bonding
by 3ohn Ferrante, 3ohn R. Smith) 3ames H. Rose

Metallic adhesion plays a central role in the area of friction and wear of rubbing
tribological pairs. There are) however) few quantitative theoretical calculations regard-
ing this phenomenon. In the study of metallic adhesion in a real world contact) we must
consider the surface topography) and the mechanical properties of a solid) that is) ductile
or brittle) the nature of the deformation which may be elastic or plastic) and) in addition,
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the effects of surface films and adsorbates on the binding forces and on the mechanical
properties of the interface. In light of these complexities9 are the physics of a real
metallic contact amenable to analysis? The authors feel that the single aspect of the
problem that has received the least attention is the nature of the metallic bonding force.
Recently, the authors have shown that the adhesive force calculations on simple metal-
metal pairs may be more general than they first anticipated and may_ indeed, be relevant
to the case of transition metals in contact. In fact9 they have shown that there are
certain features in covalent bonding that are universal.

An adhesion calculation is formulated on the basis of two perfect surfaces in
contact in which the binding energy is analyzed as the surfaces are pulled apart. The
intent is simply to explore the nature of the bonding forces which exist in this type of
metal-metal contact.

The results of the calculations show that there is a great similarity between the
various binding energy curves. The question which naturally arises is: can we obtain some
generalizations from these curves and can they be scaled into a universal curve? The
answer is yes. Curves of dissimilar metals as well as curves of identical metal contacts
can all be scaled into a universal curve. It is shown that the results of ten bi-metallic
contacts all lie very close to this universal curve.

An interesting question is whether the adhesive bonding between dissimilar metal
contacts is weaker, stronger or lies between forces created when the contacts are
between the same metal. Although in a real contact the surfaces would probably distort
and modify the interracial energy, in general9 the interracial binding energy may be
considered as comparable to the energy of the weaker partner in a contact of two
dissimilar metals.

Since most engineering materials are transition metals) it is of interest to know
whether this universal scaling can be applied to these metals. Using many diverse types
of cohesive energy calculations, the authors show that a number of different metals fall
on a single curve which indicates the generality of these scaling relations.

Since the quality of the curve fit for cohesive energies is not as close as for the
adhesive energies, the authors define a new scaling length. This is a function of the
second derivative of the binding energy at its minimum. With this scaling, the fit is
exceptionally good.

With the previous relationships established, it seems plausible to ask whether
there might be a universal curve for covalent bonding in general. A plot of molecular)
chemisorptive, adhesive and cohesive bonding is shown in which the second derivative
scaling technique was used. All types of covalent bonding are seen to follow the same
universal curve.

With the knowledge gained, the authors then look for a relationship between
surface energies and cohesive energies. Their results show that there is indeed a
proportionality relationship between a metal's cohesive energy and surface energy per
atom, and that this proportionality is the result of the universality of the behavior which
is exhibited by binding energy relations. The question of chemisorption on transition
metals is raised with respect to the scaling relationship which might exist for adsorbates
on crystalline transition metals. Although there are a number of qualifiers, the results
seem to show that these relationships extend to chemisorption on crystalline transition
metals provided that the adsorbate does not penetrate the surface atomic layer.
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The Influence of Surface Topography on Polymer Friction
by Norman S. Eiss

Increased use of polymers as components in sliding systems has resulted in the
need for research directed towards the modeling of friction and wear mechanisms. If
successful, such models could be used to predict tribological performance and to suggest
modifications in the components to improve their tribological performance. In his paper,
Eiss has attempted to determine the role of surface roughness in models of polymer
friction.

It is pointed out that there are two approaches to modeling the friction of
polymers_ one is based on energy and the other on forces. In the energy-based models, the
frictional work is equated to the energy dissipated in the materials. In the force-based
models, the friction force is equated to the tangential forces generated in the interface.
Energy models for polymer friction have primarily been applied to elastomers. In one
model, the frictional work has been related to the energy dissipated in hysteresis losses in
the material and in another model the frictional work is equated to the energy dissipated
in plastic deformation. In this latter model, although energy dissipation is considered,
surface roughness has not been included and the energy-based friction model does not
predict friction values.

The force models of friction are based on an equality between the friction force
and the sum of the forces due to adhesion and to deformation. Because the adhesion
component of friction consists of a shear force developed in the contact area, the shear
strength and the area being sheared are important. The real area of contact must be
determined and the estimation of this parameter is still severely restricted. The
relationship between the area of contact during sliding and that in static contact requires
further research. It is suggested that a combination of a slip line model with the energy
model may provide the basis for more advanced friction models.

In an experimental program, the wear of polymers as a function of surface
roughness was studied. The results indicated that anisotropy in surface topography could
be used to estimate the relative contribution of the adhesion and the deformation
components of friction and provide estimates of material parameters governing shear and
deformation processes. In addition, although surface topography would seem to be very
important at the beginning of the test, as transfer occurs the topography is modified. It is
suggested that this phenomenon may be responsible for the relative insensitivity of
friction to surface roughness after steady-state friction values have been reached.

FUTURE DIRECTION OF RESEARCH IN WEAR AND WEAR RESISTANT MATERIALS
. D

Future Direction of Research in Wear and Wear Resistant Materials:
Status of Understandinl_
by T. Sasada

In his paper, Sasada presents a theory on new mechanisms for the formation of
wear particles during adhesive wear. The author feels that the classical adhesive wear
model is inadequate and that adhesion is inherently not a separation factor but rather a
joining factor for interacting materials. Thus, he finds it difficult, or impossible, to show
that wear particles can be formed by adhesion. In the new theory, the wear particles are
not separated from the surfaces directly as a final wear particle, but rather are formed as
minute adhered fragments which are later assembled and structured to form a wear
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particle which is then expelled from the rubbing system. The author has observed three
factors which have contributed to the structure of his model of adhesive wear. The first
of these observations is that the size of observed wear particles ranges from far smaller
than the real contact area to far larger than that junction. The second observation is that
there is a mutual material transfer between the rubbing surfaces. The third observation is
that every wear particle is composed of the two materials that have rubbed together.
These phenomena are observable in metal-metal, metal-polymer, ceramics-ceramics,
metal-ceramics and polymer-ceramics combinations in dry rubbing.

With this in mind, the formation process of a wear particle as perceived by the
author is as follows. In the real area of contact, the geometric interference between the
asperities of the two surfaces is such that there is a high probability of an oblique contact
and thus it is possible for fracture to occur in the interior of either of the bulk materials
even if the shear strength at the interface is weaker than in the bulk. When the system is
in sliding contact, a shearing fracture occurs near the contact portion and a small
fragment is produced, transferred and adhered to the opposite surface. This small
transfer piece is known as a "transfer element." Because of the unsymmetric contact,
shearing may occur in the harder material rather than in the softer. As the transfer
elements move between the two surfaces, there will be a time when there will be a
merger of two transfer elements into a "transfer particle" which will then adhere to one
of the surfaces. In a repetitious process, the transfer particle gradually grows until it
reaches such a size that it is removed from the surface by impingement against an
asperity on the opposite surface. It is this particle that is called the "wear particle."

This model is used by the author to satisfactorily explain the three phenomena
mentioned earlier; that is, the size of wear particles, the mutual material transfer, and
the mixed structure of the wear particles. The model does, however, need modification if
it is to account for the load-supporting mechanism.

The author has observed the growth process of a wear particle by recording the
transverse movement of mechanical components of a test rig during sliding. Based upon
his hypothesis of the mechanism of wear and the experimental data observed, the author
has explained the size of wear particles and the effect of the lubricant on the size. Also,
he has an explanation for the observed result that in practical rubbing systems the larger
component wears out more rapidly than the smaller one. In addition, in a wear process in
which there is repeated transfer sliding, vibration of the rubbing component is seen as a
natural phenomenon. Thus, vibration is inherent to sliding wear tests and cannot be
eliminated. The model is also used to explain those situations in which the harder solid
has a greater degree of wear than the softer material.

Seizure of metals is also explained on the basis of this model. From the study
carried out by the author, seizure is felt to be a special case of the growth of transfer
particles in the sliding interface.

Microstructures Associated with Wear
by W. A. Glaeser

What is the microstructure that is associated with wear? Optical microscopy
and the use of the scanning electron microscope have given us the ability to look into
these intriguing microstructures. With these tools at our disposal, it seems appropriate to
consider the current state of wear microstructure so that speculation can be made on the
origin of wear debris.
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In terms of macro deformation, dimensional changes associated with wear occur
by several means. Illustrations include loss of material from the surface in the form of
particulate debris, transfer of material from one surface to another_ and gross Flastic
deformation and accumulation of plastic strain, especially during wear-in. This initial
wear-in deformation may also be accompanied by changes in friction characteristics. An
illustration of wear as a deformation process is given by the author where he considers the
deformation of chain links under loading, and the contact wear of wire rope used in
excavating machinery. Although fretting also occurs_ deformation and extrusion is a
major mode of plastic deformation.

Perhaps of greater interest is the study of the microprocesses that occur with
the wear process. It is postulated that the near-surface structure is composed of three
zones:

I. Grain deformation zone

2. Highly deformed zone (cells, subgrains, twinning)

3. Transfer layer

From stereoscopic SEM micrographs_ microgrooving can be seen as well as
minute extrusions, lip formations and surface tearing. From these photographs it is clear
that some wear debris can originate from microextrusions and from tearing.

Asperity contact between the moving surfaces is shown to produce localized
deformation in the form of scratches, furrows, grooves, etc. In the scratch zone, extreme
deformation takes place as ridges are produced, ironed out and then produced again.
Although some of the microgrooves and surface tearing might be associated with asperity
welding, it is difficult to diagnose since many of the long scratches seem to be caused by
asperity plowing.

The author points out that when a wear scar is sectioned, the directionality of
the topography influences what is perceived in the section. A section in the direction of
sliding will bring out the elongation and bending of grain boundaries but sections made at
right angles to the direction of sliding will probably define the near surface wear
microstructure more accurately.

From his studies of the microstructures associated with wear_ the author
indicates that strain rates during the wear process can be extremely high due to the small
volume being strained. These microstructures are similar in morphology to large strain
microstructures developed in metal working. In fact, the structures produced in the wear
process are subject to the same controlling parameters as are found in the area of metal
working. However_ if we assume this, then some of the structures or effects that we
might expect have not, in fact, been found in wear microstructures. This includes the
area of fine twinning, strain rate effects, and the coalescence of subgrains and
recrystallization. The conclusion is that more microstructural analysis is required.

The wear microstructure includes the transfer layers which are so important to
the wear process. Discarding the large torn particles, the author finds a collection of
very fine particles (of the order of 50 angstroms) that are layered into the surface. These
particles are a mixture of materials from both sliding surfaces and appear to be sintered
into continuous layers. These layers can debond and be emitted as flakes. It is assumed
that the large flakes come from a detachment mechanism of the transfer layer by
fracture at the boundary with the substrate.
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Structures and Properties of Polymers Important to Their Wear Behavior
by K. Tanaka

Although some of the factors controlling the wear of polymers are known, many
are still unknown. Since relationships between polymer structures and properties have not
been completely elucidated, their effect on wear rates are discussed by the author on the
basis of results obtained in experiments in which semicrystalline polymers were rubbed
against a smooth steel and/or glass surface.

With respect to the effect of temperature on the wear rate of polymers, the
author concludes that amorphous polymers show higher wear rates than either crystalline
or semicrystalline polymers.

The friction and transfer of typical semicrystalline polymers were studied in an
experimental program in which cylindrical surfaces of polymers were slid on a glass plate
at a speed of 0.18 ram/s. The experiments at this very low speed indicate that the
transfer characteristic of polymers are closely related to the molecular profile. The
molecules of polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) have a smooth profile, for instance, while
those of polypropylene have a bulky profile. The transferred material for the polymers
with a smooth molecule occurs in very thin films or streaks, while for polymers
characterized by a bulky molecule, the transfer takes place in the form of thick streaks or
lumps. Although temperature has an effect on the transfer of polymers, it is not uniform
with all polymer structures. In the case of typical polymers having a spherulite structure,
it is suggested that the size of the spherulite plays an important role in the magnitude of
the wear rate. Polymers with smaller spherulites have lower wear rates. In addition, the
tensile strength and melting point do not seem to be controlling factors with respect to
the wear rate. From wear tests on polymers with bulky molecules and large spherulites, it
is also shown that the shear strength at high temperatures near the melting point plays an
important role in determining the wear rate.

Although the morphology of PTFE has not been completely understood, it is
known that PTFE has a banded structure. As a result of the easy slipping of lamellae, the
destruction of this banded structure occurs easily without any melting at the sliding
surface. From the results of the transfer experiment carried out at very low speed, it is
concluded that PTFF. molecules are easily withdrawn from the lamellae at the frictional
surface and a very thin film is transferred on the counter surface.

In addition, it is felt that tensile strength and melting point are not important
factors with respect to the adhesive wear of polymers. The wear rate is seen to be, in
general, higher when surface melting does not occur because of frictional heating than
when it does occur. Although many physical, chemical, and mechanical properties are
related to polymer wear, it is difficult to isolate the effect of any particular property
because the wear process is complex and all effects are interrelated. The author feels,
however, that it would be very useful to study the morphological and molecular
characteristics of polymers that impact on the wear process. Such an understanding may
well lead to the formation of a relationship explaining this phenomenon. With this
understanding, one could design polymer components with the desired frictional and wear
characteristics.
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Ceramics in High Temperature Applications---Fundamental
Considerations in Friction and Wear
by K. Miyoshi) Donald H. Buckley

Ceramics are assuming an ever=important position among the multitude of
materials currently available for application in mechanical systems. Their wear proper-
ties) frictional characteristics) and their high temperature capabilities suit them parti=
cularly well for a number of applications. If these substances are to be chosen on a
rational basis for tribological components, then we must be concerned with a fundamental
understanding of the tribological properties of crystalline ceramics, such as adhesion,
friction and wear behavior as they relate to measurable material properties. It is
imperative that we gain a better understanding of the physics and chemistry of ceramics
involved in tribology. In this way we may find the applications which their properties can
be used to full advantage. Chemical bonding is seen to be an important aspect in the area
of adhesion and friction. The removal of adsorbed films from the surfaces of ceramics
and metals has been shown to result in very strong interfacial adhesion when two such
solids are brought into contact. In addition, clean ceramic-to-ceramic contacts also
exhibit very strong interfacial adhesion when the surfaces are brought into contact. In
fact) it is found that some of these adhesive bonds are sufficiently strong that fracture of
the cohesive bonds occurs.

As d-valence bonds are not completely filled in transition metals, they are
responsible for such properties as cohesive energy, shear modulus, chemical stability and
magnetic properties. It is hypothesized that the greater the amount of d=bond character
the material possesses) the less active is its surface. It appears that this theory is the
most plausible to be used in explaining the interracial interactions of transition metals in
contact with ceramics as well as with themselves. Data is presented on the coefficients
of friction for some of the transition metals in contact with silicon carbide as a function
of the d-bond character of the metal. These data indicate a decrease in friction with an
increase in d=bond character) as predicted from theory. The more active the metal, the
higher the coefficient of friction.

There also appears to be a strong correlation between the coefficient of friction
and theoretical shear strength of metals. The higher the shear strength, the lower thefriction.

When metals transfer to the surface of silicon carbide in a sliding pair) the
morphology of metal transfer to the ceramic material reveals that the materials that
have low shear strength and a low percent d-bond character exhibit much more transfer
than those having higher strength and a higher percent d-bond character. From these
data for metal-to-ceramic materials) it is seen that the chemical affinity and activity,
tensile and shear strength all play an important role not only in the adhesion and friction,
but also in the transfer and wear.

The frictional properties and the mechanical behavior of ceramic materials in
sliding contact with themselves and]or metals are affected by the presence of surface
films; just as in the case of metals and polymers. The surface activity related to the
frictional properties for clean ceramic material contacting ceramics or metals will be
strongly affected by gas or liquid interactions with the surface. The more chemically
active the surface) the greater the degree of oxidation, and the higher the coefficient of
friction. As might be expected, an increase in the surface temperature of a ceramic
material tends to promote surface chemical reactions. These chemical reactions cause
products to appear on the surface which can alter adhesion) friction and wear. As an
example, the authors present experimental results showing that the surface of silicon
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carbide graphitizes at high temperatures. Three questions then arise: I) how thick is the
graphite layer, 2) what is the graphitization mechanism, and 3)does the graphite affect
the frictional properties of silicon carbide? It is found that the thickness of the
outermost graphite layer on the silicon carbide is from 1.5 to 2.4 nm. The results
suggested that the collapse of the carbon in two or three successive silicon layers after
the evaporation of the silicon was the most probable mechanism for graphitization. In
answering the frictional question, sliding friction experiments were conducted with silicon
carbide in contact with iron. In general, there was an increase in friction with
temperature which was probably due to increased adhesion and increased plastic flow in
the area of contact. However, at very high temperatures the coefficients of friction for
the graphitized surface of the silicon carbide were generally low.

The authors point out that very few studies of the anistrophic nature of friction
and wear have been conducted from the consideration of adhesion between sliding
surfaces. Test results have revealed that the highest atomic density (most closely packed)
direction exhibits the lower coefficient of friction which indicates that direction is indeed
important in the frictional behavior of crystalline substances. Test results have shown
that the mating of crystallographic directions can play a significant role in the frictional
behavior of ferrite. Sliding along the direction which is most closely packed minimizes
adhesion and friction.

It is also mentioned by the authors that if friction and wear are caused by
abrasion, then the primary slip system of the ceramics can explain the anisotropy of
friction and deformation that has been observed. The anisotropic fracture that occurs
during sliding is seen to be controlled by the surface and subsurface cracking along
cleavage planes.

Composites for Increased Wear Resistance:
Current Achievements and Future Prospects
by 3. K. Lancaster

Composite materials will undoubtedly find increased applications in mechanical
system design. Not only do they support a load without undue distortion, deformation or
fracture) but they can maintain low friction and wear over long periods without seizure.
In addition) they provide the opportunity for the design of a low mass system which leads
to lower dynamic loads in the system and to lower frictional losses. The topic of primary
concern to the author is how the structure and composition of composites (primarily
plastics-based materials) influences their friction and wear behavior.

Although composites containing PTFE have low friction and high thermal
stability which is particularly attractive for sliding applications, their poor mechanical
strength, excessive viscoelastic deformation under load and high rate of wear usually
necessitate some form of reinforcement. The question then becomes, What is the best
type of filler to choose for minimum wear? Unfortunately, there appears to be no simple
answer. The reason for this should not be surprising inasmuch as there is more than one
way to explain the manner in which fillers and reinforcing fibers influence wear. In the
case of PTFE, for instance, the suggestion has been made that filler particles impede the
drawing out process and, thus) prevent destruction of the banded structure. However, an
alternative explanation is that the filler particles or fibers support load preferentially by
virtue of their greater strength and stiffness. There is an added element of confusion in
the literature about the effects of orientation of reinforcing fibers with respect to wear
and friction. With more questions than answers, it would seem that this area would be
appropriate for additional research.
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The steady-state wear of a composite is seldom related directly to its bulk
structure9 but depends on the surface condition generated by the sliding process itself.
Here we introduce the concept of "third bodies" which differ in composition and structure
from the original material. And although a whole range of variables can influence third
body film formation) considerable experimental effort in recent years has not enabled us
to clarify more than a few specific aspects of third body film formation with PTFE
composites.

An appreciable body of information has) however) been generated regarding the
wear rates of composites. In general) they are very sensitive to the topography of metal
counterfaces. Chain orientation within the PTFE film is also a significant factor and
sliding which interferes with this orientation may be expected to produce increased wear.

PTFE transfer to a metal counterface is enhanced by the presence of copper and
lead within the composite. Wear of PTFE-contalning composites during oscillatory motion
tends to be less than in unidirectional sliding at the same loads and speeds, Analyses of
worn surfaces of composites after sliding against metals show that in general almost
every element available in the system is likely to become incorporated within the third
body films, This leads to the conclusion that there can be no simple mechanism for the
process of film formation) debris must be transferred to and fro between the surfaces
with particles being repeatedly deformed) degraded and reformed. Third body film
formation from PTFE-containing composites is almost wholly inhibited in the presence of
fluids and in composites containing more than one solid lubricant) interference can arise
during third body film formation.

In addition to their influence on third body film formation) fillers and reinforcing
fibers and polymers play another major role. Most of the materials commonly used to
increase strength or stiffness are abrasive to some extent, Since polymer wear rates are
influenced by counterface topography_ the effect of small amounts of abrasive fillers
could be beneficial in reducing wear by generating smoother surfaces. However) the
choice of the optimum level of abrasiveness needed for minimum wear is by no means
clearcut,

In PTFE-containing composites) the transfer film on the counterface is sus-
ceptible to abrasion by fillers, Therefore) it should be possible to control a transfer film
thickness by the type and concentration of abrasive filler, Unfortunately9 the relative
roles of transfer and abrasion do not depend solely on the composite composition but also
vary with the conditions of sliding.

Today there is a vast range of polymer/solid lubricant/fiber composites available
which present the Design Room with a confusing choice since the properties of many of
these composites tend to be "very similar. The time may soon be approaching when
rationalization and compromise formulations will be required to reduce the overall
product range to a more manageable proportion.

Composites that are based on fiber-reinforced thermosetting resins have been
used for many years as high load-capacity bearings in well-lubricated conditions where the
fluid provides both the hydrodynamic support and cooling. Although there are several
variants for these high load-capacity composites) literature appears to offer few) if any_
general guidelines from which to predict the effects of changes on friction and wear
performance. For unlubrlcated operation_ the substitution of high temperature resins)
such as polyimides for the usual phenolics) would be an obvious route for improving high
temperature performance. However) it has not yet proven possible to establish any
general trends between composite wear performance and specific resin propertlesp such as
strength) stiffness or thermal stability.
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Considering the coefficient of friction of high load composites, PTFE is usually
more effective as a solid lubricant addition than MoS7 provided the temperatures remain
at less than about 250 C. This is probably due to the'fact that the coefficient of friction
decreases with increasing temperature for PTFE as a consequence of the reduction in
shear strength; the friction also decreases with increasing load. This is probably due to
the third body film being generated on the harder substrate by the sliding process.
Although some of the ways are known in which a third body film influences the friction
and wear of PTFE-containing composites, one of the major problems remaining is to
relate the type of film used to composite structure and composition. This requires more
information to characterize the films. Although numerous analytical techniques are
available, considerable uncertainty exists in defining the most appropriate level of
sensitivity required. For example) how relevant to the wear process is the fine scale
topographical detail observed in high resolution SEM?

The author points out that the basic problem in incorporating lamellae solid
lubricants such as graphite and MoS7 is that the mechanical strength in tension is
significantly reduced. Since the transfer of lamellae solids is an inefficient process, the
high lubricant concentration required to achieve low friction result in mechanically weak
composites giving high wear rates. It would be possible, however, to devise fabrication
techniques which might result in mechanically stronger composites.

Little attention has been paid to fiber-reinforced metal composites. Carbon
fibers as well as boron fibers are now available commercially and the time may be
appropriate for a reassessment of their tribological prospects. Composite materials for
high energy brakes have requirements which differ in several ways from those materials
intended for bearings. These materials must have stability of the friction coefficient with
varying load, speed and temperature, high thermal capacity, resistance to thermal shock,
etc. One of the new materials is the carbon-carbon composite for aircraft brakes. The
two major problems, a tendency for graphitic materials to undergo rapid wear at elevated
temperatures and for non-graphitic materials to exhibit large fluctuations in friction,
have been largely overcome by the introduction of additives.

THE FUTURE FOR LIQUID LUBRICANTS AND ADDITIVES

Thermal and Oxidative Stabilities of Liquid Lubricants
by William R. 3ones

Liquid lubricants are being exposed to increased thermal stresses with the higher
unit loadings that are being designed into mechanical systems. With the exposure to
higher temperatures in oxidizing environments, the thermal and oxidative stabilities of
the lubricant have become important factors.

Thermal stability is a term that defines processes occurring in the absence of
oxygen. In the case of hydrocarbons and most other fluid classes, thermal decomposition
or pyrolysis proceeds through a free-radical chain reaction process which yields many
products. The radicals are highly reactive and start reaction chains by abstracting
hydrogen atoms from the parent hydrocarbons. This chain sequence continues until the
radicals are destroyed or all of the reactants are consumed. The rate of thermal
decomposition usually varies with temperature according to the empirical Arrhenius rate
law and one can define the rate constant for thermal decomposition by measuring the
isothermal rate of vapor pressure rise at several temperatures. For standardization, an
arbitrary thermal decomposition temperature is defined as the temperature at which the
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isothermal rate of vapor pressure rise is 1.85 Pa/s. From data on the isothermal rate of
vapor pressure increase as a function of reciprocal absolute temperature9 the activation
energy for decomposition can be calculated. From a knowledge of the thermal
decomposition temperature and the activation energy for decomposition, the useful life of
a lubricant in the absence of oxygen can be calculated. The useful life is typically defined
as the time in hours for 10% decomposition.

There are a number of generalizations that can be made regarding the thermal
decomposition of a variety of chemical structures.

I. The thermal decomposition temperature of a straight chain hydrocarbon is about
300 C.

2. Branched chain hydrocarbons are less stable than straight chain hydrocarbons.

3. Aromatic bonds have higher dissociation energies due to resonance and their
maximum stability is approximately 450 C.

4. Esters of alcohols having /_-hydrogens have a maximum thermal decomposition
near 280 C.

5. Esters not containing _-hydrogens have stabilities approaching hydrocarbons.

6. Substitutions on an aromatic ring will decrease its stability.

7. Saturated ring compounds are more stable than their straight chain analogs.

g. Completely replacing hydrogen with fluorine increases the thermal stability of
organic compounds (except aromatics).

There are a number of other observations that might be made with respect to the
thermal decomposition temperature. Since thermal decomposition occurs at the weakest
link in a compound_ it should be a function of the weakest bond dissociation energy in that
compound. Also, since bond length is inversely related to bond strength_ it can be
correlated with thermal decomposition temperature.

One of the important characteristics of a good lubricant is oxidation stability. It
should be noted_ however9 that additives do not normally affect thermal stability of the
base fluid.

The oxidation of an organic compound with molecular oxygen is referred to as
autoxidation_ and the process usually proceeds through a free radical chain mechanism.
These reactions can become extremely complex. The liquid-phase oxidation of liquid
lubricants has been extensively studied and, in general, the basic mechanism is under-
stood. Since autoxidation proceeds through a free radical chain mechanism9 it can be
inhibited by the addition of scavengers which break the chain reaction by the formation of
stable free radicals.

A large number of experimental methods have been used to study the reaction
kinetics of the liquid phase oxidation process. In most of the oxidation studies the
parameter measured is the absorption of oxygen. When this parameter is plotted as a
function of time, four kinetic curves are observed. These include: I) an autocatalytic
eifect_ often observed with mineral oils of low aromatic content_ 2)an autoretarding
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effect as with highly aromatic mineral oils) 3)a linear curve which is neither auto-
catalytic nor autoretarding as with a polybutene) and finally 4)a curve which shows a
mixed behavior as found with n-hexyldecylbenzene.

A number of micro-tests or thin film tests have been developed. In these tests9 a
small quantity of lubricant is injected onto the surface of a catalyst after the apparatus
has been brought into equilibrium at the test temperature. A constant flow of air is
maintained through the apparatus and volatile oxidation products are trapped for analysis.
At the conclusion of the test, the degraded lubricant remaining on the catalyst surface is
dissolved in a solvent and the solution is then analyzed by a variety of techniques to
determine the rate of oxidation. The author highlights a few of the commonly used
procedures.

I. High pressure liquid chromatography is used for the separation of complex
mixtures of organic compounds. This method separates materials due to an
equilibrium distribution of the materials between a stationary phase and a mobil
phase which percolates through the stationary phase.

2. Size exclusion chromatography is the high pressure liquid chromatography mode
that separates components of a mixture according to molecular size.

3. Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy is used in identifying various components such as
aromatic compounds which absorb strongly in the ultraviolet region.

4. Infrared spectroscopy is another identification technique where the spectral
region of interest is from 4800 to 400 cm .

5. Nuclear magnetic resonance is an analytical technique which may provide more
structural information than is available from either the infrared or ultraviolet
techniques.

6. Electron paramagnetic resonance is an analytical technique similar to nuclear
magnetic resonance and can detect unpaired electrons in extremely low concen-
trations.

The author reviews a number of classes of lubricants in which the process of
autoxidation has been investigated.

The first class is that of the hydrocarbons, and more specifically) mineral oils
which constitute the bulk of conventional automotive lubricants. Esters are also discussed
inasmuch as they are often used as lubricants in gas turbine engines.

The polyphenyl ether fluids have been studied because of their application to
high temperature lubricants. They are thermally stable to approximately 450 C and
oxidatively stable to 275 C. Most of their problems are related to poor low temperature
properties and poor boundary lubricating ability.

Another class of fluids, C-ethers or thio-ethers are structurally similar to the
polyphenyl ethers but they exhibit lower poor points and better boundary lubricating
characteristics. Their thermal stability is somewhat lower and their oxidation stability is
about 260 C. These fluids produce large quantities of a high molecular weight sludge
when used as lubricants.

Perfluoroalkylethers are a class of fluids which have excellent thermal and
oxidative stability. They have good viscosity characteristics_ good elastohydrodynamic
film forming capabilities, and good boundary lubricating characteristics.
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Early data on branched perfluoroalkylethers indicated that these materials
should be thermally stable and exhibit oxidation/corrosion stability.

Linear perfluoroalkylethers have a linear structure and the fluids have shown
better viscosity-temperature properties than the branched class.

Behavior of Polymer Additives Under EHL and Influence
of Interactions Between Additives on Friction Modification
by Toshio Sakurai

In modern formulations of lubricating oils, particularly in the case of engine oils)
many types of additives are available. Polymer-type additives have become quite
common in multigrade engine oils. The performance of these additives is not well
understood nor are the interactions that occur between the various additives.

Although much research has been done on the effects of the addition of high
molecular weight polymers to base oils, Sakurai is particularly concerned with the
behavior of polymethacrylate (PMA) molecules under concentrated contact conditions. Of
particular concern are the interactions which occur between lubricant additives.
Although synergistic effects may exist with certain combinations of additives, there may
also be antagonistic effects.

The polymer-thickened oils were formulated using selected polymer thickeners in
concentrations up to 20% in a light base stock. Although polymer thickened oils exhibit
distinct advantages in performance characteristics over conventional lubricants, serious
problems may exist, such as unanticipated wear in cam followers, and the susceptibility of
the polymer concentrates toward mechanical shear degradation.

It was noted that the film thickness of all polymer thickened oils became thinner
than the film thickness with base oils. The complex behavior of polymer thickened oil
may be affected by the following factors: 1)the molecular size, structure and molecular
weight distribution, 2) the solubility and/or the dispersivity of polymer to the base oil_ and
3) the mechanical shear degradation at or near the elastohydrodynamic (EHD) contact.

It is postulated that the larger size of PMA molecules results in their having
difficulty passing through the EHD contact. Thus, the molecules may accumulate at the
inlet and sweep around the contact. A number of photomicrographs are presented which
show the distribution of graphite in and around an EHD contact when a graphite dispersed
PMA-thickened oil has been used. However, it is observed that graphite particles in the
base oil alone pass through the contact area. This is in contrast to the phenomenon when
a PMA-thickened oil is used; the amount of graphite passing through the contact appears
to be small. It was found that under the condition of pure sliding under boundary
lubrication conditions, graphite accumulated in various degrees at the inlet and then
flowed back.

These tests suggest that the high molecular weight of PMA causes an accumu-
lation of graphite particles at the inlet region of the conjunction. One might conclude
that PMA molecules are generally difficult to pass through the contact under rolling
conditions. The blocking action of the polymers at the inlet region may decrease the oil
supply to the contact and this may result in a condition of lubricant starvation. From
these observations it is concluded that there may be a critical value of molecular weight
for PMA additives which is dependent upon the structure of the polymer and on the
particular contact condition.
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There may be synergistic effects in some combinations of additives found in
formulations of lubricating oils. Examples are additives such as organal sulfur compounds
and fatty acids, There are also antagonistic effects due to the interactions involving zinc
dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDP). As an example, ZDP will react with peroxy radicals and the
products are not effective as anti=wear agents. Wear data indicate that the deterioration
products of ZDP in a fully formulated engine oil are ineffective for anti=wear perform=
ance in normal service.

In addition) above a critical concentration) amines can cancel the anti-wear
performance of ZDP as measured in a four ball machine. Also, two percent by weight of
succinimide interacts with ZDP to reduce the effectiveness of its anti-wear properties.
From the experimental work) it seems that the mechanism through which ZDP provides
anti=wear properties is not fully understood. It is known) however) that acid phosphate
formed from the decomposition of ZDP plays an important role in its anti-wear
performance. The acid phosphate interacts easily with basic compounds in the lubricating
oil and the resulting compounds reduce appreciably the anti=wear performance of the
lubricant.

What's So Hot About Formulated Synthetics?
by Alan Beerbower

Synthetic lubricants and the additive packages that are required to make them
competitive with petroleum oils have now arrived on the market. At the half-century
point in their development) the author feels that a few comments are in order with
respect to their applications.

The story of the use of diesters in jet engines is not due to their being "better
lubricants" in some general way as compared to petroleum products. In some ways the
diesters are inferior to mineral oils. They were superior however in terms of excellent
volatility-viscosity relations and exhibited extremely good low temperature fluidity. The
most notorious difficulty with the diesters was their poor thermal stability in the absence
of oxygen. Another difficulty was that diesters can hydrolyze in storage) giving corrosive
acids. In addition) diesters are not as good as mineral oils in preventing gear scuffing.
Although some problems with the diesters have been solved) one that has not is their poor
performance in preventing pitting fatigue.

A future trend is predicted: there will no longer be any prospect of superior base
stocks. In addition) there seems little incentive for the production of better anti-oxidants
since most of the oils are drained for other reasons long before serious deterioration
starts. A profitable area would seem to be the search for better anti-scuff agents_
perhaps additives designed to polymerize on the working surfaces. Since additive makers
are secretive for competitive reasons) there may be a number of new developments
occurring which we do not know.

Of all the potential markets for synthetic lubricants) that of automotive oils is
by far the largest and the most attractive. It is also challenging because of the many
functions provided by the lubricant in an internal combustion engine.

In view of the long success story with mineral oils) a reasonable question would
be) Why use a synthetic base oii now?

By considering the physical properties of base stock) it is possible to make
comparisons in terms of thickening at low temperatures. From a list of currently
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available oils, it is seen that the enhancement of the mineral oii with a polymeric Vl
improver would still not provide as good a low temperature property as exhibited by the
poorest of the synthetics.

In addition, it is seen that the volatility relations are superior for the synthetics
as compared to the mineral oils.

Since heat transfer properties are important in engine lubricants, estimates were
made of the specific heat and thermal conductivity of several oils. The conclusion was
that the synthetics fall within the same range as mineral oils and neither offer advantages
nor create problems in this context.

It is pointed out that in contrast to the aircraft turbine oil market, the synthetic
automotive lubricant market is too immature to predict any trends in additives.

Currently an additional requirement is being placed upon our lubricants, energy
conservation by reducing friction. The exact nature of this process is still a subject of
controversy because it involves both reducing the viscosity below the level that was long
regarded as the safe minimum and then using an additive to protect the rubbing surfaces
from damage during asperity contacts. Some feel that classical hydrodynamics is an
adequate explanation and point to the fact that colloidal graphite or molybdenum disulfide
will serve as the additive. There is no doubt that such oils do reduce fuel consumption.
An even more controversal matter is the addition of colloidal polytetrafluoroethene to
oils. One additive that the author considers indispensable for modern engine oils is ZDP.
The question is raised as to whether better varieties might be made available if
consideration were given to the possibility that the way in which it works is by preventing
low cycle fatigue wear rather than adhesive wear as is commonly supposed. A better
understanding of the mechanism of protection could help to limit the concentration of
phosphorus to avoid damage to the catalytic converters used for emission control.

In the area of industrial lubricants, it is suggested that the outlook for including
the leading synthetics as industrial oii base stocks is limited since these lubricants tend to
be selected by very cost-conscious personnel. In industry, however, there are many more
additives used than most persons realize. The first additives to correct the lack of
oiliness were nothing more than some fat to enhance the slipperiness. Stronger chemicals,
such as tricresyl phosphate, now take over and bridge the gap between the oiliness agents
that work by chemisorption and the extreme pressure agents that work by irreversible
reactions.

The prospects for new additives in this field are not felt to be very bright
because of the limited markets for individual products. Formulators tend to depend on
the additive makers for research and none of the problem areas are sufficient to support
other than a very modest research effort. Consequently, the result is a rather slow-
moving activity, occasionally sparked by some new development.

STATUS AND NEW DIRECTIONS IN EHL

Statusand New DirectionsinEHL: Statusof Understanding
by Bernard 3.Hamrock

The recognition and basic understanding of elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL)
was one of the major developments in tribology in the 20th century. Perhaps because of
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the prior analytical work in the field of full film lubrication, tools were ready for
application to this new mode of lubrication and advances and understanding came fairly
swiftly. Today, as Hamrock has pointed out, the status of understanding for the idealized
stage of EHL is well covered in the literature. However, there is an additional stage of
development in EHL which is currently being worked upon and which incorporates the
effect of non-Newtonian fluid models, thermal effects and surface roughness. The final
stage of development is postulated to be in lubrication of real engineering surfaces in
operating environments.

The definition of EHL is taken to be, "the study of situations in which elastic
deformation of the surrounding solids plays a significant role in the hydrodynamic
lubrication process." The approach to the problem has been fairly straightfor-
ward -- combining the lubrication equation with the variation of lubricant viscosity and
density, and incorporating elasticity into the equation of the total system.

The driving force behind the generation of understanding of this tribological
mode, was the very practical consideration of the determination of the minimum film
thickness within the conjunction of highly loaded bearings. This is especially important
with respect to roiling element bearings which constitute elements of many mechanical
systems. Design equations have been available for some time for the determination of
minimum film thickness in conjunction, and experimental results have confirmed that in
many cases these are reasonable values to use. It is felt that the minimum film thickness
formula tends to underestimate the actual film thickness and will possessthe merit of
being conservative.

The initial EHD work was with materials of high elastic modulus, such as metals,
and then was extended to low elastic modulus materials, such as rubber. Minimum film
thickness formulas were then generated for the soft-EHL situation. It was found that in
soft EHL, the film thickness is a great deal more affected by load than in hard EHL, but is
less affected by load than in hydrodynamic lubrication. In addition, the exponent on speed
is nearly the same for both hard and soft EHL.

At the present time, EHL theory predicts the magnitude of film thickness quite
satisfactorily. However, it fails to explain behavior in traction; in particular, it does not
satisfactorily account for the variation of the magnitude of the traction with rolling speed
or the degree of slip. This has lead to a more detailed investigation of the behavior within
the conjunction and the incorporation of non-Newtonian models, thermal effects and
surface roughnesseffects into the EHL model.

In these high pressure conjunctions, it is accepted that the lubricant does not
behave as a Newtonian fluid. A number of theological models have been used for
lubricant flow, one being the limiting shear stress model which comes from the
observation that there is a limiting shear stress for a given pressure and temperature at
which the lubricant will shear plastically with no further increase of shear strain rate.
From these considerations, traction behavior was found to be directly related to the non-
Newtonian fluid behavior.

Surface roughnesseffects_ or surface topography, plays a very significant role in
determining the fatigue life of EHL contacts. Unfortunately, the roughness of bearing
surfaces is normally characterized by a single parameter which indicates the arithmetic
average of the surface finish. Other parameters that will be significant include the
distribution function of the heights of asperity profiles, the autocorrelation function, the
surface pattern parameter, and conceivably, other characteristics that have yet to be
investigated. It is an area in which a great deal of research remains to be done.
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Since interacting surfaces dissipate energy9 there may be an appreciable
temperature rise in the conjunction. Under conditions of high surface speeds and high
lubricant viscosities_ substantial reductions in film thickness can occur. Thus, it is
important that thermal effects be considered. An in-depth discussion of thermal effects
will be included later.

Temperature Effects in EHD
by Ward O. Winer

Contact temperatures are extremely important in elastohydrodynamic lubrica-
tion (EHL). As the temperature increases, the EHL film thickness decreases which can
lead to contact on boundary films which in turn may desorb and result in contact between
the solids. This increase in lubricant temperature also reduces the pressure generating
ability of the film and decreases the friction or traction in the film. This deleterious
effect on film thickness is the result of the decrease in lubricant viscosity with increasing
temperature in the inlet region of the contact. This temperature is primarily determined
by the bulk temperature of the elements being lubricated and not by the temperature rise
in the contact zone.

Although the thermal effects in EHL contacts is extremely important, the
determination of the temperature in the contacts has been difficult to obtain because of
the size of the contact and the inaccessibility of the region of interest. In fact,
temperature measurements in EHL contacts have been done by relatively few people.

Both steady-state and transient system bulk temperatures can be analyzed by
conventional integral or lumped heat transfer analysis techniques. It is this bulk
temperature that plays a major role in determining the EHL film thickness. Heat transfer
calculations in typical tribological contacts show small temperature gradients in the body
except for the local flash temperature in the vicinity of the concentrated contact. In
addition9 typical tribological systems are characterized by long thermal transients.

Thermal analyses for full film EHL conditions have not posed any insurmountable
problems. There is, however, a very practical situation which does pose considerable
analytical problems. This is the area in which the EHL film becomes so thin that asperity
interactions occur and energy dissipation is concentrated over extremely small areas.
This is the area of mixed lubrication_ a mode of lubrication that occurs frequently in
heavily loaded machine elements. Analytically, the mixed lubrication regime is poorly
defined and additional work will be necessary before we will be in a position to adequately
predict frictional behavior of the contacts.

Surface roughness effects play an important role in EHL. When film thickness to
surface roughness ratio approaches one, surface temperature fluctuations are observed on
the moving rough surface] the temperature fluctuations may be large and then decrease
with time as the running-in process occurs. This phenomenon is accompanied by increased
traction and wear. The fluctuations in temperature occur when the contact load is
shifting from being entirely on the EHL film to being partially on the asperities. This
asperity interaction results in a time dependent system with irreversible changes. It was
found from a spectral analysis study of surface roughness and temperature in the same
experiment, that surface roughness of only a particular wavelength range entered into the
wear process and caused temperature fluctuations. The significant wavelength range of
surface roughness depended on the Hertz diameter of the contact. Surface roughness with
wavelengths either longer or shorter did not interact.
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In the case of lubricant starvation, surface interactions will occur at any level of
surface roughness) and transient temperature spikes are observed. These transients) rising
to as much as 1 100 C, should have considerable impact on surface chemical) metal=
lurgical and mechanical phenomena. Whether these transient temperature spikes occur
under conditions of lubricant starvation) by impending EHL film failure) or due to partial
EHL in a mixed film regime) one might expect to find reactions with the lubricant.
Additional attention should be addressed to these conditions) as it would enhance our
understanding of the failure of EHL lubricant films. As Winer pointed out9 probably the
most exciting new area in EHL is the application of experimental techniques to the study
of local high surface temperatures that are associated with asperity interactions. It is
increasingly important that we understand how these high temperatures relate to surface
roughness, the presence of surface films) the presence of boundary lubricant) and the run=
in and wear of various materials.

Lubricant Rheolo_y in Concentrated Contacts
by Bo O. 3acobson

It has been known for many years through experimental observation, that the
Newtonian model for lubricant behavior in highly stressed situations is insufficient for the
explanation of traction behavior. In lightly loaded bearings the behavior of many liquid
lubricants is described adequately by a Newtonian model for shear stress as a function of
shear strain rate. However, in a typical EHL contact, where the lubricated surfaces are
hard, the oil pressure may be of the order of one GPa. At these high pressures and static
conditions) the viscosity of the lubricating oil increases many orders of magnitude. Thus,
lubricant rheology becomes a pivotal point in EHL analyses.

There have been a number of experimental investigations into the non-Newtonian
behavior of lubricants. There are basically two types of tests: static and dynamic. In
static tests) the oil is pressurized for a relatively long time, typically more than a million
times longer than its transient time in a ball bearing contact. In the dynamic test, the
pressure is applied approximately as long as the transient time through a roller bearing.
In addition, the static experiments can be split into two categories: experiments where
the oil crystallizes and experiments where the oil becomes an amphorous solid. In
dynamic experiments, lubricant behavior depends on the time scale of the experiment.
Not only is the rate at which the dynamic stresses are applied important) but the stress
history of the lubricant must also be considered. It has been found that experiments
designed to determine physical properties of lubricants for EHL calculations should be
performed at the same pressure, shear stress, temperature level and time scale as in real
EHL contacts.

Since experimental investigations of oil behavior show that oils change their
properties with pressure, temperature) stress level) stress rate) stress history and
temperature history) many attempts have been made to mathematically describe these
phenemona. Thus) we have a prolilication of lubricant models that have been used to
predict oil film buildup and traction in heavily loaded contacts.

The lubricant models that have been considered can be split into two primary
groups, l) models where the shear stresses are functions of the shear rate) and 2) models
with the shear stresses independent of the shear rate. This first grouping contains the
Newtonian models with variable viscosity) the viscosity being a function of the pressure
and temperature but independent of time. If the shear stress in the lubricant is higher
than 1-5% of the hydrodynamic pressure in the high pressure zone) the lubricant behavior
will be non-Newtonian and many different models have been proposed. The second group
contains models with a limited lubricant shear strength.
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Non-Steady-State Effects in EHL
by Duncan Dowson

Mechanical systems are dynamic systems, they rotate, oscillate, translate and
the bearing systems are subjected to non-steady-state cyclic conditions. We find this
situation in reciprocating seals, piston rings, cams and lifters and in bearings used in
reciprocating engines. In these non-steady-state mechanisms9 the hydrodynamic film
formation ceases to exist at some time in the cycle and the functionality of the bearing is
based upon squeeze film action. In the case of non-conformal lubricated components in
mechanical systems, elastic deformations occur on the surfaces and the analysis is
complicated since the shape, as well as the minimum thickness of the lubricating film,
varies with time.

It is here that Dowsonpoints out an interesting situation. In EHL studiesof
machine components, suchas the meshing of gear teeth or the lubrication of balls or
rollers in rolling element bearings, attention is usually focusedon the most severe
conditionsanda static solutionisobtained. Yet a sequenceof quasi-static solutionsfor a
cycle of eventsimplies that boththe film shape andminimumfilm thicknessarefunctions
of time. THEREIS THUSA NORMALMOTIONOR SQUEEZE-FILMACTIONBETWEEN
THE SURFACESWHICHIS GENERALLYNEGLECTEDIN THEEHLANALYSIS.It is this
missing term that is investigated with respect to its sensitivity on hydrodynamic effects
in bearings. The starting point for an analysis is the acceptance that the total normal
velocity at any location consists of the familiar rigid body action together with the time
rate of change of the local elastic deformation. The total normal velocity term in the
Reynolds equation varies along the length of the conjunction at any instant and this is
likely to be significant in reciprocating machinery where the film shape is subjected to
cyclic action.

To assess the importance of this term in Reynoldsequation, Dowsonanalyzed the
EHL behavior of a piston ring and cylinder bore. This is an appropriate application since
the piston ring and cylinder bore are subject to exceptionally severe dynamic conditions.
The load, sliding velocity, temperature and lubricant viscosity all vary throughout the
cycle.

The results of this analysis are most interesting. Whenit was assumed that the
lubricant viscosity was not affected by pressure and the solids were rigid, normal piston
ring lubrication theory predicted a cyclic minimum film thickness of 0.05#m. When
account was taken of the influence of pressure upon viscosity, this prediction increased to
0.ll,m. A simple EHL analysis in which the squeeze film action was associated with
rigid-body motion alone brought the prediction to 0.17"m. Finally, when the rate of
change of elastic deformation with time (the missing portion) was considered in the
equation, the minimumfilm thickness predicted was 0.20#m.

Thus, the analysis confirmed the existence of EHL action in the piston ring-
cylinder bore interface in the vicinity of top dead center and, in addition, indicated that
the squeeze film action was particularly important.

It is pointed out that the minimumfilm thicknesses predicted for the piston ring
are extremely small compared to the surface roughnessof the rubbing pair and therefore
the mixed film mode of lubrication will undoubtedly apply in these regions. The
recognition of this mode of lubrication is particularly important when one is concerned
with an assessment of frictional losses.
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Real Surface Effects in the ElastohydrodynamicLubrication
by 3ohn H. Tripp

All of the papers on EHL have stressed the critical role that is played by both
the deformation of the solid materials and the viscous behavior of the lubricant. The
understanding of EHL has been based largely upon three factors. In the case of "ideal"
EHL, these have been linear elasticity, exponential Newtonian viscosity, and a Reynolds
equation for pressure generated in the film. In the present paper, Tripp considers an
extension of this basic formulation as an attempt to describe bearing problems in the
"real" world.

Now the realities of mechanical systems include the realities of friction and
wear, and it would be extremely desirable if EHL formulations could shed some light on
these factors. Although the ideal EHL model does predict frictional behavior reasonably
well, it cannot add insight on wear for there is no physical mechanism incorporated in
conventional EHL that would allow for surface degradation.

To predict real world phenomena, the EHL model must represent the mechanisms
of surface interactions in the real world. Consequently, the model must incorporate a
more general non-Newtonian viscosity formulation, consider in detail the topography of
the surfaces with regard to the types of surface finish actually obtained in engineering
practice, and the continuum representation of the solid must be replaced by one that
recognizes its microstructure. In addition, it will be necessary to ensure that the many
physical assumptions built into Reynolds equation are not violated. If such a condition
should exist, then it would be necesary to determine alternative forms to Reynolds
equation.

In general terms, the roughness of a solid is defined as any departure of the
actual surface height from the ideal datum level, or "nominal" level. This definition
raises the question of the length scale at which roughness is specified and it is seen that
there is some considerable freedom in choosing this bandwidth. Then, within this
bandwidth the roughness may display both an ordered and a random component. If we
assume that the film thickness exhibits spatial randomness, then we must consider a
stoichastic form of the Reynolds differential equation. The solution to such an equation
would provide us with time-averaged values for the variables such as load, coefficient of
friction, and pressure distribution.

To describe the rough surfaces in a statistical sense requires knowledge of the
height distribution and the correlation functions for these heights. These depend upon the
scale selected for measurement of surface features and are not intrinsic properties of the
surface. The height distribution is the probability that a single point in the surface
selected at random, lies at or below a given height, while the correlation functions
describe how the probability of finding one point at a given height depends on the heights
of some of the surrounding points.

An interesting observation is made between the lubrication regimes defined by
the Stribeck curve and the result from ideal EHL which states that the minimum film
thickness is a monotonic increasing function of the Stribeck parameter group. Thus, it is
pointed out that the Stribeck curve illustrates friction vs some nominal film thickness.
For the types of height distribution found on many surfaces, about 0.1% of the surface lies
above the height of three so that the linear region of the Stribeck curve is associated with
full film EHL and only negligible solid contact occurs between the film boundaries.
Approximately 1596of the height distribution exceeds 1.0 so that for the parameter less
than one, the lubricant flows between patches of insipient contact where the surfaces
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either make direct dry contact or are separated by a boundary layer or a thin micro=EHL
film, Friction in this regime arises from both dry contact and from boundary layers; wear
may be high and scuffing is an important failure mode. In the intermediate range) for the
parameter between one and three) we find partial EHL where fractions of the load shared
by the EHL film and the insipient asperity contacts are comparable. The dominant failure
mode in this regime is by fatigue or pitting.

Considerable attention is given to the full film EHL regime where insipient
asperity contact carries a negligible fraction of the load.

To obtain an average solution to Reynolds equation) an approach which might be
taken is to average the equation itself. This leads to a generalized averaged Reynolds
equation in which it is seen that there are two distinct averaging processes required.
These are associated with components of flow both parallel and transverse to the surface
lay. By introducing the concept of flow factors which are known in terms of the
roughness parameters) an equation is derived which may be used in place of the ideal form
in the complete EHL procedure. An interesting observation is that the principle effects
of the roughness on flow can be described by only two additional parameters, the RM5
surface height and the ratio of the correlation lengths in the two principle roughness
directions. It is also interesting to note that the factors that describe Poiseuille flow are
separable into the sum of two single-surface flow factors. Thus a combination of a single
equivalent rough surface vs an ideal smooth surface can always be found. Shear flow, on
the other hand, factors into the difference between two single-surface factors such that it
is significant as to which of the two surfaces carries the equivalent roughness.

The Reynolds equation, together with flow factors, constitute a proper basis
from which to approach the EHL problem in the regime where mechanical contact carries
an insignificant fraction of the total load. The reason is that the flow factor approach
provides a firm foundation through the concept that relative fluctuations in flow are small
compared to those of the surface roughness itself. Under these conditions, the averaged
Reynolds equation for the expectation of the pressure is an adequate approximation.

Can this formulation be extended to the partial EHL regime where there is
appreciable asperity contact? With an understanding of the dependence of real area of
contact and load on surface compliance, as well as of the effect of contact on height
distributions, then perhaps asperity contact models can be incorporated into the formu-
lation. If the flow model can be modified for some asperity contact, then the question
which remains to be answered is that of how far the averaged flow approach can be
carried and still provide a meaningful contribution.

Micro-Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication
by Herbert S. Cheng

In EHL we have seen that the lubricant film thickness, pressure and surface
temperatures are governed by the conditions in the conjunction. Thus, in the conjunction)
the governing parameters are the deformation of the surfaces and variation of the
viscosity with pressure. When one is concerned with a deterministic smooth surface,
conventional EHL is insufficient to explain failure processes that may occur within the
contacts. In those situations where the lubrication breakdown occurs locally at asperity
contacts, conditions approaching failure occur and the lubrication phenomenon is con-
trolled by micro-EHL. To understand failure modes, it will be necessary to turn our
attention to the micro regime in which we find pitting, scuffing and wear.
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In fully lubricated Herztian contacts_ wear is suppressedby a series of three
protective films; these include a thin oxide film, an absorbed or reactive surface film and
then a thin lubricant film. If adhesive damage is to occur between sliding asperities,
these three films must be broken. If asperities are to contact_ the thin lubricant film at
the asperity will play the critical role in mitigating failure. The mechanics of this
lubricant film formation at the asperity is similar to that of the conventional EHL
situation but smaller in scale9and consequently, is usually referred to as micro-EHL.

In the area of macro-EHL, we are concerned with a variation of the average
quantities in the conjunction; that is, an average film thickness, pressure, and tempera-
ture. Even though most EHL contacts operate in the regime where the roughness plays a
significant role, the characteristics of macro-EHL have been developed on the basis of
smooth surface theories. If asperity interactions are occurring, then the pressure and
temperature are not smooth functions as predicted by the full film EHL theories but
contain fluctuations. The macro-EHL problem in the partial film mode primarily deals
with the analysis of all average quantities in the conjunction as being influenced by the
surface roughness. Developments in partiai-EHL are still in the early stages. There is
evidence_ however, that the full film EHL theory is not adequate to predict the proper
average film thickness in this regime. In the area of micro-EHL, three aspects are
stressed. The first of these is the normal approach of a single asperity as it enters the
Hertzian conjunction and pressure is generated. The second aspect is that of sliding in
which both the film thickness and pressure are significantly altered by the wedge action
as a single asperity slides over the opposing surface. The third aspect is with respect to
the film and pressure characteristics occurring when two asperities collide during sliding.
In this last process, both the squeeze film and wedge-film mechanisms are present.

The surface topography) which is so important in micro-EHL_ is dependent upon
the manufacturing process used in producing the surface. For ground surfaces) profilo-
merry has shown that the roughness consists essentially of asperities in the form of
ellipsoidal tips with very high ratios of major to minor axes. The asperity oil films that
are developed at such ellipsoidal tips are dependent upon several factors which include:
l) the orientation of its major axis with respect to the surface motion, 2)the degree of
viscosity enhancement around the asperities in the macro-EHL conjunction, and 3)the
relative sliding velocity at the asperity.

Calculations have been made on asperity film thickness under two conditions:
for a longitudinal elliptical asperity and a transverse elliptical asperity. For the
longitudinal asperity, the film thickness is small and is not expected to provide much
protection against sliding damage unlessthere can be considerable viscosity enhancement.
For the case of a transverse asperity, however, the film thickness is found to be
approximately five times more than that developed in the longitudinal asperity under the
same conditions. In this case, the film thickness is still insufficient to provide an
effective micro=EHL film.

A number of traction measurements in sliding EHL contacts prove that the
lubricant under the high pressure conditions inside the conjunction is non-Newtonian. It
behaves as viscous plastic substance with a limiting shear stress when sheared under high
pressure. In the micro-EHL conjunctions) the lubricant viscosity in the valleys can
become extremely high. Under this high ambient pressure) the lubricant can reach its
limiting stress quickly at the inlet of a micro-conjunction and therefore may drastically
reduce the film forming capability as predicted from a Newtonian model. Recent
isothermal analyses for ridges with small slope and height have shown a limiting condition
at which the film suddenly collapsed. Is it possible, then, that the same phenomenon
might occur in micro-EHL and cause a film breakdown at the inlet to sliding micro-
conjunctions?
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Surface damage, such as surface pitting and scuffing, are related to micro=EHL.
The surface pitting originates from microcracks which are initiated near the surface.
With the merging of microcracks, shallow micropits are formed known as surface peeling
or gray staining. The initiation of surface pitting is undoubtedly influenced by variations
of the local asperity pressure and shear stress as they traverse through the macro=
conjunction. To protect against such surface damage, a criterion is needed which will
relate the density and size distribution of these surface cracks as a function of the
distribution of pressure and shear stress. These factors can, of course, be predicted from
micro=EHL analyses.

Scuffing is characterized by a local transfer of materials from one surface to the
other. Surfaces are not only protected against such damage by the micro=EHL film but
also by a boundary=type surface film and oxide film. There is insufficient evidence
currently to support whether a micro=EHL breakdown would automatically lead to surface
film failure. There is evidence, however, that failure of all three films are linked to
asperity temperatures even though the exact mechanisms are still unclear. If we are to
thoroughly understand the scuffing process, then we must have a much more complete
knowledge of micro=EHL performance.

Transient EHL Effects in Starved Ball Bearinl_s
by Edward P. Kingsbury

Transient EHL effects in starved ball bearings are not new. They were identified
shortly after the first classical EHD solution for flooded, non=parallel films was published.
Investigations of dynamic lubricating films and "oil jogs" which appeared in instrument
bearings showed EHL films which must have been thinner than those calculated from the
fully flooded solution. Thus, there was an increased interest in accounting for starvation
film thinning in EHL.

The inlet position starvation model which has been used rather consistently is
felt by the author to be open to criticism on two counts: 1) if an assumption for inlet
miniscus position must be made to calculate film thickness, then why not assume the
thinner film immediately? 2) a steady=state formula cannot give information on film
transients. With respect to inlet miniscus position, the author feels that a much more
realistic description of the physical situation would be as follows; starvation exists if an
increase in the mass of oil available to an EHD contact gives an increased film thickness.

In starved ball bearings, the side leakage dominated. Transient behavior that has
been observed suggests a different approach to the problem. The model presented is
based on the way starved bearing experiments have been made and thus has a built-in
compatibility with the experiments.

1. Instead of calculating a film thickness, assume that an initial film thickness is
given. This corresponds to the experimental technique of depositing a thin,
uniform film on the bearing surfaces.

2. Assume one=dimensional flow inside the Hertzian area in the transverse direction
rather than along the rolling direction.

3. Assume zero flow outside the Hertzian area everywhere in the bearing.

4, Calculate changes in film thickness with time based on the difference between
in=flow and cross-flow.
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In this paper, four bearing phenomenaare explained in terms of a film thickness
transient. These four thickness transients are: I) the oil jog, 2)ball-race coupling
variations in the basic speed ratio, 3)coupling variations in orbiting drag torque, and
_) shear activated lubricant break-down.

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR SOLID LUBRICANTS

Practical Applicationsand Usagesof SolidLubricant Films
by Bernard C. Stupp

Solid lubricants or solid materials which exhibit lubricating properties have been
in use for many years. Although there are a multitude of solid lubricants available for
tribological systems9 the most commonly used materials in the form of bonded films
include graphite, molybdenum disulfide and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE).

Graphite is a lamellar compound which lubricates because of weak van der Waals
forces at the slip planes. However, graphite depends on an intercalation of gases, liquids
or other substances between its layers.

Molybdenum disulfide, on the other hand, has weak van der Waals forces between
the sulfur bonds and is not dependent upon adsorbed vapors for its lubricating properties.

Organic polymers, such as PTFE and polymeric amides, offer very low friction
characteristics but generally have low load carrying properties. The load carrying ability
can, however, be improved with fillers such as carbon, oxides, or other polymeric binders.
The methods of applying solid lubricants are quite varied and the techniques selected
depend to a great extent upon the lubricant and the desired end result. For very thin
films where the lubricant has a natural afinity for the substrate material, burnishing may
be used. This is not a precise method for thickness control and consequently the
technique of sputtering may provide more precise control. Plasma spraying may be used
for applying coatings thicker than the sputtered films and generally must be finish
machined after the coating is applied.

In many applications of graphite, molybdenum disulfide and PTFE, the common
method is to incorporate the lubricant pigment into various binders which can be applied
by spraying, dipping or brushing after which they are bonded by baking or air drying.

Although there are a number of surface preparations, it is difficult to describe
precisely the proper pretreatment for all situations. In many cases, these pretreatments
are determined empirically. It can be stated that most bonded films perform best when
applied over phosphated steels. Aluminum and its alloys and titanium, are usually
anodized prior to the application of the bonded film. For those materials which neither
phosphate or anodize, the surfaces may be chemically etched, grit blasted9 vapor blasted
or ion etched. Experience has shown that a slightly roughened or disrupted surface
provides better results for bonded films as compared to smooth surfaces.

Support of Oii Lubrication by Bonded Coatings
by Rudiger Holinski

As has been discussed previously, solid lubrication with inorganic compounds,
such as molybdenum disulfide, has been very successful under dry conditions or under
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extreme environmental conditions, such as vacuum, high and low temperatures, or in the
presence of radiation. Under these conditions, lubricating oils cannot provide adequate
lubrication and solid lubricants provide a viable alternative.

When these coatings are applied to a contact which is lubricated by an oil or
grease, the solid lubricant film has a limited lifetime and the films are seen to be stripped
from the metal surface. In recent years, new solid lubricant-containing coatings have
been developed with oil-resistant binders. These oil-compatible bonded coatings protect
metal surfaces from wear and reduce friction under boundary conditions in the presence
of a liquid lubricant.

The typical bonded coating consists of a solid lubricant pigment, a binder, and a
solvent. The binder is dissolved in the solvent and the solid lubricant particles are
dispersed. The product may be applied to the metal surface by dipping or spraying. After
application, the liquid film solidifies through evaporation of the solvent and crystal-
lization of the binder. The binder connects the solid lubricant particles with each other
and binds the solid pigments to the metallic surface. The film that is formed has a high
degree of cohesion within the film and strong adhesion between the film layer and the
surface.

A solid lubricant film on a metal surface can only be beneficial in an oil
lubricated system in the regime of boundary or mixed lubrication. Since the surface
topography, in conjunction with speed, load and lubricant viscosity determine the shape of
the Stribeck curve, it should be possible to reduce the extent of the boundary and mixed
lubrication regimes if the surface could be made smoother. It is postulated that if a rough
metal surface has been coated with a solid lubricant-containing layer, the surface
becomes significantly smoother after short run-in of the coating. In effect, the
hydrodynamic portion of the Stribeck curve has been increased by moving the knee of the
curve to the left. The author notes that solid lubricant coatings on metal surfaces of
machine components contribute to the enhancement of oil lubrication and provide the
following benefits:

1. Reduction of friction during boundary and mixed lubrication

2. Reduction of frictional temperature levels

3. Enlargement of the hydrodynamic lubrication regime

4. Elimination of stick-slip at low speeds

5. Prevention of wear-in damage through seizure

6. Reduction of noise during boundary lubrication

7. Increase of load carrying capacity

8. Reduction of shear stress in the area of frictional contact

Status of Use of Plasma Physics Techniques
in Deposition of New Coating Materials
by Talivaldis Spalvins

The wear resistence of a rubbing pair may be enhanced through the deposition of
a wear resistent tribological coating on the surfaces. Sputtering technology offers great
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flexibility in the deposition of this coating since the sputtered coatings can be tailored to
a preferred chemical composition and the coating morphologies can be modified as
desired. Any combination of metal and non-metal elements can be sputter-deposited in
any composition without concern for their phase relationships. Ion-plating techniques may
also be used. The basic difference between sputtering and ion-plating is that in sputtering
the coating material is generated by impact evaporation and transfer occurs by a
momentum transfer process, whereas in ion-plating generation is by thermal evaporation
and transfer is by electric field acceleration.

Ion-plating has three unique features- 1) a high energy flux of ions and energetic
neutrals contributes to the excellent adherence of the film to the substrate and to a
desired microstructural growth of the film; 2)when used in the reactive mode, this flux
provides activation energy to synthesize uniform compound films_ and 3) the high throwing
power provides coverage of complex intricate shapes.

Conventional ion-plating is primarily used for the deposition of soft metallic
lubricating films. Soft metallic gold, sliver and lead films applied by ion-plating offer low
friction coefficients, provide longer wear life and exhibit a gradual increase in the
friction coefficient after the film has worn off.

Recently, a reactive mode of ion-plating which utilizes a reactant gas, has been
investigated for depositing hard, wear-resistant refractory coatings such as nitrides,
carbides, and silicides.

It has been shown that intricate graded structures with a hardness gradient can
be produced by programming the flow rates of the reactant gases during reactive
sputtering. The exact mechanism for the formation of this interface is not fully
understood. However, the graded interface formed is not only responsible for the
excellent adherence, but also effects mechanical behavior due to a structural alteration
of the crystal lattice in the surface and subsurface regions. These surface-strengthening
effects result in an increase in yield, tensile, and fatigue strengths of the materials.

Practically all vacuum-deposited coatings are in a state of stress. This effect is
found to be more pronounced in hard wear-resistant refractory compound films. Thermal
stresses exist between the refractory compound coatings and the metallic substrate, while
intrinsic stresses are due to the accumulating effects of crystallographic defects or flaws
formed during the coating deposition. In addition, film stresses vary with film thickness.
When a critical thickness is exceeded, cracking or buckling causes poor adherence.

Of the many potential interstitial compounds used for wear-resistant coatings,
the nitrides and the carbides are probably the most common. This is particularly true
with titanium nitride and titanium carbide since these coatings possess the highest
hardness, highest corrosion resistance, lowest cost and greatest ease of evaporation.

TRIBOLOGICAL MATERIALS FOR MECHANICAL COMPONENTS OF THE FUTURE

Status of Understanding for Bearing Materials
by Eric N. Bamberger

Since bearing materials range from lead to ceramics to diamonds, Bamberger
decided to concentrate on the class of materials used for main shaft applications in
aircraft gas turbine engines.
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Although there are a number of failure modes for rolling element bearings) the
author addresses the following categories) I) fatigue) 2) surface distress) 3) corrosion, and
4) miscellaneous.

The classical, subsurface-initiated fatigue spall is the most studied and perhaps
the best understood failure mode in rolling element bearings. Yet when bearing failures
are analyzed) a properly designed bearing using the best available materials and processes
rarely exhibits this failure mode. Thus, we find that the failure mode which is best
understood and which is used to set the design life of bearings is the least likely to be
encountered in actual service.

The second failure mode, surface distress) represents the most prevalent
operational failure mechanism in aircraft engine bearings. Surface distress is a term
which relates to many failure modes. Micropitting, surface fatigue) scoring, debris
damage) contamination, plastic deformation) smearing) and process induced damage all
contribute to surface distress.

Although corrosion could be classed as a sub-category to surface distress,
Bamberger feels that its impact on cost and logistics is such that it could have a separate
identity. A substantial number of bearing rejections have been shown to be due to a type
of surface corrosion. To achieve a significant improvement in reducing bearing losses due
to corrosion) it is essential to make the bearing material as impervious to corrosion as
possible with our current materials technology.

The final failure category) miscellaneous) covers a wide range of mechanical or
handling problems which are unpredictable and statistically indeterminant. They con-
stitute a small percentage of bearing failures and no amount of materials) design or
tribologlcal expertise can ever totally eradicate this failure mode.

The most generally used aircraft mainshaft bearing materials now in the United
States is AISI M-50. However) while M-50 is a superior bearing material for past and
current applications, new demands made by advanced engine designs and operational
conditions indicate that it, as well as other high hardness) through-hardened materials)
have deficiencies which will need attention.

As engine speeds increase) the low fracture toughness of the through-hardened
rolling element bearing materials becomes a critical barrier to the operation of high
performance aircraft gas turbines. It is a problem because of the small dimensions of the
critical crack that is required to initiate fracture. This will be an ever-increasing
problem since the next generation engines are expected to have DN values approaching
three million.

In addition to the problem of fracture toughness) the higher bearing speeds will
reduce the operating life of current bearing materials. Consequently) a material that has
a safe design limit in terms of hours of operation at low speeds) may be inadequate for
future high speed applications.

Although progress is being made in solving both fracture toughness and life
extension problems) there are some observations that can be made regarding future
directions. For instance) it has become clear that the classical plane strain fracture
mechanics methodology is inadequate to provide a full understanding of crack propagation
behavior in the materials being evaluated. A relative new sub-discipline) short-crack
fracture mechanics, will be needed to achieve a better understanding and explain fracture
behavior of brittle materials and crack propagation through brittle-ductile interfaces.
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The second major failure mode is surface distress; it is an imprecise area where
our understanding is less clear. However9 it is the area where tribologicaI efforts can
have the greatest payoff.

The load carrying surface is composed of several regions. The surface contains
the outer layers of oxides) adsorbed films) reaction films9 etc.) while the near surface
region contains the inner layers which include the Bielby layer and various deformed
layers. The subsurface region, which may be 50-1 000 m below the surface) has a
microstructure and hardness which may differ from the bulk or core material.

For surface- and near-surface-related failures) there is yet no specific and

precise understanding as to what is required to reduce the severity of the problem. It is
extremely difficult to realistically simulate these effects and to correlate them with real
life events. As we move to future high specific energy power transmission components)
the surface distress failure mode will become ever more prevalent. The modes of failure
are unique to the materials used, component geometry, and specific lubricant and
operating conditions.

One concept to alleviate surface failures is to tailor-make the near surface
structure) and even the surface region) to control the failure mode. The difficulty is that
there is a lack of understanding regarding what is needed for resistance to surface distress
and surface-initiated fatigue. The contributions of EHL) micro-EHL) surface films)
surface topography and the near-surface attributes are intimately connected with the real
world. However, the lack of understanding of these connections not only inhibits progress
and near-surface improvements) but also creates a problem in lubricant development.
Perhaps most importantly) it limits the development of simple, as well as sophisticated
test devices to evaluate materials and provide the knowledge required to predict
performance levels for design.

Our difficulty in understanding the failure phenomena is that much of our
knowledge of the separate parts of the problem have come from isolated experiments with
a variety of materials and operating conditions, which generally differ from practice.
Perhaps a systems-type approach would be more profitable. So far, failure does not seem
to be adequately and singly represented by the loss of an EHL film) the desorption of a
surface film, the generation of critical temperature or the plastic flow of the main
structure of the surface topography. The conclusion is that these aspects must be
integrated to achieve an understanding of the contact phenomena. In addition) it is
abundantly clear that the behavior of the near surface region) with regard to failure
initiation, is greatly influenced by the topographical structure of the surface and by the
role of the properties of the material in the near-surface region under stress and
temperature environmental conditions.

In principle) it seems that there is no problem to putting the competitive modes
of failure which are initiated in the near-surface region on a logical rather than on an
empirical basis. This will prove to be the major challenge to the materials engineer,
tribologist, lubricant engineer, physicist and others involved in this technological area. It
is certainly an interdisciplinary problem. It seems that the key to the eventual full
understanding of surface induced failures is the development of realistic simulation
techniques which will permit accurate extrapolations of laboratory/component tests into
real world bearings.
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Status of Understandin_for Seal Materials
by Paul F. Brown

Bearing compartments in gas turbine engines must be isolated from the engine
gases to avoid excessive heating of the bearings9 contamination and degradation of the
lubricant, possible combustion of the lubricant and disruption of the oil flow. To effect
this isolation, a number of seal types are currently used, including ring seals, face seals,
and labyrinth seals. The hostile environment in which these seals are placed makes
materials selection of great importance.

In considering materials for a main shaft face seal and ring seal, it was found
that graphitic carbon rates high in terms of satisfying most of the required properties. It
is used in more than 9596of end face seal applications.

Carbon graphite is one of the best sealing materials and can run against itself,
metals or ceramics without galling or seizing. It is dimensionally stable over a wide
temperature range, has excellent corrosion resistance, high thermal conductivity, low
thermal expansion and consequently provides excellent thermal shock resistance. In
general, the low friction properties result from the formation of a transfer film between
the graphite and the mating surface.

Although there have been advances in the carbon-graphite seal technology area,
it is possible for materials made by different manufacturers to have identical physical
properties, yet one material will perform well on an application while the other will fail.
Thus, until the many factors which control friction and wear are better understood and
perhaps controlled, the selection of carbon seal materials will remain somewhat of a trial
and error process.

Accessory gear box sea[ components usually consist of graphitic carbon for the
nosepiece and a hardened steel for the mating surface. The second element in the
accessory seal assembly that is critical to its tribological performance is the secondary
seal, which is an elastomeric O-ring. The choice of the elastomer is similar to that for
the elastomeric lip seal but more emphasis is placed on the compression set and oil swell
characteristics. Although fluorocarbon elastomers have a wide temperature range
capability, an outstanding resistance to most fluids and excellent swell characteristics,
O-rings produced from different sources and certified to the same specification, can
behave differently when they operate in engine oils. To remedy this situation there must
be a team effort by the seal manufacturers, O-ring suppliers, elastomer formulators,
carbon-graphite seal material manufacturers and engine designers so that seal designs will
function properly and sealing can become a tribologica[ science rather than a tribological
art.

The ubiquitous basic radial lip seal came into being in the late 1930%with the
advent of synthetic elastomers. Here we have a synthetic elastomer lip seal element
bonded to a metal casing with a metallic garter spring which forms a unit that can be
easily installed in mechanical systems.

There are a host of synthetic lip seal materials, each having its application
depending on the environment, temperature, lubricant, and speed conditions. These
elastomers include buna N, acrylates, silicone elastomers, and fluoroelastomers. Of all of
these elastomers, the fluoroelastomers have perhaps the highest resistance to a variety of
additives in fluids and can be used over a wider temperature range. The fluorocarbon
elastomeric materials, however, cost more than the other materials.
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What do we see for the future? The trend toward lower fuel consumption implies
higher pressure ratios, higher turbine inlet temperatures and higher bypass ratios. The
higher levels of rotor system performance in the advanced engines will result in higher
rotor speeds. The increased rotor speeds, greater rotor torque capacity and critical speed
margin demands will result in higher seal surface velocities. Increases in gas turbine
pressure ratios will produce corresponding increases in compressor discharge pressures and
temperatures. The next step in seal development9 therefore9 seems to be directed toward
higher speed seals and those which can sustain increased pressure differentials at elevated
temperatures.

In terms of future engine seals9 carbon graphite is still seen as the main sealing
element in face and ring seals and has potential for extremely high temperature
operation. There exists the need for an improvement in oxidation resistance of the
graphite for face seals and currently there is an increasing understanding of how
processing and impregnation can affect oxidation control. For example9 chlorine
purification of graphite can reduce its oxidation rate by an order of magnitude. The
carbon graphite element is, however, only one-half of the seal; there is the mating ring on
which it rubs with minimal friction. Reaction-bonded silicon carbide shows low power
consumption. Other non-metallics evaluated included alumina ceramic 85%9 cobalt bound
tungsten carbide and siliconized carbon.

Although ceramics are being used9 and probably will continue to be used as one
of the primary mating rings for advanced9 high temperature seals9 there is also an interest
in using metal rings due to their good thermal conductivity and because special mounting
practices are not required. Metals9 however9 need coatings to minimize friction and wear.
A number of different metallic and non-metallic materials are being explored using a
variety of coating processes and surface modifications. Included are chemical vapor
deposition9 plasma vapor deposition using different types of electron beam guns9 electro-
lyric metal deposition, sprayed ceramics with fusion bonding and surface hardening by
means of laser or electron beam processing to produce amorphous alloy layers.
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BRIEF, PREPAREDDISCUSSIONS

Tribology in Material Processing

Charles Barth
TRWBearings Division
Jamestown, New York

Tribology, or the science of surface interactions, has been aggressively
applied, for example, to studies of friction and wear phenomena, surface
chemistry, and elastohydrodynamic lubrication of rolling bearing elements.
As this conference demonstrates, significant technical progress continues to
emerge from these efforts. I would like to present an additional opportunity
which has yet to receive a similar degree of attention from a tribological
perspective. This area concerns the interaction of surfaces during the pro-
cessing of engineering materials.

The fabrication of engineering materials involves, to a major degree,
forging and machining operations to convert raw materials into useful hard-
ware items. A great deal of friction and wear research has been focused on
surfaces in sliding contact. This work, however, has been for the most part
directed toward analysis of problems associated with the performance of
finished structures. A significant opportunity exists to apply tribological
principles to the problems inherent with interactions between the workpiece
and the process tooling. I believe tribological aspects could be fruitfully
applied to the physics of contact between the workpiece and the cutting tool
as well as the workpiece and all the surfaces of a forging die. Cutting
tool and die failure/wear mechanisms are as imperfectly understood as are
the detailed interactions which occur during the processing events.
Researchers in these fields have yet to develop rigorous physical models of
the progress of tool failure which have application beyond very limited
constraint boundaries. This is not to say that the existing models are of
little value, but major voids exist in understanding the processing phenom-
ena. Someexamples might include the following:

Forging processes:

Friction factors with and without lubrication
Die wear mechanisms
Heat transfer between work and die

Machining operations:

Tool wear mechanisms
Chemical interactions between chip and tool
Integrity of the cut surface

In summary, I maintain that there is potential for significant synergy
between researchers involved in tribology and those working in the materials
processing arena. Tribologists are in a position to make significant con-
tributions to overall materials processing technologies. The Machining
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TechnologySectionwithin TRW's Materialsand ManufacturingTechnology
Center,for one, would entertaindialoguewith tribologicalresearchersto
define joint programconcepts.

BoundaryLubrication

DouglasGodfrey
ChevronResearchCompany
Richmond,California

I would like to share with you a suggestionfor the area of boundary
lubrication. We shouldmeasure the physicaland the mechanicalproperties
of the antiwearand the EP films. These properties,the mechanical and the
physical,actuallydeterminethe performanceof the films. Even though I
and many others here have analyzedthe chemicalcompositionof such films
for many years, I've begun to question the value of that effort. As an
example,perhaps15 years ago we found that TCP formed iron phosphateas the
antiwearagent. That informationhas not been of any practicaluse that I
have seen.

Other tribologists,especiallyin the early days, were concernedwith
the mechanicaland physicalpropertiesof these films. I noticed in this
conferencethat the peoplewho are developingthe coatingsare lookingat
optimumphysicalproperties.

If I may be a littlemore specific. In the area of extremepressure
lubrication,the meltingpoint of the materialon the surface is important.
I first got this idea from Zismanwho said that the only effectivefilm is a
solid film. I've attemptedto measurethe meltingpoints of films, with
some success,and it appearsto be a unifyingpropertythat may predictthe
performanceof a film in the EP regime. One way of measuringthis is through
differentialthermalanalysisand also microscopicobservationof melting of
film, perhaps in a nitrogenatmosphere.

The second propertyI would like to mention is shear strength,which
governsthe frictionof a surface. Shear strengthhas been measured.
Dr. Tabor demonstratedone method betweenthe curve microsurfaces;perhaps
we can do that with other kinds of films, such as inorganicsalts.

The wear resistanceof films, I believe, is relatedto its adhesiveness
to the substrate,its own cohesiveness,and also the hardness and ductility
of a surface. A slidingasperitycauses elasticor plasticdeformationin
the film on the mating surface. Becausethe film can't stretchor recover
from this deformation,it will fail and allow intimatemetal to metal
contact.

Of course,the thicknessof the film is important,and it has been
demonstratedthat there is an optimumthickness. Also, the film material
should not be abrasivewhen it'sworn from a surface: for example, gen-
eratingaluminapowderedparticleswill abradethe parent surface.

We shouldput more emphasison the physicaland mechanicalproperties
of films and give a little less attentionto the chemistry. That will allow
furtherstrides in understandingboundary lubrication.
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Liquid Lubricantsas Heat-TransferFluids

Ward O. Winer
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology

Atlanta,Georgia

I've been saying that I think heat transfer is importantin systems,
tribologicalsystems,and I was asked to talk about liquid lubricantsas
heat-transferfluids.

I think we've been lucky in the past. Lucky in the sense that the
liquid lubricantswe've been using have also performedthe functionof a
heat-transferfluid adequately,in most cases, or we've been able to adjust
things to make them work adequately. By and large, as a community,either
from the design standpointor the researchstandpoint,we have tended not to
think much about the heat-transfercharacteristicsof fluids. Probablythe
farthestwe've gone in most cases was a few referencesto the Prandtlnumber
of fluids that we saw flashedon the screen this week. I submit that from
the heat-transferstandpoint,in this particularfield, the Prandtl number,
although it's probablythe only thing you can grasp, is maybe essentially
irrelevant.

We need to separateour thinking. This is counterto many of the pleas
we've heard about integratingour thinking,but I think we need to separate
our thinking about heat-transferfunctionsand lubricationfunctionsin tri-
bology and that will help us clarifythings. The Prandtlnumber,for those
of you who are not really familiarwith it, is attractivebecause it involves
four physicalpropertiesthat are measured: thermalconductivity,density,
specificheat, and viscosity. At any temperatureand pressurethose proper-
ties can be measuredand then put into a dimensionlessnumber called the
Prandtl number. The difficultywith this is that most work in heat transfer
is done with materialsthat have a limitedrange of Prandtlnumbers. Since
the vast majority of heat-transferliteraturedeals with gases and water,
you're dealingwith Prandtlnumbersfrom about 0.1 to 2; but, for liquid
lubricants,Prandtlnumberscan go as high as 1000. Beyond that, the Prandtl
number makes sense only if you considerother relevantfactors. It reminds
me of the differenceof importancein a boxingmatch of weight and arm
length: clearly,the most importantthing is the weight of a boxer, not the
arm length. The Prandtlnumber is kind of like the arm length in this par-
ticularprocess. Other things need to be dealt with as far as heat transfer
is concerned. If we separatethe two functionsof lubricationand heat
transfer,then a lot of additionalpossibilitiesopen up.

We have heard, and I think we have a reasonablygood handle on, ways of
determiningtemperaturelimitationsof liquid lubricants. Elmer Klaus and
others have definedways reasonablywell in terms of time and temperature
behavior. That puts some clear limitson how high a temperatureyou can
operateat and for how long. But in most advanceddesign systems,and we've
heard about some of them here, such as adiabaticdiesel concerns,people want
to go to much higher temperaturesfor thermodynamicpurposes. As many people
here have said that rules out using liquid lubricantsfor the extremecases.

Does that rule out a considerationof heat transfer Isn't thermal
scienceimportantto an adiabaticengine If it's really adiabaticthere is
no upper limit and we don't have a chance of ever having any tribological
successunlesswe considertemperatureeffects. Clearly,they are not talk-
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ing about an adiabaticsystem,they are talkingabout a higher temperature
system.

We need to direct our attentionin tribologyto heat-transfermech-
anisms,and we need to direct our attentionto clever designmechanismsfor
carryingthe energy away. If we direct our attentionto heat-transfer
mechanismsin the systems,then it seems to me that we ought to consider
additionalpossibilitiessuch as phase changes. An examplewould be sodium-
cooled exhaustvalves for reciprocatingengines. Maybe we need a look at
that and at introducingheat pipe systemsinto tribologicaldesignmech-
anisms. We should not overlookthe possibilityof using radiationas an
importantmeans of thermalenergy transport,which has been significantin
space devices. It is a far more efficientprocedurefor removingenergy
from a system than any convectioncooling is going to be, either with a gas
or with the liquidsthat we use as lubricants. Maybe no one has thought
about it in connectionwith the frictionand temperaturecurve that I showed

yesterdayfor the red hot glowingspecimens,but you may recall that the
temperatureleveledoff at about 650 C after only about 5 minutes. The
systemcontinuedto run, which means it dissipatedenergyfor 30 minutes.
It leveledoff becauseat 650° C and given the surfacearea and other rele-
vant propertiesof that particularsystem all the energy was being very
effectivelyand rapidlyradiated away. We need to considertribological
thermalsystem design as a separateentity; somethingthat receivesspecific
additionalattentioncomparedto other areas of usual concern. Thermal
controlneeds to be incorporatedincreasinglyinto our overallthinkingof
tribology. Specificattentionis clearlybecomingimportant,and we need to
think in terms of separatingthe lubricantfrom the heat-transfermechanism.
If we have to go to solid lubricantsystems,or hard or soft coatings,for
high-temperatureapplications,then clearlythe same material that functions
as a lubricantis not going to functionas a coolant.

Designing and Using Composites

Michael N. Gardos
Hughes Aircraft Company
El Segundo, California

Composites,it's not a science; I don't think it's ever been; we'd love
to make it a science;but it's not going to happen in my lifetime Take a
piece of plasticwhich will fall apart around600° to 700° F in air. Maybe
we can reenforceit, or give it a compositebody, but it would be a bowl of
jello without a skeleton. Well, how would you reinforcethe plastic
Choppedfibers That's not enough; it wouldn'tgive you enough strength.

Two-dimensionalgraphitefabric compositiesdepend on the shear
strength. If you put a bunch of layerstogetherand if you orient them in
the wrong direction,just like a deck of cards, there will be shear failure
betweenthe layers.

We've reinforcedand treatedthree-dimensionalgraphitefiber so it's
not going to be an abrasiveat elevatedtemperatures. We have compressive
strengthat 600° F, that's around30 000 to 35 000 psi. And we made bearings
out of it. The bearingsran at those loads at low speeds,and the wear was
acceptablewith a coefficientof frictionof 0.2 (themagic number for solid
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lubricants). Then we reduced the pressure to 4000 psi and ran it at what we
call high speeds - 130 ft/min, 600 000 PV, 600° F.

How do you mold the bearing retainer from such material Since it's
cylindrical you have to make a cylindrical weave. Then, you have to use a
varnish and put a soluble organic salt in the composite. If you have a
three-dimensional weave of graphite, you have unit cells to fill with the
polymer resin. Adding an organic salt and a lubricant additive weaken the
composite, so now the mechanical strengths are weakened and the tensile
strength is inadequate.

All l'm saying is that it is possible to develop composite materials for
tribological mechanical components, but at present it's an emperical process
that may require 100 by 100 matrices. It is very difficult to understand the
interaction of elements of the composites such as the graphite fiber surfaces.

Need for Design in Tribology

Harmen Blok
Rijswijk, The Netherlands

I would like to make a plea for developing tribology into tribo-
technology. I will explain that. Tribology has been recognized for about
two decades as a science, at that a multidisciplinary science, so at first
glance tribology might look fairly complete. It is not, however, complete
from the engineering viewpoint. Why It does not embody any really funda-
mental engineering principles and concepts, at least not explicitly. So from
theories of sciences, one cannot expect results of nature not accounted for
in this particular science.

There has been a gap between tribology as a science and its application
to design and development. For the most part that gap exists because of the
absence of fundamental design principles and concepts in tribology. Bridging
this gap is all important for both rationalizing and speeding up the transfer
of tribological knowledge.

To develop tribology into tribotechnology requires conceptually inte-
grating fundamental design principles and concepts into tribology. In dis-
cussing this process I confine myself to a single concept.

This point deals with the concept of hydrodynamically self-acting
lubricant films, which are rather usual and conventional. They are really
pumps, and to distinguish from different types of pumps I tend to call them
film pumps. By conceiving such film pumps, one may think of introducing
scalloping and other new kinds of surfaces that might be used to develop
pressure in lubricant films and, indeed, this has been achieved. In the
bearing the lubricant film is the central element because it is hydrodynamic
self-acting. In thinking of new kinds of bearings, first think of new kind
of film pump for the lubricant film and then build the bearing around it.

One way of distinguishing amongrubbing surfaces of systems on the basis
of rigidity is developing in the field of the rigid systems. This one is
that of whirl-proof bearings. Indeed, I arrived at the idea, without having
any recourse to Reynold's equation, just trying to obtain a kind of pump
that already exists for the purpose. The basic principle of arriving at
bearings having as high a load capacity as possible was achieved by spiral
grooves in different kinds of bearings. That kind of pump, call it a film
pump, has much in commonwith many other kinds of conventional pumps.
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I'm sorry there is not time to explain further, but in conclusion I
want to point out that although the basic Reynolds equation is applicable to
such developments none has emerged so I don't want to overemphasize the
importance of this basic equation or theory in general. What I do want to
point out is that to arrive at new developments, not only by invention, but
by intuition, you may arrive in a very logical manner. It can be achieved
by the conceptual integration of such basic design principles and design
concepts into tribology. I mentioned only one such concept. That concept
was obtaining hydrodynamic self-acting lubricant films using film pumps.
There are many more. So that is my plea - to develop tribology into tribo-
technology so as to speed up the transfer of the knowledge; that is, con-
ceptually integrating the really fundamental principles and concepts of
design and development based on tribology.

Graphite-Fiber-Reinforced Polyimide Composites

Harold E. Sliney
NASALewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

I would like to comment on Mike Gardos' discussion relevant to graphite-
fiber-reinforced polyimide composites. I agree that the three-dimensional
graphite-reinforced composites developed by Mr. Gardos and his colleagues
are useful self-lubricating materials. Another approach, which we have
taken, also results in high, straight graphite-reinforced composites with
good tribological properties. In this approach, chopped graphite fibers are
used for reinforcement instead of woven fibers, and no additional solid
lubricants are incorporated into the composite as they are in the three-
dimensional composites described by Mr. Gardos.

I disagree with Mike's comment that the use of chopped fiber does not
give a composite of adequate strength. Our experience is that chopped
fibers are quite effective reinforcing agents. For example, we used chopped
graphite fibers in a 1:1 weight ratio with NR150polyimide and achieved a
structure with a compressive strength of about 35 000 psi, which is quite
respectable for a polymeric composite bearing material. It was also our
experience that adding solid lubricants to the composite structure did not
reduce the friction coefficient; in fact, it only seemed to reduce the mech-
anical strength of the composites. That is not to say that a solid lubricant
cannot be used effectively in graphite fiber - polyimide composites, but we
were unable to achieve any benefit by complicating the composition with a
solid lubricant as a third component.

The preparation of chopped fiber-reinforced composites involves a rela-
tively simple transfer molding process. In the case of plain spherical
bearings, for example, a molded liner is prepared by transfer molding a mix-
ture of chopped graphite fibers and B-staged polyimide directly into the
bearing. This is done by first concentrically locating the spherical element
and the outer ring in a fixture, introducing the mixture, then curing under
heat and pressure. Bearings of this type have good wear resistance and have
friction coefficients of the order of 0.15 to 0.20 from 250° to 350° C.
They have a dynamic load capacity during low-speed oscillating motion of
about 20 000 psi at 260° C and about 10 000 psi at 350° C. In most dry
bearing applications, the required load capacity is less than 1000 psi and
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certainly less than 20 000 or 10 000 psi. Therefore, I believe that the
chopped graphite-fiber-reinforced bearing material is a very usable tri-
bological material.

Methods for Distillation of Information

Horst Czichos
Bundesanstalt fur Materialpr_fung

Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany

We have had one week full of information: there have been more than
30 papers, and we've had additional discussions. Furthermore, there are
about 6000 papers published annually in the field of tribology.

The question is how the existing tribological knowledge can be better
used and applied in practical applications. This is an important question
and a difficult one. There are two aspects. First, a proper presentation
and discussion of tribolgical research results; and second, the development
of away to retrieve tribological information. In Germany, we put some effort
into putting things together systematically.

The first thing is how to describe the results and then to use this as
a basis for retrieving tribological information. In a very simplified manner
the first step is to identify all materials in the friction and wear process.
Wehave, of course, a couple of materials with the interfacial medium and
environmental medium. These components and their properties provide what we
call the structure of a given situation. So this is one basic group. The
other group we have is the operating variables. Most important are load and
pressure, kinematic temperature, and rubbing duration. So these are the two
basic groups. You can draw an analogy to a simple tensile test: you have
only one piece of material, one operating variable, and the equivalent in
tribology is a complex structure, and that complexity causes the difficul-
ties. Two materials interact by means of contact friction and wear mech-
anisms. We have the lubricant, which has an influence on these processes as
well as on the two materials, and the environment, which influences the
lubricant as well as the interacting components. The multiplicity of in-
fluencing factors is the crux of all tribology.

The consequences of the action of the operating variables on the struc-
ture, via the tribological interactions, are the friction-induced energy
losses and energy-induced material losses, and, further, the tribological
induced changes of properties of systems components.

So there are four basic parameter groups: operating variables, external
operating variables, structure components of a given system, tribological
interactions, and then, also, the loss output to be described.

This is a kind of frame, and the question is how to use and apply it.
To give you an example, we are operating a research program in our country
which is run by the German Ministry of Research and Technology. It started
in 1978 and now has about 130 projects in a 6-year program. The following
are some of those 130 projects, but not in order of importance: abrasive
wear, fretting and fretting fatigue, sliding bearings, EHD, mixed lubrica-
tion, measuring and testing techniques, sliding bearing materials, surface
treatment, lubricants for combustion engines, manufacturing design, perfor-
mance of tribological systems, diesel engines, and lifetime improvement.
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In 1981 our institute was asked how this information could be described
and made applicable to industry for practical applications. We tried to
develop some retrieval methods, on the basis of the systematic description
I showed you, and we established a descriptor system. Wedivided the vari-
ous aspects of the tribological phenomena into seven basic groups. First,
the function of the tribological system, second, the field of application
(system machine apparatus component product manufacturing processes, etc.),
then the operating conditions (type of contact, type of motion of operating
variable), the structure (mainly the material properties and material
parameters but also the geometrical parameters and design aspects), the
tribological problem, the methods of investigation, and finally the back-
ground of interest. Wedeveloped a questionnaire; of course, the project
leaders didn't like that but I think it was inevitable. This questionnaire
contained 300 descriptive terms which were the basis for the information we
obtained. When the results of these research projects are compiled,
descriptors are accummulated. Nowwhen people from industry say I have an
apparatus like that, I have a type of contact like that, I have certain
material processes, and I'm interested in a certain method of investigation,
you can easily, by considering these parameters, distill what project is
relevant. The next step may be the use of a standard data sheet. I showed
one in my talk. In the future we may be able to establish a data base that
can be used by industry. I know, of course, that filling in data sheets is
tedious. Researchers don't like to do it, but I think that it is necessary
to accomplish technological transfer from research to application.

SPECIFIC QUESTIONSAND COMMENTS

Question (L. Ting): I have two questions for Mr. Bramberger. What kind of
bearing failure monitoring system did you use to conduct your simulated
tests If you are using the vibration detection method, can you tell
whether the bearing is beginning to fail due to bearing surface
distress

Answer (E. Bramberger): Weuse several systems to detect bearing failure.
Vibration is one. It certainly is not the best one. There are rela-
tively sophisticated chip detection systems which detect even the very
minor start of destruction of the surface, if you're talking surface
distress primarily. If you're talking about more serious failures,
such as fracture, we do have magnetic pickups, sensing devices, which
can sense a change in the continuity of the ring if it breaks, so we
can stop it immediately. I can't give you a single answer. I think it
depends on the type of test that we're running. The idea, of course,
in any test of this kind, where you're trying to get engineering data,
is to stop the test before the bearing destructs itself to the point
where you no longer have the capability of going back and analyzing
exactly what happened. One of my pictures did show the bearing seri-
ously fractured. This failure occurred in a program we're running now
where we did not have adequate control in the shutdown mechanism and
did get a fracture. It is obviously a very dramatic picture to show,
and it illustrates a point. But from an engineering standpoint, it
adds very little data, because there is not enough left for any serious
analysis. One of the most important considerations, particularly when
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you're trying to sense very early failure, involves a continuous eval-
uation of the oil contamination as the bearing begins to wear. We found
this is one of the best ways of sensing very early bearing distress.

Comment (W. Winer): Several comments during the meeting were about what tri-
bology means. It might seem redundant, but l'm concerned with whether
tribology means the science of our field, the technology and applica-
tions of our field, or both. I have my idea of what it means, and I
would like to at least bring it up here. If I am correct, my British
colleagues can correct me on this, but it seems to me the definition
that is now in the Oxford English Dictionary is that tribology is the
science and technology of surfaces in relative motion and encompassing
those areas known as friction, lubrication, and wear. In that defini-
tion I see no confusion and I feel badly that people are raising the
issue. In my frame of reference, the term tribology means both the
science and the technology, in other words, the applications, and to me
that's the exciting part of it and I don't think we should try to sepa-
rate the two.

By way of information, l'd like also to mention that the American
Society of Mechanical Engineering, which has been a very active group
in this country in the field of lubrication, or whatever you want to
call it, has in the last 6 months gone through a significant change in
terms of names for our field. Effective January 1, 1983, the Lubrica-
tion Division of ASME,which is where almost all the lubrication work
takes place, has had its name changed from the Lubrication Division to
the Tribology Division. The Research Committee on Lubrication, which
prides itself on being one of the oldest research committees in ASMEand
one of the most active, has as of January I, 1983, changed its name from
the Research Committee on Lubrication to the Research Committee on
Tribology. The Transactions of ASMEJournal on Lubrication Technology,
which everyone is familiar with, I hope, is going to change its name,
as of the first issue in 1984, to Transactions of ASMEJournal of
Tribology.

Now, l'm one of the leaders or instigators of these changes,
depending on how you look at it, and it has been my firm conviction in
pushing for these changes and getting them approved that the name
changes will, in fact, be more representative of what those groups do
and what they are interested in than were the former names.

The Lubrication Division, the Research Committee on Lubrication,
and the Journal of Lubrication Technology have many activities, many
publications, and many interests outside lubrication in the classical
sense. It has also been my firm conviction that the names do not imply
that we want to go the science route but, in fact, imply that we want to
tell the world that we are interested in friction, lubrication, and wear
and we are interested in both the fundamental aspects and the applica-
tion aspects of it. I hope nobody goes homewith a confused feeling
about that issue.

The people who have been involved in requesting these name changes
and the ASMEsuperstructure are firmly convinced that this is going to
be more representative of the field we're really interested in and, in
fact, will help people outside the field of lubrication be more comfort-
able participating in these activities.
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As current Technical Editor of the Journal of Lubrication Tech-
nology, I want to assure everyone of that. In discussing these changes
almost everyone has agreed with these changes. The only very minimal
objection was on this issue of whether that name includes technology or
not. I want to assure everybody that it does include the application
end of things, the technology end of things, because one is rather mean-
ingless without the other.

Comment (V. Wedeven): While we're on the subject of names, l'm sure all of
you know biannually there is a Gordon Conference held in June, the next
one will be in June 1984. This has been traditionally called the
Gordon Conference on Friction, Wear, and Lubrication. In March 1983
this namewas changed to the Gordon Conference on Tribology. As Con-
ference Chairman for 1984, this was easy to do - it only took one
telephone call.

Comment (S. Vago): I have to comment on one aspect of the word tribology.
I recently was asked to write a small brochure and I used in the title
the word tribology. Prior to printing it I showed it to my friends in
engineering and in plant engineering and no one knew what it meant.
They said not to use that word because people are going to think you're
a smart so and so. Although I deleted tribology from the title, I used
it in the text in an attempt to define it. If any organization, in-
cluding ASMEand ASLE, is going to use tribology in the broad sense,
then there will have to be a maximumeffort to educate the grass roots
people, including general engineering, who don't belong to ASMEand
ASLE. We're going to have to educate these people as to the goals,
meanings, and definitions of this word.

Comment (R. Johnson): This education process has been going on ever since
the Jost report was first issued, and it just proves that we're all
slow learners. I would hope that this move by ASMEand other similar
moves will help to unify the relevant technology and science in this
country as it has in the United Kingdom. They have had their problems
too. It's an interesting development that it will continue.

Comment (S. Hsu): I think I should raise one point about test methods. It
is important, because in the next 20 years we are going to be developing
materials and looking at mechanisms of what's happening in the surfaces.
In spite of 6000 publications a year, we don't seem to understand what's
going on. One key question is whether we're measuring the intrinsic
friction and wear properties of the material or just measuring the
friction and wear characteristics of the system. Is the reason we
cannot advance in our technology, understanding of the science, because
each of us is trying to be unique Working in ASTMat the National
Bureau of Standards I have a primary responsibility for pushing and
standardizing the test procedures. In ASTMwe are talking about
standardizing the routine tests. In our research community, in spite
of all the meetings and conferences like this where we exchange infor-
mation and ideas, we don't seem to have a handle on the intrinsic
properties of the materials. I think this is going to be a very impor-
tant issue in the next 20 years, especially when we are developing new
materials and new lubricants. We always seem to select one grid in an
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informational space and we measure a whole range of materials and say
this is the friction of wear properties of the lubricant, or of the
ceramics. I think in the future maybe we should map out the surfaces
and define our space. In that way maybe the information technology
exchange can push our technology further.
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